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ABSTRACT 

Title of Dissertation: European Unity and the Discourse of Collaboration: France and 
Francophone Belgium: 1938- 1945 

David Charles Lewis, Doctor of Philosophy, 1996 

Dissertation directed by: Michael R. Marms, Professor 
Department of History, University of Toronto 

The discourse of pro-Axis collaboration in France and francophone Belgium between 

1938 and 1945 centered around the conception of European unity. The collaborators. as well 

their European visions were quite varied, but could be grouped into three general categories of 

Europeanist. nationalist, and fascist collaborators, reflecting ideological tendencies inherited 

from the interwar period. Europeanist collaborators like Marcel Deat . Jean Luchaire, and 

Raymond De Becker were usually former European federalists who hoped Hitler would create 

a supranational European order embodying many of their prewar socialist ideals. Nationalist 

collaborators like Marshal Petain. Alexandre Galopin. and Robert PouIet viewed collaboration 

with Germany in terms of the national interest in a manner that minimized European 

sentiments. regarding the New Order as an alliance of sovereign fatherlands. Fascist 

collaborators like Jacques Doriot and Leon Degrelle conceived of European unity in terms of 

solidarity among fascist and Nazi states, each one of which embraced its own variant of what 

Jose Streel described as the fascist Revolution of the Twentieth Century. 

The discourse of collaboration altered along with the course of the war itself. The 

harshness of German rule and the growing hopes that France and Belgium would soon be 

liberated by the Allies doomed any hope of the collaborators' winning mass support, and Hitler 

himself had no intention of turning the New Order into a genuine European partnership. 

Depending more and more on German support, many, but not all, Europeanist and fascist 

collaborators by 1944 embraced an SS- inspired Euronazism, which envisioned a Germanized 

Europe organized on a purely racial basis. With the exception of the Milice franpise, those 



nationalist and even fascist collaborators who preferred a less Nazified vision of European 

solidarity became politically marginalized. 

The experience of collaboration was to exert a long-term impact upon the discourse of 

the postwar extreme right which continued to perpetuate many of the concepts of European 

unity entertained by the wartime collaborators. 
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GLOSSARY: 

Annexationism: A position of extreme pro-Nazi collaborationists in the Low Countries and 
Scandinavia which desired that Walloons. Flemings. and other Germanics relinquish their 
political sovereignty in favor of full incorporation into a Nazi Reich based on Germanic blood. 

Belgicism: A position entertained by those collaborationists of Brussels who desired that a 
united, autonomous Belgian state, generally monarchical. be preserved within the New Order. 

Rriandism: A liberal philosophy of international relations based upon the teachings and 
policies of French Foreign Minister Aristide Briand ( 1862- 1932) which included a belief in 
arbitration, pacifism, and supranational European federation. 

Collaboration: The general process by which officials, organizations, and individuals in the 
conquered states cooperated with the German government and its authorities during the 
occupation. The term in this study is narrowly used in terms of pro-Axis collaboration, being 
that resistance movements also collaborated, but with the Allies. 

Euro~eanist collaboration derived from Briandist and neo-socialist sources and 
reflected long-term philosophical commitment to Europe as a supranational reality and the 
creation of a European superstate as an end in itself. 

Nationalist collaboration arose from conservative or reactionary na:i;nalism and 
represented a strictly limited form of collaboration in which the national interest of the 
conquered state remained paramount. Fascist collaboration was practiced by native French and 
Belgian fascists who aided the Axis 9n the basis of shared fascist or Nazi beliefs. During the 
war. fascist collaboration evolved from a Eurofascist to a Euronazi phase. 

Collaborationism: A degree of collaboration based upon an enthusiastic commitment. generally 
fascist or national-socialist in nature,to the Axis cause. 

Corporatism: An ideology of social solidarity developed in late nineteenth century French 
Catholic thought by the Marquis La Tour du Pin and others and eventually adopted by Fascist 
Italy and Vichy France. Under corporatism, both the free market and the ability of labor to 
strike are supplanted by a regime of economic corporations. Private enterprise is preserved. 
but labor and management are subordinated to a policy of state direction in the name of the 
nation. 

Euronazism: A phase of fascist collaboration based upon an SS-inspired conception of 
European unity, alleging the common descent of white Nordics. Alpines. and Mediterraneans 
from a common Indo-European. Indo-Germanic, or Aryan race. Euronazism totally dominated 
fascist collaboration in Belgium but only partially dominated fascist collaboration in France. In 
its most extreme form. the nation-state would be replaced by a tribal European order orgaqized 
on the basis of regional racial groups. 

Fascism: That category of ultranationalist movements, highly populist and authoritarian in 
character, which strive for a national renewal through a total revolution based upon a single 
mass party, a corporate state, and the transformation of society on the basis of military virtues 
and an idealized portrait of the nation derived from the remote pat. 

Domestic fascism stressed the primacy of a doctrine derived from violent, spontaneous 
action and the supremacy of the nation-state. During the Occupation domestic fascism evolved 
into Eurofascism. Eurofascism . along with its Italian-inspired precursor Universal Fascism 
represented a conception of European unity popular in Latin circles, in which the continent 
organized on the basis of an alliance of fascist and corporatist states. Each nation-state retained 



its sovereignty, traditions, and own form of national revolution, usually more akin to the 
Mussolinian or Iberian than the Nazi model. 

The Aryan-fascist form of French Eurofascism fused the supposed violence and 
spontaneity of the Latin tradition with a strong racism and antisernitism based upon the 
common Nordic parentage of the Gauls, Franks, and early Germans. Maui~assian-fascism, in 
contrast, represented a form of French and Walloon fascism in which racism played a role but 
in which the Latin and Catholic tradition of the nation-state remrunsd pre-eminent. 

National-socialism signified a Germanized variety of fascism, prevalent in northern 
Europe, that emphasized a systematic doctrine of historical determinism based upon the 
supremacy of the Volk, or race. A domestic variant of national-socialism was found among 
Europeanist and even some fascist collaborators who attempted to apply the German model to 
French or Belgian symbols and traditions. Annexationist nationai-socialism, on the other 
hand, obtained a small but significant following in Scandinavia, the Netherlands, Alsace- 
Lorraine, Flanders. and even Wallonia, where it directly appropriated Nazi myths and symbols 
on the premise that the Reich itself represented the greater homeland of all peoples of Germanic 
blood and heritage. True Nazis, annexationists hoped to merge their countries within this 
enlarged Germanic Reich. 

Greater German Reich: An ultranationalist concept entertained by both pan-Germans and Nazis 
in which all Germans. Austrians, and other ethnic Germans would be united in a single state. 
Heinrich Himmler and the SS expanded this concept to an even more racist formulation in 
which Danes, Norwegians. Swedes, Icelanders. Swiss, Dutch. Flemings, Walloons, and even 
parts of France would constitute a Greater Gemanic Reich. 

Mitteleuropa: A concept of European integration in which east central Europe, including Italy 
and Belgium. would be organized under German hegemony. Paneuropa, in contrast, 
represented a more federal conception, popular in 1920's Austria and France, in which all 
European states would be united on a more equal basis. 

Neo-fascism: A revived form of fascist ideology which existed after 1945 and whose forms 
and discourse were adapted to the postwar world. More generally racist and European than its 
classical counterpart, neo-fascism was paralleled in postwar Europe by neo-Nazism, which 
was much more imitative of the Hitler model. 

Neo-~acifism: An antiwar policy pursued by French and Belgian conservatives and fascists 
during the 1930's based upon anticommunism, fear of domestic revolution. and a belief that 
the Axis powers represented a lesser evil than the Soviet Union. Neo-pacifism derived from 
resigned nationalism, which accepted the limits of French and Belgian power in relation to 
Germany and considered appeasement of her demands in the French and Belgian interest. 

Neo-socialism: A non-Marxist revision of socialist doctrine which rejected the doctrines of 
pure economic determinism. class war, proletarian internationalism. and violent revolution in 
favor of a socialism based upon economic planning on a national and European scale. 
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PREFACE 

This study explores the role played by the idea of a united Europe in the politics of 

collaboration in France and francophone Belgium during World War II. The European 

ideology of the New Order was as diverse as the collaborators themselves. Conservatives like 

Marshal Petain and Francois Lehideux, pure technocrats like kan Bichelonne. Radicals like 

Jean Luchaire, former socialists like Pierre Laval. practicing socialists like Marcel Deat and 

Hendrik De Man. Catholic believers like Philippe Henriot and Alphonse de Chateaubriant. 

Maurassian royalists like Robert Poulet , and a legion of fascists and Nazis like Jacques Doriot. 

Jose Streel, Joseph Darnand, and Lion Degrelle all justified their collaboration with the Third 

Reich in terms of European solidarity if not outright economic and even political integration. 

As I studied the ideology of the major French-speaking collaborators, I began to 

discover an extraordinary diversity in their European conceptions and discourse. This diversity 

represents a major theme of the following dissertation. Some French collaborators wanted 

outright integration of their country into a European Nazi superstate; some of their WaIloon 

counterparts desired outright annexation to the Reich itself. Others regarded Europe in purely 

economic and geographical terms, desiring the maximum of national independence in a more 

pluralistic but still authoritarian Europe des patries, often dominated by a Franco-German 

alliance. Given the vast diversity among the collaborators, I found it usehl to group all the 

collaborators into the three broad categories of Europeanist. nationalist, and fascist on the 

basis of their general attitude towards European unity. Europeanist collaborators believed 

Hitler would aid their long-standing goal of achieving a supranational continental union with 

clearly socialist overtones, a goal many of them had held since the 1920's. The nationalist 

collaborators tended to be much more conservative, conceiving Europe in terms of her nations 

rather than as a living reality of and by herself. They exhibited little love for their German 

conquerors and endeavored to trade and cooperate with them because French and Belgian 

survival and economic recovery dictated the need to, but only in a manner that maximized 

national interest and minimized Europeanist sentiments. Genuinely fascist collaborators 



usually conceived of European solidarity in nationalist terms as well, but amplified by notions 

of fascist solidarity in the form of a con tinent-wide Revolution of the Twentieth Century and a 

violent struggle against the ideological and even racial enemies supposed shared by all "true" 

Europeans. 

The ideology of the New Europe, moreover, was never static but altered over time. 

The European conceptions of the fascist collaborators, in particular, evolved from pure 

ultranationalism to an Italian-inspired Universal Fascism and Eurofascism which envisioned a 

European order composed of a score of sovereign corporate states. Because of the changing 

situation of the war, some of these same fascist coIlaborators who were Eurofascists in 1941 

and 1942 embraced an SS-inspired philosophy of Euronazism in the final two years of the war 

which envisioned a Europe organized on a purely racial basis. Euronazism, moreover, did not 

appeal to fascist collaborators alone, for many Germanophile Europeanist collaborators like 

Marcel E a t  and Paul Marion found the overt socialism of the SS and the German Labor Front 

more appealing than the more capitalist corporatism of most fascists and authoritarian 

conservatives. On the other hand, some of those who wananted categorization as both fascist 

and nationalist coIlaborators, such as Joseph Darnand and many of his Milice franqaise, 

supported the politics of Euronazism by enlisting in the WafTen-SS while ignoring the 

Germanized rhetoric others willingly em braced 

A study of the discourse of collaboration such as this faced many conceptual problems 

in the development of its argument. The three-fold model of Europeanist, nationalist, and 

fascist collabordtors is by no means a rigid, perfect, or comprehensive one. Sometimes 

groups or individuals exhibited tendencies common to more than one category. Fraqois 

Lehideux seemed to be both a Europeanist and a nationalist; Drieu La Rochelle appeared as 

both a Europeanist and a fascist; the Milice was fascist, but its discourse had far more in 

common with that of more conservative nationalist collaborators. Consequently, individuals 

and movements such as these were usually assigned to the category that best described their 

often complex pjsitions. 



Any discussion of collaboration, moreover, could not ignore the relationship of political 

ideology and European discourse to political events and interests. Frenchmen as well as 

Belgians collaborated with Germany for many reasons: fmancial gain, power, personal 

security, revenge, concern for fiends and relatives, desire for adventure or employment. 

Collaborationist rhetoric on behalf of a united Europe, continental socialism, a crusade against 

Bolshevism, the Revolution of the Twentieth Century, or the racial solidarity of Nordics and 

Aryans was not disseminated in a vacuum. On the contrary, such rhetoric warrants 

understanding in the context of both the shifting events of the Second World War and the 

practical political realities of the New Order itself. For example, the round of Axis victories in 

April of 1941 was accompanied by a stronger emphasis upon Europeanism in the Vichy press. 

The Nazification of RNP, PPF, and especially Rexist discourse between 1941 and 1943 was a 

direct function of the realization by Dgat, Doriot, and Degrelle that only hard-core Nazi support 

offered them any hope of political power. Likewise, the almost complete absence of references 

to European unity in the conservative Vichy press from June, 194 1 on suggested a declining 

belief in the likelihood of both genuine collaboration or inevitable Axis victory. 

Understanding the differences in language and style among the various collaborationist 

movements cannot obscure the reality that these differences were far outweighed by their 

similarities and common goals. The RNP, PPF, Milice, Francistes, Ligue fianpise, Groupe 

Collaboration, Rex, AGRA, and others all desired a German victory in World War ll, the 

expulsion of Jews, parliamentarians, and communists from Europe, and the integration of their 

countries or regions into a racist and authoritarian continental order. Non-fascist collaborators 

such as Petain, Lehideux, and Poulet, moreover, were far from neutral, but recognized that 

French and Belgian destinies rested with the New Order rather than what was to become the 

United Nations. The schemes of European integration envisioned by Mat  and Doriot in late 

1940 were virtually indistinguishable. 

Nevertheless, the different manner in which the various collaborators defended their 

decision to collaborate is of significance, for it indicates that even the New Order failed to 

eradicate all prewar political and ideological differences. Studying the European discourse of 



collaboration may not reveal why certain individuals became collaborators, for human 

motivations are much too complex to be analyzed through such an abstract model as the one 

he= presented. An analysis of the propaganda of the New Europe, however, can reveal why 

men like DCat and Luchaire, with a long record of enthusiastic support for European 

federalism, chose to defend their acts of collaboration with a stronger Europeanist appeal than. 

say, Doriot, whose taste for violence and antisemitic constituency in Marseilles and Algeria led 

him to use more racist appeals. The key question addressed in these pages, then, should not be 

why someone collaborated so much as why some individuals rationalized their decision to 

collaborate in a very different manner from others. 

In spite of their common goals and sympathies the collaborationist movements 

remained different enough in composition, language. and style to merit classification. While 

most of these movements warranted categorization as fascist, a clear distinction needed to be 

drawn between movements such as the the PPF, Francistes, MSR, Milice franpise, and Ligue 

franpise on the one hand, and movements like the RNP, Centre social de propagande, UTMI, 

Groupe Collaboration, Communaut6 culturelle wallonne, Cercle europkn, Salon Didier and 

AGRA on the other. The former warranted classification as domestic fascists, while the latter 

were best described as national-socialists. Domestic fascist movements tended to follow the 

example of Mussolini in developing their originally ultranationalist doctrine through a process 

of improvisation and even armed struggle. They placed a heavy emphasis upon action, 

violence, the historic value of Ale nation-state, and, in most cases, the Catholic faith and Latin 

or Celtic political tradition. Most domestic fascists naturally became fascist collaborators. 

Most national-socialists, in contrast, had not been fascists or even nationalists before World 

War II, but resided on the left of the political spectrum. An exception to this rule were the 

members of the Groupe Collaboration, who tended to come from more conservative 

backgrounds. Unlike other fascists, national-socialists inherited a fully-formulated neo- 

socialist doctrine rendering them more sympathetic to European integration, trade unionism, 

and, in some cases, anticlericalism and neo-paganism. More strongly represented in northern 

France and Belgium than in the Mediterranean, national-socialism as well tended to have a 



"Germanic" flavor than domestic fascism. These more leftist and Germanophile socialists 

easily became Europranist collaborators, adopting more and more Nazi uappings as the war 

progressed. 

The categories of domestic fascism and national-socialism themselves required funher 

subdivision. Some domestic fascists were clearly more pro-German and pro-European than 

others. Jacques Doriot, Marcel Bucard, and Pierre Costantini, as well as writers like Drieu La 

Rochelle consciously appealed to the common Nordic blood of Frenchmen and Germans as a 

basis for political collaboration. Adopdng doctrines borrowed From nineteenth century Celtic 

racists like Edouard Drumont . the PPF and its allies warranted the designation of Aryan-fascist 

or, perhaps, Nazi-fascist. In contrast the Milice of Joseph Darnand, while no less 

collaborationist or racist. drew virtually all of its membership fiom southern France and 

appealed to the strongly Catholic and Mediterranean tradition of integral nationalism of its 

formerly Pktainist and Maurrassian cadres. Relying upon the Action h ~ a i s e  for so much of 

their inspiration and discourse, more Medi terranean-orien ted fascists like Darnand and 

Brasillach were best described as Maurrassian-fascists. Likewise, one had to distinguish 

between annexationist national-socialists like the members of AGRA or De Wag, who 

repudiated all allegiance to the Belgian state and fully adopted Nazi symbolism in the 

anticipation of the incorporation of the regions within a Greater Germanic Reich, and domestic 

national-socialists like Raymond De Becker and Marcel Dkat who admired the Nazi, as 

opposed to the Italian model of fascism. but sought to apply that model to French or Belgian 

nationality and traditions. The Rexist movement , however, presented problems for all these 

categories. Under the ideological direction of Jose Streel both befare and after 194.0, Rex 

exhibited the characteristics of Maurrassian-fascism. By 194 1, though, Lion Degrelle had 

clearly become a domestic national-socialist, and, after 1942, succeeded in transforming Rex 

into a fully annexationist national-socialist movement and a virtual replica of the SS and in 

which allegiance to King Leopold III had been replaced by allegiance to Adolf Hider. 

I intend this study to close an important gap in the growing amount of literature dealing 

with the history of European federation and at the same time fill another vacuum in the larger 



area of scholarship on western European collaboration. The growing reality of continental 

integration manifest in the European Monetary System, Single European Act, Single Market of 

1992 and, finally, the European Union created at Maastricht has, since the mid- 1 9 8 0 ' ~ ~  

encouraged a supranational perspective among scholars in all fields of European history. The 

era of the Second World War represents no exception to this trend. Robert Edwin Heastein, 

Hans-Wemer Neulen, Walter Lipgens. M.L. Smith and Peter M.R.Stirk and Yves Durand 

have, in recent years, called attention to the "European" aspects of the Nazi period and placed it 

in the context of the longer-term history of the European idea that traditionally ended with the 

death of Aristide Briand in 1932 and resumed with Churchill's address in Geneva in 1946. 

Without morally legitimizing the ideas or deeds of the Nazis and their collaborators, it is 

necessary to recognize that the language of European unity continued to express itself in Axis 

and pro-Axis circles throughout the period 1933-1945 and that some continuity did exist 

between wartime collaboration and prewar Europeanism. Likewise, the ever-growing flood of 

new and specialized works on collaboration itself, represented by authors like Claude Uvy, 

Bemam Gordon, Philippe Bunin, Martin Conway, and Reinhold Brender, now acknowledge, 

largely in passing, the vital role of European discourse in the politics of Marcel Mat, Jacques 

Doriot, Lion Degrelle and others. 

Neither the historians of the European idea nor the specialists on collaboration have, 

however, given the European thought and conceptions of the collaborators the thorough and 

systematic exposition they deserve and which my own research attempts to provide. Besides 

explaining what the various European conceptions were and how they differed, I sought to 

answer the deeper question of how these differing conceptions were shaped by the 

collaborators' prewar thinking, i.e..why were some collaborators more enthusiastic about 

Europe than others? I have striven, for the first time, to compare systematically both the 

substance and the development of collaborationist ideology in France with that in Belgium, in 

an effort to understand how and why collaboration in Belgium was, on the whole, more 

susceptible to Nazi influences than collaboration in France. I also wished to explore the degree 

to which collaborators in both counuies were influenced by the European conceptions of the 



two Axis powers themselves, as well as by historic myths such as the Carolingian, Holy 

Roman, and Napoleonic empires. 

How, ultimately, does this research conuibute to an understanding of the long-term 

evolution of the European idea? The orthodox view of the history of Europeanism, expressed 

most recently by Carl H.Pegg, viewed the 1920's as the heyday of a federalist movement, led 

by Aristide Briand and Count Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi, which waned after 1929, and 

collapsed completely with the coming to power of Hitler in 1933. The remainder of the 1930's 

and the early years of the war are dismissed as a bleak nationalist interlude until Resistance 

thinkers Like Henri Frenay, Jean Monnet and Paul -Henri Spaak revived the European dream. 

This study, however, offers a revisionist perspective, arguing that Europeanism remained a 

weakened but still viable force in both France and Belgium well into the 1930's. Europeanism 

ceased to be a vigorous and democratic movement only in mid-1936, when continental 

hegemony passed from France to the Rome-Berlin Axis. European ideology, however, 

resurfaced among die-hard federalists, defeatist nationalists, and fascist opportunists in darker, 

more authoritarian and hegemonic forms. Hitler's armies, industrialists, and officials crossed 

national boundaries with impunity, subjecting Frenchmen, Belgians, and other Europeans to 

the same tribulations as if those boundaries no longer existed. In seeking to unite Europe 

behind Hitler, the collaborators succeeded only in uniting the n%istants of a dozen countries 

against them. When the supporters of the New Order began to define their vision of the future 

in European terms, those who from 1941 on began to fight them were compelled to do 

likewise. United in suffering, Frenchmen, Walloons, and even Germans of the Resistance 

became more united in their vision of a single European future. The debate between 
. . collaborators and resistants hinged, among other issues, upon whether the Europe of the future 

would be authoritarian or democratic: 

To propose that the Resistance and Nazism were engaged in a dialogue might seem at first sight 
to be invalidated by the often \lolent and savage reality of their mutual relations. This would be 



to fail to take into account the nature of the terms in which the antagonists argued, as it were, 
their respective cases. These were that Europe could, and should, have a unity. 1 

This work is based on a multitude of primary sources, chiefly the press of Paris, 

Vichy, and Brussels, the sheer volume of which necessitated that I selected journals that 

appeared most representative of Europeanist (L'CEuvre. Les Nouveaux Temps. La Gerbe. Le 

Soh), nationalist (Le Temos. Le Fiearo. Le Nouveau Journal), and fascist collaborators Q 

Cri du peuple. l e  suis panout. Le Franciste. L'Appel and Le pavs reel)2 The weekly Review 

of the Foreim Press of the Royal Institute of International Affairs and the Weekly Political 

Intelli~ence Survev of the British Foreign Office were also invaluable, along with the published 

archives of Angelo Tasca and the unpublished diary of Marcel Dkat, available at the Archives 

nationales in Paris. Archival sources in Paris, particularly at the Archives nationales are 

considerable, but most are difficult to gain access to without official permission. There are 

useful documentary collections and journals dealing with fascist movements at the University 

of Paris in Nanterre and the Institut &Histoire du temps present, also in Paris. The most 

useful German documents were the Akten betreffend Frankreich of the German Foreign 

Minisuy, available at their archives in Bonn, the Tagesbericht of the German Milirarvenvaltung 

available at the Brussels Cenm de recherches et d'itudes historiques de la Seconde Guerre 

rnondiale, and the Propaganda Ministry and Speer collections available at the Bundesarchiv in 

Koblenz. The Brussels center has excellent archival material on all aspects of Belgian fascism 

and collaboration, including unpublished memoirs and manuscripts, most of which is more 

accessible than the documentation in France. 

M.L Smith , "Introduction: European Unity and the Second World War", in M.L Smith and Peter M.R. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

"UNE GENERATION REALISTE": EUROPEANISM, NATIONALISM, 
AND FASCISM IN THE LOCARNO ERA : 1924- 1932 

France and the European Federalist Legacy: 1924- 1932. 

The idea of a united Europe existed in Roman and perhaps even Celtic times. The first 

fully continental, as opposed to merely Mediterranean, European order in historic times began 

with Charlemagne. The concept of Latins, Gemanics, Celts and Slavs united by a single 

ruler, army, currency, religion and law was to haunt and inspire the thinkers and statesmen of 

the continent long after the dissolution of the Carolingian Empire in 843. The German kings 

were the fmt to claim Charlemagne's title and legacy in the form of the Holy Roman Empire. 

whose crown was eventually inherited by the Austrian Habsburgs. Even prior to the Protestant 

Reformation, the notic:: of a universal Christendom, already sundered by the schism between 

the Pope and the Patriarch of Constantinople in 1054, slowly began to give way, however, to a 

more secular concept of Europeanisrn coinciding with the rise of nation-states such as France. 

From 1300 to 1900 a long line of French thinkers: Pierre Dubois, Antoine Marin, Emeric 

Lacroix. the Duc de Sully , the AbM de St-Pierre. the philosophes of the Enlightenment, 

Napoleon III, Henri de Saint-Simon, Victor Hugo, and Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu preached the 

concept of a union of European states joined by the rule of law rather than conquest or feudal 

custom. Prior to 19 14, however, these thinkers remained lonely visionaries in a world where 

the forces and sentiments of national sovereignty were too powerful to overcome or even 

question. 1 

The First World War was a turning point in the history of the European idea. Kaiser 

Wilhelm I1 and his propagandists entertained their own version of an integrated Europe, 

especially when Gerrnan forces dominated central Europe between 1914 and 19 18. Having 

Bernard Voyenne, Histoire de Itid& e w o m k n n ~  (Paris, Payot. 1964), pp.54-57,6I-65,75-8O,!XW.ll7- 
20,132-33.155-60: Fran~ois BCdarida. "France and Eumpe-From Yesterday to Today", in The Long Way tp 
Europe: Historical Observations From a Contemporary View, edited by Wolfgang I. Mommsen (Chicago. 
Editions Q, Inc., 1994, pp. 13-16. 



called upon the nations of Europe in 19 12 to unite under his Leadership against America and 

Russia, the self-proclaimed heir of the Holy Roman Empire attempted, once the Great War had 

begun, to unite the continent by force. German politicians, industrialists, and theoreticians 

planned to organize their newly conquered territories into a European war economy capable of 

breaking Britain's navai stranglehold and challenging America. In this evolving concept of 

Mitteleuro~a, fmt systemaacally described by Friedrich Naumann in 1915, the heanland of 

Europe would be supplemented by the resources of the Ukraine, Byelorussia and the Baltic 

States. Belgium and even parts of France would be annexed to the Reich. Unlike the Europe 

of the French federalists, the German wartime concept of Mitteleurooa discarded European 

interests in favor of German ones and. by 191 8, had even begun to embody notions of German 

racial superiority. Only the defeat of Germany by British seapower and American manpower 

7 prevented the realization of these schemes. - 
The trauma of 19 14- 19 1 8 inspired the First serious movement for European integration. 

In spite of attempts to restore it, the old nineteenth century order of a concert of European 

world powers had been shattered. French thinkers of both left and right confronted a Europe, 

exhausted and bankrupted by the worst war in history, whose position in the world was now 

threatened by the rise of the United States and the emergence of the Soviet Union. The 

continent itself, though, was now riven by a score of nationalist rivalries and the potential for 

yet another German attempt at hegemony, for France done could not restrain her. The 

Russian, Turkish, and Austrian Empires were gone. Germany, defeated and disarmed, 

retained a vast industrial base, a healthy birthrate, and a population of sixty million. France, by 

comparison, had a very low birthrate and a population of only forty million.3 

In order to avert another war, the choice for France was either to organize Europe 

against Gennany or with her. Between 1919 and 1923, the conservative nationalist 

Fritz Fischer, Germanv's Aims in the First World War (New York, Norton. 1967). pp. 98-1 17, 155-73; idem, 
War of IIlusions: German Policies from 19 1 1 to 19 14, trans. Marion Jackson (New York, Norton, 1973), pp. 
34-35,51, 137-39, 259-60, 529-35. 
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government of Raymond Poincani aaempted the fust option. Allying herself with the new 

states of east central Europe, France aied to weaken Gemany by exacting reparations and 

encouraging separatists in the Rhineland The policy culminated in the French and Belgian 

occupation of the Ruhr in 1923, the collapse of the Reichsmark, and the near collapse of the 

franc. France simply lacked the strength to restrain Germany and enforce the Venailles system 

on her own. By 1924 many were willing to consider alternatives to the policy of force. The 

Radical Party of Edouard Hemot joined forces with the socialist Section franpise de 

I1Intemational ouvriere (SFIO), led by E o n  Blum, to install a left-of-center government 

following the May, 1924 French elections. Hemot's new govemment, like most of the 

moderate French left, considered German misconduct the result of a need for security and self- 

determination, not hereditary wickedness. Believing in human rationality, perfectibility, and 

the Rights of Man, both liberals and socialists in France saw the cause of war in social and 

economic injustice and its remedy in pacifism, internationalism, and support for the League of 

Nations. 

No one in the Herriot government was more devoted to internationalist ideals than its 

Foreign Minister, Aristide Briand ( 1862- 1932). Instantly recognizable by his grandfatherly 

appearence and immense handlebar mustache, Briand had long believed that that the most 

practical application of his philosophy of peace and arbitration would be the creation of a 

supranational United States of Europe. Even though PoincarC was to return to power in 1926, 

Briand ~ m a i n e d  the architect of French foreign policy until his death in 1932. Briand was 

firmly convinced that narrow nationalism had done France more harm than good Accepting 

the limits of French power and the futility of war, he and his followers hoped to prevent a 

resurgence of Geman militarism and nationalism by encouraging the liberal forces of the 

Weimar Republic. The Versailles system, meanwhile, needed to be modified to secure 

Germany's return to international respectability. On October 16, 1925 Briand and German 

Foreign Minister Gustav Stresemann signed the Locarno Treaty guaranteeing the frontiers of 



western Europe. Germany was admitted to the League of Nations in September. 1926. 

France, Belgium, and Germany set up a steelmaking cartel shortly thereafter4 

Briand's long tern goal, however, went beyond mere Franco-German reconciliation. 

Not only he but many on the liberal and socialist left hoped that the spirit of Locarno would 

pave the way for a United States of Europe which would render war among its member states 

impossible. Longstanding as it was, Briandrs belief in a united Europe was influenced as well 

by the more practical consideration of both containing German power within the confines of a 

supranational system. Many Briandists, as a result, were to become active members in the 

Paneuropa-Union organized by the Austrian nobleman, Count Richard von Coudenhove- 

Kalergi. Coudenhove's vision of Europe was directly influenced by the cosmopolitan 

traditions of the Habsburg monarchy of which he had been a part. More than anyone else, this 

aristocrat of a vanished supranational empire provided the theoretical Framework for federalist 

Europeanism in the twentieth century. Both the Catholic aristocrat Coudenhove and the 

anticlerical Briand considered a European superstate the only bulwark against the chaos 

generated by the collapse of the old order, communist and nationalist extremism, and the twin 

challenge of the United States and Soviet Russia. By 1927 chapters of the Paneuropa-Union 

existed in Austria, France, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, 

Hungary, Latvia. Belgium, Czechoslovakia. Poland, Bulgaria, and even Great Britain and the 

United States. Outside of Austria, however. no chapter was more active than that of France, 

where the sentiments of European federalism had a six-hundred-year history. 

The Briandists and pan-Europeans of the 1920's defined Europe as a living historical 

reality greater than the sum of her national parts. Loving their nations and their regions without 

becoming nationalists, they nevertheless proclaimed themselves unashamed Europeanists 

whose motto best expressed itself in the title of a book by Gaston Riou, Europe. ma patrie. 

True Europeanists wished to transcend the nation-state by creating a federal European 

Ibid., pp. 53-69. 
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superstate with its own passport, flag, anthem, president, parliament, body of law, currency 

and armed forces.6 

The Europeanist collaborators of World War 11, as well as the Europeanist nisistants, 

drew their inspiration from the supranational idealism of Coudenhove, Briand, and Riou. 

When two thousand dedicated Europeanists assembled at the First Paneuropa-Union Congress 

in Vienna in October, 1926, the French delegation contained several prominent Europeanist 

collaborators-to-be within its heavily liberal and socialist ranks. The most important of these 

future collaborators was a young journalist named Jean Luchaire, a close ally and confidant of 

the foreign minister himself. Son of a humanities professor, the young Luchaire spent his 

boyhood in Italy, acquiring a cosmopolitan rather than a nationalist outlook. Like many of his 

generation, Luchaire, born in 190 1, had come of age in time to serve in the Great War. The 

experience of the trenches, was for him, as for many on the left, an education in the social 

costs of total war, unrestrained nationalism, class distinctions, and free-market economics. 

Those who survived emerged with a conviction that the old world of nationalist prejudices and 

alliances had to be replaced with a new one based upon the interdependence of all Europeans. 

For Luchaire, the creation of a United States of Europe with a single market, army, passport 

and currency was neither utopian nor idealistic, but the height of realism itself. The intensity of 

Luchaire's pacifism and Europeanism was made evident to all at the Paneuropa Congress when 

he publicly em braced the leader of the German delegation.7 

Having begun to organize Europeanist youth groups in the early 1920's, Luchaire set 

forth his views in a number of Radical journals, including his own Notre Temps, as well as in 

a book, to be published in 1929, entitled yne generation r6aliste. In his book, Luchaire argued 

that reconciliation between Germany and France had to begin among the youth, who must 

never again be sacrificed for their elders in the name of nationalism: "having been taught by the 

ti Pegg. Evolution of lhe European Idea p. 194. 
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lesson of conflict, the new generation has ... a common ideal and concern for realistic action 

... and a European state of mind clearly transcending national particularisrns."8 

The 1926 congress was the high point of interwar Europeanism. In spite of their 

enthusiasm, the pan-Europeans and their Briandist allies nevertheless remained a movement of 

the intelligensia. The French and German masses remained either apathetic or preoccupied 

with more mundane concerns of subsistence. Communists in both countries considered 

European integration a tool of anti-Soviet monopolies. The nationalist right considered any 

surrender of sovereignty as treasonable. In their view, the sentiments and loyalties of 

Frenchmen belonged to France alone. and any idea which compromised the ability of France to 

act solely in her own interests was dangerous and unacceptable. The diplomacy of Locarno 

continued, but as early as 1927 the illusions began to wear thin as even Stresemann himself, 

lukewarm in his commitment to Europeanism, in fact exploited Briand's concessions for the 

sole purpose of uniting Germany with Austria, the Saar, the S udetenland and the Danzig 

Comdor. Undeterred, Briand attempted to resuscitate the European cause with a series of 

initiatives: the World Economic Conference of May, 1927, the Franco-German Commercial 

Treaty of August, 1927, and the Kellogg-Briand Pact of August, 1928, all of which yielded 

meager results. In September, 1929 the aging statesman attempted a bolder measure in the 

form of a European political and economic union presented to the League of Nations. In a 

single stroke, Briand moved Europeanism from the salon to the realm of serious diplomatic 

negotiations. The proposed European union, further described in a May 17, 1930 memo sent 

to all European states. provided for arbitration in European disputes and sanctions against 

violators of international law. With its supranational secretariat, executive committee, and 

representative European Conference the scheme harkened back to the fourteenth-century 

council of princes proposed by Pierre ~ubois.9 
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As was the case with so many European initiatives, that of Briand met with wide verbal 

endorsement from almost every European government, but Little lasting support. The political 

climate within Europe itself was becoming less and less favorable to Briand's dream. 

Stresemann died in the autumn of 1929, and the simultaneous onset of the Great Depression, 

which in the early 1930's affected industrial Germany far more than agrarian France, bode ill 

for free trade and political moderation. While Briand, during the last two years of his life, 

struggled to salvage his project, the rapid rise of Adolf Hider and his National Socialists, 

violently opposed to his version of Europeanism, cast an ominous shadow over his goals. 

During 1931 and 1932 the banking system of central Europe virtually collapsed, and 

joblessness in Germany reached six million, one tenth of the entire population. The Nazis 

emerged as the largest party in the Reichstag, supported by one-third of the electorate. In the 

atmosphere of 193 1 Briand journeyed to Berlin desperately aying to revive Chancellor 

Heinrich Briining's interest in his plan for European unity; by March, 1932, however, the 

seventy-year old French statesman was in his grave and his dream seemed Likely to follow him 

there. 10 

While the rise of Hitler persuaded many Radicals to question the liberal assumptions of 

Briandisnl, those closest to the old statesman, led by Luchaire, remained steadfast believers in 

his philosophy both before and after his death. Notre Temps continued to argue, throughout 

1930, 193 1, and 1932, for the federation of Europe and the diplomacy of understanding rather 

than force. Charged with foolish and even treasonable pacifism by French nationalists, 

Luchaire insisted that the policies he defended were dictated by the highest realism and concern 

for the interests of France. No lover of Hitler or fascism, he simply believed that France 

would be no match for Germany in a new war of aerial bombs and poison gas. Luchaire was 

unable to comprehend the Nazi movement in terns other than his own ideological kame of 

reference, in which popular endorsement of Hitler signified the response of his own jobless 

and humiliated generation, a response which he believed could be moderated by ending 
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unemployment, a view which seemed to find confmation in Nazi electoral losses between 

July and November of 1932. 

Luchaire sought to underline his words with actions, mobilizing Frenchmen and 

Germans of his generation on behalf of Europe and peace even as the political skies continued 

to darken. Beginning in the summer of 1930, the young journalist began to sponsor a series of 

yearly conferences of French and German youth for the purpose of uniting the student groups 

of both countries into a single movement with a shared European consciousness. The 

movement was known as the Sohlber~kreis (Sohlberg Circle) after the German village of 

Sohlberg in which its first meeting was held. Among the young Germans present in Sohlberg 

was a tall blond Swabian named Otto Abetz who had been deeply moved by Luchaire's book 

and who quickly became his close political ally. Luchaire and Abetz, though, faced the same 

uphill struggle as Briand, for the rising passions of nationalism were felt even within the 

Sohlberekreis. When the movement met again at Rethel in the Ardennes in August, 193 1, 

Luchaire was compelled to criticize the German delegates for still thinking in terms of Germany 

rather than ~ u r q e . 1 2  Neither Frenchmen nor Germans, he argued, could remake Europe in 

their own image: 

We fully understand that, having been deceived by [the promise of] a Europe which is not 
being created, you have drawn into a shell and confined your affections to your own German 
people. But you will all have to understand that if we all want to create Europe ... you will 
have to come out of that shell ... and not presume to remake the whole continent in the image of 
... the German race. 

By the time the third congress met in Mainz in Germany on March 20-26, 1932, the situation 

had deteriorated even further. The Sohlbergkreis delegations themselves now included Hider 

l 1  Levy, pp. 16-18; Jean Luchaire, "Auenrisrne, oui, pesstmisme. non", Notre Temps, vol. XI, September, 
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Youth and even French nationalists. whose discussions took on a tone of angry debate, as 

many srill continued to regard themselves as F ~ n c h  and German rather than European. l4 

The Nationalist Riaht and the Rise of Francophone Fascism: 1919- 1932 

The Europeanism of the intenvar years and of the bulk of the future Europeanist 

collaborators, originated among the idealists on the moderate left of the French political 

specrmm. The nationalist collaborators of Vichy and their Belgian equivalents, however, 

originated from the ranks of the conservative and reactionary right where pacifism, equality, 

disarmament, and supranational institutions appeared as naive illusions. As nationalists, 

conservatives dedicated themselves to the principle of the nation-state as an immutable 

component of a natural order which also included family, property, and religion. Europe 

signified, for most interwar conservatives, an intellectual abstraction unworthy of the affection 

they owed to France or Belgium alone. Future nationalist collaborators like Marshal Philippe 

Pitain, Philippe Henriot, and Xavier Vallat, together with others of the Fedkition 

kpublicaine, Alliance dhocratique, Jeunesses patriotes, Croix de Feu, and Belgian Catholic 

party preached a diplomacy of force and Realpolitik dictated by the exclusive interests of 

France and Belgium and no other. Few nationalists believed the argument of Briand and 

Luchaire that Germany was innately peaceful and would remain so if treated fairly. On the 

contrary, they saw Hider and Nazism as the latest incarnations of an incorrigible enemy 

predisposed to militarism, aggression, and war. No patriotic French or Belgian nationalist 

dared dream of disarming their counuy and entering into an artificial union with such a 

truculent power. 15 

No one was more anti-European than the royalist Charles Maurras, who intellectually 

dominated the extreme right in France and whose disciples in Belgium were represented by 

l4 Claude Bordas, "Une seule jeunesse". Notre Tem~s, vol. XVI. April. 1932, $4394 1 .  
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Robert Poulet. Loathing all forms of democracy, egalitarianism, and internationalism, both 

M a w  and Poulet dreamed of totally sovereign French and Belgian kingdoms based upon 

ancient provinces, hereditary nobles, and a hierarchical Catholic social order. Leading the 

battle against Europeanism throughout the Locarno era, Maurras and his league, the Action 

franpise, regarded Briand and his followers as the traitors of the century, to whom the 

Germans would erect a monument for disarming France. the M a w s i a n  

daily, mocked the United States of Europe as a delusion worthy of Don Quixote and Sancho 

Panza. Even if such a scheme were ever realized, it would, according to Maurras, benefit 

only the descendants of the barbarian Goths who would use it to control European coal and 

steel production and unify the continent in the same manner Bismarck unified Germany: 

"Germany well imagines the effects of a European Zollverein.. It will assure her a monopoly of 

most of the industries needed for war." 

Extreme as the anti-German and anti-European sentiments of Maurras were, they found 

wide acceptance on the francophone right, which maintained that the interest of France and 

Belgium could only be safeguarded by military strength and allizces with Britain and Italy, 

whose dictator, Benito Mussolini. had created a new authoritarian philosophy known as 

Fascism. l8 

Arising first as a movement in 19 19 and then as a regime in 1922, Italian Fascism was 

the prototype of a whole series of analogous movements in other European countries which, 

together, have been categorized as fascism. Given its essential lack of a systematized doctrine 

analogous to Marxism, Fascism itself is rather difficult to define, for given the ultranationalist 

nature of its individual movements it refused to conform fully to any ideal type. Mixing 

extreme nationalism with a mass-based authoritarian populism not unlike Bonapartism, fascist 

l6  Eugen Weber. Action Fmcaise: Royalism and Rcaction in Twentieth Century France (Stanford, Stanford 
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movements generally distinguished themselves from conventional movements of the right by 

incorporating radically anticapitalist, syndicalist, and even quasi-religious elements into their 

ideologies. Fascists regarded their nation as decadent and in need of a phoenix-like rebirth. 

This national renaissance could only be accomplished by a revolution, led by a single party, 

which would be totalitarian, i.e. affecting most aspects of national Life in theory if not in 

practice. While fascists shared many of the nationalist and traditional values of conservative 

and reactionary elites, their desire for a total revolution sought to replace those elites with a new 

militant aristocracy. In addition, fascism demanded the transformation of the human 

personality in accord with the Spartan virtues of self-sacrifice, physical prowess, and the 

warrior ideal. The individual was not an end in himself, but was seen as a part of the living 

organism of the nation-state. Rejecting the liberalism, rationalism, and individualism of the 

Enlightenment, fascist movements and writers also emphasized the subconscious, the 

emotional, and a heroic cult of mystical tribalism, irrationalism, and heroic violence. l9 

Far from generating spontaneously, the various movements which composed fascism 

were rooted in an angry, often xenophobic, populism which had emerged from the social and 

political upheavals of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Movements suck as 

Italian Nationalist party of Enrico Corradini. the French Ligue des patriotes, the Pan-German 

League and the Austrian Christian Socials and National Socialists attracted the angry and 

disaffected from all sides of the political spectrum. Artisans, shopkeepers. discontented 

nationalists, dissident socialists, and disillusioned liberals and conservatives joined forces in 

country after country to form leagues based upon a nativist patriotism and a form of middle- 

class socialism which praised individual property and upward mobility while attacking 

Marxism and finance capitalism. In France and Germany, these movements were often heavily 

racist and antisemitic, identifying the nation with those of Germanic, Celtic, or Gallo-Roman 

blood, and pinpointing the Jew as the agent of national decomposition, the symbol of a hated 

cosmopolitanism, and the instigator of both capitalism and Marxism. In Germany, in 

l9 See Roger Griffin. The Nature of Fascism (London. Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1993). pp.1-53 for a recent 
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particular, the nation was defined in terms of the Volk of German speech and blood, and 

Jewish influences were denounced in the name of either Teutonic paganism or a "German 

Christianity" which worshipped an Aryan rather than a Jewish Jesus. French populists such as 

Edouard Drumont, however, combined naditional Catholic antisemitism and antiliberalism with 

a more Gallic concept of racism which denounced Jews as an alien presence in a Celtic-Latin 

nation and whose Old Testament influences needed to be purged from a religion whose Christ 

more resembled the Roman Jupiter of antiquity than the Jewish carpenter of~azareth.~O 

The Great War transformed populism into fascism, magnifying the cult of violence a 

hundredfold and forging ultranationalists into armed bands which defined the individual totally 

in terms of the snuggle for survival of the nation. These bands of radical nationalists, in the 

postwar world, formed themselves into postwar paramilitary parties which sought to preserve 

the fraternity of the trenches in the realm of politics. In Italy , Corporal Benito Mussolini 

organized the Fascist Party. Demobilized Geman stomtroops in Bavaria and the rest of 

Germany eventually flocked to the leadership of another corporal, Adolf Hitler, whose 

National Socialist German Workers' Party fused the racist socialism of prewar Ausma with the 

militarism of Russia. Similar movements arose in Hungary, Romania, and the rest of east 

central Europe where existing regimes were weak and the menace of communism 

Domestic fascism, i.e., native fascism based upon indigenous national tradition was 

largely unsuccessful in the democracies of northwestern Europe, where breakdowns in the 

existing social and political system, aggrieved nationalism, a mortal communist threat, and the 

weakness of the traditional political right were generally absent . The fascist movements which 

appeared in Belgium and France in the mid 1920's were weak and marginalized The Egion 
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nationale arose in Belgium in 1922. Made up of Walloon war veterans versed in the royalist 

thought of Maurras, it had Little appeal in a nation with a strong heritage of liberal Catholicism. 

While adopting much Mussolinian ritual and Maurrassian royalism, the Ugion served to define 

a Belgian fascist tradition in which an absolute monarch replaced a dictator and parliament 

would be superseded by a chamber representing various economic interests. More Catholic 

than its Italian counterpart, the Lbgion, led by Paul Hoomaert after 1927, stressed 

anticommunism rather than racism, which was very weak in Belgium. It boasted no more than 

a few thousand member& 

Fascism had more success in France, where it built upon a more secular and republican 

culture and prewar populist traditions largely absent in Belgium. France's victory in 191 8 and 

the strength of the republican right in the early 1920's left Little space for the development of a 

movement of aggrieved ultranationalism. The defeat of Poincan5's Union nationale and the 

ascendancy of the left from 1924 to 1926, however, frightened enough middle class 

Frenchmen to create two new paramilitary movements on the extreme right. Since the turn of 

the century, the populist right had rejoined the conservative mainstream, leaving the far right of 

the spectrum to Maurras. By 1925, however, most French veterans, shopkeepers, and 

businessmen who wanted an ulmationalist politics considered the Action franpise too 

passive, too academic, and too royalist for their republican sentiments, and began to seek other 

channels for their frustrations. One, the 65,000 strong kunesses patriotes of Piem Taitdnger 

was more Bonapartist than fascist. Stressing military virtues, admiring Mussolini and even 

copying the Fascist salute, the Jeunesses patriotes maintained close ties with many conservative 

deputies and rejected the cult of totalitarianism, violence, inationalisrn, and the glorification of 

force for its own sake that characterized genuine fascist movements. Violence was to be used 

22 Guy Delamoue, "La Ugion nationale 1922-1942" (Ph.D. diss., Univeniu5 Libre de Bruxelles. 1x5). 2 
vols.,passirn; Jean Stengers,"Beigium", in The E u m m  Ripht: A Historical Profile, ed. by Hans Rogger and 
Eugen Weber (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1974). pp. 148-50. 



only in defense of the republic against a Marxist revolution, and not as a means of spiritual 

regeneration. Taittinger clearly preferred the trappings of fascism to the substance.23 

In spite of superficial resemblances to the Jeunesses patriotes, the Faisceau was, on the 

other hand, an authentic fascist movement. Its founder, Georges Valois, had been a man of the 

syndicalist left who, as a member of the Action franpise, had long attempted to unite the 

ultranationalist right and the syndicalist left in an anticapitalist - antiliberal alliance. Successful 

in Mussolini's Italy, the project failed in France where neither Maums nor French workers 

seemed interested in a union of nationalism and socialism. Valois continued to propagate the 

idea in 1925 in the pages of his journal Le Nouveau Sikcle, edited by a war veteran named 

MarceI Bucard. Leavinl; the Action franpise, Valois organized the Faisceau on November 1 1, 

1925.24 

The Faisceau experienced its brief heyday during the first half of 1926, its 20-30.000 

militants being drawn from the ranks of veterans, shopkeepers, engineers, and students who 

considered both the Action franpise and the Jeunesses patriotes too elitist and reactionary. 

While the Faisceau wore the same blue shirts as the latter and praised property, condemned 

class war, and exalted French tradition and military values, the differences between it and the 

Jeunesses patriotes foreshadowed the differences between the conservative Vichy regime and 

the future movements of E a t  and Doriot. Tairdnger imitated fascism rather than generating it, 

while upholding the values of the old order and the bourgeoisie. Valois wanted the same total 

revolution in values, thinking, and personality Mussolini did He regarded capitalists as 

useful, so long as they served the nation instead of ruling it. France had to be run on the laws 

of the combattant, not the trader. Taittinger appealed to the middle class alone, Valois wished 

to unite the middle class with workers, socialists, and even communists. He would not run 

candidates for the assembly or compromise with the parliamentary system, nor, unlike 

23 Robert Soucy, French Fascism: The First Wave. 1924- 1932 ( New Haven, Yale University Press. 1986), pp. 
39-49, 52-53,60-69, 76-80. 

24 Ibid., pp. 87-96. 



Mamas, would he repudiate the entire French Revolution, for ne considered the Jacobin srate 

and its revolutionary morality the precursor of fascism.25 

Like other fascists, Valois clung to traditional nationalist myths while envisioning a 

society regenerated by new technologies of aviation, electricity, and the automobile. The 

traditional bourgeoisie was unfit to rule because they considered society solely in terms of 

markets and contracts when both state and society were the embodiment of the nation, based 

upon family and territory. Only a dictatorship of combattants could ensure its unity in the 

struggle for existence, therefore the entire nation had to be mobilized in a total revolution 

which encouraged profits and upward mobility while safeguarding the well-being of workers 

and families .t6 

Like all fascists in the 1920's. Valois was an ultranationalist. Unlike Drumont, 

Maurras, and others he was neither a racist nor an antisemite. A Frenchman first and foremost, 

he shared the right's hatred of all things German. Significantly, however, the evolving 

doctrine of the Faisceau opened the door to the fascist collaborators of the future by 

recognizing that even fascism had European implications. Valois considered France, Italy, 

Spain, Portugal, and Belgium as Latin sisters who shared the spiritual and cultural heritage of 

Rome and the Meditemnean and were obligated to defend it against barbarians from Germany, 

Russia, or even the Far East. He even went so far as to sponsor a meeting, held on November 

2, 1926, of fascists from the above Latin states to organize a bloc against not only 

communism, but Anglo-Saxon finance as well. The participants exchanged national anthems, 

Roman salutes, and speeches. but little else was accomplished. The participants remained 

nationalists, and the interests of Valois and Mussolini clashed over the possession of Nice and 

Tunisia. 27 

25 Zeev Stemhell. Neither Right Nor Left: Fascist Ideol~ey in France, trans. David Maisel (Berkeley, 
University of California Press, 1986), pp.90-97; Allen Douglas, From Fascism to Libertarian Communism: 
Geornes Valois against the Third Re~ublic (Berkeley, University of California Press, 1992), pp.67-90. 

*6 Sarnhell, Neither Right Nor Left pp.105-110; Dough. From Fascism to Libertarian Communism, pp.67- 
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27 Douglas. Fascism, pp.67-69. 128-29. 



The Faisceau was short-lived, for France in the 1920's was still too conservative and 

stable to permit the growth of such a movement of total revolution. The return to power of 

Poincm5 in mid-1926 and the stabilization of the franc laid to rest the spectre of a Marxist 

France, depriving Valois of his rightist support, while the negative example of Mussolini's 

repression of Italian workers prevented the Faisceau from gaining any more than token support 

from the left. Both the French left and the Maurrassian Camelots du mi violently attacked 

Faisceau rallies, while Valois himself was too mild-mannered and academic to make an 

effective fascist leader. Businessmen, discovering something other than a league of antilabor 

mercenaries, withdrew their financial suppon. In 1928 the movement and its journal ceased to 

exist. Valois returned to the ranks of socialism, but not before having legitimized Rousseau 

and Robespierre, and with them, the French republican tradition as acceptable models for those 

who aspired to fascism From the ranks of the anticlerical left. Following the demise of the 

Faisceau, Valois retl~med to the ranks of the left, joining forces with Luchaire and Notre 

n ern os.28 

During the early 1930's, Lnrhgre and Valois were joined in their espousal of the 

Europeanist cause by Francis Delaisi, Hendrik De Man, Bertrand de Jouvenel, Paul Marion, 

Joseph Paul-Boncour (Briand's successor as Foreign Minister), and, above ail, Marcel Dkat. 

Soon to be known as neo-socialists, these latter desired a non-Marxist form of socialism which 

rejected the dogmas of class war, violent revolution, and proletarian internationalism. Neo- 

socialists maintained social transformation and greater equality was achievable through deficit 

finance and economic planning. Neo-socialist doctrine paralleled aspects of the economic 

program of the Faisceau. Socialism now based itself upon the interests not of one class but of 

the entire nation, unified by technocracy and directed economic growth, though not by a fascist 

dictatorship. 29 

Soucy, French Fascism, pp. 185-95. 
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Neo-socialism in some ways represented a revival of the nineteenth century socialism 

of Henri de Saint-Simon, who envisioned a socialist state in which a team of experts would 

direct and operate the economy for the good of all classes. Rather than the violent seizure of 

the means of production from below, neo-socialism envisioned a peacefiil, almost paternalistic 

revolution from above based upon cooperation, not conflict. The philosophical Framework for 

the new socialism emanated from the Fleming Hendrik De Man (1885- 1953). Once an 

uncompromising Marxist, De Man became disillusioned with Marx as a result of the collapse of 

proletarian internationalism in 19 14, a visit to the United States, and the study of psychology. 

While De Man still concluded that economics was a decisive factor in world history, he and his 

fellow neo-socialists no longer believed that social change was determined by economic forces 

alone, but also considered that it depended upon the moral choice and free will of individuals. 

Consequently, socialism could be achieved through governmental activism instead of passive 

preparations for the "inevitable" collapse of capitalism .30 

While De Man spoke of socialism on a national basis, his doctxine, like that of Valois, 

had a European dimension. Even as De Man published his first neo-socialist treatises in 1926 

and 1927, Francis Delaisi was formulating similar ideas md envisioning their application on a 

continental scale. Leader of the French chapter of the Paneuropa-Union in its mid-1920's 

heyday, Delaisi, like Valois, spoke of a Europe challenged by a capitalist America and a 

communist Russia. The continent's only salvation lay in the creation of a planned, integrated 

economy on a fully European scale in which the industrial heartland of northern France, 

Belgium, and Germany would be linked with the agricultural breadbaskets of Poland and 

Hungary, the hit-growing regions of the Mediterranean, and the oilfields of Romania by a 

single market, transportation network , common currency, and public control of credit for the 

benefit of al1.3 

30 Stemhell, Neither Rieht Nor Leftpp.ll9-41. 

31 Pegg, Evolution of the European Idea, pp. l6,3 1.61-63, 71, 74,84, 95, 107-108, 123, 133, 136. 158: 
Phiiip Rees, m ~ h i c a l  Dictionary of the Extreme Rieht since 189Q (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1991). 
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The ideas of De Man and Delaisi merged in the writings and speeches of Marcel Deat 

(1 894-1955). Nine years younger than De Man, Deat shared with the Belgian an admiration 

for the social sciences and for German philosophical thought A cosmopolitan like Luchaire, 

DQt had been also been affected by the "socialism" of the aenches. Like De Man, he had 

begun to question the Marxist fomulations of the socialist pany to which he belonged, the 

SFIO of Lion ~lurn.32 Considered the most intellectually gified socialist in France, Deat set 

fonh his neo-socialist vision in a 1930 book entitled P ersoectives - socialistes . Speaking of 

socialism on a national basis, Deat and his allies nonetheless had lirtle use for either nationalism 

or racism. Defining the nation as the union of anyone in France, native or immigrant, who was 

committed to the well-being of the community, neo-socialists remained men of the left who 

rejected militarism and xenophobia: "We are not nationalists. Such a word represents a 

chauvinism and imperialism which strongly repels us."33 In Perspecrives socialistes, Mat 

clearly endorsed the Briandist vision of European union as a necessary complement to his 

planned socialist economy, which could best be realized on a condnenral scale. For Mat, 

socialism consisted in the public control of corporate power rather than the expropriation of 

capitalist enterprises whose existence was necessary for economic growth. Dtat, anticipated. 

moreover, that these corporations should form cartels on a European as well as a national scale: 

Everybody knows ... cartelization will be international, or not at all. There will be no more 
... economic autarchy. The European economy cannot escape disaster save by a continental 
organization. But ... it would be impossible that such a network of accords could be set up if the 
national governments remain indifferent.34 

congress in Mayence on March 20-26, 1932. See De Man's discourse in Nove Temps, vol. XVI, April, 1932, 5 
469-73. 
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Pers~ectives socialistes was denounced by both Blum and the rank and file of his party. 

In reality, E a t  and other nec-socialists such as Delaisi and Barthklemy Montagnon had more in 

common with the Radicals of Notre  tern^^ than with the Marxists of the SFIO, who accepted 

the European idea, but in preferring doctrines of class war to those of stimulative economic 

planning, tended to be more comfortable with a more global docnine of proletarian 

internationalism. Joining forces, Deat, Luchaire, Valois, and Delaisi continued to call for a 

united Europe through the remainder of 1932 while the economy continued to contract and the 

Nazi danger mounted east of the Rhine. The French economy itself, less vulnerable to world 

aade than the German, at last began to experience the depression in earnest. Industrial 

production declined by 17.5 G/c  from 1930, banks failed, farm prices collapsed, and a public 

deficit of ten billion h c s  meant renewed political instability for the Third ~ e ~ u b l i c . ~ ~  

Even though many regarded the hopes for achieving a united Europe as much fainter in 

1932 than in 1930, Luchaire and his circle of Briandist and neesocialist doctrinaires continued 

their campaign for the United States of Europe as the only rational remedy for the depression, 

the threat of Hitlerism, and the danger of a new war. Notre Temps devoted an entire issue in 

August to the plans of Paul Marion, Bemand de Jouvenel, and others to end the depression 

with a program of public works and deficit spending which could be undertaken on a European 

scale. Luchaire and his colleagues insisted that the promise of economic recovery and the 

restitution of German temtory lost in 19 19 would be sufficient to persuade young Germans to 

desert the Hider movement pn masse. A new arms race could be avoided by placing all 

national forces under the command of a European army. All of this, however, demanded the 

will to create a supranational European government. 36 

If Valois evolved from narionalism to Europeanism by jettisoning his fascism in the 

process, his deputy Marcel Bucard did so while remaining an unrepentant fascist. In the brief 

35 Haim Sharnir. Economic Crisis and French Foreign Policy: 1930-1936 (New York, E.J. Brill, 1989). 
pp. 186-87. 
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heyday of the Faisceau, both Valois and Bucard recognized fascism had European implications; 

in the years following the movement's collapse, the latter devised the first explicitly European 

form of French fascism, a direct precursor of the fascist collaboration of the 1940's. Born near 

Paris in 1895, Bucard was a decorated captain in World War I and a conservative political 

activist before embracing fascism. In the years following the dissolution of the Faisceau in 

1928, Bucard sought an opportunity to revive French fascism, but the time was not opportune 

until the full brunt of the depression brought a new wave of political instability in 1933. By 

this time Bucard's vision of a Latin fascist bloc had expanded to include the Germanic world, 

C R ~ M ~  a more fully European fascism. Bucard now believed that the key to European peace, 

defense, and social justice in Europe, lay in a tripartite alliance among a fascist France, 

Mussolini's Italy, and a National Socialist ~ e r m a n ~ . 3 7  

Bucard's ideas paralleled the evolution of fascist doctrine in Italy itself, where as early 

as 1928 some Fascist Party spokesmen were convinced that the Fascist revolution, like all great 

revolutions, was to be an international one and a model for Europe. According to the theory of 

Universal Fascism developed by Mussolini lieutenants Asvero Gravelli and Giuseppe Bottai, 

fascist principles of the Corporate State, the revolution of the body and spirit, the cult of the 

warrior, and the totalitarian renewal of the nation could be applied in every European state. 

Every European country, however, had to develop its own form of fascism. An Antieuropa of 

fascism would unite in an alliance of homelands to defend European civilization against both 

capitalism and communism. By the autumn of 1932 the concept of a European fascism was 

embraced by the Duce himself, who sent a delegation of Italian Fascists to Coudenhove's Third 

Paneuropa Congress in Basel. While the Paneuropa-Union continued to work with Luchaire 

and his coterie of die-hard Briandists, the Catholic orientation of the Count and his Austrian 

37 Alain Deniel, Bucard et le Francisme: Les seule fascistes frangaiaiq (Paris. Picollec. 1978), pp. 6-31. p.32. 
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followers were much more comfortable with the clerical regime of Engelbert DoIlfuD and the 

corporatist ideas of Mussolini than the pacifist Radicalism of Notre Tem~s. 38 

At the end of 1932 two rival concepts of Europeanism had come into existence. The 

neo-socialists and their Briandist affiliates desired a federal Europe, united by law, socialist 

planning, and continental sentiment in which the nation-state would be subordinated to a 

supranational order. Bucard and his Italian supporters, in contrast, preferred a Europe of 

fascist nation-states joined not by an absmct superstate but by the alliance and ideological 

collaboration of complementary nationalisms. The docmne of Luchaire and Dkat 

foreshadowed that of the the wartime Europeanist collaborators; the Europe described by the 

Universal Fascists and Bucard was a clear precursor of the Eurofascism of the fascist 

collaborators. The irreconcilable visions of European idealists and domestic fascists opposed 

one another as early as 1932. Luchaire wanted a true federal union joined by supranational 

institutions, the rule of law, and common European senarnen~ Bucard and other fascists 

desired a glorified alliance of ultranationalist states united by a common ideology and following 

the spiritual leadership of Fascist ~orne.39 

A new factor, though, was introduced on January 30, 1933 when President Paul von 

Hindenburg finally bowed to Nazi pressure and named Adolf Hitler Chancellor of the German 

Reich. 

38 Michael Ledeen. Universal Fascism: h e  Theorv and Practice of the Fascist Inkmatio~l (New York, H. 
Fertig, 1972), pp. 7 1 -80; Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi, m a d e  for Pan-Eurore: Autobiomgdw of a Man 
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CHAPTER ONE 

"PLUS QUE JAMAIS IL FAUT FAIRE L'EUROPE": 
THE IDEOLOGIES OF APPEASEMENT: 1933- 1940 

The politics of appeasement in 1930's France and Belgium directly foreshadowed the 

tripartite divisions of Europeanist, nationalist, and fascist collaborators. On the liberal and 

socialist left, a genuine belief in continental union led some Europeanists to preach Franco- 

German reconciliation long after the federalist initiatives of the 1920's evaporated. On the 

conservative right, many nationalists who despised the idea of Europe and distrusted Germany. 

came to accept the idea of an entente with Berlin as a necessary bulwark against communism. 

While the sentiments of these neo-pacifist conservatives were also shared by the emergent 

leaders of French and Belgian fascism. the latter were also motivated by a sense of a kindred 

ideology with the Axis powers. Consequently. by the time Hitler invaded Belgium and 

France, a certain number of individuals were temperamentally ready to cooperate with him as 

either Europeanist, nationalists, or fascist collaborators. 

The Briandist Legacy in the Shadow of Hitler: 1933-36. 

The accession to power of Adolf Hitler and his National Socialists on January 30. 1933 

represented a severe setback to the already demoralized Europeanisr cause. Hitler was 

unremittingly hostile to any European federalist scheme, whether of Briand or of Coudenhove. 

which permitted the equality of nationalities and races. In contrast, the Nazis carried the World 

War I concept of Mitteleurooa far beyond the notion of mere German organization of Europe 

by viewing Reich imperialism in violently racist terms. History for them signified an 

unremitting struggle of races in which the Germanic branch of the Nordic species had t o 

dominate and subjugate the other races of Europe. Germanics would then be free to occupy 

their supposed living space in Poland, the Ukraine and western Russia, the Jews being 

expelled and the Slavs enslaved in the process. Holland, Belgium. and Scandinavia would be 

Germanized, the Balkan and Latin states vassalized, and France dismembered. Nazi 

Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels ordered Coudenhove's works burned and his 



organization dissolved on German soil. German economic policy was rapidly redirected in an 

autarchic direction with higher tariffs and tightening currency controls. 1 

The coming of Nazi Gemany persuaded many French Radicals and socialists to shelve 

what remained of their Europeanism. WhiIe most of the moderate left continued to believe in 

the League of Nations and arbitration, only the Briandists and neo-socialists of Notre Temps 

continued. in the period 1933-36 wholeheartedly to uphold their commitment to the United 

States of Europe. Luchaire himself presided over the fourth meeting of the Sohlber~kreis in 

Paris on April 2723,1933. receiving a German delegation now composed completely of Hitler 

Youth. Again, the young pacifist deflected the right's charges of treason with his argument that 

peace signified a value in itself and that the brown uniforms of his guests represented the result 

of his accusers' hidebound nationalist policies.2 At a ceremonial dinner in late June. 1933 

Luchaire still insisted that the years since 1927 proved "the attachment we have to that grand 

idea of the European federation which had been the idea of Aristide Briand and which remains 

that of Paul-Boncour", as well as the need to "remove Franco-German discord by establishing 

Franco-German youth contacts." 3 The strongly Briandist Foreign Minister Joseph Paul- 

Boncour, himself present at the dinner, added that Europe's economic crisis demanded "a free 

federation reconstituting under the form of free ententes that which. under the form of 

constraint. history had organized over the ~entur ies ."~ 

Neither Hitler's withdrawal from the League and the Geneva disarmament talks, the 

barbarism of the Rohm Purge, nor the murder of DollhB could persuade Luchaire to view 

Eberhard JLkel. Hitler's World-View: A Blueorint for Power, tnns-Herben Arnold (Cambridge. Harvard 
University Press, 1972). pp.27-66; Coudenhove. Crusade, pp. 157-6 1. 186-87: Shamir, Economic Crisis, 
p. 1 16; The relationship between the historic Mittelcuropa concept and the emerging Nazi "European" ideology 
is covered in Felix Gilbert, "Mitteleuropa-the Final Stage", Journal of Central European Affairs, vol. VII, No. 
1. April. 1947. pp.58-67; Henry Cord Meyer, Mitteleuropa in German Thought and Action: 19 18- 1945 (The 
Hague, n.p.. 1955). pp.304-23. 
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German actions in purely anti-Nazi terms. In his mind, self-interest and human rationality had 

to eventually persuade even the Nazis to adopt the higher realism of peace and European union 

expressed in the pages of Notre Tem~s.  In this context, the accession of fellow Briandist 

Pierre Laval to the post of Foreign Minister late in 1934 presented, for the time being, a source 

of encouragement to Luchaire, who feared that Hitler's regime would provoke a revival of the 

traditional French policy of alliance and encirclement. leading to a renewal of war as in 19 14.5 

Luchaire, however, embodied the Europeanist theoretician while Laval embodied the 

practical Europeanist politician. Born in Chiteldon in 1883. the chain-smoking parliamentarian 

Laval, instantly recognizable with his rumpled hats, dark shirts and light neckties. was 

incomprehensible apart from his rural Auvergnat background. Deeply attached to his 

mountainous region, Laval pursued politics on the basis of personal relationships instead of 

ideological treatises. A believer in socidism in his youth. Laval interpreted the doctrine in 

terms of practical benefits for workers in place of class rhetoric and violent revolution. Like 

many, but not all, socialists. Laval had little use for the chauvinism of the right. considering 

neither a love for war nor militarism a prerequisite of patriotism. Having no desire for a 

German victory during World War I. he nevertheless tried to persuade French and German 

trade unionists to form a united front for peace. Elected t~ the postwar Chamber as a socialist 

deputy, Laval eventually entered the Senate as an independent, serving as mayor of 

Aubervilliers, architect of France's first social insurance scheme. and. in 193 1 and again in  

1935, as prime minister.6 

A pacifist and anticommunist. Laval believed strongly in Franco-German reconciliation 

and European union. Like Luchaire and Coudenhove. he insisted the two nations had to settle 

Jean Luchaire. "Notes sur le debat franco-allemand", ibid.. July 16.1933: idem. "Apaisement? Oui. Paix'? 
Laqueile'?", ibid., November 13,1933; idem. "Clartis europkennes". ibid., December 19.1933: idem. "Revenir ii 
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their differences through some form of union or else destroy one another in a future war whose 

only victor would be the Soviet Union: 

When he came under the ... leadership of Briand, he foresaw the only way of protecting France 
plus other countries ... was...a union. He always talked about Europe, meaning ... a 
rapprochement in depth between Germany and France.. 

Laval exemplified a more practical Europeanism than the idealists of Notre Tem~s .  Visiting 

Germany in the autumn of 193 1 with a faltering Briand, he saw little hope of a united Europe 

emerging in the immediate future, opting instead for a more realistic policy of entente with 

Mussolini and Hitler founded upon personal diplomacy. Laval nevertheless hoped such an 

entente would pave the way for a European future? Signing first the Stresa Agreement with 

Mussolini on April 14.1935 and the Franco-Soviet Pact with Stalin on the following May 2. 

Laval employed classic balance-of-power alliances to gain the diplomatic leverage needed to 

approach ~ i t l e r .9  

Laval's tactics, though, infuriated Luchaire, whose a1 I-or-nothing approach to 

Europeanism demanded a radical appeasement policy towards Berlin and the rapid creation of a 

supranational European union. The alternative to such a union. said Luchaire.would be a new 

war launched by Germany and the total defeat of France. l o  The Hoare-Lava1 Plan. with its 

tacit approval of Mussolini's 1935 invasion of Ethiopia only increased Luchaire's conviction 

that the devious methods of the Auverpat betrayed the historic counsels of Briand himself. 
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Unless the League of Nations rebuilt itself on the basis of Briand's 1930 memorandum, neither 

Lava1 nor anyone else possessed a hope of forestalling Europe's drift to anarchy and war. 1 

The neo-socialists of both France and Belgium strongly supported Luchaire's abiding 

Europeanism. Supported by Francis Delaisi. Hendrik De Man helped organize the Brussels 

branch of a new federalist league, kune Europe. Founded in 1932 by Edouard and Lucienne 

Didier, a Brussels couple who also shared the pacifist, neo-socialist, and Europeanist 

convictions of the interwar left. Jeune Europe claimed branches in Belgium. France. 

Switzerland, and, for a while, Germany. The sentiments expressed in the movement's journal. 

Jeune Europe, were virtually identical to those of Notre Temps, with whom the Didiers closely 

worked. 12 Unlike the dying Paneuropa-Union, which, in the period 1933- 1936. desired a 

French-Italian-Austrian anti-German coalition. Jeune Europe adopted a staunchly pacifist and 

pro-appeasement towards Berlin. even to the point of circulating its propaganda at Hitler Youth 

centers within the Reich. Seeking to persuade young Nazis that a planned European economy 

represented the answer to their social and economic woes. the unrepentant enthusiasts of both 

movements proposed not to isolate Nazi Germany but to reconcile her within the framework of 

a European federation with arms controls. a European m y  and a European central bank as 

"the sole guarantee we would be able to conceive against a repetition of the events of 19 14". l 3  

While the Parti ouvrier belge of Emil Vanderveide enthusiastically embraced De Man's 

neo-socialist ideas, Leon Blum considered De Man's French counterpart Dkat too heretical. 

expelling him and his fellow neo-socialists from the SF10 in November, 1933. Dh t .  

Montagnon, Bordeaux mayor Adrien Marquet. and 25 other deputies now organized the Parti 

socialiste de France-Union Jean Jaurks, later to be known as the Union socialiste et 

republicaine (USR). The USR incarnated the neo-social ist Europeanism of Perspectives 

Jean Luchaire. "Plus que jarnais i l  faut faire 1'Europe1'. Notre Temps. September 13. 1935: idern."Europe 
d'abord". ibid.. October 4. 1935. 

I 2  Hendrik De Man. "Le Dunndisme". Jeune Europe, December. 1933: Francis Delaisi. "Ruinons-nous les uns 
les autres?". ibid.. Januarj. 1933; "L'experience Roosevelt". ibid., March-April. 1934. 

l 3  Edouard Didier on Jeune Europe. CREHSGM. Archives De Man. § 00425: Lucienne Didier. "La p i x  n'est 
pas I'amitiS"' Jeune Europe , May. 1934. 



socialistes and Notre Temps, supplementing its national Plan of Work with a Plan for 

European Renovation . l4 If Luchaire and Laval became Europeanists by virtue of their 

pacifism. D6at and his new party interpreted Europeanism in terms of its economic and social 

aspects. Rejecting unilateral disarmament, the USR firmly supported the League of Nations 

and the rule of law in international relations. as well as a general conference on European 

economic union. As Europeanist ideologues, DCat and his party disdained the diplomatic 

methods of Laval. likening them to horse-trading or local electioneering. 15 Rejecting Marxist 

materialism did not imply that neo-socialists minimized the role of economic factors in human 

behavior. Diat considered German aggressiveness less a product of Hitlerian fantasies than an 

attempt to obtain export markets and hard currency to purchase raw materials. European 

economic union alone would eliminate the internal social tensions driving Germany and France 

towards war: 

One must envision the sharing of raw materials. the dividing of coloniaI mandates, and the 
economic stimulation of our continent. It is necessary to ... build roads, [and] railways to 
establish the possibility of circulation between highly industrial countries like Germany and the 
agrarian countries of Central Europe. It may be possible to go even further and create a 
European currency to ... give all these peoples the purchasing power they are lacking ... 16 

Diat's and Luchaire's gloomy predictions of renewed German aggressiveness came to 

pass on March 7. 1936 when Hitler militariIy reoccupied the Rhineland. E a t .  now Minister of 

Aviation in the brief government of Albert Sarraut. continued to argue that a combination of 

economic appeasement and a moderate show of force would cure Nazi aggressiveness. 17 

Barthklerny Montagnon. '*Bataille Clectode". m. May 1.1935. The depression in France had by 1935 
become quite severe: industrial production. with base of l938= 100 had falIen from 12 I in 1929 to 94 in 1935; 
external trade from a base of 1928=100 had fallen to 52 in terms of exports and 89 for imports by 1936. Serge 
Berstein. La France des annkes 30, (Paris. Armand Colin, 1988). pp.29-30. 

Montapon. "~volution'*. m, May 21.1935: "Politique ext&ieure'*. ibid.. June 18.1935. 

l 6  Montagnon. "L'enjeu: noue securid future1'. ibid.. December 25.1935; "Fenneti et sang-froid". ibid.. March 
18.1936. 

l 7  Emily Hanshorne Goodman. *'The Socialism of Marcel Deat" (Ph-D. diss.. Stanford University. 1973). 258- 
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The USR weekly. Le Front socialiste still regarded Germans as  collective victims of the 

Versailles system against whom a nationalist crusade would be inadvisable. 

The USR carried the banners of both Europeanism and appeasement into the 1936 

parliamentary elections. Former Foreign Minister Joseph Paul-Boncour and Notre Temos 

writers Bertrand de Jouvenel and Paul Marion joined Deat, Montagnon and others as USR 

candidates. Even though economic issues and anti antifascism. issues raised by Lion BIurn 

and Maurice Thorez were in the forefront of the campaign. the USR regarded the election as a 

referendum on neo-socialism, and. secondarily, a referendum on the United States of Europe. 

Both the party and DeP himself outlined a European union designed to forestall a return of the 

alliances of 1914, while Marion proposed the extension of its economic sphere to include 

Africa. 19 Europe. said the USR, would either become a marketplace in which frontiers were 

devalued. goods shared, joblessness banished, and German equality restored. or once again 

become a battlefield.20 Despite its eloquence. Deat's impassioned campaign for a united 

socialist Europe reaped only 300,000 votes and a meager 25 deputies on April 26. Jouvenel. 

Marion and Deat himself went down to personal defeat before the Marxist tide of the Popular 

Front and its Radical allies. More significantly, the election symbolized the electoral rout of 

Europeanisrn, the poor showing of the USR symbolizing the utter obsolescence of Briandist 

ideals in the explosive political atmosphere of 1 W6.l 

Developments in Belgium also reflected the vastly diminished appeal of Europeanism in 

the world of the Ethiopian and Rhineland crises. Under her Foreign Minister. Paul Hyrnans. 

Belgium maintained a military alliance with France while supporting the latter's Briandist 

diplomacy. Consequently. Europeanism, first in the form of the Paneuropa-Union 

Le Front socialiste, March 14.1936. 

l 9  Marcel DCat. "L'heure des plans frangais". ibid.. April 1 1 .  1936; Paul Marion. "Gagner sa vie. 
vie". ibid.. April 4, 1936. 
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Jeune Europe. remained a force in Belgium during the Locarno Era and even the early 1930's. 

In the aftermath of the Rhineland crisis and the May. 1936 elections, in which the populist 

Rexist movement, Flemish nationalists and others made major gains. however. King Leopold 

III abrogated the French alliance in favor of a policy of neutrality.22 Edouard Didier and the 

other Europeanists of Jeune Europe recognized that the world of 1936 was vastly different 

from that of 1928. and their vision of a continental superstate likely unachievable in the near 

future. given France's weakness and Germany's new strengh.23 No single Belgian party 

emerged as the vehicle of Europeanism in the manner of the USR in France. Of the several 

hundred candidates of the Socialist, Liberal and Catholic parties who contested the Belgian 

parliamentary elections, Jeune Eurow deemed only sixty sufficiently Europeanist to merit its 

Confronted with the total inability of the League to deter either Berlin or Rome. 

the founder of Jeune Europe disbanded both the organization and its journal in July of 1936. as 

it had become, in his mind. "too late for an action like that of Jeune Europe to have any 

effectiveness. "25 

The Cornit6 France-Allemapne and Germanophile Appeasement 1934- 1938 

The events of 1936 decisively altered the balance of power in Europe. The hegemony 

of France established at Versailles and ratified at Locarno gave way to that of a resurgent 

Germany. The prospect of a renewed German domination of Europe and the failure of the 

League of Nations to contain the aggression of the fascist powers caused the neo-socialist 

Raymond De Becker to warn that irrational forces of extreme nationalism were propelling 

Europe to the dark night of "a new Medieval ~ ~ e " ?  

22 David Owen Kiefr. Bel~iurn's Return to Neutrality: An Essav in the Frustrations of Small Power Diplomacy 
(Oxford. Clarendon Press. 1972). pp. 185-88. 

23 Jacques Crokaen. "L*Europe el le monde". Jeune Europe no. I .  n.d.. 1936. 

2 4 ~ e u ~ e  Europe, no.3. n.d.. 1936. 
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Hitler himself was not averse to manipulating pacifist and Europeanist sentiments in 

western Europe. calling upon Frenchmen and Belgians to lay aside their fears of the German 

peril and engage in cultural exchanges with the Reich. Anxious to fan the flames of 

appeasement in France. the Nazis adopted more active forms of subversion. hoping to find 

useful tools among dedicated Europeanists as well as open Germanophiles. Hitler took 

advantage of Luchaire's ally Otto Abetz. Abetz joined the Nazi Party in the spring of 1933 in 

the hope of working for European reconciliation from within its ranks. Now in the service of 

the NSDAP Foreign Office, headed by Joachim von Ribbentrop. Abetz continued his contacts 

with Luchaire, and initiated other contacts with the journalist Fernand de Brinon. and the 

veterans' movements of Jean Goy and Henri Pichot. Brinon ( 1885- 1947), a conservative 

aristocrat from the Gironde. was a perennial Germanophile and an ardent devotee of the 

doctrines of Nordic racial superiority espoused by the nineteenth century writer Joseph Arthur 

de Gobineau. More pacifist than Germanophile. the veterans' leagues of Goy and Pichot 

conducted a series of pilgrimages to Germany in 1934 and 1935. joining their Nazi-controlled 

counterparts at mass rallies hosted by Hitler and his deputy Rudolf Hess. in which the theme of 

avoiding war at any cost was exploited for the purpose of further undermining French 

morale -27 

Both Brinon and the anciens combattants were key figures in the Comite France- 

AIlemagne organized in Paris on November 29.1935. Its elaborate bilingual journal. 

Cahiers franco-allemands, propagated a different concept of Europeanism from that of the 

Sohlbergkreis and Jeune Europe. The Europeanism of Luchaire. Dtat. and De Man remained 

essentially secular and neo-socialist in orientation. The Cornit6 and the Cahiers, though, 

Raymond de Becker. "Ffderalisrne et universalisme". Jeune Europe, September. 1935; 
"Christianisme et real it6 internationale". ibid.. no.3, n d .  1936. 

27 Otto Abetz. Histoire d'une poht -ue franco-allemande 
. . 
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generally avoided worldly discussions of economics in favor of treatises on European spiritual 

and cultural unity that grew increasingly racist as the decade wore on. Neither Luchaire nor 

DCat would join a movement which considered their hope of European federation as too 

utopian, for the Cahien predicted that such a union of Europe would never take shape: 

"National Socialist Germany does not find it necessary to dream of such a chimeric Europe. 

But.. .the Communist danger ... demands ... a European front of civilized nations."28 The 

reconciliatio~ of Teutonic German and Celtic Frenchman represented a recurring theme. On 

July 12 and 13, 1936 thirty thousand French and German veterans met on the site of Verdun. 

The Cahiers hailed this meeting as a Third Verdun. the First Verdun having partitioned 

Charlemagne's empire in 843 and the Second Verdun in 1916 having been its tragic 

consequences. The Third Verdun, however might inaugurate a milennium of peace.z9 

Racist nobleman like Brinon and the novelist Alphonse de Chateaubriant ( 1877- I95 1 ). 

as well as their followers. entertained a romantic vision of Europeanism inspired by the 

medieval past. Recalling that, down through the centuries. Germans, Celts. and Romans 

together joined forces to bar the invasion route of Scythians, Huns. Avars. Mongols. and 

Turks, Brinon and Chateaubriant envisioned a renewal of their alliance as a rampart against the 

Asiatic flood of Bolshevism. In the tradition of the French extreme right, they attempted to 

merge Gallo-Roman racism with French Catholicism, asserting the unity of Europe in terms of 

both her Christian culture and the common blood of Teuton and Gaul. Drawing from Houston 

Stewart Chamberlain and Alfred Rosenberg as awe11 as Gobineau. the Cahiers saw this unity 

manifest in the spiritual links forged by the Crusaders. Dante, Descartes, Goethe and othen.30 

An increasing number of articles in the Cahiers began to come from prominent Nazis, including 

Goering and Rosenberg. Unlike Luchaire, Brinon and his followers longed for an 

l8 Cahiers frmco-allemands, 1936. pp.356-57. 

29 Dr. Friedrich Grimm. "Chiffon de Papier". Cahien hnco-allemands. 1936. pp.83. 234-35: Paul Kluke. 
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understanding with Hitler more on the basis of pure admiration for Germany and her alleged 

racial purity than out of a desire for European integration or peace.3 Not even the mounting 

alarms of Nazi aggression to come served to deter the austere and forbidding Brinon from 

publicly praising German culture and achievements and expressing his desire for friendship 

between what he considered Europe's two great Nordic powers.32 

No one treated these themes more comprehensively than Chateaubriant. Steeped in the 

antidemocratic thought of Joseph de Maistre and Louis de Bonald like so many of his uprooted 

class. Chateaubriant treated Brinon's themes even more comprehensively. Liberty. fraternity. 

equality, and individualism were not only foolish to him, but sacrilege. In their place, the 

reactionary aristocrat envisioned a hierarchical order not unlike the France of the twelfth 

century. From his pilgrimages to the Third Reich Chateaubriant acquired an image of the Nazi 

state. its music, pageantry, ritual, and class cooperation. as the embodiment of his own ideals. 

praising it in both the Cahiers and his 1937 apologia, La Gerbe des forces. Chateaubriant's 

admiration for the Reich was plain and unreserved. though he clearly saw in the Nazi system 

what he wanted to see. As a septuagenarian man of letters he was more an admirer of fascism 

than a fascist militant himself. Praising the Reich in language that appealed more to faith than 

to reason, he spoke of its creation of a new man purged of all the heresies spawned by the 

French and Industrial Revolutions: "Hitler has a vision, which is to extirpate from the unhappy 

European ... what several centuries of individualism and sensuality have contaminated." 33 

3'  AN 72 AJ 162. Files Gamelin: France. Naut Cour de Justice. Les procl.s de collaboration: Femand De 
man. Joseah Darnand. Jean I.uchaix (Paris, Albin Michel, 1948). proces Brinon. pp.9- 14 ; Rees, 
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Neo-Pacifism. Resimed Nationalism and Universal Fascism: 1933-38. 

Germanophiles like Brinon, however, represented only a tiny minority of the French 

right from whence they had come. Most conservative nationalists greeted the advent of Hitler 

and his regime as yet another proof that they were right and Luchaire wrong. For the realists 

of the right, a German remained a German and could only be restrained rather than reformed. 

Until 1935 the conventional French and Belgian right supported the classic diplomacy despised 

by Luchaire: containment of Germany by a strong remilitarized France in alliance with Britain. 

Belgium. the new states of central Europe. Italy, and even Russia. A pact with Mussolini had 

a particular appeal for conservatives who admired his antilabor and anticommunist policies. as 

well as his traditional anti-Geman sentiments. In late 1935 and 1936. however. the shifting 

balance of power profoundly affected the diplomacy of the French and Belgian right, 

transforming their aggressive anti-German stance into a policy of appeasement. Hitler's 

occupation of the Rhineland destroyed the French military strategy predicated upon the rapid 

seizure of the Ruhr. Sensing Germany was now the decisive power on the continent, Belgium 

abandoned her French alliance in favor of neutrality. In both France and Spain. coalitions of 

communists. socialists. and anticlericals took power. French workers occupied scores of 

factories, compelling the new Prime Minister. Lion Blum, to grant them an eight-hour day, 

paid holidays, and the right of collective bargaining. Civil war erupted in Spain as the forces 

of the right. led by General Francisco Franco, moved against the Spanish Popular Front. now 

aided by the Soviet Union. with the support of both Hitler and Mussolini. 

Even though the ideology of European federalism was vanquished by 1936. the 

spreading ideological conflict of left and right itself became Europeanized. The solidarity of the 

French and Belgian left, in sentiment if not in deed. with the Spanish Republicans represented 

a matter of course. The shift of the bulk of the francophone right to a position of neo-pacifism 

was much more significant. Neo-pacifism signified an antiwar position vis-5 -vis Germany 

adopted by French and Belgian conservatives, royalists, and fascists on the premise that 

Marxist revolution was a greater danger than German imperialism. Between 1935 and 1938. 

mod&& maurrassiens, and others were convinced that L6on Blum and his communist 



partners would lead France into an antifascist crusade and war with Gemany. precipitating 

social upheavd and a Bolshevik seizure of power in Paris itself. If France. moreover. was no 

longer capable of stopping the Soviet Union. Germany was. As a result, most of the right 

adopted a stance of resimed nationalism on the assumption that the national interest and their 

own social outlook now dictated appeasement of the fascist powers if not outright collaboration 

with Nazi Germany. As early as 1936 Marcel Deat noted that those on the left who accepted 

Germany hegemony over central Europe were being joined by others on the right who 

advocated "neo-pacifist nationalism, and more precisely ... avowed sympathy for Hitlerian 

fascism." 34 Laval's 1935 pact with the Soviet Union now became, in the presence of the 

Popular Front and absence of an Italian dliance. highly suspect to men like Xavier Vallat and 

Philippe Henriot. who now even went so far as to wish for talks with Germany. Henriot. a 

strong supporter of Franco. meanwhile rationalized the presence of Nazi and Fascist troops on 

Spanish territory as part of the struggle of Christianity and civilization against ~olshevism.35 

No one, however. was to embody the outlook of the conservative, nationalist right 

more thari Marshal Philippe Petain ( 1856- 195 I) ,  who served as Minister of War in the 

conservative cabinet of Gaston Doumerge in 1934 and as French Ambassador to Spain in 

1939. Born of staunchly Catholic peasant parents in Picardy in the heyday of Napoleon 111, 

Petain's outlook was unquestionably molded by his lifelong career in an army that. by the 

1880's and 1890's became a bastion of clerical, antiparliamentary, and even aristocratic ideas 

and sentiments. Petdn's philosophy of both warfare and politics was further shaped by the 

events of World War I, in which he played a major role. His successful defense of Verdun in 

1916 was followed by his campaign to restore the morale of the French m y  following the 

mutinies of 19 17. From these experiences. Pktain. promoted to Marshal of France in 19 18, 

. . 
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was to formulate the highly conservative and strongly neo-pacifist philosophy of his interwar 

years. Like many traditionalists on the French right, Petain preached the defense of a social 

order based upon the integrity of the family, the peasantry, and the nation. The latter. for the 

Marshal as for most French conservatives, represented the only real community. Only within 

the community of a sovereign nation state could Frenchmen develop as Frenchmen according 

to French law. The unity and stability of the nation was as paramount to Etain in 1937 as i t  

was in 19 17. Nothing, in his view. was more dangerous to the survival of France than the 

abstract ideas of the left. be they Radical, socialist, or, especially. communist. In undermining 

the family. religion. personal responsibility. public discipline. and social order, the democratic 

and revolutionary ideas of the left were, for him. the essence of subversion. France could only 

be rescued from decadence and selfish individualism by a strict program of national unity and 

Spartan public education designed to inculcate rural. Catholic. and military virtues into the 

minds of the French populace. whom he called upon to repent of their modem decadence and 

recover the spirit of self-sacrifice they had shown in World War I. A strong nationalist. Petain 

had little love for his traditional enemy. the Germans. Nonetheless. his wartime experiences 

conditioned him. as most other French generals. to support the politics of appeasement anc! the 

defensive military strategy embodied in the Maginot Line. Were France to attack the Reich. she 

might suffer the same danger of defeat and mutiny she did in 19 17. paving the way for a 

communist revolution.36 

The concept of neo-pacifist appeasement affected fascists as well as conservatives. The 

danger of domestic communist revolution in western Europe. combined with that of Soviet 

imperialism implied that Marxism had to be resisted on a European basis. With Gemany now 

becoming the most powerful nation in Europe. the former appeared as the only power capable 

of defending the continent against communism. Even anti-German nationalists, therefore, 

considered it folly to oppose her rearmament or her aid to Franco. 

36 Henry Rousso. La collshontion, (Paris. M.A. ~ditions. 1987). pp. 141-42: Richard Griffiths. Marshal 
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Folowing the 1928 demise of the Faisceau. French fascism re-emerged in the form of 

the Franciste movement of Marcel Bucard in the autumn of 1933. Still strongly Mussolinian in 

his sympathies, Bucard went far beyond the resigned nationalism of the conservatives in his 

call for a union of European fascisms ratified by a pact between Germany, Italy, and a fascist 

France. which would make wars between them as obsolete as those between Burgundy and 
LL 

Ile-de-France. Bucard's fascist European vision combined the Latin solidarity of the Faisceau 

with a Chateaubriant-like reverence for the Christendom of the High Middle Ages. Fascist 

Europe would not, however, be a Luchaire-style federation. a concept considered too 

sentimental and childish for iron-willed fascists who believed human nature "does not modify 

by the stroke of the pen of a Briand ... any more than ... does the basic needs of peoples."37 

Both Francistes and the Belgian Egion nationale participated in Mussolini's itl-starred 

attempt to organize a Fascist International between 1932 and 1936. To this end. both Bucard 

and Hoomaert attended a conference of delegates in Montreux, Switzerland on December 16 

and 17, 1934. Delegates represented the fascist movements of Italy. France, Belgium. Austria. 

Denmark, Greece. Ireland. Lithuania. Portugal, Romania, Spain. and Switzerland. and 

Belgium. Other delegations represented the Dutch. Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish national- 

socialist movements. together with their German mentors who were present as observers. The 

Italians sought to rally the assembled fascists of Europe to the example of Rome in order to 

create a spiritual bloc against both western and communist materialism. The conference was 

unsuccessful. The fascisms of western Europe lacked mass support and represented no one 

but themselves. More significantly, the conference was unable to bridge the ideological gap 

between the bulk of its Latin-inspired domestic fascist movements and the national-socialist 

movements of the Nordic countries which adopted the Nazi model. Most fascists followed the 

example of Mussolini in developing their doctrines from their national revolutionary 

experiences; the national-socialists tended to mould the revolutionary experience itself from a 

near-century of pre-existing racist doctrine. The Nazis and their imitators such as Vidkun 

37 Paul Guinud. "Pour un front occidental fasciste c o m e  i*invasion mongolei'. Le F r e ,  June 2.1935; 
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Quisling, moreover, defined the nation as the embodiment of an exclusively racial Volk 

community, from which Jews and other foreign elements were excluded. Such a doctrine was 

abhorrent to Mussolini and most of the early fascists who refused to sanction Nazi racism. with 

the exception of the violently antisemitic Romanian Iron Guard of Corneliu Codreanu. Split 

between domestic fascists and national-socialists, the conference failed to achieve any 

meaningful agreernent.38 

Despite its European pretensions, the Universal Fascism of the mid- 1930's remained 

essentially an arm of Italian foreign policy. a policy which. until 1936 was quite anti-German. 

The power shifts of 1936 and the election of the antifascist Blum government. however. 

persuaded Mussolini to now consider a German alliance, especially when Hitler offered it in 

the hope of winning Italian assent to the German annexation of Austria. In October. 1936 

Mussolini entered into the Rome-Berlin Axis, a move which would drastically impact fascist 

ideology in Europe for years to come. Italian support for the Paneuropa-Union. Austrian 

independence, and the stillborn Fascist International was abandoned by the end of 1936. The 

Francistes. along with the Jeunesses patriotes. the Croix de Feu. and the Action franqaise were 

temporarily suppressed by the Blum government. A new wave of populist ultranationalism. 

however, arose in both France and Belgium in 1936. which generated mass-based fascisms 

which were much less imitative of the Italian example than the pioneering movements. The 

inspiration for the third wave of French fascism was to be found in the nationalist riots which 

took place in Paris in February, 1934. The sight of militant nationalists of the Croix de feu and 

Action franqaise temporarily joining forces with communist workers in an attempt to paralyze 

the Third Republic suggested to some that a truly French fascism joining left and right might be 

the wave of the future? 
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Greatly impressed by this union of the extremes in the so-called Stavisky Riots, the 

writer Pierre Drieu La Rochelle ( 1893-1945) rapidly became the prime theoretician of French 

fascism. Of Norman ancestry. Drieu was one of the few 1920's Europeanists who emerged 

from the right of the political spectrum. Even though he first formally admitted his fascism in 

1934, Drieu had in fact flirted with fascist ideas since the end of World War 1 in which he. as 

well as Valois, Bucard, DCat. Luchaire, and De Man served. The comradeship of the trenches. 

Nietzsche, Maurras. Mussolini. and. finally. Drieu's own personal instability attracted him to 

the problem of human decadence. Both the individual and society could, in his mind. only be 

renewed by a Spartan "Revolution of the Body" of discipline. spons, and warlike virtues. 

Drieu thought this revolution could be accomplished on a European as well as a national basis. 

for he, unlike most fascists, refused to see the nation as an end in itself. In Mesure de la 

France ( 1922). La Jeune EuropCen ( 1926 ), Genkve ou Moscou, ( 1928 ), and L'Europe contre 

les patries ( 193 I),  he argued that since France was no longer a great power of and by herself. a 

united Europe became the appropriate vehicle for rejecting both capitalism and Marxism in 

favor of a third ideology of social and personal renewal. His I934 Socialisme fasciste 

regarded nationalism as a mere developmental stage in a revolution which would produce a 

Fascist League of Nations. The demise of both European federalism and Universal Fascism. 

combined with the rise of German power persuaded Drieu. however. to present his fascist 

revolution in more nationalist and even racist language.* 

Joining the ComitC France-Allemagne along with former neo-socialists Marion and 

Jouvenel. Drieu began to adopt the racial discourse of Brinon's Germanophile journal. Instead 

of a fascist federation, Europe now had to be organized on the basis of a fascist France forming 

a racial entente with Germany and a cultural entente with Italy. More popular and less 

destructive than Stalinist Russia in Drieu's view, the Axis regimes represented necessary allies 

against Marxism 1 The conviction that European federalism and parliamentary neo-socialism 

were irrelevant in a continent dominated by Axis power and clashing totalitarian ideologies 

40 Drieu. Avec Doriot, ibid.: Soucy. Fascist Intellectual. ibid. 

41  Drieu. Avec Doriot, ibid.; Soucy. Fascist IntellectuaL ibid. 



helped lead Jouvenel, Marion and several other intellectuals into the ranks of a new populist 

fascism. Europe now had to be envisioned not in terms of the academic discussions of Briand 

and Luchaire, but in terms of warrior-chieftans like Charles Martel and Charlemagne who 

united Latin, Teuton and Gaul to defeat their common enemies. In their eyes. such a warrior- 

chieftan was once again present in the person of Jacques Doriot ( 1898- 1945).42 

Born near Paris, the heavy-set proletarian Doriot embodied. in many ways, the ideal 

French fascist leader. A 19 I4 combattant and man of action rather than ideas, his career 

paralleled that of Mussolini. Once the most popular and promising of French communist 

leaders, Doriot was too spontaneous. strong-willed, and individualistic to ever be a good 

orthodox Marxist-Leninist. The mayor of St.Denis was also too much of a nationalist. desiring 

a truly French communism rather than one which was a servile tool of Soviet interests. 

Expelled from the French Communist Party in June. 1934. Doriot became further enraged 

when his rival. Maurice Thorez. embraced his plan for a Popular Front of communists. 

socialists. and liberals. Following his expulsion, Doriot attempted to organize his followers in 

St. Denis into a national-communist movement. only to find any potential support on the left 

preempted by Blum and Thorez. Like Mussolini, he began to seek support on the 

ultranationalist right.43 

On June 27-28. 1936 Doriot founded the Parti populaire franpis (PPF). A true fusion 

of left and right. the populist PPF began with a core of dissident communists from St. Denis 

and Marseilles, but quickly attracted thousands of followers from the Bonapartist and 

antiparliamentary right. Between its creation and the end of 1937, the ranks of the new party 

42 B r m n d  de Jouvenel. "Constmire I'Europe'? I1 fallait pour cela constituer des Blites". ~ ' ~ r n a n c i ~ a t i o n  
nationale, February 22,1937; idem.Vovaneur, p.300. 
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swelled from 25,000 to nearly 300,000. the bulk of which came from Paris. Provence. Lyon. 

Bordeaux, and even North Africa. The hybrid nature of the party was indicated in the 

composition of the members of its first congress, which met in November, 1936. Out of 625 

delegates, 133 were former communists, 54 former socialists. 12 ex-Radicals, 28 former 

conservatives and members of Catholic formations, and 148 members of the extreme right. 

The largest group. 242. had no previous party a f f i~ ia t ion .~~ 

At first, the new party and its leader denied the fascist label. Neither Doriot nor his 

major lieutenants were antisemitic in June of 1936. The main thrust of the movement at that 

time was populist, corporatist. and above all. anti-Marxist. Between late 1936 and the spring 

of 1938, however. the PPF drifted more and more into the ritual and rhetoric of fascism. 

Adopting a fascist salute, party hymn. flag. cult of martyrs, and the call for a revolution of 

sacrifice and national renewal, its leaders expressed profound admiration for Mussolini. and. to 

a lesser degree. Hitler. Through Drieu. Jouvenel, and Marion, as well as the very pro-German 

Maurice-Ivan Sicard, some of the Nordic racism of the Cornit6 France-Allemagne began to 

enter the discourse of the P P F . ~ ~  Doriot in 1938. however. lacked the forthright admiration 

for Germany expressed by Brinon. The PPF and its militants were ultranationalists. not 

Germanophiles. Doriot was dedicated first and foremost to the revival and security of France. 

even if it implied war with Germany under certain circumstances: "It is necessary to say to 

Germany, I wish to get along with you. but I cannot allow you to set one foot on the territory 

of ~ r n n c e . " ~ ~  

Both the outlawed Francistes and the more powefil PPF embraced the strongly neo- 

pacifist position that the defense of France against communism demanded an understanding 

44 Wolf. Poriot, pp. 177-95. 
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with ~itler.47 Unlike conservative nationalists, the radical PPF embraced a plan for European 

economic union whose authors were the former neo-socialists Marion and Jouvenel. Marion 

himself, having joined both the Comitt France-Allemagne and the PPF, provided the practical 

economics for the 1938 PPF party program. in which his schemes for the joint Franco-German 

development of both Europe and Africa reappeared in fascist guise.48 Doriot himself. like 

Bucard. envisioned a European order organized by a directorate of Paris, Rome. and Berlin. 

augmented in this instance by London. The pacifist, supranationalist Europeanism of Luchaire 

and DCat was once again dismissed as impractical: 

The United States of Europe of ... Briand once meant bread for everyone. But instead of 
wanting ... union guaranteeing bread for everyone, he wanted ... a European union guaranteeing 
law for everyone. It's not the same .... for we lacked men with the know-how to organize 
Europe economically ...[ andltreated ourselves to a kind of myth.J9 

The rise of a new populist fascism in Belgium paralleled that of the PPF in France. In 

the May I936 elections the new Rexist movement of Lion Degrelle ( 1906- 1994) won I 1 % of 

the vote and 21 seats in the Belgian parliament. The Rexist vote in the Walloon provinces was 

staggering: 19% in Liege, 2 0 8  in Narnur and almost 304 in Luxembourg. Both the youthful. 

flamboyant Degrelle and most of his followers emerged not from Marxism but from the 

Belgian Catholic Party and the heavily Maurrassian culture of the Belgian right. Leader of a 

Catholic publishing enterprise named Christus Rex from 1929 to 1934. Degrelle deeply 

indoctrinated himself in the thought of the Action franpise and became an admirer of 

Mussolini. Breaking with the Catholic Party in 1935. Degrelle transformed his following into 

a movement for Belgian national renewal centered around a totalitarian monarchy similar to that 

47 Jacques Doriot. text of address June 28. 1936. ~ '~mancipt ion nationale. special issue dealing with PPF 
congress of June 27-28, 1936: " Le combat pour la Paix", ibid.. July 18,1936. 
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Marion's); Carrier. pp.257-60; Burrin. pp. 283-84. 
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envisioned by Hoomaert. Neither Degrelle nor his chief intellectual. Jose Streel ( 19 1 1- 1946) 

openly espoused fascism or Europeanism in 1936. arguing Rex was Christian. humanistic and 

driven by values "less Nietzchean than those which are at the basis of fascisrnu.50 Despite 

having reared themselves on the anti-European Maurras, reinterpreted to fit a Belgian context, 

Rexists nevertheless resorted to using Europeanist language to color their neo-pacifist. 

anticommunist approach to the Axis powers when they deemed it necessary. 5 1  

Neo-pacifism in Belgium manifested itself more in terms of neutralism in the Franco- 

Geman conflict more than of active appeasement. Rexist neutralism stemmed from a 

conception of the national interest rather than Germanophilia. A certain ominous admiration for 

Hitler on ideological grounds did. nevertheless, exist in the party among figures like Pierre 

Daye,Victor Matthys, and, ominously. Degrelle himself. Daye ( 1892- 196O), a rightist 

bruxellois, embodied the Belgian equivalent of the fascist European Drieu. Supporting first the 

Paneuropa-Union and then Jeune Europe, Daye dreamed of an imperial Europe patterned after 

the Habsburg empire in which each nation would enjoy an autonomy similar to that of the 

Catholic Netherlands or Hungary under the Austrian crown. Like Luchaire, Daye once warned 

Europeans that if they failed to federate by consent, Germany might one day unite them by 

force: 

If governments do not understand that they must deliberately amve at an entente, they risk 
someday seeing unification effected by force against their will, and then to the profit of one 
conquerer or another. Already ... one has had to believe that a few years from now, a 
unification of Europe will be on the way to realization, but under German hegernony.52 

50 JosC Streel. "Furore teutonico". Le Pay  riel. August 24. 1936, text in le  suis panout, October 24.1936: 
On the rise of Degrelle and Rex see Ronald Henry Chertok. "Belgian Fzxisrn" (Ph. D. diss.. Washington 
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Joining Degrelle in 1936, Daye obtained the endorsement of the moribund Jeune 

Europe, which declared him the sole Europeanist Rexist candidate. By the time Daye led the 

Rexist parliamentary caucus. the Europeanist cause was all but dead. and he began to shift to a 

more fascist conception of continental unity. meeting with Abetz and Ribbentrop and visiting 

Nuremberg to witness the 1936 party rally. Praising the Reich as a new world being born. 

Daye spoke in Berlin in December. 1936 on Belgium's special role in promoting Franco- 

Getman understanding. Victor Matthys ( 19 14- 1947) was even more pro-Nazi. praising 

Chateaubriant's La Gerbe des Forces in a rare sympathetic review which foreshadowed his 

future national-socialist tendencies.j3 Degrelle himself, meanwhile, began praising the 

Brown Shirts for halting communism at the Russian frontier. Hitler's popularity with the 

German masses and his renewal of German power were achievements he himself could only 

envy. While France wallowed in depression and class war, Nazi Germany banished 

unemployment, built new plants and highways. and trained a modem m y  and air force.54 

From Munich to Sedan: the Preambles to Collaboration: 1938- I940 

By 1938 Hitter was strong enough to embark upon the revival of Mitteleurooa his racist 

vision demanded. Replacing the conservative Von Neurath with the Nazi Ribbentrop in the 

Reich Foreign Ministry he moved first against Austria. than against the Sudetenland in 

Czechoslovakia. Aware that both the pacifist left and the neo-pacifist right in France and 

Britain (minus a few resisters) feared a return to 19 14 and the new menace of aerial 

devastation. Hitler believed neither London nor Paris would fight for any country in east 

central Europe. 

Even in 1937 and 1938 Luchaire and his handful of surviving Europeanists continued 

to argue that German bellicosity stemmed from the Versailles system. While many in the USR. 

53 Jeune Europe, 110.3, n.d.. 1936. 
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SFIO, and Radical Party still shared this view. Notre Temps was virtually alone in refusing to 

accept the 1936 vote as the death sentence of European federalism. Five years after Briand's 

death Luchaire still urged a return to his vision. Liberal and neo-socialist Europeanists such as 

Luchaire and DCat. though, remained uncomfortable with the more rightist and romantic 

Europeanisrn of Brinon and Chateaubriant, even as the former rationalized Nazi racism as a 

mere projection of German insecurities. The racist Franco-German culture described by the 

Cahiers and its Nazi patron Dr. Hans Grimm derived far more from the German-inspired 

conceptions of Otto the Great than the French-inspired doctrines of Pierre ~ubois.55 

Himself a lover of German philosophy. Marcel Deat nevertheless remained. as did 

Luchaire and most other abiding Europeanists. a man of the left. Being a neo-socialist and 

admittedly somewhat authoritarian. DCat was far from a fascist in 1937. His USR. which he 

no longer led. was no longer a significant factor in French politics. Now a private citizen. Deat 

still continued to call for European economic unity and the appeasement of Germany. also 

insisting that Hitler be deterred by a mechanized army along the lines envisioned by Colonel 

Charles De Gaulle. Like many of his fellow Europeanists. Deat still reasoned that membership 

in a socialist Europe would eventually liberalize the Hitler regime.% 

The events of 1938 initially reinforced the neo-pacifist right. whose perspective now 

foreshadowed the nationalist collaboration of the Ocupation. Originally. even Germanophobe 

nationalists such as Louis Marin and Henri de Kerillis considered Blurn and Thorez a greater 

threat than Hitler. Deputies Philippe Henriot ( 1889- 1944) and Xavier Vallat ( 189 I - 1972) 

considered German eastward expansion inevitable and even useful. Henriot, a follower of 

Taittinger, however. regretted Hitler's destruction of the reactionary Austrian clerical regime. 

while Vallat, who once belonged to the Faisceau, longed for the restoration of a reconstituted 

Danubian monarchy under Otto von Habsburg. Most of the right cursed Briand and Woodrow 

55 Jean Luchaire. "Briand et I'Europe". Notre Temps. March 5. 1937: Lion-Marie Bresc. '' Du rapprochement 
franco-allemand", ibid., June 30, 1937. 



Wilson for creating the power vacuum in central Europe now being filled by Hitler. Most 

conservatives had much less sympathy for Czechoslovakia, which they considered a 

Protestant-Masonic ally of Moscow. They permitted Hitler to press his demands for the return 

of the Sudetenlandso long as he did not attempt to achieve his goals by force. In September. 

1938 most of the Alliance democratique, the Fkdkration rkpublicaine. and even the Action 

franpise, remained staunch appeasers without being pro-German in the manner of a ~r inon . j7  

The outcome of the Sudeten crisis and the Munich agreements brought the politics of 

appeasement to a climax. The Munich Accord was approved 578-378 by the French public. 

Shortly after the accord. though. the same public appeared willing to resist any further German 

demands by a margin of 70%- 178. The original antimunichois comprised communists, 

conservatives such as Henri de Kerillis, Louis Marin. and Georps Mandel, together with 

doctrinaire socialists such as Jean Zyromsky. and. among neo-socialists. Joseph Paul- 

Boncour, soon to be joined by Pierre Brossolette of Notre Temps. As for Blum and the SFIO. 

their initial acceptance of Munich was followed in December by a motion in favor of both peace 

and preparedness.58 

The perspective of the PPF was more complex. Praised by Deat in 1936 as neo- 

socialist and even leftist, the PPF drifted so far into fascism by 1938 that its appeals to 

violence. antisemitism. and admiration for the Axis now appalled him. Given the material aid 

the PPF received from Mussolini and its ideology of revolutionary ultranationalism, large1 y 

inspired by Marion and Drieu. it was hard for even Doriot himself to deny that he and his 

movement were now France's foremost fascists. The PPF now praised the nineteenth century 

writers Edouard Drumont ( 1844- 19 17) and Maurice Barris ( 1862- 1923) as the mentors of its 

new ideology. From Drumont Doriot adopted an antisemitism joining traditional religious 

accusations of deicide with more modern notions of Jews as racial aliens in a Gallo-Roman 

society: from Barres's 1889 Ligue de la Patrie franqaise Doriot acquired the model of a party 

57 [mine. French Conservatism. pp. 18 1-203. 
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straddling right and left, preaching a mixture of middle-class socialism and xenophobic 

nationalism along the racist lines preached by Drumont: from Drieu. Marion. and Jouvenel 

Doriot would acquire the notion of racial solidarity so essential to the PPFs future wzi-time 

doctrines of fascist co l l ab~ra t i on .~~  

The fascist and racist transformation of the PPF took place in step with the 

consolidation of the Rome-Berlin Axis. By the time Hitler occupied Austria in March. 1938 

with Mussolini's consent, the doctrinal rift between Italian Fascism and Nazism so evident in 

1934 had narrowed considerably. The PPF and the Francistes began to evolve in the direction 

of wartime Arvan-fascism. Aryan-fascism is best described as a form of domestic fascism 

incorporating a Nordic and antisemitic racism derived from domestic as opposed to foreign 

traditions. National-socialism, on the other hand. glamorized the tribal Volk over the nation- 

state and derived its racism from German as opposed to Celtic and Latin mythology. Neither 

Mussolini. nor Valois. Hoomaert, Bucard. Doriot. nor Degrelle had had any significant history 

of antisemitic racism prior to 1936. Fascism, as opposed to Nazism. was grounded upon the 

nation-state, not the Volk and most of the early francophone leagues even welcomed 

assimilationist Jewish patriots into their ranks. One of the by-products of German ascendancy 

in Europe, though. was the progressive Aryanization of faxisme occidentale. As early as the 

spring of 1938 Mussolini began to define the Italian people as an Aryan. i.e.. Indo-European. 

race from which Jews were excluded. Having the Drumont legacy to fall back upon, the 

French parties were also encouraged in their adoption of racism by the presence of Lion Blum. 

whose Jewish ancestry served to reinforce the popular association of Judaism and Marxism. 60 

The erratic foreign policy of the PPF in the late 1930's mirrored the dilemma of a 

movement tom between ultranationalism and anticommunist admiration for Hitler. Many in 

60 "Manifesto of the Racist Scientists". 11 Giornale dlItalia, July 14. 1938: Mussolini. address on Jewish 
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the party openly praised the Nazi revolution which, to them, transformed Germany into 

everything France was not. Nevertheless. they also perceived the new Germany as brutally 

imperialistic. Like Vdlat and Henriot, Doriot condemned the annexation of Austria while 

reviling Czechslovakia and supporting the claims of the Sudeten ~ermans.61 

The Munich crisis of September, 1938 highlighted how the differing attitudes to 

Europeanism of the 1 970's evolved into differing doctrines of appeasement in the 1930's.  

which in turn foreshadowed the coming ideologies of collaboration. The bulk of the non- 

communist left. having supported the September 30 agreements on pacifist grounds. quickly 

abandoned appeasement as renewed evidence of Hitler's insatiability became evident in the 

German occupation of all of Bohemia and Moravia in the spring of 1939. Luchaire. however. 

continued to campaign for the dream of Briand despite the fact that neither the Radicals. the 

SFIO, nor even neo-socialist and Briandist allies like Paul-Boncour could maintain it in the face 

of Hitler's continued aggression.62 

Only Marcel Dht ,  the Comite France-Allemagne, and a group of pro-appeasement 

syndicalists still shared Luchaire's defeatism and Europeanism in the summer of 1939.63 

Dkat returned to the Chamber of Deputies in the spring of 1939. writing the infamous pro- 

appeasement editorial. "Why Die for Danzig'?". which enraged French opinion. Ribbentrop. 

however. was favorably impressed and contacts were opened between Deat and the German 

Embassy in Paris. The USR deputy hinted to the Germans that he would be prepared to help 

foment antiwar sentiment if Hitler was patient and did not resort to immediate war to so!ve 

ensure the return of Danzig. A German Foreign Ministry document of June 2, 1939 expressed 

Wolf, Doriot, pp. 27 1-77 
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the hope that, were war to be postponed another six months, DCat. Luchaire and their allies 

could influence the French government and public not to fight for ~ o l a n d . 6 ~  

With war less than a year away, Dkat. supported by a group of syndicalists represented 

by Gabriel Lafaye and Georges Albertini, now argued that Nazism was a misguided form of 

socialism. whose truculence could be only modified by an integrated Europe: 

The day the ... democracies ...p ropose ... to all countries of Europe, a new statute of economic 
relations, [and] a plan for the allocation of raw materials ... they will have ... countered the 
domestic propaganda of the totalitarian countries. for it will be impossible to hide ... that the 
chances of agreement ... are in view, without taking the bloody detour of war@ 

The right, heavily munichois in September. 1938, likewise shifted to a more warlike 

stance in late 1938 and early 1939 as the victory of Franco. the fall of Blum and the failure of a 

general strike removed the fear of communist revolution. While neither conservatives. 

reactionaries, nor fascists had wanted war over the despised Czech republic. few of them 

wished to see France dishonored and powerless before German aggression. Many within the 

PPF. such as Pierre Pucheu and even Drieu, Jouvenel. and Marion were willing to tight if 

necessary, and Doriot himself only turned munichois at the eleventh hour of the crisis. The 

repercussions of his decision were severe, for his most gifted lieutenants, including Drieu. 

Marion. Pucheu. Jouvenel, Claude Popelin, Jacques Benoist-MCchin and other thinkers 

resigned from the party on the grounds that Doriot betrayed the interests of France. Doriot 

himself turned away from neo-pacifism following Hitler's March destruction of 

Czechoslovakia. By this time. virtually the entire French right. save the outlawed Comite 

France-Allemagne, had returned to its anti-German posture in preparing for a nationalist war 

against the hereditary foe@ 
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The outbreak of hostilities in September. 1939. moreover. served only to submerge 

rather than end the rival approaches to Europeanism now symbolized by D&at and Doriot. 

Even D&t, however. voted as did Laval in the Senate, for war credits. Neither Deat. Luchaire 

nor Laval desired a German victory. nor did they openly voice their Europeanism. Their 

continued hope for a negotiated peace and lack of faith in an affordable victory nevertheless 

indicated that their Europeanist views still lay beneath the surface. ready to emerge under more 

favorable circurnstances.67 The PPF and Francistes, though, went to war. but with less zeal 

than the Maurrassians or conservatives. Doriot gave the impression his real enemy was not 

Nazism but Stalin and his new German ally. The Soviet attack on Finland in the winter of 

1939- 1940 drew the comment from the PPF press that "Pan-Germanism has ... come to join 

... the offensive of Asia against Europe" and that "against these two monsters the rest of 

Europe's youth must regroup and ~n i t e" .~g  Heavily motivated by a vengeful anticommunism. 

Doriot longed for a fascist Franco-Geman alliance against the Kremlin. an aIIiance now 

precluded by the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. Drieu La Rochelle. in contrast, concluded that the 

interests of both the fascist revolution and of France dictated an alliance with Britain against 

both Hitler and ~ t a l i n . ~ ~  

While parallels existed between the politics of appeasement in France and in Bel,' =~um. 

the smaller size. neutral status. and peculiar political system of the bilingual kingdom gave 

these politics a different pattern from that of France. Europeanism in Belgium appealed to a 

wider political spectrum than in France, for in a tiny, heavily industrialized state set in the heart 
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of Europe one could be royalist. nationalist. neo-socialist. liberal. Catholic. and European at 

one and the same timeS7O Divisions nonetheless existed. and the Brussels salon of Edouard 

Didier became the gathering place for unrepentant neo-socialist Europeans following the demise 

of Jeune Europe. The most prominent of these was the journalist Raymond De Becker. who 

originally expounded a Catholic neo-socialism in the pages of Jeune Europe before adopting 

the more Nietzschean ideas of the Cornit6 France-Allemagne. Writing in the Cahiers franco- 

allemands, De Becker now maintained Europe could only be united on the basis of existing 

racial, cultural or economic affinities rather than uniform international legislation. A firm 

supporter of Belgian neutralism. the Europeanist De Becker viewed his country's role as as a 

necessary mediator and pivot in the reconciliation sought by De Brinon and Abetz. whose work 

he supported to the extent of speaking at the University of Berlin in November of 1936 In 

return. Abetz and his Belgian expert Max Liebe supplied De Becker with funds to further the 

cause of Belgian neutrality.71 Paul Colin. Pierre Daye. Hendrik De Man. and a De Man 

protege named Paul-Henri Spaak also frequented the Salon Didier in the late 1930's. Colin. 

the editor of the weekly Cassandre, espoused a Germanophile Europeanism of the right similar 

to that of De Brinon. Daye remained the sole Rexist. His leader. Degrelle. had little use for the 

open Europeanism of the Salon Didier. which he dismissed as a collection of babbling neo- 

socialist theoreticians. The colorful dark-haired Rexist chief, for all of his budding admiration 

for Hi tler, remained a Belgian first and foremost and, in I 939, had little room for abstract 

blueprints for European federat i~n-~z 
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De Man, however, was strongly in accord with the pacifist internationalism of 

Luchaire. More successful than D h .  he had held several positions in the Belgian government 

between May, 1935 and March. 1937 and again between September. 1939 and January, 1940. 

Whereas Deat was expelled from the French socialist movement. De Man became leader of the 

Parti ouvrier belge in May. 1939. By 1938. however. De Man was convinced that a genuine 

and sustained effort to implement neo-socialism in Belgium was impossible in a parliamentary 

system where decision-making was subject to political infighting, corporate influence. and the 

opposition of the press. Perhaps. he reasoned. a more authoritarian version of socialism was 

needed. Like his French counterparts he remained an unyielding proponent of appeasement. 

launching a personal peace initiative. with the support of King Leopold m, in early 1939 in 

which he met with Otto Abetz. ItaIian Count Galeazzo Ciano. and French Foreign Minister 

Georges Bonnet. Far more pacifist than Dht.  De Man considered war worse than anything it 

sought to prevent. Those who trusted in arms and alliances would lose not only peace but the 

liberty they sought to defend. Less explicitly European in 1939 than Notre Tem~s,  he still 

called for a reoganized League. the sharing of colonial raw materials and the free circulation of 

capital and persons.73 

In late September. 1939 the Salon Didier Europeanists joined forces with the neo- 

pacifists of the Belgian right in authoring a Neutrality Manifesto in favor of continued Belgian 

neutrality in the new war. The neo-pacifists were led by Robert Poulet, a devout Maurrassian 

nationalist who had advocated preventive war against Gennany prior to 1936. but who now 

supported the Neutrality Manifesto c n  the grounds that war was now too costly for Belgium. 

The fact that Europeanists like De Man and De Becker, nationalists like Poulet and outright 

fascists like Degrelle united in support of neutrality signified a consensus which remained 

impossible in France. The manifesto insisted Belgium would fight if attacked. but hoped for a 
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negotiated end to the war lest it degenerate into a prolonged war of extermination. Its tone was 

hardly Germanophile. reflecting, in part. the sentiments of Poulet that "if the reduction of 

Prussified Germanism is still humanly possible. nothing would seem more desirable to us" as 

well as the belief of De Becker that German hegemony in Europe was in itself no real danger to 

the West .74 

By the time the snows of winter began to melt in 1940. the discourse of Europeanism 

was virtually extinct. Luchaire, Deat. De Man. and other Europeanists pursued a consistent 

policy of appeasement during the 1930's. Their approach to Germany remained essentially the 

same in 1939 as in 1929 and reflected their ardent dedication to peace. neo-socialism. and a 

European superstate. The nationalists. on the surface, appeared less consistent. but the 

ideological assumptions which underlay their apparent instability were. in fact, quite 

unchanging. Many French and Belgian conservatives who resisted Gemany in 1933. 

appeased her in 1938. and resisted her again or remained neutral in 1939 rationalized every 

position in the name of the supreme interest of their respective nations. The same logic would 

sustain the future ideology of nationalist collaboration. The 1930's also witnessed the 

flowering of two charismatic fascist movements, the PPF and Rex. whose popular appeal . 
powerful in 1936. had faded by 1939. Lust for power and a consciousness that their evolving 

fascist movements were more akin in spirit to the Axis regimes than the democratic French and 

Belgian electorates set the stage for Jacques Doriot and E o n  Degrelle to become fascist 

collaborators. By April of 1940, the seeds of sentimental, nationalist. and ideological 

collaboration had been sown. It required the panzers of the Wehrmacht. now massing opposite 

the Ardennes, to make them germinate into the politics of the New Europe. 
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CHAF'TER TWO: 

"NOUVELLE MESURE DE LA FRANCE": THE NEW ORDER AND 
THE IDEOLOGIES OF COLLABORATTON: JUNE-DECEMBER, 1940 

The sudden occupation of France and Belgium by Hitler's armies in May and June of 

1940 transformed the ideologies of appeasement. dormant since September. 1939. into 

ideologies of collaboration. Those who had been pacifists. neo-socialists. Gemanophiles.and 

Europeanists became Europeanist collaborators who zealously embraced the New Order as an 

opportunity to achieve the planned economy of European integration they had long desired. 

They quickly found major political allies in the person of Otto Abetz. now the German 

Ambassador in Paris. and Pierre Laval. The neo-pacifist conservatives, on the other hand. 

became nationalist collaborators who rallied around the figure of Marshal Petain in support of a 

collaboration dictated by strict considerations of French national interest rather than European 

sentiment. Doriot and Degrelle. along with their parties.became fascist collaborators but 

remained tom in 1940 between their desire to lead an ultranationalist revolution at home and 

their admiration for the regime of the Occupier. By the end of the year the diplomacy of Laval 

and the conference of Montoire would further define the new political alliances of the period in 

terms of Europeanist. nationalist. and fascist collaboration. 

From Appeasement to Collaboration: the Birth of Vichv: Summer. 1940 

The suddenness of the victory of the German Wehrmacht over France and Bel,' =ium 

astonished its architects as much as its victims. Smashing through the Ardennes in May, 1940, 

the mechanized panzers had accomplished in a matter of days what General Ludendorff had 

failed to do in 19 18: a dash to the Channel which isolated and neutralized the British and 

Belgians. the latter of whom surrendered on May 28. Greatly outnumbered. the French. now 

led by Marshal Philippe Pktain, capitulated on June 18. Temporarily masked by the events of 

the past year. the language of appeasement resumed dramatically in the defeated countries. 

Those who had been intransigent Briandists, pacifists, Germanophiles, and Europeans in spite 

of prewar Nazi aggressiveness saw the confirmation of their defeatist views. Together with the 



outright fascists of the PPF itnd Rex, these Frenchmen and Belgians were no longer appeasers 

bur Europeanist collaborators with an enthusiastic commitment to the Axis cause based upon 

their prewar commitment to European unity. 1 

In the aftermath of the armistices concluded with France, the Netherlands, and 

Belgium, Europe had begun to resemble. on the surface. the Mitteleurooa desired by the Kaiser 

and his entourage during World War I. Reich propagandists began describing this emergent 

New Order as the birth of a united Europe. For example. Walther Funk, the Reich Economics 

Minister, outlined a self-sufficient economic union based upon the Reichsmark. continent- 

wide barter and bilateral trade agreements, and a division of labor between industrial and 

agricultural countries .2 

Given the probability of a rapid German victory over Britain, a number of Frenchmen 

and Belgians concluded in the summer of 1940 that Germany and the ideology she represented 

would dictate the future of Europe for decades to come. The Reich. moreover. seemed to offer 

those willing to collaborate with her an opportunity of attaining the long-thwarted dream of a 

united socialist Europe, albeit under German domination. Salon Didier enthusiasts Hendrik De 

Man and Raymond De Becker saw the end of economic frontiers and the era of small states in 

an era of peace. justice, and unity imposed on Europe by German arms. Pierre Daye still 

echoed his fascist background, considering the Germans less invaders than messengers of a 

new ideology and idea. In a theme soon to become a staple of collaborationist propaganda, he 

decribed the war as a necessary phase in a European Revolution, whose message was that a 
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rigid nationalism was incompatible with human The leading figure in the 

intellectual leadership of Europeanist collaboration, though, soon turned out to be Marcel Deat. 

Hitherto unable to realize his "ideas of 1933". the prophet of French neo-socialism now hoped 

for a pitiless. but intelligent, revolution within France and her incorporation into Hitler's 

Europe. Like his Belgian counterparts De Man and De Becker, D h t  was willing to take a Nazi 

like Funk at his word when he spoke of European union. In Deat's mind. a treaty of 

commerce and barter with Germany. Italy, and Spain needed to be signed immediately as the 

first step to the economic Europe he had always desired? 

A man of the left. D a t  quickly found a major ally in the former socialist Pierre Laval. 

Following the fall of his second government in 1935. Lavai had continued to advocate an 

understanding with Italy and an opposition to the war based upon a genuinely non-ideological 

pacifisrn.5 In the aftermath of defeat, the Auvergnat was the major influence in the Assembly 

vote of July 10. held at the resort town of Vichy in the unoccupied part of France. which 

granted emergency powers to Premier Pktain. The vote replaced the par1 iarnen tary regime with 

an authoritarian. quasi-monarchical French State that retained the republican form. but in which 

the Marshal ruled by decree. In return for supporting Petain. Laval was awarded the position 

of Vice-president of the Council, in effect, prime minister and government head. He was also 

the designated successor to the Marshal. Laval. his prewar convictions unchanged. regarded 

his  return to power as a chance to rescue the bankrupt enterprise of France from the 

receivership imposed by the Occupation. In the aftermath of her defeat. France had lost 

approximately two milion people in terms of dead. wounded, and prisoners of war. Six 

million more had become rehgees in the two-fifths of the country which escaped German 

occupation in 1940. Mass unemployment reigned in the cities: in the countryside. peasants 
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could not work their fields for want of manpower. With Hitler in occupation of three-fifths of 

the country and in a position to strangle a prostrate France economically. Laval was not alone 

in his belief that collaboration was the only way to preserve France's future in a Nazi-fascist 

~ u r o ~ e . 6  

Laval hoped that he could still achieve the diplomatic settlement with Hitier which was 

the goal of much of his diplomacy since 1935.7 In early August he journeyed to Paris. where 

he opened a dialogue with Otto Abetz. The latter's knowledge of France was invaluable to 

both Hitler and Ribbentrop. who appointed Abetz to the post of German Ambassador to France 

on A u p t  3, 1940. In their discussions Laval promised Abetz, who shared his socialist and 

anticlerical background. frank and loyal collaboration based upon an economic entente between 

an agrarian France and an industrial Germany. On August 2 1. Laval. accompanied by Deat 

and De Man were told by Abetz in return that Hitler could be persuaded to seek a clear 

European alliance with socialist overtones between an authoritarian France and the Greater 

German ~ e i c h . ~  

The initiatives of Pierre Lavd were authorized and supported by Marshal Philippe 

Pktain, the leader of what was now termed Vichy France and the principal spokesman and 

figurehead of the politics of nationalist collaboration. The Marshal. who had fought the 

Germans bitterly in World War I. had no love for the conquerors. and would consider them his 

hereditary enemies for the rest of his life. A classic neo-pacifist who surrounded himself with 

the followers of Maurras and La Rocque, he was a collaborator but never a comitted 

Europeanist. Having begun his post-Armistice search for an understanding with Berlin as 

early as July 9, 1940, the Marshal. along with most of those like pierre-~tienne Flandin and 

Xavier Vallat who had been conservative appeasers, envisioned it much more in terms of the 
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resigned nationalism of the right than the Europeanism of the left. Petainist collaboration d'dtat 

remained a strictly limited and formal collaboration of the letter and not of the spirit. Hitler 

received only what the June 25 armistice agreement entitled him to. no more.9 

The philosophical contrast between this philosophy of nationalist collaboration and the 

Europeanisrn of the neo-socialists manifested itself in the editorials of the former Paris dailies 

Le Temps and Le Figaro now publishing in the unoccupied zone. 10 France's one goal, to 

revive and recover total independence. required a collaboration defined in unsentimental and 

largely economic terms. Citing Foreign Minister Paul Baudouin. the Temps outlined an 

ordered arrangement. free from all ideology, in which France, Germany. Italy. and perhaps 

even Britain would trade on the basis of mutual need. Salvation for Vichy France lay not in 

becoming European. but in once again becoming truly French. France. said the Fizaro, needed 

to collaborate with caution, for the New Europe posed a danger to the independence and 

"national genius ... associated with the political and social structure of each people". I I 

Regardless of their source or motivation, no French efforts to create a climate of mutual 

collaboration received any substantive response from Berlin during July. August or September 

of 1940. Hitler was preoccupied with defeating Churchill, not constructing a European 

superstate or a Franco-German entente. Given Hitler's historic and lifelong hatred of France 

and the liberal principles she symbolized, an entente between the Third Reich and even an 

authoritarian France was unthinkable. Obsessed with the struggle against Britain, Hitler not 

only prolonged but intensified the pillage of France. which he viewed as his enemy rather than 

his partner. The Wehrmacht sealed the Demarcation Line between the rich northern and 

relatively poor southern zone of France, threatening her with economic strangulation. France 

9 Letter of Marshal Pitain to Hitler. DGFP Series D.vol.X. S 208. July 22.1940. 
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was ordered to pay Berlin a daily tribute of 20 million francs, forcibly devalued at an absurd 

exchange rate of twenty francs to one Reichsmark. As a result. France paid 80 billion francs 

(perhaps 20 billion 1940 US dollars) to the conqueror in 1940 alone. enough to finance one- 

fifth of the German war effort. still not enough to pay for the war in the West. Meanwhile. 

ReichsmarschalI Hermann Goering. as Director of the Four-Year Plan and most other aspects 

of the German economy,as well as the Luftwaffe, tried to forcibly requisition French. Belgian. 

and Dutch industry for the needs of war production. l 2  

The Propaganda of the New Europe and the Battle of Britain: August-October. 1940. 

Goering's Luftwaffe began its air assault on Britain in August. In the climactic weeks 

which followed as Humcanes and Messerschmitts duelled over Kent and London and the 

invasion barges of Operation Sea Lion were massed in Channel pons. Europeanist. nationalist. 

and fascist collaborators traded their first polemics. Marcel Dtat. now editor of L'CEuvre, led 

the propaganda campaign of the Europeanist collaborators with the strong cooperation of Abetz 

and the German Embassy staff. DCat evoked the theme of a European crusade against British 

plutocracy and duplicity. Many of his ideas remained consistent with those of his USR days. 

France need not renounce her heritage in order to enter the New Order: the European idea had 

always been part of her heritage. Being a long-time student of German philosophy. and having 

derived so much of his own thinking from Durkheim. Kant and Hegel, Dtat was not overly 

troubled by the reality that a nation he dmired was now in a position to forge the European 

community he desired. Dtat still saw Germany much as he did in 1936, her reasons for war 

being essentially economic. In fact, he went so far as to reason that Hitler had gone to war to 

create a socialist Europe with a unified economy dong the lines drawn up by Funk. Though 

Dkat was long sympathetic to Briandism, he recognized this post- 1940 Europe would be far 

more authoritarian and less theoretical than that of his interwar dreams. The neo-socialist 

slowly began to adopt some of the more Germanophile ideas of Brinon on the subject of 

l 2  Yves Durand. La Fnnce d& 2e (Paris, Armand Colin. 1989). pp.46.65: 
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German leadership and hegemony in Europe. Deat in 1940 and even 194 1. however. 

continued to spurn explicitly racist formulas. While he denounced Britain as the source of 

Europe's problem, he also admonished the Germans to become the good Europeans he desired 

them to be. The war, he said. imposed unity on Europe; it was not a matter of choice. Even 

though the Reich showed few signs of encouraging collaboration. Deat. though. remained 

convinced the new European revolution would soon transcend its dictatorial stage as German 

needs were satisfied. 1 3 

DCat recognized the need in the meantime to adapt his neo-socialist ideas to a more 

authoritarian world. At first he tried to persuade Laval. and through him. Petain. to underpin 

the Vichy regime with a single mass party, a parti uni ue assembling all sociaIist and 

Europeanist collaborationist elements in the manner he had once hoped for his USR. Laval. a 

man suspicious of parties and ideologies. was himself hostile to the idea, and the Marshal. 

influenced by the conservative La Rucque and the decentralizing royalist Maurras, rejected the 

scheme as too materialist and totalitarian. 14 

Angry at Vichy for its abiding nationalist conservatism. DCat joined the growing circle 

of Paris collaborators under the patronage of Abetz. Having sought out Brinon. Luchaire. 

Chateaubriant and his other prewar contacts, Abetz endowed them. as well as Dkat. with 

generous subsidies to propagandize on behalf of Europe and against the limited collaboration of 

the Vichy regime. While DCat and Luchaire propagandized on behalf of an anticlerical 

Europeanism, the more mystical Chateaubriant followed the Cahiers franco-allemands in 

invoking medieval parallels: 

The ..profound idea of the Medieval Holy Empire has today been revived in the common 
orientation of the political, military, and economic energies, which. from Flanders to Sicily. are 
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found within the Axis .... The New Europe organizes herself around the Axis just as the states 
and peoples of the Middle Ages ... organized themselves around the Holy-Empire. 15 

The aristocratic religiosity and racial mysticism of the suppressed Cornit6 France-Nlemagne 

reappeared in in Chateaubriant's new weekly La Gerbe. Like Funk and Dkat the Germanophile 

Catholic Gerbe envisioned a European economic union of 320 million souls self-sufficient in 

most essential foodstuffs and raw materials. La Gerbe envisioned the Rh6ne, Rhine and 

Danube joined by canals. with French, German and Belgian technical expertise spreading the 

benefits of the automobile and electricity to the agrarian breadbasket of Central Europe in the 

manner envisioned by Francis Delaisi. Chateaubriant's Europeanism differed from Diat's in 

its clearly Medieval cast. which sought to fortify cultural and ethnic particularisms against the 

corroding forces of Anglo-American liberal capitalism. European unity as envisioned by 

Chateaubriant did not seek to trample regional peasant cultures such as Bavaria or the Tyrol in 

the manner of a bulldozer. but to embrace them within the framework of a revived Teutonic. 

Celtic, and Latin medieval spirituality. Based on the ideals of the thirteenth century, when 

Gothic art and romantic chivalry shone most brightly, Chateaubriant's Europe symbolized a 

new civilization of Nordic, Latin. and even Magyar and Slav bounded by Norway. Sicily. 

Brittany, and the Carpathians. founded on race as well as religion. Recalling the discourse of 

the prewar Cahiers franco-allemands. La Gerbe saw no contradiction between a healthy 

nationalism or regionalism and a European order. for Frenchmen. Germans, and most other 

Europeans all descended from the Indo-European or Indo-Germanic racial family. The British. 

on the other hand, remained the enemies of Europe. lying in wait to divide and exploit the 

continent in the manner of a "superhuman Shakespearian lady". In 1940. however, Britain 

was no longer in a position to lay siege to Europe. On the contrary, the perfidious island was 
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herself under siege by a Europe united in its war on the false conception of international law 

and money-oriented civilization that Britain allegedly represented. 16 

The discourse of the Europeanist collaborators of Brussels resembled that of Paris. 

especially among the members of the Salon Didier who maintained literary and personal 

contacts with D6at and Abetz. Despite the apostasy and anticlericalism of its new editor. 

Raymond De Becker, Le Soir represented Europeanist collaboration in a country where 

Catholicism and neo-socialism were much closer in spirit than in republican France. 

Consequently, Le Soir easily combined the socialist language of Wat with the Catholic 

discourse of La Gerbe. De Becker envisioned a Europe in the process of unification for the 

first time since the Middle Ages. Under the general command of the Axis powers.the projected 

New Europe guaranteed the culture and unity of Belgium and other national states. An ardent 

Europeanist, De Becker merely superimposed the new European patriotism upon the old 

Belgian. The Catholic 'Personalist' of 1935 and fierce Nietzschean of 1940 hoped that the 

common effort of Europeans in defeating Britain would forge the continental patriotism for 

which both Jeune Europe and the Salon Didier had striven in vain. Like La Gerbe, Le Soir 

dreamed of the Europe of the future not as the United States of Europe of Briand, nor the Pan- 

Europe of Coudenhove. but a neo-medieval order founded on the principle of productive 

industry and agriculture in place of speculative capital and in which Belgian trade assumed a 

truly continental character. 17 

The nationalist collaborators of France and Belgium expressed a much less sanguine 

vision of Europe. South of the now almost impassable Demarcation Line in the unoccupied 

zone of France. Le Temps and Le Figaro carefully qualified the nationalist collaboration 

embodied in most of the Vichy regime. Endorsing European economic integration in the 

1920's and now accepting economic collaboration in principle. the conservative T e m ~ s  
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nevertheless insisted upon the interests and aspirations of France. The autarchic schemes of 

Funk being praised in Paris and Brussels were viewed with great skepticism as being 

potentially less efficient in peace as in war. More philosophically, the Battle of Britain 

appeared in the Vichy press as a Geman rather than a European war. Le Figaro, airing serious 

grievances against London, implied France's inviolable honor forbade her to enter such a war. 

In place of the Carolingians, the Vichy press praised the Capetians and the legacy of French 

sovereignty they represented. Praising France's will to be a nation". columnist Andr6 

Rousseaux rebuked the servile Europeanist collaborators of Paris who lacked his "faith 

France as an incontestable being, even though her present is murky" -18 

Nationalist coIIaborators faced far more difficulties in Belgium. Lacking a func tioning 

government permitting the freedom of maneuver allowed to the Vichy regime. the country was 

governed by a college of Genenl Secretaries, analogous to the Deputy Ministers of Britain or 

Canada. These Secretaries were directly subordinated to the military administration of Genenl 

Eggert Reeder. Several of them. such as Gerald Romsee and Victor Leemans were drawn 

from the ranks of the Vlaams National Verbond, a powerful party of Flemish nationalists 

which had now adopted a very pro-Nazi ideology. The military government. as it had in the 

previous war. gave preferential treatment to the more Germanic Flemish over the Walloon 

collaborators. All of the Secretaries, however. regarded economic collaboration as an absolute 

necessity. The realities of incipient famine in a densely urbanized country and Belgium's utter 

dependence upon her conqueror gave them no other choice. Leemans considered the barter and 

currency arrangements described by Funk as the outline of a future economy of which Belgium 

was an inseparable part. In his own words. it was "advisable to adapt our economic efforts to 

an enlarged European ensemble and to ensure ... similarity of organization in the building up of 

national economies." 19 
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The philosophy of nationalist collaboration in Belgium was best expressed by the 

nationalist writer Robert Poulet. An ardent Belgian roydist well versed in the doctrine of the 

Action franpise. Poulet approached collaboration in a manner analogous to the conservative 

Vichy press. Becoming editor of Le Nouveau Journal on October I .  he called for Belgian 

participation in the New Europe so long as the nation's unity, independence. dynasty and 

Catholic traditions were respected. Poulet, like his Vichy counterparts. never spoke of 

collaboration save in a very precise sense. accepting the vocabulary of the New Europe but 

only in a Latin. Catholic spirit rather than the more Germanophile, Nietzschean spirit emerging 

in Le soir.20 

The ideology of the fascist collaborators posed a potential challenge to both the 

Europeanists and the nationalists. Ex-Doriotist Drieu La Rochelle viewed the victory of 

Germany as prelude to the consolidation of a neo-Frankish racial superstate in the same way 

that Appomattox had foreshadowed the emergence of a continental superstate in North 

America. Drieu, the premier theoretician of what was to become Aryan-fascism. called in 1940 

for the re-establishment of the Europe of Charlernagne upon the foundations of Celtic and 

Germanic blood: "Europe is in the middle of having its own War of Secession, with the 

densest mass of Nordics in process of prevaiiing over everything on the periphery or fringes. 

just like the northern states had prevailed ... over the southern states in ~merica."Zl 

Benrand de Jouvenel remained more philosophical. The German domination of Europe 

was a direct outgrowth of the historic self-proclaimed mission of the German intelligensia to 

revive the Holy Roman Empire. As in his PPF days. Jouvenel continued to see the Germans 

as the saviors instead of the destroyers of European universalism. for were not the Saxon 

rulers Kaisers not only of Germany and Italy, but France and Europe as well, a claim accepted 

by the late Carolingian kings of France prior to Hugh ~ a ~ e t . 2 2  
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Demobilized after the armistice, and with his PPF still intact in both zones of France. 

Jacques Doriot quickly became the bitter rival of Marcel DCat and the pro-Abetz Europeanist 

collaborators of Paris. Leader of a disciplined movement, organized in both zones of France. 

which in 1940 as in 1938 was still more nationalist than European. Doriot refused to consider 

E a t  a true fascist or his proposed parti unique a replacement for his compact league of true 

revolutionaries. Doriot was much more forthright in his endorsement of Vichy and Pktain's 

National Revolution than Deat. justifying his suppon for the New Order on somewhat different 

grounds from the former neo-socialist deputy. While Diat rationalized his collaboration by 

appealing to the socialist and Europeanist ideals he championed in the 1930's. Doriot argued 

that because Europe herself was now in the process of a fascist revolution. that France's 

salvation depended upon having her own fascist regime. which only he and the PPF could 

lead. France. said Doriot. had to collaborate with Hitler but needed a genuinely fascist 

leadership to comprehend him. Unlike his emerging rival. who desired a union of all 

republican and nationalist elements in a single mass party of social reform and collaboration. 

Doriot sought an alliance only with the authoritarian and antisemitic right. Rather than 

consensus, the PPF desired a violent purge of all "anti-French" elements: Jews. Marxists, 

parliamentarians. and Freemasons. In effect, Doriot sought. after the Armistice, to expand 

and Europeanize the traditional xenophobia of the French radical right. The PPF ideology of 

fascist collaboration in 1940 expressed its Europeanness not in terms of trade agreements or 

medieval spirituality. but in terms of Doriot's imagined enemies. France. having lost an 

unequal struggle which was not her own. needed assurance she could "recover her place in the 

New Europe, free from ..liberal-Marxist capitalism ... maintained by the Jewish-Saxon power 

...[ ofl demagogic exploitation ... [and] the cult of Doriot's discussion of European 

themes seemed to focus more on a France purged of undesirable elements than organization of 

the continent itself. constantly invoking the name of Marshal Petain and the other symbols of 

23 Deat, Journal , July 8. 9. 1 1. 15. 17. 19. 21-23. 26-30. August 1 1.13. September 16. 1940; Brunet, 
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the French right.24 The New Europe itself continued. as in the Thirties, to inspire more 

reservations from the fascist Doriot than the Europeanist D&t: "From now on it is surely 

impossible to give an opinion on the future reorganization of Europe. That is subject to the 

outcome of events now in process." 25 

A more enthusiastic and less antisemitic version of fascist collaboration appeared in the 

columns of Rexist theoretician Jose Streel in Le Pays reel. Born on h e  Meuse in 19 1 1 the 

thin, reserved Walloon Streel. like Degrelle, was steeped in the Catholic monarchist thought of 

the Action franpise. Having met Degrelle in 1930, Streel eventually became the chief 

ideologist of the Rexist movement. His 1936 Ce qu'il faut penser de Rex clearly showed the 

influence of Maurras and even Hoornaen in its call for an authoritarian Belgium organized 

according to the natural order of farnilty, occupation. region, and throne. While Robert Poulet. 

never a Rexist. shared many of Streel's ideas, the latter. unlike the former, consciously 

admired the regimes of the Axis powers and the Europe-wide revolution they represented. 

Poulet was a Maurrassian royalist, Streel a Maurrassian-fascist. Streel. moreover. contributed 

editorials to Le Soir, making common cause with De Becker in a manner unthinkable to Poulet. 

Like De Becker. Streel viewed the Battle of Britain as the birth-pangs of a New Europe that 

would be united for the first time since the fall of Rome. According to Streel. the wars of 1870 

culminated the nation state; the war of 1940 would see the birth of the fascist continental 

superstate. Even though there was little or no interaction at this stage between French and 

Belgian fascist collaborators, both the Rexist Jose Streel and more cerebral French fascist 

collabonton such as Drieu began to embrace the formula of Eurofascism. Leaning heavily 

upon the concepts of Italian theoreticians. Eurofascism may be defined as a wartime revival of 

the conception of the prewar concept of Universal Fascism so popular in Latin circles, in which 

Europe organized herself on the basis of an alliance of fascist and corporatist states. Each 

2J Jacques Doriot. "Avec PCtain". ibid.. September 21. 1940. 
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nation-state retained its sovereignty, traditions. and own form of national revolution. usually 

more akin to the Mussolinian or Iberian than the Nazi model. Streel's Eurofascist superstate 

was therefore more a confederate Europe of nationalities than a socialist or federation. for. in 

his own words. it was absurd to "absorb races and nations in a dissolving cosmopolitanism. 

even though it is useful to rationalize the production and distribution of ...g oods on a European 

scale ..." 26 

Streel's European vision was clearly that of a fascist collaborator who had no use for 

Wilsonian or Briandist preachings on the equality of nations. Under Eurofascism nations 

existed not as segregated atoms. but in the form of a hierarchy where each played a special 

role, Germany and Italv taking the lead. Relations among them reflected a "vitalist". i.e. 

fascist. philosophy rather than mere self-interest. The Pavs reel borrowed from the economic 

ideas of the neo-socialists. though, in defining the roles of states within the new European 

hierarchy. Hungary, Romania. Bulgaria. and the other agrarian states of central and southern 

Europe would become the continental granaries in return for an increase in purchasing power 

and living standards provided by the industrial workshop of the north and the west. Having 

passed from the regional and feudal to the national stage. Europe now entered the the Imperial 

~ t a ~ e . 2 7  Streel, however, had strong reservations about both Germany and Nazism. 

preferring the Italian and Spanish models of revolution as more consistent with Latin and 

Catholic ~ h r i s t i a n i t ~ . ~ ~  

The fascist collaboration of Streel empathized with the revolutions of Madrid and 

Rome, that of his chief E o n  Degrelle expressed far more empathy for the revolution of Berlin. 

though the Rexist leader admired Hitler more than he admired Germany itself. Much less 

eloquent than Streel, Degrelle defamed Marxists, Freemasons. and Jews in the Doriot manner. 

Jose Streel."LqEurope va naive". Lc Pays r&l. August 15-26. 1940. 
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Freed by the Germans from internment in a French prison camp. Degrelle returned to Brussels 

where he looked upon fascist collaboration first and foremost as a route to power. Proclaiming 

"Belgium for the Belgians" he called for a national renaissance to make his country the hub of 

the New Europe. a god which required it to adopt ideas "in harmony with the great ideological 

revolution which has already transformed half of ~ u r o ~ e . " ~ ~  If Mussolini invoked the Rome 

of the Cresars as his heroic fascist myth. and Hitler invoked the Holy Roman Empire, Degrelle 

now hinted that a reborn Belgium. purified by sacrifice. would find its model in the late 

medieval Burgundy of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. This vision was too much for the 

German military government, which preferred more servile clients such as the General 

Secretaries and the Europeanists of the Salon Didier like De ~ecker.30 The neo-socialist 

Europeanisrn of the latter, now espoused in Le Soir, was anathema to a fascist like Degrelle. 

who described the Salon Didier as "a bizarre ... clique of young socialist pretty-boys ...[ and] 

neurotic young ladies. of theoreticians interested in every new thing. They forever spoke of a 

new Europe. which was as captivating and unreal as a dream." 31 

"The Dawn of a New Era": Montoire and its Aftermath: October-December, 1940 

The collaborators' polemics of August and September anticipated the rapid surrender of 

Britain. By late September, howevei. the narrow victory of the Royal Air Force suggested to 

many, including Hitler himself, that the war would be prolonged. Operation Sea Lion. the 

German plan invade England with three armies. was postponed in favor of a more indirect 

strategy of siege warfare based upon terror bombing and strangulation by U-boat blockade and 

Axis seizure of the Mediterranean. Hitler also attempted to foster British defeatism and 

American isolationism by manufacturing the illusion of an invincible European power uniting 

29 Lton Degrelle. "Belgique". Le Paw reel . August 25- 26.1940. 
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under the tutelage of the Rome-Berlin Axis. To this end. Hitler staged a series of conferences 

in the autumn of 1940 with other European leaders. including those of Vichy France. On 

October 22 he summoned Pierre Lava1 to a surprise meeting by the French railway junction of 

Montoire. A second meeting took place two days later in the presence of Marshal Pktain. As 

in the mid- 1 9301s, the Fiihrer's adoption of Europeanist language was a tactical manewre 

based in part on military necessity and encouraged by his favorable impression of Vichy's 

willingness to collaborate with him based upon its armed resistance to the abortive Anglo- 

Gaullist attempt to seize Dakar on September 13. The meetings of Montoire accomplished 

little, with Hitler delivering a virtual monologue in which he intended more to intimidate than to 

reconcile. His words as well as his deeds reflected his conviction that France, as a defeated 

enemy had to suffer the penalty of her defeat unless she actively joined the war against 

Churchill. Only active support for Germany guaranteed France her yet undefined place in the 

New Europe following the inevitable German victory.32 

Montoire inagurated a new debate in the French press and Further defined the 

Europeanist, nationalist, and fascist approaches to collaboration. The Europeanist Abetz 

network exploited Montoire as nothing less than the birth of Europe itself. The Cahiers franco- 

allemands, hailing the new page in Franco-German relations, called upon Vichy and Berlin to 

organize Europe's position in the world against the powers. notably the United States and 

Britain, who had the most to lose from the continent's socialist and racial reorganization.33 

Deat saw Montoire as all the proof he needed that Hitler was becoming a true European. who 

together with Petain, now decided to think beyond mere national frontiers. Diat went so far as 

to consider the secret meeting in an obscure village of Touraine a diplomatic revolution whose 

result was the irresistible formation of Europe beneath all collaborators' very eyes. 34 
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Contacted by Abetz in the wake of the Armistice. the unrepentant arch-Europeanist Jean 

Luchaire revived prewar Notre Temps in the form of the Paris daily Les Nouveaux Temos. 

Luchaire's new paper. heavily funded by Reichsmarks. continued its predecessor's idealistic 

tradition of pacifist internationalism. now transformed into blatantly idealistic Europeanist 

collaboration. Appearing in the aftermath of Montoire. Les Nouveaux Temps credited Hitter 

with the best of motives. Of any Paris paper. it was the most ardently pro-Laval. recognizing 

in the Vice-president's Briandist and antiwar background a spirit very akin to its own. 

Luchaire and his journal were also the most unashamedly European of all collaborationist 

papers. insisting day by day that both political and economic nationalism must give way to a 

vaster conception in which one must think European as well as ~rench.35 

La Gerbe added its mystical incantations to the Parisian Montoire chorus. sanctifying 

the integration of French blood into the European bloodstream and expressing the faith that 

Montoire presaged a total spiritual accord between France and Germany. Romantic rather than 

rationalist, the Gerbe observed that the heyday of the Nordic race. when its representatives, 

such as Frederick Barbarossa. ruled in all of Europe was also the Age of Faith and the time of 

the Crusades. A new Europe promised to arise from Montoire founded on aristocratic and 

peasant virtues free from the ideology of the market. brokers and Jews. With the nation-state 

itself passing the way of Mozart. the political order of Europe was being overthrown as a 

dechristianized humanity sought to redefine itself within a new faith containing many aspects of 

the old.36 

In its enthusiastic interpretation of Montoire the subculture of the Paris c~llaborators 

represented nothing but itself and its German patrons. The reports of the prefects revealed the 

unremitting hostility of mass opinion to all but the most necessary forms of collaboration. 

rising hope in an Allied victory. an ongoing hatred of the Germans, disillusion with the 
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Marshal for meeting with Hitler and utter contempt for Pierre Laval and the illusions of the 

New ~ u r o ~ e . 3 ~  The nationalist collaborators of the Vichy press, dependent upon French 

rather than German support, remained slightly closer to French opinion. Still endorsing the 

Vichy government's pursuit of collaboration. the conservative press of the unoccupied zone 

continued to do so in its reticent. nationalistic fashion. Commenting on Montoire. Le Temps 

found it presumptuous to draw any conclusions about France's, or Europe's. long-term future. 

The transplanted Paris daily strove to cut short "all tendentious interpretations of the 

facts ...[ and] premature discussions of Franco-German collaboration on the European level 

which has not yet been examined. fixed, and defined." 38 Even the Marshal's public 

declaration of collaboration on October 30 had to be taken in the context of caution and the 

independence of France. Once the Marshal had spoken the rumors circulating from Paris were 

inexcusable. Petain embarked upon collaboration. the paper maintained. in the sole interest of 

France and of his own free will. He was under no presswe from Adolf Hitler to do so. More 

importantly, the particulars of Montoire. reserved for future discussion. had to exclude 

anything compromising the honor of France. her temtory or empire. or blaming the French 

people for a war they had not wanted. Royalist Pierre Gaxotte warned the Paris collaborators 

that Europe meant a lot more than their phrases and was inconceivable without a truly "French" 

~ r a n c e . ~ ~  

Petain's adviser Lucien Romier was even more explicit in his reservations about the 

New Europe in Le Figaro. The American model. Romier said, was irrelevant to Europeans. 

for unlike the United States with its meltingpot culture of 120 million people. Europe's 300 

million were divided into over thirty states. each with its own laws, language, institutions. 

currencies, armies and hatreds. The continent's uniqueness was born of diversity. not 

37 AN 72 AJ 249. file 17. note no.8. memo of la Laurencie to Pitain. "Lendemain des enm5vues de Montoire"; 
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uniformity. and its creativity and culture grew from its distinct national identities?) More to 

the point. Charles Maurras and L'Action francaise insisted that the goals of the Marshal in 

collaboration had only to do with the independence of France in terns of the return of 

prisoners. the reduction of tribute, the unity of French territory. The issue was not one of 

being either for or against collaboration. but only of being for France and France a10ne.~l 

In the aftermath of Montoire Pierre Laval. now entrusted with the Foreign Ministry and 

the substantive negotiations of collaboration by PCtain. embarked upon further discussions 

with Berlin fully confident in his ability to charm, bargain, outwit. and out-negotiate his 

German adversaries. Up until now fully in accord on the substance of Vichy's policy of state 

collaboration. the Briandist Laval and the resigned nationalist Petain entered into open political 

conflict in the final weeks of 1940. While much of the struggle revolved around questions of 

domestic political power and personality, it is clear that the fundamental differences between 

the Europeanist and the nationalist approach to collabontion were significant as well. Fully 

convinced of inevitable German victory. the pacifist European from the Auvergne interpreted 

Montoire as a sincere gesture of German magnanimity from which might grow the lasting 

peace and unity Europe had desired for centuries. Anxious to forestall future wars and 

enhance his own unpopular political position. Laval lost little time in granting the Germans 

economic favors. The gold stocks of the Belgian government which had fallen into French 

hands were turned over to Berlin, as was the ownership of French coal mines in ~u~os lav ia .42  

Laval's unauthorized initiatives enraged the conservative entourage of the Marshal. 

which now saw Laval's actions not only as going beyond the limits. defined by the Armistice. 

of what collaboration should be but as a direct and dangerous challenge to the Marshal's 

personal authority as well. Laval's case was further weakened by the brutal expulsion of 

thousands of Frenchmen from Lorraine within a matter of weeks after Montoire. If Hitler 
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chose to define coIlaboration in terms of German interests alone, then Pktain and his advisors 

could only be confirmed in their resolve that the politics of collaboration had to be based on 

nationalism alone and administered only by the Marshal. The third-term election victory of 

American President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the stunning reverses of the Italian army in 

Greece and North Africa reinforced the Pitainist argument. A stalemated war instead of a 

Gemanica, now appeared more likely?3 Petain himself was quite candid with the American 

attache Matthews in his preference for a British-American victory over a German one. for 

France's eternal enemy was capable of anything. Promising never to dishonor France by 

joining in military collaboration with Germany against Britain. the Marshal reiterated that his 

nationalist collaboration "meant only economic collaboration and in no sense military aid to 

Germany in her war against the British nor cession of basesM.44 

The rising tensions between the Marshal and his Vice-president / Foreign Minister 

culminated in a victory for the forces of nationalist collaboration. Lnval was arrested and 

removed from both his posts on December 13. being replaced by the neo-pacifist Pierre- 

~ t ienne  Flandin of the prewar conservative Alliance democratique. Laval's insistence that the 

Marshal attend a ceremony. heavily laden with Europeanist overtones. accompanying the 

return of the ashes of the only son of the Emperor Napoleon from Austria to Paris served as the 

pretext for the nationalists' coup. The palace coup of the Petainists combined with the return of 

"The Eaglet" took place against the backdrop of an even sharper exchange of press polemics 

than that which accompanied the Battle of Britain or Montoire. The neo-socialists of Paris 

joined in support of the deposed Lava1 in the name of Europe while the conservatives of Vichy 

were joined by the fascist PPF in rallying behind the figure of Marshal Petain. The extensive 

coverage of the December 15 ceremony in the Cahiers franco-allemands reflected the personal 
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bitterness of Otto Abetz over the removal of his ally. Pierre Laval. by Vichy's clerical 

reactionaries. If the historic exile of Napoleon U embodied the victory of reaction over 

renovation, that victory could only be reversed, said Abetz, by French particpation in a truly 

socialist ~ u r o ~ e . ~ S  

The Europeanist Paris press provided variations on the Embassy theme. particularly on 

the socialist nature of the New Europe. Dkat. gradually sliding towards a more racist 

interpretation of neo-socialism, denied the hereditary nature of Fnnco-German enmity. A 

largely Celtic France and a Teutonic Germany should, as ethnic relatives, understand one 

another. Their alienation was political in nature. Dkat spoke of the contrast between Napoleon 

and Cardinal Richelieu. who in the seventeenth century. had striven to weaken and divide 

Germany. The thought of Napoleon. always continental in scope,was the antithesis of the 

sterile nationalism of the Cardina1,whnm DCat used as a metaphor of the Vichy regime. If DCat 

recast Richelieu as a Maurrassian, he depicted Napoleon as the first organizer of a planned 

European economy. He admonished Frenchmen and other Europeans.therefore, to visit the 

tombs of Napoleon or Charlemagne rather than those of a Cardinal who was a great Frenchman 

but a poor ~ u r o ~ e a n . j 6  Les Nouveaux Temps, faithful to its interwar tradition. reminded its 

readers that the ashes of the young Napoleon had rested in Vienna until Luchaire himself had 

discovered them in 1926 when he attended the first Paneuropa Congress. Luchaire also 

insisted on the socialist nature of the new European revolution. What was most important. 

however, was the role of his old ally Abetz and his new ally Laval in creating the atmosphere 

for that revolution to take place.47 La Gerbe praised Hitler's gesture in reuniting the cinders 

of Napoleon I and I1 as the chivalrous restoration of France's ancient sword of honor. Writing 
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in his normal lyrical fashion. the aging Chateaubriant. his trimmed beard and Flemish pedigree 

so resembling the perfect image of a Gobineau aristocrat, criticized the halfhearted nationalist 

collaboration of the lawyers and jurists who had ousted Laval. Support of the New Europe 

had to be seen as a quasi-religious commitment akin to a conversion experience rather than the 

mere adhesion to a political position or program.48 

The lack of attention given the sparsely attended Invalides ceremony in the conservative 

Vichy press spoke volumes on its attitude towards Laval. Abetz. and the whole ideology of the 

New Europe. Le Figaro simply described the events in a totally dispassionate manner. & 

Temps% on the other hand. denigrated Napoleon ff as a figure of historical importance: for true 

Frenchmen there was but one Napoleon, the one who had made France the greatest power on 

earth. Why should France, furthermore, waste her time on stillborn heroes when she had a 

living Marshal as her g ~ i d e ? ~ g  Turning its attention to the socialist and Europeanist 

propaganda of Paris, the strongly "bourgeois" T ~ ~ D s  warned that any expectations of 

European good will would come to nought if one made the mistake of rigorously subjecting all 

peoples to the same economic and political conditions. Europe was incapable of becoming 

what DCat. Luchaire. and Chateaubriant imagined it to be. for it was composed of immutable 

nations. The genius of France lay precisely in that which distinguished her from Germany. 

Italy. Belgium. etc. Collaboration. therefore. could only be an affair of the head and never the 

heart, despite what the Germanophiles of Paris might be paid to say. Every nation in the New 

Europe had to have its own plan of national renewal. for the New Europe itself was 

impossible if France was not entitled to her legitimate place based on mutual respect. 50 

Charles Maurras had no use for the memory of Napoleon whatsoever. Remembering 

the Bonapartist legacy as one of vanished households. plummeting births. and the decay of 

J8 "Le retour de IvAiglon. La Gertx?. December 19.1940: ibid.."La France devant lo collabonrion". 
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rural life and cottage industries. the legitimist of Lyons. whose uncrowned king was now the 

Marshal. decried its resurrection in Paris. In his mind, Abetz and Deit sought to hatch a new 

Napoleonic socialism as illegitimate. godless, and republican as the regimes of 1792. 1848. 

and 1875. The new Europeanist socialism was even more odious, in the mind of Maurras. due 

to its clearly Teutonic inspiration. What good could come from a nation that had invaded 

France seven times in a century and a half? 51 

In proclaiming himself an homme du Margchal, Jacques Doriot reverted to his 1938 

tactic of the National Front. In the same manner as he aspired to unite communists. socialists. 

and liberals as a means to power in his Stalinist days. Doriot sought to unite fascists. 

reactionaries. and conservatives as a means to power in the age of Petain and Vichy. The PPF 

published a new Paris weekIy. Le Cri du ~ e u ~ l e ,  which set forth Doriot's doctrine of fascist 

collaboration in the language of PCtainist nationalism with a collaborationism motivated by 

fascist ideology. Unlike the nationalist Vichy press. the Doriot press adopted a highly 

conspiratorial world-view. PPF propagandists expanded their vision of a vast plot of Masons 

and Anglo-Jewish oligarchs against the Marshal. France. and Europe herself to include the 

PPFs Europeanist rivals in Paris. Without attacking Laval by name. Lr Cri du peu~ le  rejoiced 

in his political defeat. Most Paris collaborators. with their pacifist. parliamentary. and leftist 

backgrounds had no place in a truly fascist France for they merely sought. acording to Doriot. 

to continue the decadent Third Republic in another form. Without a virile fascist regime of 

hardened, antiparliamentary men of action behind the Marshal. France's role in Europe was in 

peril. being compromised not only by Gaullists and other misguided nationalists. but also by 

"the ...p artisans of the Popular Front of which the journal of Mr. Deat has always been the 

official organ." 5 1  

Charles Mnurras. "La socialisme nnpo160nient*. L'Action francnise, December 25. 1940. 
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Doriot revered Napoleon far more than Maurras did, but as an anti-British revolutionary 

compelled to impose his authority in France by Europeanizing his revolutionary principles as a 

whole. Conservative Albion. his foe in Toulon. Egypt and around the world also prevented 

the return of his son to France. a cruelty ended only by the magnamity of the Fuhrer. Presently 

unable to curse the communists. Doriot transferred his hatred to the nation he  sought to portray 

as the incorrigible foe of his country and his continent: "The enemy of Napoleon remains the 

enemy of Europe. England. who has inscribed in the list of her exploits and victims Mers-el- 

Kebir, Dakar. Libreville. [and] Marseille ... continues the odious tradition of St. Helena and the 

butcher of Rouen." j3 

Collaboration in Belgium: "The Politics of Presence": June-December. 1 940. 

The development of collaboration in Belgium in the autumn of 1940 reflected the 

realities of a small dynastic state lacking a sovereign government and becoming increasingly 

integrated into the economy of the Greater German Reich. The very pro-German orientation of 

some Europeanist and even fascist collaborators drew inspiration from Belgium's historic 

association with the Holy Roman and Habsburg empires. Leon Van Huffel symbolized one of 

the most extreme examples of this trend in his praise of the Imperial Kaisers for guaranteeing 

the political and cultural autonomy of the Burgundian regions. Van Huffel. moreover. 

denigrated Pierre Dubois and his European federalist heirs as lacking the respect for Belgium 

and the historic ties with the Reich that defined her European role. With writers like Van 

Huffel, M a  Hodeige. and De Becker himself, Le Soir made no apologies for the fact that 

Germany was now the ideological as well as political center of gravity in Europe. Europe's 

reorganization clearly had to be inspired, therefore, by Nazi principles. Even more quickly 

than the Europeanist collaborators of Paris. the writers of Le Soir began to embrace a form of 

fascist ideology best described as domestic national-socialist. Having never been violent 

ultranationalists in the domestic fascist manner, the Europeanist collaborators of the neo- 

socialist left. and even a few Germanophiles of the conservative and fascist right, found 

53 Jacques Doriot: *'LIAigle et I'Aiglon". Lc Cri du peuple, December 15. 1940. 



tremendous inspiration from the Nazi system and German philosophers such as Hegel. 

Nietszche, Spengler, Langbehn, Wagner, Houston Stewart Chamberlain while desiring to 

adapt that system to Belgian or French symbols. traditions. and realities. Prewar Europeanists 

like DCat and De Becker began in 1940 to portray the Third Reich as the incarnation of the 

socialist and Nietzchean ideals they wished to see in France or Belgium. Writing in Le Soir. 

De Becker insisted the only means of assuring Belgium's existence in the New Europe was 

"to work together with the hardest and most active elements of other continental peoples and 

to find. in that new alliance. the power to defeat all those who oppose the new European 

order."54 As pro-German as his writings appeared, even the Nietszchean De Becker remained 

a Belgian rather than a German and a domestic, rather than an annexationist , national-socialist. 

Germany remained for him a foreign power. for even in the New Order. every European still 

owed loyalty to his own country. 

The nationalist collaborator Robert Poulet left no doubt as to where his sentiments and 

loyalties truly lay. Poulet's columns in Le Nouveau Journal closely paralleled the royalist 

nationalism of his mentor Maurras in Lyons. but if the Europeanists of Le Soir were more 

subject to German influence as a result of Belgian geography and history. Poulet was 

compelled by the same forces to reject the pure nationalism of Maurras in hvor of 

collabontion. The Belgian royalist considered collaboration in the New Europe a necessary 

prelude to the peace and stability of a corporatist social order. Poulrt's nationalist 

collaboration. however, represented the sole alternative to starvation for a heaviiy urban nation 

on  he border of the Reich. Cautiously expressing his nationalism in 1940. Poulet maintained 

that, at the bare minimum, love for Belgium had to be equal to the new enthusiasm for Europe: 

' For him who understands the need to feel oneself a Belgian, to act as a Belgian, and to serve 

Belgium, no matter what the circumstances, is it not inspiring to tell oneself it is possible in the 

same way to serve Europe and to act and feel as a European?" 55 

5J Raymond De Becker. "La RCvolution neest pas faitc". Le Soir, October 12. 1940. 



What Poulet described as his "Politics of Presence" received the tacit support of the 

court of Leopold III. who was about to embark upon his own "Montoire" at Berchtesgaden on 

November 19, 1940. Both Poulet and his king insisted upon German assurance that Belgium 

would neither be annexed nor dismembered in the New Order. When Leopold met Hitler. he 

was treated no better than Petain or Laval. being curtly told Germany would reorganize the 

continent and Belgium lay within her sphere of influence. Whatever autonomy Belgium 

enjoyed depended upon her support of the German war effort and diplomacy. The best 

Leopold obtained was a vague allusion to diversity in the New Europe within a framework of 

economic and political cooperation with the Reich. 56 

The Eurofascist Jost Streel saw the limited collaboration and meagre European 

discourse of the Secretaries as symbolizing an artificial New Order with all the outward 

appearence of the real one but designed to derail a genuine Belgian revolution similar to those 

realized in Italy. Germany. Spain and ~ornania .5~  Degrelle himself. meanwhile. embarked 

upon a campaign to persuade German authorities they could not rule Europe alone or in concert 

with either technocrats such as De Man, narrow nationalists such as the Flemish VNV or the 

conservative General Secretaries. Like Doriot. he sought to persuade both Belgian and 

German authorities alike that only a kindred party and regime could provide h e  mass base for a 

meaningful and truly fascist collaboration. Outlining Belgium's future in the New Europe in 

October. the flamboyant Rexist leader publicly unveiled his theme of a revived Greater 

Burgundy he had only hinted at before. Greater Belgium. enlarged with large segments of 

French soil, was fated to again play the pivotal role between Germany and France. Belgians 

had but to meditate on the proudest lessons of our history to rediscover the great tradition of 

55 Paul Colin. *'Un Programme". LC Nouveau Journal . October 1 .I94O: Pierre Daye."Hitler-PCtaint1. 
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Bruges, the Dukes of Burgundy and the Antwerp of Humanism. Since the time when their 

ports harbored French and Hanseatic fleets. Belgians. however. developed closed pons and 

closed minds. Even in 1940. the Rexist leader harbored the ruthless and opportunistic streak 

destined to push him and his party in a strongly Nazi direction. Unlike Streel and quite unlike 

Poulet, Degrelle began to regularly invoke the name of Adolf HitIer in his articles and 

speeches. For example. in late October. he called upon Germans as well as Belgians not to 

make the fatal mistake of isolating his country from her historic destiny "in the grandiose 

united Europe which will emerge from the will and genius of Hitler " .58 

Degrelle's pro-Hitler rhetoric foreshadowed the future of fascist collaboration in 

Belgium and. to a lesser degree. France. By the end of 1940. as the first winter of the 

Occupation descended upon Europe. elites espousing a nationalist collaboration largely limited 

to the economic sphere consolidated their power in Vichy and Brussels with the support of 

equally conservative German military authorities. In contrast to these conservative forces. an 

alliance of Europeanist journalists and politicians strove. in alliance with Nazified socialists in 

the Paris Embassy. to create a united Europe which revived prewar neo-socialist ideas in 

national-socialist guise. Finally. the leaders and fascist collaborators of two disciplined parties. 

distrusted as too volatile by even Hitler himself. awaited the opportunity to coun his favor by 

appealing to the ideological prejudices they shared with him. 

58 Lion Degrelle. "Devoirs presents des BelgesP*. ihid.. October 29. 1940. 



CHAPTER THREE: 

"LA FRANCE EUROPEENNE~: THE REIGN OF THE NATIONALISTS 
AND THE EVOLUTION OF ARYAN-FASCISM: 

JANUARY, 1941-.WNE, 1941. 

During the first half of 1941 the New Order expanded to include virtually all of Europe 

between the English Channel and the Soviet border. The hopes of a stalemate caused by Allied 

victories in the Mediterranean soon gave way to renewed expectations of German victory as 

Hitler's forces subdued the Balkans. marched on Egypt and even attempted to penetrate the 

Middle East. These Axis triumphs and the full entry of Finland, Hungary. Romania. Bulgaria. 

and Croatia into the Axis inspired the collaborators of Brussels and Paris to greater activity. 

The reality of economic collaboration dominated the discourse of both Europeanist and 

nationalist collaborators in 1941. as the political tendencies in 1940 hardened into political 

ideologies and alliances. In the aftermath of the ouster of Pierre Laval. Europeanist 

colIaborators began their political mobilization in earnest in the fotm of the French 

Rassemblement national populaire (RNP) and the less successful Belgian trade union of De 

Man. Aided by like-minded German sympathizers, Europcanist collaborators campaigned for 

influence and power on the basis of propaganda that stressed an enthusiastically socialist and 

supranational version of economic and poIitical integration. The new Vichy government of 

Admiral Darlan, supported by the Vichy press. embarked upon the earnest pursuit of economic 

and even military collaboration. while seeking to preserve an essentially capitalist economy and 

a nationalist rationale and focus. In Belgium, the regime of the General Secretaries pursued 

economic integration with the Reich with even more fervor than in France out of sheer 

economic need. 

Led by the PPF and Rex, fascist collaborators mobilized and codified their differing 

versions of a Eurofascism that emphasized ideological solidarity over economic integration. 

By late spring, 194 1. Jacques Doriot had institutionalized the conceptions of Aryan-fascism in 

the program of a now vigorously racist and antisemitic PPF, adopting a doctrine of European 

Nordic solidarity in order to gain the attention of the SS. Lion Degrelle carried the language of 



racism one step further, openly and proudly calling himself a national-socialist. a Germanic. 

and an unabashed admirer of Adolf Hitler. Degrelle's increasingly pro-Nazi rhetoric signified 

that a large section of Rex was evolving beyond the movement's traditional Maurrassian 

orientation and could now be considered domestic national-socialist like Deat. De Man . and De 

Becker. Unlike these other national-socialists, however, the Degrellian Rexists continued to 

reflect their populist and fascist origins in the violence and crudity of their discourse. the tone 

of which contrasted sharply with the more academic language of those who had been neo- 

socialists. Degrelle's actions provoked a quiet split within the movement. where he was 

opposed by the Maurrassian-fascist Streel. whose developing Eurofascist conceptions 

anathematized any form of Nazi racid terminology. Even in its more Europeanized state. 

fascist collaboration in any form still failed to win much respect from either Hitler or other 

German authorities. 

The Rise of Admiral Darlan and Technocratic Pktainism: January-May. 1941. 

The removal of Pierre Laval from the Vice-presidency and the Foreign Ministry of the 

French State on December 13. 1940 did not signify the abandonment of the politics of 

collaboration with Germany on behalf of the government of Marshal PCtain. Abetz. supported 

by Hitler. began immediately to agitate for the return of Laval and a govemment of Europeanist 

collaborators. Even though Pktain claimed Laval had been removed because his republican 

background was considered a threat to his conservative National Revolution, the palace coup 

was regarded as a personal insult by the Fiihrer. Lavd's successor as Vice-president. Pierre- 

~tienne Flandin, failed to win the confidence of Hitler. who considered him too nationalist for 

an effective collaboration. By early February the politics of collaboration had reached an 

impasse. Laval himself, supported by Abetz, DCat, and the Europeanist collaborators allied 

with them. demanded the position of Head of Government with the right to choose his own 

cabinet and set his own agenda. Hitler refused to accept a Vichy without Laval. Petain refused 

to accept Laval save in a secondary portfolio. The Fiihrer. though. soon accepted the 



compromise choice of Admiral Franqois Darlan as Laval's ultimate replacement as Vice- 

President of the Council of Ministers on February 9, 1941. 

Born in 188 1 to a Third Republic cabinet minister, Darlan embodied nationalist or state 

collaboration in its most organized form. Neither an antiwar idealist like Lavd nor a German 

sympathizer like Brinon. the Admiral was technically astute but politically amateurish. Like 

many French seamen. Darlan was drawn to collaboration not only out of political realism. but 

as an emotional reaction to the Royal Navy's July, 1940 attack on the French fleet at Mers-el- 

Kebir. His outlook on collaboration in late 1940 and early 194 1 resembled Petaids in its 

acceptance of conditional French involvement in whatever European order emerged from the 

war as a necessity dictated by the facts of economics and geography. Far more sanguine about 

French autonomy and stature in the New Order than Deat or Laval. Dartan envisioned a 

modernized. streamlined French state, agriculture. industry. and merchant fleet as a 

prerequisite for mutual Franco-German cooperation. Collaboration itself. meanwhile. had to 

find approval not only in Berlin but within France herself. lest the alternative of a Laval 

government lead to civil war and the impossibility of French economic revival. 1 

In his search for a cabinet capable of modernizing France for her European role and 

persuading Germany of her sincerity in desiring collaboration. Darlan turned to a group of 

young technicians who shared his engineer's disdain for parliamentary deadlock. Neither a 

Europeanist. a Germanophile. nor a fascist himself, Darlan employed some of those who were 

where he felt they would be most useful. The very pro-German Jacques Benoist-Mechin. a 

long-time friend of Abetz and a former PPF militant, took charge of negotiations with 

Germany. Ex-PPF Europeanist Paul Marion oversaw the Vichy press, while Doriot's former 

business liaison Pierre Pucheu, presided over industrial production. Jacques Barnaud, former 

director of the Banque Worms. supervised economic collaboration, aided by his associate 

Franqois Lehideux. the nephew of Louis Renault. whose goal was to modernize the national 

industrial infrastructure. Hoping the Fiihrer would recognize that the young, new Darlan team 

WPIS ."FranceM. nos.65-70. January 1-February 5. 1941 inclusive: Hcrve Coutau-Begark and Claude Hum. 
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equated the interests of France with those of Europe. Benoist-Michin and his associates 

immediately devised a "Plan for a New Order in France" which Abetz forwarded to Hitler in 

April. Envisioning a European customs union augmented by a network of canals and 

superhighways joining French ports to the highways and rivers of the Reich. the plan of the 

technocrats envisioned the reconstruction of France on authoritarian lines and her integration 

into Hitler's new continental economy. Benoist-MCchin hoped that his new France. gainfully 

employed in creating new industries, farms. cities and transportation lines would supplant the 

divisions between capital and labor and national prejudices preventing her from placing her 

dockyards. coastlines. navies, and African resources at the disposition of the New Europe. 

The resources of French Africa. meanwhile. lay open to joint exploitation for the benefit of all 

~ u r o ~ e a n s ?  

The key ministries of power in the Petain-Darlan regime nevertheless remained in the 

hands of nationalist collaborators like Joseph Banhelemy (Interior) and Yves Bouthillier 

(Finance). The actual initiatives of the regime itself testified to a collaboration clearly inspired 

by pragmatic, conservative nationalism more than Europeanist ideology. Expecting a 

prolonged war as Britain continued to resist and Hitler began to move men, tanks. and planes 

eastward in preparation for his attack on Russia. Reichsmarshal Goering and the economic 

ministries and companies under his tutelage began to shift production in late 1940 and 194 1 to 

the factories of western Europe. Under both Flandin and Darlan. German and French 

executives created a supranational textile company known as Francolor. while aircraft factories 

in both zones of France began to produce for the Luftwaffe. Chemical. textile. aluminum. 

munitions. and other factories all over France began to f i l l  German orders for reasons of pure 

profit but also in the hope of keeping jobs. capital goods and workers on French. rather than 

German, soil. The drain on French resources, however, was enormous. In the second half of 

Andrew Shennan. Rethinkine Fnnce: Plans for Renewal: 1940- 1946 (Oxford. Clnrcndon Press. 
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1940 10.9 8 of French national income was paid to Germany. to be followed by an almost 

equivalent 19.3 C/o in 1941. Most of this was paid for by the printing press. giving Berlin the 

option of causing hyperinflation in the overstrained French economy. Draining France of a 

daily tribute 400 million francs. the Reich had by the end of 194 1 12 billion francs in cash 

reserves. equivalent to a quarter of Vichy's budget. In February. 194 1 alone 259.000 tons of 

Bauxite. 23.000 tons of aluminum. 500.000 tons of iron ore 720.000 tons of phosphate were 

sent to Germany. which had already seized 450.000 tons of oil. 2.500 locomotives. 700.000 

trucks, and almost a million tons of wheat. Meat and raw materials were in equally short 

supply. By the end of 1941 67 percent of French railborne commerce was for German 

purposes. Meanwhile the population shivered through one of the cruelest winters in living 

memory. short of both food and coal. most of which now went to the Reich. In such 

circumstances. Darlan and his ministers regarded collaboration as a matter of life and death. 

No man personified the conservative and nationalist reality behind Petainist economic 

collaboration more than the nephew of Louis Renault. Fraqois Lehideux. Born in 1904. 

Lehideux graduated from the Paris School of Political Science in 1924. A moderately 

conservative capitalist rather than a socialist. he nonetheless became converted to European 

economic integration when he  observed the massive unemployment and economic dislocation 

in interwar central Europe. These sentiments were no doubt magnified when Lehideux spent a 

decade observing first-hand the continental economy of the United States and even made a brief 

trip to the Soviet Union. In 1939. conscious of both the American and communist challenge. 

he returned to France and the directorship of Renault in time to face the Nazi challenge. 

Mobilized in September of 1939, he rejoined his uncle's company in order to supervise the 

manufacture of tanks for France. A nationalist. he refused to manufacture them for the 

conquering Germans. who had to import their own personnel. On September 30, 1940 

Lehideux was appointed the director of the Cornit6 d'organisation automobile and given the 
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further charge of attempting to relieve unemployment in October. On February 23. 1941 he 

was named DdeguC-GCnCral dtquipement nationale. The heir of Renault subscribed to both 

the vision of European economic integration and planning entertained by the neo-socialists and 

the conservative corporatism of the Vichy regime. Lehideux considered himself both a 

nationalist and a European. He saw his goals as threefold: I )  the revival of French industrial 

production. 2) The protection of French workers. companies. factories. and machines and the 

modernization of France's economic infrastructure to ensure the nation's status as an economic 

power in whatever postwar world emerged. 3) the integration of a modernized France into a 

Europe prepared to accept her on equal. not servile. terms. In the late winter and spring of 

194 1 Lehideux prepared two initiatives. the French-German-Italian Comiti europien 

automobile and the Ten Year Plan. Visiting Germany in March. 194 1 he concluded an 

agreement creating a genuinely supranational authority to regulate automobile production 

involving France and the two Axis powers. The accord between Lehideux. the German 

Colonel Thoenissen, an avowed anti-Nazi and committed European. and the Italian 

representative. was designed to integrate continental car production as well as maintain the 

existence and private ownership of auto and truck companies in the face of attempts by Nazi or 

Wehrmacht authorities to seize or dismantle them.? 

Preserving her automotive industry was but one aspect of a broader plan to allow a still 

largely rural France to meet the challenge of a Europe dominated by Berlin and/or Wshington. 

The Ten-Year Plan proposed agribusiness cooperatives. retooled factories. new roads, ports. 

railways and airline facilities. and hydroelectric power for all of Europe. Unlike the plan 

drawn up by Benoist-Michin (which Lehideux had co-authored) the new plan was more 

national in conception needing French approval alone. In league with Abetz, who hoped to 

inaugurate an atmosphere on the eve of Darlan's visit to Berchtesgaden, the Paris press, both 

RNP and PPF, published articles on the European automobile initiative. however. which 

Francois Lehideux. interviews with author. October 24.1990, November 8. 1990; IntCrrogatoire Lehideux 
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attempted to distort Lehideux's viewpoints to make him appear more servile in collaboration 

than he in fact was.5 

The Development of the Collaborationist Blocs: January-March. 194 1 .  

The campaign of the Paris press against the conservative character of the Vichy regime 

and its lack of Europeanist spirit intensified in the winter of 194 1. Leading the offensive. 

L'Euvre alleged that the mental reservations of pierre-~tienne Flandin towards the New 

Europe amounted to a semi-official sabotage of the politics of Montoire initiated by Pierre 

Laval. Severing France from her European destiny was a crime of continental proportions. 

Knowing Germany only from her philosophers and propaganda rather than direct experience. 

the academician D6at still defined the Reich in terms of his own abstract wishes. Well aware 

that the German military wanted a peace based on vengeance. Dtat hoped that the pro-French 

elements represented by Abetz could persuade Hitler to endorse a genuine European socialist 

revolution. Germany, in his mind, had destroyed the illusion of French nationalism and 

absolute sovereignty as forcefully as Copemicus had destroyed the illusion that the earth lay at 

the center of the universe. In the new European reality, France had to be content with limited 

sovereignty in a European superstate. Growing out of the German revolution. the European 

revolution would inevitably incorporate a France embracing her own socialist formula. national 

in application. but supranational in the harmonization of its economic structures and social 

institutions with those of her neighbors. Linked by such structures and institutions. Europe 

j Marcel Diat."Printernps europfen". J-.'Euvre. May 1.194 1 ; idem."La seconde passion de Jeanne". ibid.. May 
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would generate the sentiments, ideas, and even traditions of an authentic socialist civilization 

on a continental scale.6 

More professional and less widely-read than L'Euvre, Les Nouveaux Temps had a 

circulation of only 35.000 at the onset of 194 1 in contrast to over 130.000 for the Dkat paper 

and almost 500,000 for the far less propagandistic Petit Parisien. The Paris basin furnished 85 

per cent of Luchaire's readers. many of them being businessmen. engineers. and men of letters 

concentrated in the capital's Seventh, Eighth. Sixteenth. and Seventeenth Arrondisments who 

were likely to have a strong idealistic commitment to a united Europe. Hoping as much as D h t  

that Hitler was or could become a good European, Luchaire went beyond the neo-socialist in 

invoking the spirit of Locarno as well as that of Montoire. Montoire had already become a 

symbol of enthusiastic collaboration and any failure to restore both the diplomacy and the 

person of Pierre Lava1 to prominence in the politics of collaboration would not permit France to 

win Hitler's trust and therefore guarantee the success of collaboration. 7 

Convinced that only a mass movement could mobilize public support for the policies 

they desired. Diat and his fellow European neo-socialists made a second attempt to organize a 

pani unique. In a series of meetings in January of 194 1. the Rassemblement national populaire. 

or RNP. took form in Paris. Holding its first meeting in the Salle Wagram on February 20. the 

RNP became the tirst collaborationist movement to be officially authorized, instead of merely 

Claude Vmennes (Georges Albertini]. Le destin de Marcel Deat: un tirnoienase de prernibre main sur llhistoire 
de 3 anndcs terrihles (Paris, ~di t ions Janmaray. 1948). pp.209- 17; Marcel Diat. "Paix et r~volution". L'Euvre, 
January 1.194 1 ; idem, "Le sens de la crise". ibid.. January 6.194 I ; idem."Ravitailler la Fnncc". ibid.. January 
13. 1941: idem. "Gaspillage dc nos chances". ibid.. January 14. 194 1; idem."Construction sociale de ItEurope. 
ibid., January 19,194 1 ; idem. "De la Rivolution franpise a la rivoiution europkenne". ibid.. January 26. I94 1 ; 
idem."collaboration et rivolution". ibid., February I .  194 1. 

Levy. Nouveaux Tcrnps, pp.101-105: Jean Michel Renaitour."Locarno. port de guerre". Les Nouveau~ 
Tern&, January 3. 1941; "LC role de Ia France dans la Paix", ibid., January 4. 1941; Georges Rivollet."Pour 
construire I'Europe nouvelle". ibid.. January 6 .  1941; Josi Germain. "De Landsberg ii Montoire". ibid.. January 
25. 194 1 ; Jean Luchaire,"La cohbomtion fkanco-allemande est devenue impossible avec Vichy", ibid.. January 
30, 194 1 ; idem."Ce que la France a perdu depuis le 13 Dkembre", ibid.. January 3 1, I94 1. Circulation of thc 
Luchaire daily peaked at 60,000 in July of 1942.111 contrast to this quite bourgeois clientele. the readership of 
Doriot's Le Cri du peuple was split almost evenly between the middle and working classes, with 39 per cent 
being 'workers' and the remainder artisans. businessmen. civil servants. and professionals. Levy. pp.43-49. 



tolerated, by the German Embassy. The following Dkat assembled combined heavily 

Europeanist elements of the prewar neo-socialist USR, the pro-Axis Albertini group of 

syndicalists who now edited the weekly L'Atelier, the antiwar veterans' group of Jean Goy. 

and supporters of Pierre Laval such as the mayor of Bordeaux. Adrien Marquet. Organized in 

Paris. the party received the active blessing of Abetz. Another supporter was Laval himself. 

who now saw an organized mass party of collaborators as the key to his restoration. It was 

largely in response to the December. 1940 ouster of Laval that the first RNP was formed by a 

union of the neo-socialist followers of Dkat and a violent league of fascists led by Eugene 

Deloncle. making it a perfect study in national-socialist/ domestic fascist contrasts. Formed in 

Paris in September of 1940. the Mouvement social rCvolutionnaire. or MSR. drew its 

inspiration from a faction of dissident Maurrassians who. while subscribing to the authoritarian 

nationalism of the Action franqaise, were persuaded that the movement was too timid and 

academic for their violent instincts. These instincts . and the election of the Popular Front 

government in 1936. persuaded Deloncle and others to create the Comite social d'action 

rt5volutionnaire. or Canoule (hooded ones). During the late 1930's the cazoulards, as they 

were called. perverted Maurrassian doctrine into a violent and terroristic form of fascism. 

plotting the overthrow of the Blum government and the assassination of prominent antifascists. 

While many of his Cagoulards went into the Resistance on account of the movement's intense 

nationalism. many in the remnant persuaded of the need for collaboration joined Deloncle in 

organizing the MSR. 8 

In its nine-month existence the first EWP foreshadowed the future conflicts between the 

Europeanist collaboration of national-socialism and the nationalist/ fascist collaboration of 

Maurrassian-fascism. At the first rally of the movement in February, the followers of Deit 

appeared in suits. those of Deloncle in the blue-shirted paramilitary uniforms of fascism. The 

contrast in style between the two sections of the RNP spoke volumes about their ideologies and 

origins. The RNP proper, numbering about 20,000. continued to share the philosophical 

. - Bumn. La denve fasciste, pp.389-90: Rees. Bll?pTa?hical Dictionary of the Extreme Rich, s.v."Deloncle": 
Bcnnm M. Gordon, "The Condottieri of the collaboration: Mouvement Social R&olutionnaire". Journal of 
Contemporary History, vol. 10. no. 2, April. 1975. pp. 26 1-82. 



Europeanism of the aloof, intellectual Deat who was more a renegade socialist than a fascist. 

The 4,000-6.000 active IMSR, concentrated in Paris and in traditional rightist bastions of 

Brittany and eastern France. on the other hand, carried fascism to an extreme. Deloncle 

himself had no use for a systematized ideology. he preferred the ideology of the deed. be it 

armed insurrection, or the bombing of synagogues. His followers. who shared control of the 

RNP's five-man directorate with those of DCat. had little use for the European idea. justifying 

their collaborationism on more nationalist and antisemitic grounds 

Technically united. the RNP and the MSR preserved their autonomy. Deloncle's 

fascists spent little time on doctrine. permitting Deat and his followers to define the front's 

doctrine. Much of the RNP's ideology resembled that of the USR program of the 1930's: a 

strong authoritarian state, defense of family and race. vigorous economic planning to combat 

unemployment. rejection of Marxism and liberalism, opposition to the trusts. and class 

solidarity guaranteed by a vigorously syndicalist corporatism. The RNP was clearly and 

powerfully Europeanist in its desire for the restoration of Lava1 and the true spirit of Montoire: 

Collaboration ... must not be a matter of 'the lesser evil' but a long-term task of reintegrating 
France into Europe. France will rejoin Europe only by a national and social revolution putting 
her on the same level with the new culture of the continent. But ...[ in order] to realize such a 
dream in the next few years, i t  is nevertheless necessary to act rapidly ... France must not 
wait ... until Germany has beaten England. It will then be too late. lo  

L1(Euvre, Les Nouveaux Temps, L'Atelier and, more independently. La Gerbe and 

Cahiers franco-allemancis clearly endorsed the intellectual and political leadership of Marcel 

DCat. The RNP quickly emerged as the major integrating movement of a collaboration based 

Burrin. Lo derive fasciste. pp.389-90: Rees. Biographical Dictionarv, s.v.'*Deloncle". 

l o  The RNP in I941 boasted about 20.000 members. the MSR 6.000. the PPF (in both zones) 10.000. the 
Ligue frmpise 2.000 and the Francistes 6,000. Hans-Werner Neulen. An Deutscher Seife: Internationale 
Freiwilli~e von Wehrmacht und Waffen-SS (Munich. Universitas Verlag. 1985). p.98;. Bordeaux police repon 
on foundation of RNP, AN 3W 247 S 904; Jean Fontenoy, address Radio-Paris February 1.1941 on foundation 
of RNP, ibid. On the genesis of the RNP see also Marie-Hiline Mitterrand. "Le 'Rassemblcment national 
populaire' dc Marcel E a t :  1941- 1944" (M.A. thesis. History, Universiti de Paris 1. 198 1 ). pp. 27-34: Gordon. 
Collaborationism in France, pp. 90-96: Diat. M h o i r e s  ~ o l i t i a u e ~ ,  593-96; Ddat, Journal , January 19. 24. 
26. 28. February 1 ,  3. 9, 10. 194 1 .  



upon the desire for a national-socialist transformation of France and her integration into a 

Hitlerian Europe and whose political allies remained the Embassy and Pierre Laval. Lacking 

support in both rural and unoccupied France. the RNP and its affiliates concentrated their 

organizational work in early 1% 1 in Paris and the major cities of occupied France. I 1 

With the organization of the RNP in February, 1941 the battle lines of collaboration 

were clearly been drawn between the partisans of Laval in Paris and the loyalists of P6tain in 

Vichy. By and large. the left-right divisions of interwar France reproduced themselves on 

either side of the Demarcation Line. In Paris, Rouen, and Bordeaux one found the 

Europeanistl national-socialist "left" of collaboration whose world-view represented the 

radicalization of prewar republicanism in a pro-Nazi direction. Supporting Laval. the RNP 

(except its MSR wing) desired a strongly centralized regime of syndicalists and ex- 

parliamentarians that was secular. free of clerical control. subject to a single mass pany. 

divided into the current departments organized in 1790. and socialist in its economic planning. 

RNP thinkers even wished to rationalize agriculture on the German model. where only the 

most efficient farms would survive. Their new totalitarian republic was designed to have 

strong links with the Germanic world and form an integral part of a federal union of European 

states. In the south of France. the partisans of the National Revolution. representing the 

nationalist "right" of collaboration. embarked on a totally different course. Petaids model was 

Bourbon. not Jacobin France, complete with her old provinces restored. the Church given 

control of education, and the small cornrnerqant and peasant farm protected. Antisemitic 

legislation interned foreign Jews and deprived French Jews of political and social influence. 

Labor legislation presupposed a Corporate State on the Portuguese or Spanish model rather 

On March 15. E a t  addressed Adrien Mwquet's Centre de pmpagande fnnpise pour la reconstruction 
europeenne on the subject of "The New France in the New Europe". AN 3W 247. $ 903.910. The activities of 
Marquet's colfaborationist group. which was very tiny. had negligible influence among a Germanophobic 
population and never authorizized by the Feldkommandatur of Bordeaux are documented in AN 3W 247 8 905. 
9 12, 920. La Gerbe also desired Lavai's return despite his atheism and less than Nordic physiognomy. 
describing the spirit of Montoire and the New Europe as the letter sole bastion against the current menace of 
Britain and the the future menace of comrnunism,"Vers un autarchie europfen", La Gerbe, January 2. 194 1 : 
Alphonse de Chateaubriant."Sinon", ibid.. January 9, i941; idem."le fait de la semaine". ibid.. January 23. 
1941. 



than the German. In place of a parti unique, the Petainist Lkgion des anciens combattants 

served as the link between Marshal and people. Above all. education and propaganda 

emphasized the family, tradition. and. above all. the nation. A quasi-monarchical state . the 

Vichy regime of 194 1 embodied most every ideal of the royalist right. its form and shape 

strikingly similar to the literary visions of its main spiritual mentors, Charles Maurras and the 

Marquis La Tour du Pin. l2  

In the Kingdom of Petain, the bulk of the press made it clear that collaboration with 

Europe was a means. not an end. Le Temps and Le Figaro emphasized that the actions of the 

Darlan regime had to be strictly determined by the goals of French independence and survival. 

Without mentioning the RNP. Deat or Laval, Le Temps emphasized collaboration as the policy 

of the Marshal. not of particular individuals. Only the Soldier who. like the Capetians. Valois. 

and Bourbons before him. incarnated France herself offered her unity in her darkest hour. 

Regardless of who headed the government. the scrupulous execution of the Armistice. the 

goals of collaboration remained a strict!y economic arrangement with the occupying power and 

the moral and material resurrection of France herself. The visions of the New Europe 

appearing in the Paris press were either ignored or discussed in a spiritless manner. Le Tern~s  

drew a clear differentiation between the National Revolution and its Axis counterparts. Many 

of the themes expressed in 1940 repeated themselves in L 94 1 : Nations were eternal and 

immortal: a centralized Europe with a federal parliament was inconceivable: any European order 

which failed to respect French custom, tradition, and her jurisdiction at home was bound to 

crumble. 13 

Le Figaro reflected the Vichy elite's conservative Catholic nationalism far more than the 

bourgeois Temps. A former Europeanist. Wladimir d'Ormesson rebuked Dtat and Luchaire 

I Z  m. A. 1941. pp.478.571.596.788-89.827: **French Agriculture and Vichy Peasant Policy". ibid.. A. 1941. 
supplement no. 98. Aupst  1 1.1941; ibid.. A. 1942. pp. 184, 278; "The Ideological Background to Vichy 
France". ibid.. A. 1942. supplement no. 133. April 20. 1942. 

"D6tente". Le Temns. January 23.1941 : "Pour limitti de la Fnncc". ibid.. February 6.194 1 ;  "Le vCritable 
pauiotisme". ibid.. February 7.194 1 ; "L'cxernple du devoir". ibid., February 1 1.194 1 : "L'ordre nouveau". ibid.. 
February 22,1941; P.Gentizon. "L'Allemagne en guem", ibid.. March 15, 19, 21. 23, 26, 1941. 



for failing to see the impossibility of a strong French state without a strong nationalist 

tradition. 14 Any French role in the Europe of tomorrow not based upon the traditional virtues 

of labor, family. and homeland. and a Christian alliance with Spain and Portugal would lead 

only to disorder and ruin. The integrated socialist Europe of the RNP had to remain a vision 

for the indefinite future as problems of the human spirit dating from the time of the Garden of 

Eden would foredoom such blueprints for international harmony for a long time to come. It 

was far better for France to cling to her Descartes, Molikre and La Fontaine in her darkest hour 

in place of the intangible European reveries of the Diats: 

Since we are today condemned to powerlessness, let us think of nothing but the France to 
come. Let us turn our thoughts to her alone. Let us dream of nothing but to make her healthier. 
stronger. and more worthy of her destiny. 15 

Having ranged himself behind the Petainist right in late 1940 and early 194 1 as a 

matter of both tactical expedience and contempt for the "Masonic" politics of the RNP. Jacques 

Doriot and his PPF presented themselves as partisans of the National Revolution. In spite of 

the wave of resignations and the outbreak of war. the leading fascist party of France was both 

larger. more sophisticated. and geographically more widespread than the "Maurrassian" MSR. 

With approximately 20.000 followers. Doriot commanded a large following not only in Paris. 

Normandy. and Bordeaux. but in Champagne. Lyon. the Midi. Languedoc. and the valley of 

the RhBne. In Marseilles. as in St-Denis. many former communists joined the party out of 

persciial loyalty to Simon Sabiani. A sizeable PPF following existed as well among the pieds- 

noirs of Algeria and Tunisia. 16 

I 4  Wladimir d'Omesson. "La France et I'Europe". Le Figaro, February 9.1941 : idrm."La France et I1Espqne". 
ibid., February 16, 194 1 ; idem. "D6iensc de 18@sprit iranpis". ibid.. March 16. 194 1 : idem,"L'Europc, un 
jour ...". ibid.. March 11.1941. 

idem.."Ne pensons quh la France de demain". ibid.. M u c h  30.1941. 

16 As a mixture of left and the right. the PPF drew many of its members from the working class districts of the 
"Red Belt" surrounding Paris, Bordeaux. Matseilles. and the Calais region. The regions of eastern Normandy. 
Meuse and Moselle furnished ex-conservatives. w h i k  the Rh6ne valley contributed both renegade communists 
and Maurrassians. The Charente coast, also a PPF bastion. had always been a nest of Bonapmism. See map, 
Eugen Weber. Action Francaise, pp. 175-76; Brunet. Jacques Doriot, pp. 350. 388-93; Soucy. French Fascism, 
p.4 I ; Paul Jankowski. Communism and Collaboration: Simon Sabiani and Politics in Marseilles. 19 19- 1944 
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At first tolerated rather than authorized by the German Embassy. the PPF presented its 

fascist agenda in the guise of an oveaealous Pktainism. Doriot found the Vichy doctrine of 

national renewal and French independence in the New Order more consistent with his own 

ideology than the RNP idea of a socialist revolution resulting from membership in a European 

superstate. In 1941 Doriot considered the revolutionizing of France along fascist lines and her 

return to national greatness a prelude to rather than a benefit of her role in the New Europe. 

Like the Vichy press. Le Cri du peuole spoke of French independence and unity under the 

Marshal, but these words co-existed with others implying an ideology-based fascist 

collaboration. Doriot recognized a Europe guided by the Axis in which collaboration had to 

include ideological commitment. Unable to lead or organize Europe because of her hedonism 

and lack of discipline. a fascist France qualified as the continent's western bastion only if she 

jettisoned her hereditary dislike of German leadership. Fascist collaboration demanded the 

greatness of France while recognizing the reality of fascist Europe. As in 1940. Le Cri du 

peuple in Paris and ~ ' ~ r n a n c i ~ a t i o n  nationale in Marseilles continued to define their 

collaboration mostly in terms of what they opposed: the Jews and their allies the British 

oligarchs. Gaullists. Freemasons. republicans. and the RNP and its "Lavalist" allies. 17 

Unlike the Europeanist forces who united around the RNP and the doctrines of Marcel 

Diat, the fascist collaborators of both zones comprised several feuding movements, each of 

which focused on a charismatic leader and a doctrine derived, Mussolini-style. from action 

rather than philosophical study. Neither the Vichy regime nor the German authorities 

encouraged their unity. The Europeanist Abetz, himself enamored of Lava1 and the RNP. 

pursued a policy of divide-and-rule on orders from a Fiihrer who preferred the Auvergnat or 

l 7  Victor B ~ t h d e m y .  Du cmrn-e au f . . 
F ascisme: Ithistoire d'un engaecment ool~tlaue (Paris, ~di t ions Albin 

Michel, 1978). pp.202-13: Henri Liibre. "Collaboration ou servitude". Le Cri du peuple, January 3 .  1941; 
Jacques Doriot."Ordre nouveau". Janu'ary 4,194 1 : ibid.."La collaboration franco-allemande": Doriot, "LC 
rasscmblement necessaire. ibid.. January 5.1941; I.M. Aimot, "Dans la voie du realismc", ibid.. January 
26,194 1: Jacques Doriot. "Conditions de la coIlaboration1'. ibid.. January 3 I .  194 1 ; idcm."Le choix 
indispensable". ibid.. February 1. 193 1 : idem,"Le successeur". ibid., February 12. I94 1 : idem. "Revolution et 
collaboration". ibid., February 13,194 1 ; Lkbre, "La Fnnce et I'Europe". ibid.. February 22,194 1 ; ibid., March 
29.194 1 : Le Terns.  January 26. 194 I .  DCat saw Doriot trying to found an entente with Germany upon a son 

of "international fascist brotherhood" based upon opposition to communism, Jews, Freemasons. democrats with 
minimal socialism and "an atmosphere of nationalism and clericalism.". DCat. MCrnoires, p.593. 



some other traditional alternative to a united fascist movement that might regenerate French 

nationalism or be too hard to control. Pktain. meanwhile. despised the RNP and encouraged 

Doriot to oppose it. Having his reservations about the PPF as well. the Marshal also supported 

the reviving Franciste movement of Marcel Bucard in hopes of neutralizing both Doriot and 

DCat. Concentrated in Paris. Normandy, Touraine. Bordeaux. and Brittany. the 10.000 

Fmncistes were allowed by the Germans to resume their activity in early 1941. More 

antisemitic and pro-German in 194 1 than in 1 936, the Franqistes embraced an Aryan-fascist 

variant of Eurofascisrn that tried to resuscitate the Universal Fascism of the early 1930's in the 

form of their old vision of a Paris-Berlin-Rome Directorate. This concept of a triangle of 

civilizations blending the Latin. the Celtic. and the Germanic would provide a European 

framework in which fascisms such as the Belgian. Hungarian. and Romanian could find 

support. Bucard's fascism was clearly a far more European one than that of Doriot. almost to 

the point where it matched the neo-socialists of Paris in their fervor for continental union. As 

in 1933 and 1934. however, the leavening agent of unity would be fascist ideology. not 

socialist planning: 

Franqism has always affirmed that only THE UNION OF FASCISMS WILL BRING 
WORLD PEACE. That ideal of fascist union has recently found its organization and structure 
in the diplomatic system of which the Tripartite Pact is the pivot. France must. in a 
revolutionary manner, insert herself into that system and support that organization. l 

The PPF and the Fran~istes were joined in the Aryan-fascist camp in January of 194 1 

by the 2,000 followers of Corsican Pierre Costantini. a World War I ace and naval air 

commander whose loathing for England was surpassed only by his pathological hatred of the 

Jews. A worshipper of Napoleon. Costantini outlined his vision of a united Europe in a poor 

written 1937 book dedicated to the memory of his fellow Corsican. Finally published in 194 

La erande pensee de Bonaparte pictured the Emperor as an architect of European integration. 

l Gordon, Collah . .  . 
oratlontsm In France, pp.2 19-2 1 : Denie1, Bucard, pp. 1 38-42: Paul Guiraud. "[dies premiers 

dc 1a prochaine Rivolution fmn~aise", undated tract. likely 1940, AN 78 AJ 15. 



Striving to erect a European federation on the Swiss model. Napoleon's dream was frustrated 

by a Britain under the financial domination of the Rothschilds. The Grand Design of 

Bonaparte. uniting the continent and purging it of Anglo-Jewish influences. however, would 

yet be realized by Napoleon's true heir. the prophet of Berchtesgaden. France. headed by a 

military consulate in the Bonapartist tradition. would purge herself of Jews. trusts. Freemasons 

and speculative capitalists prior to concluding a formal alliance with Germany leading to a 

united Europe. Religion would be brought under the control of the state and the class struggle 

replaced with fascist cooperatives on a grand European scale. Strongly Eurofascist like 

Bucard. Costantini's Ligue franlaise owed its existence largely to German money and the anti- 

British sentiments of its handful of followers who were concentrated in the Gironde, Charente. 

Brittany, Dijon. Marne. and Paris areas where it had primarily a nuisance value. 19 

The Aryan-fascist doctrine of the fascist collaborators stood in sharp contrast to the 

immovable nationalism of the leagues of the unoccupied zone: the LCgion des anciens 

combattants. the Parti social franpis of Colonel Franqois de La Rocque. and. above all. 

Charles Maurras and the Action frangaise. Reconstituting his Croix de Feu/ Parti soqial 

francais as the Pr0grt.s social franqais (PSF). La Rocque wholeheartedly endorsed the National 

Revolution of Pitain, with its decentralized. Catholic. corporatist order and nationalist 

antisemitism. La Rocque's meager discourse on Europe had far more in common with that of 

the Vichy conservatives than with Doriot. Costantini. or other Aryan-fascists. For Doriot. in 

particular. Petainism symbolized a tactical step on the way to a pure fascist revolution: for La 

Rocque in 1940. Pktainism defined a fascist. or at least a Bonapartist. revolution. for despite 

his personal conflicts with the Marshal. it reflected his own inner convictions. While 

expressing their admiration for Mussolini, the PSF expressed no affection whatsoever for 

Gennany or its ideology. Collaboration. in La Rocque's mind. could only be undertaken in a 

manner in which France suffered neither servility. humiliation, nor dishonor. Europe, if it 

l 9  Rees. Rio~rnphical Dictionary, s.v.Tostantini": Pierre Costantini. b a n d e  pensee de Bonaparte (Paris. 
~dit ions Baudinikre. 1940). pp.35-39. 51. 180-84. 196. 200-203. 326: [Pierre Costantini] Costantini df finit les 

. - . . 
pnncrpes polit~aues de la 1 . 1 y e  francaise (Pais .  Ligue Franpise.1942). pp.3, 4, 6. 12. 13; Gordon, 
Collaborationism in France, pp. 136-37. 



existed at all. had to be based upon a solidarity of nationalisms and above all. mutual 

re~~ec t .20  

Hostile to Europeanism in any form. Maurice Pujo of the Action franpise agreed with 

La Rocque in considering the conceptions of the RNP utterly irreconcilable with the spirit of 

the National Revolution. In the France of Petain he found little room for either sentimesntal 

Europeanism or bureaucratic socialism. France had no need to either return to the "vomit" of 

the Third Republic or imitate the Axis in the name of a "European revolution". Her own 

historic order of families. communes. and provinces. of a people returning to the land and 

local tradition were far preferable to the importation of foreign, especially German. 

totalitarianisms. whose adoption would bring France only further instability: 

First of all one sees the old Briandism. the return of the League of Nations ... arrogantly put 
fonvxd in the name of the 'European spirit'. At the same time. under the cover of the projects 
of the arti uni ue, one dreams of appealing to the masses to organize some new Popular F Front.- 

In criticizing the Paris collaborators. Maurras knew that some of them, such as the 

Caooulel MSR. and the journalistic team of Je suis partout, had emerged from the Action 

frmpise during the 1930's. The February, 194 I reappearence of the weekly Je suis partout 

signified that the royalist milieu was capable of spawning a very nationalistic and Latin-oriented 

fascism as a rival for both the RNP and the more Aryan-fascist conceptions of Bucard and 

Costantini. The editor. the youthful, bespectacled Robert Brasillach, together with his stat'f. 

Zo Paul Machefer. "Aspects de I'activite du <cProgri.s Social francais>>*'. Revue dSHistoire de la Deuxiernc 
Guerre rnondiale, no.58. April. 1965, pp.35-56; Colonel Francois de La Rocque. Disciplines d'action, 
(Clement-Fernnd. ~ditions du "Petit Journal". 1941). pp.78-79. The position of La Rocque and his PSF on 
the French right remains highly controversial. Pierre Milza and Philippe Burrin consider them conservative. or 
Bonapartist. rather than fascist. Revisionist scholars headed by William Irvine and Robert Soucy have 
persuasively argued that La Rocque and his followers were a variation of, not a deviation from French fascism. 
Even if such were the case, their European discourse was identical to that of Vichy's nationalist collaborators and 
less enthusiastic in that regard than fascists such as Brasillach and Darnand. For all their dislike of the Germans. 
Darnand and his miliciens went to Gemany as reluctant refugee; La Rocque, whose nationalism led him into the 
Resistance as early as 1942. went to Germany as a political prisoner. See William D. Irvine. "Fascism in 
France and the Strange case of the Croix de Feu". Journal of Modern H i s t a ,  no.63. June. 199 I.  pp. 2 17-95; 
Robert Soucy, Frcnch Fascism: the Second Wave: 1933- 1939, (New Haven. Yale University Press, 1995). 
pp. 104-203. 
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while drawing their fundamental ideology from Maums, abandoned the royalism. nationalist 

(as opposed to racial) antisemitism and neutralist attentisme of their mentor following France's 

military defeat. A lukewarm rather than fervent admirer of Nazism. the prewar Brasil!ach. 

himself a Catalan, preferred the Latin fascisms of Mussolini. the Spanish Falange and Rex. 

Enlisting to fight Germany, Brasillach's encounter with a virile. disciplined foe and subsequent 

sufferings as a prisoner of war made him somewhat more pro-German in his attitude. Only a 

wholehearted collaboration with the Reich and the European fascist revolution posed any hope 

for France and. especially. for Brasillach's two million fellow prisoners of war. By 194 I 

Brasillach represented a French variant of Maurrassian-fascism. more racist and less 

enthusiastically Eurofascist than the Belgian doctrine of Streel. The campaign of Je suis 

panout for a genuinely fascist France would therefore echo many Doriot themes. but carry 

them to their logical extension. Continuing and even intensifying its pugnacious antisemitic. 

antimasonic and antiparliamentary language, Je suis Dartout remained. at the same time. 

ardently nationalist and collaborationist. le  suis partout was much more blunt than Le Cri du 

peu~le  in openly denouncing the RNP and the collaborationist "left" by name as alleged 

puppets of the Jews and Freemasons wanting to restore the Third ~ e ~ u b l i c . ? z  

Brasillach desired a violent makeover of French society as the only guarantee of a 

successful collaboration which would be both nationalist and ideological: 

It is often said: "France needs Europe and Europe needs France". True, but what interests 
Europe and ourselves is a virile, healthy France. She cannot. however. become either unless 
she recaptures the qualities of her own genius. the virtues of her ancient soil, and her 
traditions. A11 this is incompatible with the existence of Masonry whose eternal work of 
division continues even under the guise of collaboration and revolution. We will not tolerate 
termites ... in the house of ~rance".Z3 

22 William R. Tucker. The Fascist Eeo: A Political Biographv of Robert Brasillach.( Berkeley. University of 
CaIifornia Press. 1975). pp.53- 123. 23-40; Dorsay,"La republic franc-mqonne continue". Je suis nanoct, 
February 21, 194 1 ; idem. "Inquiitude B Paris. carence i Vichy", ibid.. February 28. 194 I .  

23 Idern.."L*Angleterre laisse tomber le masque". ibid.. March 14. 194 1 .  



"European Sprin~" : the RNP. PPF and the Axis Balkan victories: April-June, 194 1. 

The military events of April and May. 1941 appeared once again to confirm the 

propaganda of the collaborators. Aided by Italian and Hungarian troops. German forces 

rapidly overran Yugoslavia and Greece. captured Crete by airborne assault and drove British 

forces in Africa back to the frontier of Egypt. The installation of the pro-Nazi Rashid Ali 

regime in Iraq and the relentless offensive of the U-Boats threatened Britain with economic 

strangulation. The Axis penetration of the Balkans permitted the New Order to reach fully 

continental proportions. Dominated by the Axis, now clearly weighted in favor of Berlin 

following a string of Italian defeats and German victories, the emerging New Europe was a 

patchwork of conquered territories (Poland. Norway, Belgium. the Netherlands, and northern 

France). protectorates (Bohemia-Moravia. Slovakia, Denmark. Vichy France. Croatia. Serbia. 

Montenegro. and Greece). satellites (Finland, Hungary. Romania. and Bulgaria). and neutrals 

(Spain. Portugal, Switzerland. and ~weden).24 

With the contours of an Axis-ruled continent from the Atlantic to the Aegean taking 

shape. the Frankfurter Zeitunq saw Europe achieving unity through war in the same manner as 

the United States had done during the American Civil War. with the organized Union states 

defeating the fractious. agrarian Confederate states. A continent of distinct, cultivated nations 

rather than a melting pot, however, the New Europe would preserve its organic national 

differences under the earned leadership of Germany. Both the neo-socialist and fascist press 

drew upon these themes in predicting the imminent defeat of Britain and realization of the New 

hrope?5 

The RNP. seeing in the military developments the vindication of its unabashed 

Europeanisrn. blanketed Paris with placards declaring that "The RNP was right" and tracts 

reaffirming its goal of a European France recovering her place on the continent and 

24 Yves Durand. 1.e nouvel ordre eumpecn n u i .  la col lahonhn dam I'Euro"e allemande: 1938- 1945 (Paris. 
~d i t ions  complexe. 1990) .pp.70-95. 

25 RFP, A. 194 1. pp.386. 423. 478. 



harmonizing her institutions with those of the European revolution.26 Recording in his diary 

on April 2 1 that the atmosphere at Vichy had dramatically changed in the days preceding the 

Greek collapse. Deat recognized an opportune moment to press for a policy of full European 

collaboration and the return of Laval. While the Europeanist DCat wrote and mused upon the 

prospect of an authoritarian republic under Laval, the Maurrassian-fascist Deloncle led a group 

of MSR militants to Vichy hoping to duplicate Mussolini's 1922 March on Rome. The 

militants were quickly expelled by P6tain1s gendarmerie (some of whom were probably ex- 

Cagoulards). 27 

The rounding out of the New Order hastened and confirmed DCat's drift into an 

adaptive national-socialism. L1(Euvre presented the lightning victories of the German army as 

a result of the superior social organization of the Reich. whose quality methods of production 

far outclassed those of Anglo-American liberal capitalism. With British power driven from the 

continent, nothing remained to prevent Europe and France from being organized along 

national-socialist lines. for neither could be united on the basis of the conservatism embodied in 

the social system and diplomacy of Vichy. For DCat. the sound of German guns on the ruins 

of the Acropolis symbolized the funeral dirge of the Darlan regime. The attempt of both 

Belgrade and Athens to defy the inevitable European revolution merely re-enacted the Vichy 

palace revolution of December 13 on a large scale. In the long run. both were equally futile.28 

With the entire European economy now under the tutelage of the Reich. DCat rejoiced 

that continental planning on a gigantic scale was now fully possible. self-sufficiency being 

assured by shipments of Iraqi oil. He predicted that a full monetary and customs union. a 

common external tariff, and the free circulation of persons and produce were soon to replace 

26 "Qu'est-cc que ie Rassernblement national populaire". 194 1 RNP tract. IHTP, archive RF 33A 

27 WPIS, *'Francer'. nos. 81-82. April 23-30. 1941: DCat. Journal. April 6. 7. 21. 27. May 5. 1941; PA AA 
R 29589/ 139235. April 23. I94 1; Ibid.."Qu'est-ce que le Rassernblement national populaire"; Diat. 
Mimoires, pp.60 1-603. 

28 Marcel Deat. "Abondance et libertd". L1(Euvre, April 1. 1941: idem. "Une rCvolution socialistel'. ibid.. April 
2. 1941; idem. "I1 est temps dc comprendre", ibid., April 23. 1931: idem. "Et maintenant. i i  faut choisir", ibid.. 
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wartime monetary arrangements. The slavery of the gold standard, the business cycte. 

unemployment, class war and international finance found no place in a European order in 

which stock exchanges and cartels vanished, peasants obtained a continental market for their 

produce. and the new socialist European peace. secured by Adolf Hitler. realized the solidarity 

of nations rejected at Versailles: 

It is likely that ... the European customs union will bring about the dissolution of the old 
political frontiers .... neither by creating total uniformity of folkways and spirit. which would 
be a disaster for civilization, nor the unlimited mixing of ethnic elements ... but by the 
development of a powerful spirit of European community based on the clear idea of a 
continental destin y....29 

L'Atelier and Les Nouveaux Temps supplemented the RNP campaign for a renewed 

Europeanist collaboration. Collaborationist syndicalists such as RenC Mesnard. Georges 

Dumoulin, Gabriel Lafaye. and Georges Albertini proposed a European common market in 

energy as key to France's economic recovery. Like Wat. the Atelier group recognized that a 

continent of between 380 and 400 million people composed of a score of nations with different 

languages. cultures. and economies could not be unified overnight. The fact of living together 

and the widespread use of French and German. however. foreshadowed the eventual 

realization of a common European h0rneland.3~ Jean Luchaire and Guy Crouzet of 

Nouveaux Temps attributed Germany's battlefield success more to superior education and 

discipline than socialist planning. Focusing upon the presence of Australians and New 

Zealanders among the Allied forces in Greece and Libya. these former disciples of Briand 

linked the war to British imperialism. whose international inequities were being redressed by 

Germany's European rev0 

collaboration as a material 

lution. Luchaire's pacifist realism more than ever demanded 

necessity. The return of Lava1 as the true heir of Briand and only 

l9 Marcel DCat. "Victoire de la rt5volution7'. ibid.. April 17. 1941 : idem. "Du contractuel B I'organique". ibid.. 
ApriI 28-29. 1941; ibid.."La revolution est une.. . de Ia nation a I'Europe ...". 
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guarantee of Hitler's trust thus took on new urgency. for the politics of Montoire remained a 

mere facade without its architect? 

Even more profoundly affected by the German victories than Deat, Jacques Doriot led 

his PPF in early May towards a more openly Aryan-fascist and revolutionary course. fully 

utilizing racism as a cardinal political tactic. Faced with the united hostility of the German 

Embassy and its clients in the RNP. Doriot found patrons more suited to his ideology and 

temperament within the Political Directorate of the SS and the Intelligence Division of the 

Wehrmacht (Abwehr). Able to secure semi-legal status for the PPF north of the Demarcation 

Line due to this limited S S I  Wehrmacht support. Doriot tailored his discourse accordingly. 

PPF collaboration remained Eurofascist more than Europeanist. The dismemberment of 

Yugoslavia and the emergence of a Croatia based on a Catholic, racist, and antisemitic fascism 

suggested to Doriot a European order composed of similar ethnic states. Appealing to the S S .  

which was still far behind the Wehrmacht in influence in occupied France in 194 1. Doriot's 

ideologist Maurice-Ivan Sicard considered such a Europe tailor-made for a France ruled by the 

PPF. Was not a France that mixed the Aryan racism of Bm6s. Drumont, and Gobineau with 

the traditional clericalism and nationalism of the French right a better partner for the Reich than 

one ruled by an RNP which invoked internationalists such as Jean Jaurks and Aristide 

B riar1d?3~ 

The May 4, 194 1 congress of the Paris PPF saw Doriot himself define anew the 

politics of fascist collaboration in accord with his increased emphasis upon racism. Actively 

seeking the support of more militant Nazis than those found in the Embassy. he maintained that 

a nation based on the Celtic race was indestructible and a worthy partner in an Aryan-fascist/ 

Nazi collaboration. The PPF repudiated France's hereditary enmity with a Germany sharing 

her Nordic blood, and with whom she had far fewer wars than with her supposed real enemy 

3 1 Jean Luchaire. "Victories allemandes, inerties franqaises". Les Nouveaux Temps. April 1 1. 1941 ; Guy 
Crouzet, "Les leqons de la rialitC"' ibid.. April 24. 1941: idem,"Lc sens historique du conflit", ibid.. May 1. 
I94 1 ;  Luchairc."La politique de la confiance est reprise par Vichy ". ibid-. May 9. 194 1 :  idem."La France 
s'ilffirme solidaire du Rcich dans le cas d'une aggession americaine contre I'Europe". ibid., May 1 1. I94 1. 
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across the Channel. At a follow-up congress for the northern PPF on May 25, the party fully 

committed itself to a Gobineau-style Eurofascism that was far more racist than the Maurrassian 

Eurofascism of Streel. His sleeves rolled, sweat pouring from his enormous brow. the 

bespectacled Doriot argued that he and his followers were nationalists. Nordic Europeans. and 

fascists at one and the same time. Despite all the attempts of Churchill, Roosevelt. and their 

alleged masters the Jews and Freemasons to prevent it. the war signified the revolutionary 

reorganization of the continent. Expounding upon the common pedigree of Teuton and Celt. 

Doriot unveiled the PPFs new antisemitic racial statutes. clearly aimed at attracting Heinrich 

Himmier's support. The key architect of the PPFs new Aryan-fascist line. party ideologue 

Maurice-Ivan Sicard, conceived Europe in racial terms closely akin to those of Drieu, Brinon, 

Chateaubriant. as well as many Nazi theoreticians. but distinguished from them by the PPF's 

continued emphasis on Celtic blood, French nationalism. opportunism. violence and action. 

33 

Pierre Costant ini quickly imitated Doriot's Aryan-fascis t themes. Appearing in mid- 

March, 1941, the weekly of the Ligue franpise. L'Appel, exaggerated and simplified them in 

the crude bombastic manner of its Corsican editor. who never ceased to verbalize his almost 

psychotic hatred of England. Subject to a rain of German bombs. the latter. being fully driven 

from Europe. herself became the object of a blockade not unlike the one she herself had 

inflicted. [n the Balkans, Libya, and the Atlantic, Hitler now executed the revenge of 

Bonaparte. Hating Jews as much as Britons, the volatile Costantini began to demand their 

internment and expulsion. along with all Freemasons. from both France and Europe. 

Costantini left little doubt that he included the moderates of the Vichy regime. the parlor 

revolutionaries of the RNP. and even those fascists not clairvoyant enough to recognize his 

special mission as Napoleon's spiritual heir in the "Freemason" category. Once a purge of 

supposedly undesirable races and individuals had been accomplished. the new Bonapartist 

33 Jacques Doriot. "L'Organisation du continent". Le Cri du peuple, April 13. 194 1 ; Maurice-Ivan Sicud.'*Notre 
revanche", ibid.. April 22. 1941; Henri Ltbre, "Nationalisme et collaboration". ibid., May 22. 1941: Burrin. 
pp.425-30: BarthClerny. Du communism~, pp.226-3 1 ; PA AA R295901211075-76. June 9. 194 1 ; Deat. 
Journd, April 4, 6, May 25, June 16- 17,194 1 ;  m, A, 1941, p.536. 



could form "a loyal. solid, and definitive alliance with Germany. which will be the foundation 

of a united ~ u r o ~ e " . 3 ~  

Though he shared much of Costantini's bitterness against Churchill for the destruction 

of much of the French fleet, Admiral Darlan remained a highly pragmatic nationalist rather than 

a hysterical fascist collaborator. He was, however, somewhat more disposed to collaboration 

than his Marshal, who still privately referred to the Germans as Boches. Both Pitain and 

DarIan desired little in early 194 1 beyond a loose political entente and economic collaboration 

with Berlin. plus neutrality in foreign affairs. Darlan's active defiance of the British blockade 

of Europe, however. implied a willingness to extend collaboration into the military realm. 

Following the events of April. which implied an Axis victory, the Admiral temporarily 

convinced Petain French survival required superseding the terms of the Armistice agreements. 

Meeting Abetz in Paris on April 23, Darlan pledged himself anew to Europe. Summoned to 

Berchtesgaden. the Admiral met with both Hitler and Ribbentrop on May 7. where the 

framework of a hoped-for second Montoire was drafted. The clauses of the Berchtesgaden 

agreement embraced collaboration of a military nature whereby France consented to: I .) 

German use of captured French arms and Syrian airstrips to aid Rashid Ali in Baghdad. 2.) 

German use of the port of Bizerte and French motor transport in support of Rommel's Afrika 

Korps. 3.)  German use of Dakar as a submarine base. These provisions. codified in the 

Darlan-Abetz Paris Protocols of May 28 brazenly aligned France with the New Europe in a & 

facto declaration of war on England. In return, Darlan reminded Berlin that French soldiers 

and sailors refused to risk their lives for Europe unless they saw tangible benefits in terms of 

French rearmament, reunification. integrity and reduction of the daily tribute by at least five 

million marks. Radical as Darlan's offer of military collaboration seemed to be, it still 

embodied the world-view of a nationalist rather than a Europeanist collaborator. A France 

willing to face Britain and even America in the cause Europe required acceptance not as a 

34 Pierre Costantini."L'Angletcme est battue". L'A~pel, April 3. 1941: 'L'Athenienl.*'La Miditerrantie-vraie 
Bastille de I'Europe", ibid.. April 10,194 1 ; Costantini. "Le mirage anglais", ibid., April 17. 194 1 : idem."Quc 
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defeated puppet state but as a respected partner whose sovereignty would be ensured by a full 

al1iance.35 

The drift of the Vichy regime towards military collaboration provoked confused and 

divided reactions in both the government and the press of unoccupied France. The regime's 

Europeanist collaboraton, led by Brinon. warned that France would lose all independence 

unless she accepted national-socialist conceptions of Europe and the return of Laval. 

Conservatives such as General de la Laurencie. however, remained less sure of Axis victory 

and urged Petain not to abandon the strict limits he had set in regard to collaboration. 

Economic collaboration being laudable and necessary, the Vichy press argued that the the 

Christian and Latin genius of France was indispensable in a world likely to see an Anglo- 

Saxon, European balance of power if not an Allied victory. The French people refused to 

accept collaboration in servitude and the ill-defined notions of Europe that flowed from the 

pagan fount of Nazi ideology and which promised no future stability. Against the background 

of Berchtesgaden and the Paris Protocols even the nationalist Vichy press. however. began to 

briefly exhibit more Europeanist tendencies during May of 194 1 due to the coercive censorship 

of Paul Marion and the growing economic collaboration of the steel industry. represented by 

Tem~s .  Le Temps sought to remind both Frenchmen and Americans that while France desired 

good relations with America she loyally contributed to the building of the continent to which 

geography and history assigned her. France was entitled to reconsider with Germany the 

future of that continent and. given a promise of territorial integrity. hoped for a glorious Future 

worthy of her past through the honest and loyal espousal of collaboration. These concessions 

to Europeanism, however, did not compare with the Paris press and even Marion could not 

35 Leahy telegrams Roosevelt and Hull. January 25 and 29. 194 1. March 18. 1941. FUUS. 11.194 1. no 
document nos.given; Coutau-Bkgarie. D a d a ~  pp.392-425; PA AA R295891 149238-39, April 24. I94 1 ;  
R295891 149307. May 14.194 1 ; PFCAA, CR 59. annex, note Lt.Col.Marty. May 2 1-28.194 1 : WPIS, 
"France". nos. 82-86. April 30-May 28, inclusive. Petain, regarding Laval as dishonest and disloyd enough, 
viewed Dkat and Luchaire as open traitors and German clients worthy of execution. Doriot and Bucard. being 
more nationalist and "French" merited more toleration. not the least due to their differences with the RNP. 
Deniel. pp. 140-42. 



suppress the abiding nationalist doubts of either Le Temps or Le Finaro even at the height of 

Vichy's experiment in military collaboration.36 

The celebrations of May Day and the Festival of Joan of Arc on May 14 in unoccupied 

France differed greatly in theme and character from those held in Paris. Once again the Paris 

papers invoked Europeanism while genuinely patriotic sentiments wedded to French opinion 

appeared in Vichy. The RNP celebrated May Day in Paris with heavy European and national- 

socialist overtones. a parade of its militants guarded from the wrath of Paris crowds by the 

black-clad soldiers of the SS whom DCat once again praised as true socialist revolutionaries. 

D h t  hoped his own people would consider the First of May 3 chance to meditate on an 

adaptive Nazi-style revolution in both their national and common European community. In 

southern France May Day witnessed the banning of any manifestations not authorized by 

Vichy, Radio Lyons insisting the holiday not be used to promote the agenda of any single 

group. In Le Fizaro, Education Minister Jerome Carcopino reiterated that French collaboration 

in the New Europe would contribute only weakness. inferiority and distress unless France 

remained herself and retained her traditional virtues. Joan. a Europeanist martyr to the RNP 

and a victim of English treachery to the PPF. remained the heroine of national unity in the eyes 

of the Vichy press and government. In the eyes of the Marshal himself. the peasant daughter 

of a people ravaged by treason and factions remained forever the symbol of France and a 

reminder that the country. in order to survive. had to immerse herself in her historic 

traditions? 

Both the symbols of France and the actions of her government drew sharply different 

interpretations in Paris and in Vichy. What was presented as socialist and European in the 

north was interpreted as conservative and national in the south. A case in point was the 

publicity given both the Cornit6 europien automobile and the Ten-Year Plan of Lehideux. 

36 Ydees de Brinon sur la collaboration*'. unpublished letter of Brinon to Petain. April. 194 1. Nogubres Papers. 
AN 72 AJ 2581 232.0: Memo of General de la Laurencie. May 3.1941. AN 72 AJ 239. file 17 3 9: m. A. 
194 I ,  pp.479-80. 
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which became drawn into the Paris-Vichy press debate before and during the Joan of Arc 

celebrations. Lehideux himself later claimed that the Paris press distorted his viewpoints in 

order to make both himself. his government. and even the Germans appear more Europeanist 

than they really were in order to create an atmosphere of detente during Darlan's meeting with 

Hitler. While the RNP papers pictured the Ten-Year Plan as the epitome of European planning 

and a blueprint for France's role in the the New Order. the conservative Vichy press minimized 

its European aspects. Le Temps and Le Fis ro  interpreted the Lehideux scheme purely as a 

model for national renewal in the spirit of the French pioneers of the past .38 Finally. even 

Darlan himself underlined that his and Pktain's perspective on Berchtesgaden remained no less 

motivated by national interest than their previous perspective on Montoire. In making the life- 

and-death decision for collaboration, the Admiral insisted his thoughts and actions were 

inspired by the supreme interests of France: "At no time in the conversation was it a question of 

plainly abandoning French sovereignty. France has freely chosen the course in which she is 

engaged. On this depends her present and her future." 39 

National-Socialism and the Radicalization of Rex: January-June. 194 1 

Utterly dependent upon foreign trade and even less able to feed herself than France. 

Belgium found absolutely no alternative to economic integration with the New Order other than 

mass starvation. Normally providing eighty percent of her food needs. she produced only 

600,000 tons of cereals in 1940 in place of usual 900,000. During the occupation Belgium 

exported to the Reich 50 million kilos of potatoes. 6 million kilos of butter. and 35 million 

kilos of meat. Textile factories worked solely for the Wehrmacht, coal mines supplied one 

38 WPIS, '*France1'. no.86. May 28.1941 : RFP, A. 194 1. pp.402. 42 1-22; Lehideux. interviews. October 
3 I .  1990. November 8.1990; Intimogatoire Lehideux. AN 3W 22 I/ 5Y 171 8 14 1. 148; Deposition of Jacques 
Barnaud. May 16.1945. ibid.. 4 183; Proc2s-verbal Thoenissen-Lehideux, Berlin. December 13- 16. 1940. ibid.. 
8 1 19; P.B.." Un Plan de dix ans". La Vie industrielle, April 29. 1941; George Fontagnal. " M. 
Lehideux ... demande aux Franqais ...". ibid..May 15, 194 1 ; "Le Plan de 10 ans va faire unc France nouvelle". 
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sixth of their production to the Reich. foundries 100.000 of every 140,000 tons of steel. Each 

Belgian struggled to subsist on 225 grams of bread per day versus 325 for each German and 

35 grams of meat versus 70 for each German. Under the day-to-day direction of her General 

Secretaries, she was in effect led by Secretary Alexandre Galopin. governor of the SociCtC 

gknkrale, the vast banking consortium which utterly dominated the Belgian economy. Unlike 

the Flemish nationalist Secretaries Victor Leemans and Gerald Romsee who desired closer 

political ties with Dutch and German Nazis, the Walloon Galopin remained a strong Belgian 

nationalist committed solely to an economic collaboration utterly devoid of European discourse. 

By 194 1 Galopin had formulated a "policy of the lesser evil". according to which it was far 

better for Belgian agriculture and industry to produce for the German war machine than risk the 

starvation and deportation of her people under a civilian government headed by the ~ e s t a ~ 0 . N  

A handful of journalists and fascist politicians defended the cause of a more active 

Belgian participation in the New Europe. but distinctions between nationalist. Europeanist and 

fascist collaboration sometimes seemed less clear-cut than in France. A certain amount of 

literary collaboration existed as early as the autumn of 1940 between French national-socialists 

and their Brussels counterparts. Le Soir and its editor. Raymond De Becker. actively 

cooperated with the RNP. speaking of a European socialist revolution in much the same 

manner as DCat and Chateaubriant. Belgium had to renew her laws. institutions and morality 

to conform to those of a rejuvenated. German-led Europe. Being a domestic national-socialist 

rather than an outright annexationist Nazi, De Becker rejected Fascist and Nazi-style 

paramilitary formations, admonishing Belgians to learn virtue from from Germany while 

applying it to their own national-socialist revolution. Those who formerly preached Briandist 

federalism still sought European integration in a more hierarchical form. Like La Gerbe, 

Soir felt free to draw upon the traditions of the Carolingian and Holy Roman Empires which 

were even more relevant to Belgians than Frenchmen. Grievous as it was, the war accelerated 

a historical process not unlike the one that replaced dukedoms and principalities with national 

40 Wijngaen, pp.3 1-54: MV I%, no. 16. March-April. 194 1. pp. A4- 1 1 : CREHSGM. Archives De Man. 8 
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monarchies. Europe had to seek her model not in a democratic superstate but in her own 

legends of Charlemagne. the reinventer of Rome and the creator of a new aristocracy of martial 

valor. Joined by loyalty to the Emperor, Lombardy. Aquitaine. Neustria. Austrasia. ail 

participants in a common ideal. retained their traditions, laws, and nationality intact. This 

legacy. persisting through the centuries of Holy Roman, Habsburg. Bourbon and Napoleonic 

reigns needed only the return of the spiritual unity of Europeans denied by the Reformation and 

the French Revolution to reconstitute the Imperial idea on the ashes of liberal democracy41 

The United States of Europe having failed, another idea is taking its place ... which has ten 
centuries of existence and still lives in the minds of peoples, that of the Empire. We must not 
draw our lesson from the republic of Geneva but the monarchy of Charlemagne. the 
masterpiece of political inequality.42 

Launching his own daily. Le Travail, Hendrik De Man agreed with the arguments of 

the RNP, L'Atelier, and Le Soir in favor of collaboration as a means to peace. European 

integration, and a genuine socialism. Even though most Belgian workers now saw him as a 

traitor, the father of Belgian neo-socialism counted upon the sympathies of the German military 

regime of General Alexander von Falkenhausen and Eggert Reeder in creating a national- 

socialist regime. Unable to create a party, De Man organized a collaborationist trade union. the 

Union des travail leurs manuels et intellectuels, or UTMI. to work for socialist construction 

under the Wehrmacht regime. The more genial. pipe-smoking De Man was no DCat or De 

Becker, and lacked the Nietzschean will to power and anticlerical fervor of his French and 

Walloon compatriots. Appealing in part to a Catholic nernish milieu. Le Travail described the 

German victory in the Balkans in a tone of Christian pathos, comparing the Belgian and 

European ordeal to that of the Crucifixion, from which both country and continent awaited a 

41  Paul Struye. L'ivolution du sentiment public en Belgiaue sous I'occupation ailernande (Brussels. Les 
~di t ions  lumiere. 1945). pp.24-3 1: CREHSGM. Archives De Man. D 420: Dtat. Jouma1, January 8. February 
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resurrection. As early as the spring of 194 1. moreover. De Man was beginning to privately 

question the propaganda of the New Order as Hitler's deeds failed to match Berlin's words. 

Le Travail began to move towards a conditional Europeanist collaboration . picturing Germans 

not as true Europeans or liberators but as warriors who would misinterpret Belgian servility. 

unless they were reminded of their promises to create a united ~ u r o ~ e . 4 3  

While his language was that of the royalist right rather than the socialist left. Robert 

Poulet shared many of De Man's reservations. Belgians in 194 1 had no choice but to 

accommodate the Germans and Italians whom Poulet hoped would be inspired by magnanimity 

rather than a spirit of domination. Europe must include both a united Belgian kingdom and a 

Pitainist France which shared similar ideas. Poulet. like Pktain. Lucien Romier or Wladimir 

d'Ormesson, saw the solidarity of European nations as a practical necessity which would leave 

the essential substance of Belgian nationality very much intact. He warned that the historic 

differences between Latin and Germanic nations might doom European unity unless the rights 

of Catholic and Latin states were as fully respected as Germanic and Protestant ones. 

Preserving the Roman elements in her heritage. Belgium had to adapt to the New Europe in the 

manner of Antonescu's Romania. a renewed monarchical state supported by a single mass 

party. The opening of Europe's frontiers to statesmen. merchants and writers might soon 

come to pass. Poulet insisted Belgians remain Belgians rather than become spiritual Germans 

in the supposed manner of De Becker. for their Catholicism and the pain of their defeat did not 

lend themselves to trust and sympathy with their conquerors. Belgium lacked the power or 

freedom of action of the Darlan regime in contemplating military collaboration. She had no role 

in the present war. Every bit as essential to Europe as France. she only shared in the flowering 

of the continent as she collaborated in honor rather than servility.44 
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With no Abetz or Lava1 to support them. Belgian collaborators met with even less 

success than their French counterparts in attempting to create a parti unique. De Man lacked the 

will to even begin the attempt; Poulet and De Becker represented no one but themselves and 

their nationalist/ Europeanist philosophical differences. Poulet spoke of the preservation of 

Belgium's Catholic heritage while De Becker extolled the New Europe and the New Order. 

Both eventually accepted a compromise plan for a DCat-style single party to be known as the 

Parti des provinces romaines, and organizational meetings began in May. 194 1. De Becker 

and Poulet, however, faced the obstacle of Rex, which. like the PPF in France, considered 

itself the only single party for Belgians, and the even greater obstacle of Staf de Clercq and his 

powerful Vlaams National Verbond (VNV). which regarded itself the only legitimate party for 

~1anders .~5  

The theoretician of Rex. Jose Streel. closely approximated Poulet in his approach to 

collaboration and his desire for a movement with a totally Belgian and Catholic ideology which 

would resemble the German model as little as possible. As a true Eurofascist instead of a 

resigned royalist, Streel more easily embraced ideological solidarity with the revolution of the 

Axis powers. The Belgian Eurofascist faced an easier intellectual task than the Maurrassian 

Eurofascists of France. Streel argued. given the uniquely Europeanist character of Belgian 

nationalism itself. In Vichy, nationalist collaborators and chauvinists held France back from 

acceeding to the European consciousness and playing her continental role. Belgium. however. 

possessed a long tradition as a meeting place of goods, races. cultures and ideas in place of the 

tradition of well-defined, exclusivist nationalism embodied in a Maurras or a Barres. Even 

though Belgians had yet to fully define the nationalist bases of their fascism. their European 

discipliner ou mourir". ibid., March 3.194 1 ;  idemqML'attitude internationale dc la Belgiquc". ibid.. March 7. 
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role was already defined.46 Subjects of a united Belgian monarchy. integrated into Europe by 

fascist solidarity as well as realism, did not have to like Germans in order to accept them as 

kindred revolutionaries. Streel maintained that the community of ideas in no way implied each 

nation would not remain itself. Being at the crossroads of the continent. Belgians had no 

option but to participate in Europe. The necessities of national revolution and collaboration 

demanded all collaboraton work together in a broad Rexist party capable of uniting. yet 

tolerating different doctrinal conceptions in the same manner as the Vatican accepted both 

Jesuits and ~ o m i n i c a n s . ~ ~  Both neo-socialists and royalists. accustomed to cooperation in a 

Catholic dynastic state thus escaped the divisions among RNP. PPF and Vichy manifested in 

France: "Our country already has enough pain finding its moral and national unity without 

splitting the tenants of the New Order between 'men of the left' and 'men of the right' as in 

~ rance"  .48 

The notion of an RNP-style mass party of collaboration. Rexist or not. was. however. 

little more than fantasy to Degrelle. who preferred 10.000 dedicated militants to 500,000 

lukewarm supporters. Loathed by the Flemish and Walloon masses alike. the Rexist tribune 

appealed to the German authorities instead of the Belgian people whom he would force to 

endure a revolution made on their behalf. Unlike Poulet and Streel. Degrelle emphasized the 

kinship of fascism and Nazism. refusing to distance himself from the latter. At the outset of 

194 1 he called upon all European fascists and Nazis to join a war of ideological collaboration 

against the same forces denounced by Doriot. Degrelle's blatant praise of Hitler, however. 

shocked even his own foIlowers: 
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That worker, poor and unknown, become the greatest political and social builder of modem 
times ... that simple corporal who has swept away, from the Vistula to the Gironde. the most 
pretentious of generals and marshals ... statesman. strategist. grandiose poet ... in saving 
Europe, he will save us. Heil Hitler! 49 

Resembling Doriot in his ideological racism. desire for a disciplined. homogenous 

party, and anti-British invective. Degrelle also entertained an inflated view of his country's 

place in the New Europe. Following the sweeping German victories of spring. 194 1 Degrelle 

once again set forth his grandiose vision of Burgundim glory in a continent cemented by the 

will and armies of the Fiihrer. Unlike his French compatriot. Degrelle believed a Greater 

Belgium could be created only in tandem with the great European revolution. Belgium's 

destiny was no longer that of an all-but-landlocked rump state strangled by trade barriers. The 

New Europe of Hitler potentially restored to her the glories of Bmges and the Dukes of 

Burgundy, of fleets coming from the Baltic, Venice and Lisbon, of overland caravans bound 

for the Rhine and Champagne. and bazaars where all the peoples of Europe mingled and 

collaborated. The glories of the sixteenth century were destined to return, producing a 

flowering of commerce. the arts and sciences and perhaps new Van Eycks. Rubens. Vesales 

and h4ercators.j0 

In the spring of 1941 Degrelle and those Rexists closest to him such as Victor Matthys 

and Joseph Pkvenasse continued to evolve towards a national-socialism which. unlike that of 

the RNP or even De Becker. became ever more imitative of Nazi conceptions. Recognizing 

that his future rested in Berlin. the leader of Rex began to strictly appeal to Berlin. At an 

April, 1941 meeting of Rex in Liege, Degrelle for the first time insisted that both Flemings and 

Walloons were of Germanic descent and historically had closer ties with the Reich than with 

France. Degrelle and the young Germanophile Matthys now began to include the term 

"national-socialist" in their d i s c o ~ n e . ~  I Despite the fact that his future direction was clear. 
-- - 
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Degrelle in 1941 still considered himself a domestic national- socialist . i.e. one who was 

Belgian in his sympathies and symbolism. as opposed to an annexationist national-socialist (or. 

National Socialist) who openly embraced the myths and symbols of the German NSDAP as his 

own and considered the Reich itself his second fatherland on Germanic racial grounds. 

Notwithstanding his idolization of Hitler, Degrelle nevertheless insisted in 194 1 on a selective 

rather than a servile admiration of the German experience: 

Does Germany then demand we become Nazis'? No. she wants us to be genuine European 
socialists. but within the framework of the traditions of our nation. Certainly we sense a 
certain number of points in common ...[ but] alongside these conceptims. we each have our 
homeland. A Rexist who would become a Nazi would be an abominable Nazi and an 
abominable r exist.^^ 

Were Rexists to become a vague facsimile of Nazism, DegreIle argued. they would add little to 

the New Europe. which they could only enrich by contributing their own nationality to its 

revolution. 53 

Degrelle's warning was inspired by the emergence of the ultracol laborationist 

Communauti culturelle wallonne (CCW) and the Arnis du grand reich allemand (AGRA) which 

rejected a united Belgium in favor of a separate Wallonia annexed to the Reich. The ideology 

of these movements. the former of which was organized by Goebbels' Propaganda ministry 

and the latter by Himmler's SS was imitative national-socialist. Both insisted. as did Lion Van 

Huffel in Le Soir, and even DegrelIe himself, that the Waltoons were of the same Germanic 

stock as the Flemings. Arguing that a single Frankish racial community inhabited the plains 

between the Rhine and the Loire. these Walloon national-socialists claimed that the ties between 

the "Romanized" provinces of Belgium and the Gem-2.n Rhineland were of particular 

significance. Linked by canals to the Rhine and Danube. the Walloon race anticipated its 

destiny as an industrial bastion of the Reich. Despite his national-socialist evolution, Degrelle 

still found the annexationist agenda of these rather small groups incompatible with his dreams 
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of Belgian independence. unity. and grandeur. It was one thing to admire Hitler and Nazism. 

but a Europe united by imitating the Nazi Party would impoverish all of its peoples. Germany 

in the mind of Degrelle was a splendid vital center. but both Belgium and France had cultures. 

mores. and spiritual treasures of their own to contribute to the New Order: "In order to be a 

national-socialist. a man of our provinces must be a socialist and a nationalist of the Occident 

and not a German nationalist, for he belongs neither to the German people nor the German 

state."54 

The ideological position of Degrelle in early 194 1 appeared confusing. Like De Becker 

and Dtat. he attempted to adapt national-socialism to a western European tradition. His spirit 

and methodology, however. remained that of the fascist. not the Europeanist collaborator. 

Degrelle's preference for action over theory. rejection of the concept of a mass movement. and 

use of racism as a strategy to win power had much more in common with the PPF than the 

RNP. Belgian history. moreover. dictated an appeal to Germanic rather than Celtic racism: 

national-socialism automatically replaced Aryan-fascism in a country so impregnated with 

Frankish blood. 

Both Doriot and Degrelle distanced themselves from their conservative nationalist allies 

in the spring of 194 1. appealing to the Nazis as authentic fascist collaborators and 

revolutionaries opposed to semi-parliamentary Europeanists like DCat and de Becker. Le Pays 

reel denounced the new Parti des provinces romaines in language similar to that used in Le Cri - 
du peuple against the RNP. The Rexists did not confront a powerful Europeanist RNP 

recognized by the German Embassy. The Reeder government gave no recognition to De 

Becker's party, which had officers but no troops. and conferred legitimacy on Degrelle against 

both the Parti des provinces romaines and the tiny Nazi grouplets arising in Liege and 
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Charleroi. The mass-based VNV, powerfully entrenched in Flanders, posed the true obstacle 

to Rex or any other Walloon-based movement becoming the Belgian parti uniaue As the result 

of a Rex-VNV accord imposed by Reeder on May LO. 194 1. Rex renounced all influence in 

Flanders. The Flemish party. far more numerous than Rex, remained the favored client of the 

Reeder government. VNV militant Gerald Rornsee became Secretary of the Interior. and VNV 

leader Staf de Clercq spoke openly of using the Walloon regions as Flemish "living 

Neither the PPF nor Rex earned or received much favor from Berlin in the late spring 

of 1941. for Hitler and his subordinates still found litrle use for French-speaking fascist 

collaborators who still seemed to lack a role in his New Order. In truth. neither Europeanist. 

nor nationalist, nor fascist collaborators saw their expectations fulfilled, given the lack of 

Geman interest in Europeanism. Eurofascism. or relationships of mutual benefit. In France. 

the Berchtesgaden agreement and the Paris Protocols of May inspired a brief renewal of the 

language of Montoire. RNP and PPF journals again hailed the overdue birth of the New 

Europe; the Vichy dailies spoke in the name of the French national interest and the wisdom of 

the Marshal and gave a subtly objective appraisal of Allied military power. The dawn of the 

New Europe. though. never came. British forces quickly eliminated Rashid Ali and in early 

June. aided by the forces of General De Gaulle. invaded and occupied Syria in a bitter battle 

with the forces loyal to Pitain. In these circumstances the Paris Protocots were never ratified: 

Darlan's dream of helping to sponsor a reconciled Europe collapsed in the deserts of the Near 

East. Hitler. for whom collaboration was but a tactic anyway. ceased all pretense of 

negotiations. Now formed into rival blocs, neither the Aryan-fascists around Doriot nor the 

national-socialists around DCat obtained any real influence or power. the same being true of 

Degrelle. 
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Events about to unfold in eastern Europe, however, soon provided Degrelle and Doriot with a 

new strategy for both faxist collaboration and power. j6 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 

"DEFENSE DE L'OCCIDENT": 
THE HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE AND THE CRUSADE AGAINST BOLSHEVISM: 

JUNE, 194 1 -DECEMBER, 194 1. 

On June 22. 193 1 Hitler invaded the Soviet Union. As three million German and Axis 

soldiers, divided into a dozen armies. drove deeply into Russia in the summer of 1941 the 

European war acquired a sharply ideological dimension. The intensification of the war further 

differentiated the strategies of Europeanist. nationalist, and fascist collaborators developed in 

the first year of the Occupation. Encouraged by Nazi New Order propaganda and a series of 

exhibitions in both France and the Reich. Europeanist collaborators affiliated with the RNP. 

Groupe Collaboration and Le Soir continued to develop their ideology of European union 

through economic collaboration. Fascist collaborators like Doriot and Degrelle were much 

more excited at the prospect of forming volunteer legions to fight on the Russian front. Both 

were now able to formulate a European ideology incorporating their taste for violent action, 

anticommunism, and antisemitism. The images of the medieval Crusader and the Grande 

Amke of Napoleon in France and memories of the Holy Roman Empire in Belgium became the 

heroic myths of the new armed fascist collaboration. As legions of PPF. MSR, Franciste. 

Ligue franpise. and Rrxist militants departed for the front. the divisions between these fascist 

collaborators and their more Europeanist rivals in Paris and Brussels continued to widen. By 

the end of 1941. as Hitler's exhausted panzers neared Moscow. the Darlan regime continued to 

pursue the illusion of a purely nationalist collaboration in spite of a lack of response from the 

German side. Anticipating the rapid end of both Soviet resistance and the Darlan government, 

both Doriot and Diat prepared to seize power. 

O~eration Barbarossa and the Formation of the Legions: June-August. 194 1. 

The German invasion of the Soviet Union was the signal for a Nazi propaganda 

campaign of continental scope exploiting the theme of "Europe united against Bolshevism". 

The hour had sounded for Germans. Italians, Romanians, Hungarians, Finns, Croatians and 

others to join the common war of European civilization against Asiatic barbarism. In response 



to Berlin's appeal, Doriot and Degrelle requested, and were granted, permission to form units 

of volunteers to fight for Europe on the immense Russian front. The journals of both Paris and 

Brussels interpreted the impending crusades of the Legion des volontaires franqais (LVF) and 

the Ligion Wallonie each according to their own ideological and political agendas. The RNP 

press, led by L'CEuvre, quickly attempted to give the new war a socialist and anti-Vichy 

coloring. A conservative France under the rule of the trusts. Maurras, Pucheu and Lehideux 

had little potential of resisting either the Kremlin abroad or its Marxist agents at home. The 

only hope to create a real socialist France was to support the victory of a red socialist Germany 

which had subdued both its communists and its financiers. Diat clearly hoped the war against 

Russia would hasten socialist development on a continental scale. enabling a post-communist 

Russia and a post-Vichy France to participate in the German-led European socialist order: 

"France is taking part ... in a revolutionary war: not a crusade of capitalism and the European 

bourgeoise against Bolshevism, but a victorious offensive of European socialism ..against the 

Kremlin and its ally, the City." 1 

In the war for European socialism envisioned by Diat, battles had to be waged by the 

RNP against low wages and the trusts at home as much as by the LVF on the military front in 

the East. Attempting to give the "Crusade against Bolshevism" a further socialist pedigree. 

L'Atelier claimed that Jean Jaurks pleaded with French socialists in 19 14 to seek alliance with 

Germany rather than Russia. If fear of Czarist Russia provoked German hostility to France in 

19 14, a common fight against its successor might end Franco-German hostility in 194 1. 

Nouveaux Temps, in its pacifist tradition, cast Hitler's legions as European peacemakers 

fighting the historic saboteur of appeasement and continental reconciliation. The best hope for 

lasting peace in Europe was a rapid German victory followed by the cooperative reconstruction 
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of a Europe free of Marxist and capitalist domination. More "bourgeois" than Deat, Luchaire 

saw the LVF less as socialist fighters than as new Jacobins waging war against a revival of the 

Ancitn r&ime on behalf of a new authoritarian Republic led by the one man who could truly 

reconcile France to Europe. Pierre Laval: "Today Europe fights against feudalisms more 

modem and also more oppressive than the former ones: the feudalism of gold. seated in the city 

of London: [and] the feudalism of Bolshevik disorder. seated in ~oscow."L 

The "Crusade" and"NapoleonicW themes were treated most extensively by 

Chateaubriant. who praised Hitler for singlehandedly quenching the flames of an atheistic 

revolution as old as Spartacus. Chateaubriant. of course. considered communism the by- 

product of a dechristianized and mechanized society and insisted that its ultimate destruction in 

France and Europe would only come about when the values expressed in Nazi Germany 

became universal. La Gerbe denied that Hitler would suffer the fate of Napoleon. for it argued 

that Stalin's antichristian persecutions weould drive the Russian peasantry into the liberating 

arms of the European forces.-' 

No one. though, welcomed a total war against communism more than the PPF. which 

emphatically denounced it as the primary enemy of the human race. as well as being the 

primary enemy of Jacques Doriot. For the PPF. a war on Marxism represented a reprieve from 

political oblivion and a chance to revert to the anticommunist language of 1938 and 1939. prior 

to the Nazi -Soviet Pact. Once again the Doriotists expressed their ideology of fascist 

collaboration in denouncing their adversaries rather than outlining schematics for European 

construction, in effect elevating the personal struggle of the apostate Leninist from St-Denis to 

the continental scale. Again reciting the atrocities of communism, Le Cri du peuple reminded 
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its readers of communism's links with British oligarchs, Freemasons, and above all. the Jews 

in an alleged "materialist" alliance endangering all European ideals. morals. habits. 

nationalities. and civilization itself. A militant fascist prepared to wage personal battle. Doriot. 

together with a thousand of his followers, enlisted in the LVF. Preparing for his departure in 

early September. the PPF leader claimed that his political philosophy. including his belief in 

Franco-German collaboration and the greatness of France. had remained more or less 

consistent since 1936. The circumstances of German victory in 1940 forced Doriot to modify. 

rather than discard. his party line. He continued to maintain that European solidarity would not 

prevent France from playing. by virtue of her history. culture and traditions. a role of premier 

rank in the New ~ u r o ~ e . ~  In the propaganda of the Aryan-fascist PPF and other fascist 

collaborators. the New Europe created itself not in the salons of the so-called Europeanists of 

dubious revolutionary pedigree, but on the battlefields of Russia in the camaraderie of 

Germanic and Celtic arms. Only by fighting on the battlefields of Russia did France earn the 

right not only to partake of the spoils of the New Order. but to be worthy of partnership with 

the Reich as a great power in an ideologically and racially organized Europe of fascist states? 

The Ligue franqaise joined the PPF in a political accord on behalf of a national fascist 

revolution. reconstruction of Europe. and opposition to communists. Jews. Freemasons, 

trusts. British agents, and the Resistance. Repeating Doriot's themes in his vulgar. bombastic 

manner. Aryan-fascist Pierre Costantini approximated Julius Streicher and Der Stiirmer in the 

lurid intensity of his rhetorical antisemitism. Costantini saw no other menace save that of the 

Jews, active in London, Washington and among the "Jew-Soviets" of Moscow. The war on 

the Russian front was nothing less than that of Jew and Aryan. and could only be resolved by 

the defeat of Stalin's "Tartars". This racial war, said the Corsican. granted Europeans the 

awareness that could only be gained in a common battle against barbarism despite their 
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frontiers, tariffs and ideologies. A Europe conceived in such a fascist spirit represented a 

realizable goal for even simple-minded nationalists needing reassurance that. even within its 

borders, Frenchmen, Italians, and Germans would retain their identities6 

The expansion of the war widened the divisions between Raymond De Becker and 

Hendrik De Man, neither of whom proved capable of launching a Belgian RNP. Le Soir was 

very enthusiastic about the "crusade against Bolshevism". De Becker's religious apostasy did 

not deter him from invoking the memory of the Teutonic Knights in praising the Third Reich as 

the rampart of Western civilization against the resurgence of the Mongols from the steppes. 

He insisted that the communist flood would submerge Belgium as easily as Hungary or 

Romania if Soviet Russia were not defeated. De Becker in 194 1 was, moreover, still an 

unqualified European in the Deat manner: Belgian patriotism would emerge from the struggle 

enlarged into European patriotism even as her independence was reduced to a mere cultural 

autonomy. Le Travail, on the contrary. greeted the formation of the Walloon and Flemish 

Legions with pacifist reservations. German control of markets and currency left Belgians no 

alternative to economic collaboration with a hopefully socialist Europe. but living on Europe's 

battleground for over a millennium caused them to become fatalistic. De Man and his writers 

readily saw the lack of European wiil in their countrymen. even warning that that lack of will 

might result in fraticide between Flemings and Walloons. Anyway, Belgians were powerless 

to affect the outcome of a war which was no longer their own. Le Travail advised its readers to 

limit their battles to the social realm rather than the military pilgrimages of the legions. Given 

their democratic habits and economic burdens. Belgians were not now to be inspired with vast 

European perspectives. The contribution they could best make to Europe was to acomplish 

their socialist revolution at home, not on the plains of Russia, for any real participation in the 

New Order could only come after a long period of recovery and reeducation? 
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Nationalist Robert Poulet displayed only slightly less reserve regarding military 

collaboration. accepting the war on Russia as necessary to the salvation of a Europe where 

tradition and Belgian patriotism could exist. While Belgians had to avoid remaining morally 

neutral in a conflict with twenty centuries of Christian civilization at stake, a divided and 

impoverished people could not fight actively at the side of Germany. Barred from being a 

Walloon Maurras due to the irnpossiblity of a Beleiaue seule, the royalist still warned his 

countrymen not to embrace collaborationisrn of the De Becker or Degrelle variety, throwing 

themselves into Hitler's arms without refle~tion.~ Poulet maintained Belgium's role in Europe 

must rest upon her own sacrosanct self-interest, rather than a misplaced confidence in the 

benevolence of the Axis: 

The new order ... has nothing in common with a romanticized love for Germany, nor with the 
treaty-making spirit that reasons as if the international jungle was ... already subject to 
... sentiment and justice. The new order, [and] continental solidarity, has nothing to do with 
these ... chimeras, but with realities [and] calmly and honorably discerned 

Le Pavs rkel viewed the entry of Europe's armies into Russia as posing the choice for 

Belgium between a Europe of tradition and social justice and a new Asiatic Nero. More 

enthusiastic about the sense of moral. political and economic solidarity accompanyin,o the 

revolution of European fascism than Poulet. JosC Streei still saw a truly united Europe as a 

possibility only for his grandchildren. Unlike De Becker, the Maurrassian Eurofascist Streel 

refused to embrace the obsolescence of the nation-state in 194 1. European unity, for Streel. 

had to come about as a slow, organic process beginning with the ideological collaboration of 

fascist, Nazi, and corporatist states: 
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It is a lot wiser to confine ... [our] efforts to what can be immediately attained. The national 
stage seems nowhere near passe as the basic form of human social organization. It is necessary 
to begin with the nations and organize their relations taking account of the new reality which 
has appeared in the course of this war: the common interest linking the nations of Europe in 
close solidarity. 10 

In the shadow of "the Crusade against Bolshevism" the divisions between iklalaurrassian 

and national-socialist Rexists continued to widen. Degrelle and Victor Matthys were much 

more fervent about Hitler's new crusade and the immediate prospects for European unity than 

Streel was. The new Legion Wallonie intended to again show the world the historic courage of 

the Walloon in battle, securing Belgian admission to the New Europe in its grand battle of 

liberation. Enlisting with his paramilitary Walloon Guards and other followers. Degrelle 

sought passage for himself, his movement and his intact country to a respected place in 

Europe's future. Far more than for any other major fascist collaborator. Hitler's war became 

his own, and each Geman or European soldier his comrade. In a memo to his Walloon 

Guards, Degrelle stated "Germany is sensitive to military valor. This battle will be a 

magnificent stage. These men will live as the leaders of the Europe of tomorrow." I 
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The Ideology of Economic Collaboration: June-December. 194 1. 

Unlike the Paris press, Le Temps and Le Figaro reported the events of the war in a very 

objective manner. even printing Allied and Soviet military communiques. The events of the 

war were described in terms of French national interest instead of a Europeanist or a 

Eurofascist crusade. The creation of the French volunteer legion passed in  virtual silence: the 

journeys and speeches of the Marshal covered the front paps. Vichy's collaboration still 

rested upon nationalist sentiments, the chief of which being that French salvation lay within 

herself and in the permanent values of her history and tradition. Throughout the summer and 

autumn of 194 1. Le Temps waged a campaign against all aspects of the European ideology of 

the Paris collaborators. Switzerland. praised as a model of European federalism, became a 

model of conditional collaboration. national autonomy and sovereignty. The racial theories of 

Doriot's Aryan-fascism were attacked by citing anthropologists to demonstrate that most 

Frenchmen were a mixture of racial types. not the pure blood progeny of blond, Nordic Gauls. 

The economic theses of the RNP appeared equally false and propagandistic in the eyes of this 

conservative paper. Anticapitalist rhetoric and calls for European autarchy made. it said, 

appealing politics but dreadful economics which could ruin continental living standards and 

destroy the solidarity of the white race as a whole. The religious aspects of the "Crusade 

against Bolshevism" expressed by La Gerbe were also criticized in view of the fact that most 

French and Belgian clergymen did not subscribe to Chateaubriant's argument that Hitler was 

defending Christianity. The Vatican itself maintained that even if the Russo-German war had a 

religious aspect, its other aspects reflected strictly worldly and political interests. There being 

no single Catholic political line. Rome. in spite of its desire to see communism eliminated, 

never envisaged a religious war against it in the manner the Church had against Islam. A 

federal Europe was unthinkable as ever in Vichy in the summer of 194 1.  A concert of 

nationalist states, however. might be possible, but only if Berlin and Rome avoided the French 

mistake of 19 18. French patriotism set limits on a peace of venegeance. Above all. Le Tem~s  

reminded its readers France would endure and revive. She had lost her North American 



empire, endured the bloodbath of the Revolution and the defeats of Waterloo and Sedan. but 

rebounded from them dl. 12 

Le Fi~aro remembered Louis IX as a symbol of France's Catholic roots and Valmy. 

where a French citizen army had crushed the legions of Prussia in 1792. as a symbol of French 

military prowess. France remained the only reality for the conservative Catholic daily. 

Europe, on the other hand. remained a collection of races and peoples incapable of feeding 

themselves. overcoming their mutual hatreds, or moving beyond the diplomacy of nationalism. 

force, and autarchy. l3 

The Vichy papers still reflected the desire of Darlan and P h i n  to revive their version of 

collaboration following the miscarriage of the Paris Protocols. Realities of French opinion and 

the hope that an overextended Germany might become increasingly dependent upon the French 

economy made it possible for the Admiral to insist upon important counter concessions from 

Germany in return for her use of Bizerte and Dakar. On July 15 Darlan actually demanded full 

French sovereignty in return for adhesion to the Axis and the desired African bases. Hitler. 

obsessed with Russia and having no illusions regarding France, considered Darlan's demands 

for a full entente outrageous and ordered all serious bilateral discussions suspended. A France 

which could not tell victor from vanquished had to recognize who had won and who had 

lost. 14 

In order. though. to ensure a pacified continent. German propagandists continued to 

mask the true imperialist nature of their policies with a flood of continued European discourse. 
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When Roosevelt and Churchill outlined their war goals of freedom for all nations in their 

Atlantic Charter of August 9, 194 1,  German commentators set forth an alternative vision of the 

Reich organizing a Europe for Europeans done. The general propaganda directives for the 

German and collaborationist presses were set down by Dr. Karl Megerle of the Foreign 

Ministry on September 27, 194 1, and included 1 .) the end of European particularism and the 

European civil war 2.)the goal of European federation under the strongest member 3.) the war 

against Britain and the USSR as a war for European unity. The Hitler-Mussolini meeting of 

August 25-29 was represented as an act of two common soldiers forging a new socialist 

Europe in defiance of the "plutocratic" dominion forshadowed in the free trade provisions of 

the Atlantic Charter. Papers linked to German industry and the Economics Ministry such as the 

Frankfurter Zeitunq were allowed to speculate on the general outlines of an emerging European 

order already being achieved without legal clauses or uniform political structure. Patterning 

itself after the decentralized feudalism of the Holy Roman Empire, the New Europe would have 

a variety of interstate relationships ranging from fief to protectorate to loose alliance all under 

the directive leadership of the Fuhrer. Economically self-sufficient. such an organic German- 

led combine of nations would leave the details of production to private industry. subject to a 

continental plan allocating the division of labor and regulating consumption within the 

Grossraum. The intellectual attempt to revive the Holy Roman Empire in Nazi fonn was one 

current in a stream of writings. meetings and staged events designed to convince Frenchmen 

and Belgians of the reality of intellectual and cukural collaboration at a time when political 

collaboration had quietly fallen from the German agenda. 15 

The most intellectual discourse among Europeanist collaborators during 1941 centered 

around the Groupe Collaboration and the Exposition de la France europeenne. Founded in 

October, 1940 by Alphonse de Chateaubriant and Jean Weiland, the former represented a direct 
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revival and continuation of the prewar ComitC France-Allemagne and was patronized by Brinon 

and Abetz. Spiritually affiliated with both the Cahiers franco-allemands and La Gerbe, the 

Groupe hosted German propagandists as well as collaborationists of both RNP and PPF 

persuasion in setting the European ideology on more academic foundations. In doing so. the 

Groupe was highly receptive to the propaganda of Megerle, Erich Welter of the Frankfiner 

Zeitung, and Max ClauS of the Deutsche Allemneine Zeitunq, 1111 of whom, as representatives 

of the "bourgeois" German press. were more sympathetic to real collaboration than the party 

ideologues of the Volkischer Beobachter or Das Schwarze Korps, the weekly of the SS. The 

Groupe considered its mission to be that of publicizing and defining the European idea for n yet 

uncomprehending French public. Marc Augier, the leader of the Groupe's youth wing, the 

Jeunesses de I'Europe nouvelle, urged its members to become pioneers in a cause which was 

still highly unpopular. In the future. he argued. the average French citizen was destined to 

own his own car. powered by synthetic gasoline and drive it on the European autobahn from 

Paris to Constantinople without changing currencies. At this time he and many others would 

recall the time when the nations of a still divided Europe massacred one another but a small 

group of visionaries demanded collaboration and a total break with the past. Augier resorted to 

other graphic images to illustrate his case. He compared the rugged individualism of the 

nineteenth century bourgeois to a solitary climber on Mt. Blanc. In contrast. he called upon 

French, German. and other youth to join hands in a European Public Service. constructing 

highways. canals, and railways, draining marshes and rebuilding devastated cities. Working 

together in such a manner, he felt. would do more to create a European spirit than hours of 

intellectual discourse. Augier himself enlisted in the LVF. urging others to follow his example. 

Acts such as this guaranteed French sincerity in what was now both a European and an 

ideological war against a doctrine of incomparable savagery Europe had rejected twenty years 

ago. There were, said Augier, practical reasons for backing the LVF as well. Augier 

considered the Russian campaign Europe's reaction to Britain's maritime blockade. 

Frenchmen who desired the wine, peanut oil, cotton, and wood of Africa. and the oil of Russia 

and the Near East and wanted to toss their ration cards in the gutter needed to recognize that 



both the idea of Lebensraurn and the victory of the European armies signified the opportunity 

of people not to go hungry. 16 

The Groupe Collaboration had little use for the conservative nationalism of the Vichy 

regime. Augier claimed to be willing to conclude an alliance with the devil himself to achieve a 

fascist socialism in Europe. The Groupe Collaboration, like the RNP, desired a French 

national-socialist regime which would follow the German model in nationalizing banks and 

railways. forcing companies to hire workers, and raising workers' pay and benefits. In 

Germany workers earned twice as much as they did in France, had more holidays, and were 

able to attend the opera. I 7  In the realm of agriculture. Marcel Bnibant. an agrarian socialist 

with strong RNP leanings, saw the need for French farmers to make Europe their "living 

space". According to Bnibant. the absence of markets for France's agricultural produce had 

stunted not only her economic growth in the form of curtailed production. but her social 

development as well in the form of excessive urbanization. Wheat production, for example, 

nine billion kilograms prior to 19 14, had slipped to eight billion between 1930 and 1939. 

Poland, Spain and the Balkan states were also unable to utilize their agrarian potential in a 

divided Europe which in spite of the Great War had still added another hundred million mouths 

since 1900. A united Europe in which farming was organized on a supranational basis would 

not only be able to feed herself. however. but would create a whole series of new light rural 

industries connected with food processing and agricultural production which would alleviate 

French unemployment while avoiding the evils of urban industrial capitalism. In becoming an 

essentially agricultural nation: 

France, therefore, would not sacrifice her industry, and it would free her from the danger of 
crowding in her cities : in spreading her factories in the countryside. even in the centers of 
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agricultural production; she will realize the ideal conditions for health. moral hygiene. security 
and dignity of life of her industrial workers. 

Braibant lent his nation agricole ideology, as well as himself. to the Exposition de la 

France europkenne, held in the Grand Palais in Paris during the summer of 194 1.  Conceived 

by Jacques de Lesdain. editor of L'Illustration, the exposition had the ardent support of 

Brinon, Abetz, Laval, Pucheu. and his lieutenant Jean Bichelonne. all of whom attended the 

opening ceremonies on June 1. Brinon opened the exhibition, outlining its essential theme of 

French agriculture in the New Europe. In its portrayals of French fields. pastures. livestock. 

and agricultural produce, the exhibition was intended as a representation of France in the 

Europe of tomorrow. The fair also provided Lesdain the opportunity to launch a journal. La 

France euro~kenne, which developed the theme of a united European market as the solution for 

the distortions in the French economy caused by liberal capitalism and narrow economic 

nationalism. In its first issue it reproduced. from the exhibition, a large map of Europe 

portraying national boundaries as castle walls illustrated the commercial stagnation engendered 

by the six thousand kilometers of new frontiers added in 19 19. A contrasting map depicted the 

major cities of a future united Europe joined by new transit lines. Her agriculture restructured 

to service a market of 400 million. her countryside clean. populated and prosperous. France 

would see the revival of her industries as well. Currently producing 20 million kilowatt hours 

of electricity. she could triple her production for an organized Europe once her power grid was 

joined to that of her neighbors. The coordination of railways. canals and new European 

autobahns would lead to new French industries such as synthetic fibers. given access to the 

cellulose of the Baltic. 19 

Given major media publicity in Paris. the Exposition gained little attention in the Vichy 

press, which found Braibant's thesis no alternative to the patient and balanced reconstruction of 

Marcel Bnibant. LIEurope. espace vital dc I'aariculture francaise (Paris. Groupe Collaboration. September 
25. 1941). 
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French unity and industry as well as agriculture. The idea that France was nothing more than 

the breadbasket of the New Order was anathema to French  nationalist^.^^ On the contrary, 

the place of France depended on not only an industrial revival, but a spiritual one as well: "We 

cannot consign our country to the mere role of an agricultural producer in a renovated Europe. 

This would ... weigh long and heavily upon our future ... and ... contribute to decadence ..." 2 I 

Le Temos complained that there were too many masochists and defeatists in Paris proclaiming 

that decadence. The renewal of France could only be accomplished in a spirit of independence 

rather than servitude. These sentiments were strongly held by Franqois Lehideux. who 

replaced Pierre Pucheu as Minister of Industrial Production on July 18, 194 1. There were 

great reservations about Lehideux in Berlin. where military intelligence saw him as a decided 

friend of Britain and his appointment as an increase in power for the opponents of 

collaboration. Truthful enough. this view was an oversimplification. for the Paris Embassy 

regarded him a loyal supporter of both economic and political collaboration. The reality lay in 

between. Lehideux being a supporter of collaboration but clearly as much as possible on 

French terms and in the French interest. 22 When he attended an exhibit on economic 

collaboration in Lyons in September. his remarks highlighted French self-confidence and 

ability rather than European ideology: "I ask [the technicians] ... to persevere in the way already 

mapped out ... of a truly French accomplishment. after taking part in the common work of 

rebuilding, with the resources of our country, the ideas and qualities of our race." 23 

If the fairs and expositions held across Germany and France in 194 I were directed at the 

Europeanists of the RNP and Groupe Collaboration, a simultaneous campaign of literary 

collaboration appealed to the more Eurofascist intellectuals inspired by Rex or the PPF. 
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Temporarily abandoning the party of Doriot. Drieu La Rochelle failed to abandon his fascist 

ideology. As a reguiar contributor to La Gerbe and editor of a revived Nouvelle revue 

francaise in 194 I .  Drieu expressed himself as the most European of fascists. maintaining close 

ties with former PPF comrades Marion and Benoist-Mechin in the Darlan government. Despite 

personal difficulties with Doriot, Drieu shared the Nordic racism of his former Chef while 

embracing the esoteric Europeanism of Chateaubriant. Returning to his "Nordic civil war" 

thesis, the unstable but gifted fascist writer further developed his analogy between the Reich 

and the northern United States. Drieu's Asia. meanwhile. organized around the core of Japan. 

Unless Europe became unified after 1940 and 194 1 in the same way America was consolidated 

after 1865, she would be unable to resist American or Asian cultuml and racial pressures. This 

highly defeatist vision of French servitude had, in reality. much more in common with the 

national-socialists De Becker and D&t than with a fascist Doriot who once uttered the line 

"France will never be a land of slaves". Drieu insisted Frenchmen had little right to complain 

of the excesses of a German-led European revolution when they themselves had produced the 

excesses of Louis X N ,  the Terror. and Napoleon. It was now as historically imperative for 

France to submit to Germany as it was for Athens to submit to Macedonia. Most of French 

history itself was. in  Drieu's mind, that of submission to greater powers such as the England 

of Henry II or the Germany of Frederick ~arbarossa.24 

Maurrassian-fascist Robert Brasillach and Je suis partout, however. believed that only a 

"French France" led by the Marshal and a French fascism. which was neither Marxist nor 

conservative in inspiration, could effectively contribute to the new fascist Europe: 

The New Europe ... will value only what the ethnic blocs which compose it value. The French 
bloc must be national-we will write nationalist- and social . A France which would not be one 
hundred percent French . with its own genius and original virtues. would have no value.25 
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Openly warring with the RNP press with its allegedly republican leanings, Je suis oartout 

found the Reich's nationalist example of more value than any European socialist revolution. 

Hardly a champion of the Church. Brasillach endorsed the crusade of the LVF on the grounds 

that the Kremlin's alliance with Protestant Anglo-Saxondom threatened France's national 

Catholic tradition. Even before the invasion of Russia. Brasillach saw Europe's salvation in 

the form of a fascism. inspired by the example of the Spanish Falange. capable of addressing 

the same injustices fueling communism with much more effective national and sociai 

remedies. 26 

Drieu. Brasillach, Abel Bonnard, Jacques Chardonne. Raymond Femandez. Andre 

Fraigneau and Marcel Jouhandeau joined the fascist and Nazi literati of fifteen countries at the 

inaugural Congress of the Societk europeenne des ~crivains in Weimar on October 18. 194 1 .  

The discourse of the conference placed the "Crusade against Bolshevism" in a racial context. 

Charlemagne. the Holy Roman Empire, the Renaissance, and the continental literary tradition 

all embodied Aryan solidarity in one form or another. Most of the writers returned from the 

conference with a renewed dedication to Eurofascism and fascist collaboration. Brasillach now 

saw nationalist tradition as meaningless unless reincarnated in a form embodying the vital. even 

pagan dynamism of Nazism while remaining essentially French in content. The myths of 

integral nationalism remained important for Brasillach. but he now. more than in the past, was 

convinced that any fascist revolution was subject to certain laws of racism. socialism. and mass 

support. More philosophical and European by temperament. Drieu found that the visit to 

Weirnar only confirmed his long-standing sentiments. The new European Germany was even 

more admirable than the France of Napoleon. German success was a result of rapport between 

the aristocracy and the people formed by universal military service; French failure arose from 

25 Donay. "A I'Europe nouvelle. i l  hut une France franqaise". Je suis panout. June 2. 1941. 
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the absence of such a popular militarism and spiritual unity due to royal and bourgeois slander 

of the warrior caste. Journeying to Berlin. which he claimed was now as supranational and 

European a city as pre- 1848 Paris had been. Drieu found reinforcement of his belief in a 

Germany dedicated to Europe as he saw Germans, Frenchmen. Greeks. Spaniards and 

Russians working in the same factories. Describing German philosophers Max Planck and 

Martin Heidegger as men of reason. Drieu now postulated no fundamental incompatibility 

between French and German intellectual traditions.= 

"Cross of Bur~undv ": Rex. the Walloons and the Empire: Julv-November. 1 94 1 

Belgians also participated in the Societe euro@enne des krivains. the originally 

Flemish delegation being joined by fascist and national-socialist Walloons such as Pierre 

Hubermont, Joseph Mignolet and Pierre Daye. Heavily represented in its ranks were members 

of the Communaute culturelle wallonne and Degrellim Rexists such as Jean Denis, Gaston 

Derycke. and the Abbe Wallez. The Holy Roman model of European integration exerted a 

particular fascination to these and other "national-socialist"-oriented Walloons who cited the 

association of Belgian regions with Carolingian. Saxon. Salian. Hohenstaufen. and Habsburg 

rulers as historical justification for total collaboration in the realm of sentiment and ideology. 

The most vocal proponent of this ideology became Degrelle himself. who easily adapted his 

Burgundian mythology to acknowledge its Imperial c0nnection.~8 

Speaking in Brussels on August 8. 194 1. Degrelle delivered one of his most 

memorable addresses as he prepared to join his fellow Rexists in the Legion Wallonie departing 

for the east. Degt-eHe considered any failure of Rexists to join Europe's other sons in the battle 

to save a thousand years of spiritual values tantamount to treason. Like Doriot. he foresaw an 
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extraordinary reconciliation of the combattants of 1914 and 1940 cementing in blood the unity 

millions desired. The LCgion Wallonie would not only help save Europe, but help construct a 

Nordic racial unity from the Baltic to the Somrne. despite the obstacles of misunderstanding 

accumulated over the centuries. Explicitly embracing a conception of European unity based 

upon the solidarity of Germanic blood, Degrelle once again repeated his new belief in the 

Germanic origins of the Walloons themselves: 

For ourselves. Walloons. French-speaking Germanics. flowing from the same race as 
our brothers to the north and east. this great rally resounds with a very special echo ... of 
our ...p ast subconsciously calling us, of civilization descending ... across our valleys via 
Treves, Koblenz. and Cologne; it is Godefrey de Bouillon. leading Germanics to 
Jerusalem ... Ligge, western bastion of the Holy [Roman] Empire for a thousand years ... our 
musicians charming the German churches of the Renaissance ... our soldiers compelling the 
admiration of Schiller ... twenty centuries of shared life ... today resurrected in the honor of 
arms. 

We are rejoining Europe, but most especially we are rejoining the Greater German 
community, which has given us the original blood we cherish. which afforded us. in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. in the tlmes of Germania Inferior, our most luxurious and 
radiant days. . . l9 

Directed by Victor Matthys following Degrelle's departure. Rex endorsed the new 

Imperial European pretensions of its leader. Almost exclusively composed of Rexist militants. 

the batallion-sized Legion Wallonie adopted as its insignia the diagonal Cross of Burgundy. 

Commenting upon the symbol's significance. Le Pavs reel maintained. in accordance with the 

Axis campaign against the Atlantic Charter, that the ideal of the Holy Roman Empire, the 

Dukes of Burgundy and Charles V was much more humane than the free-market imperialism of 

the Anglo-Saxons. The insignia of the ancient dukes represented both the Europeanization of 

local values and symbols and the adaptation of the Imperial ideal to new circumstances. 

Reflecting these themes, the Rexist Cours de mil itants clearly espoused the adaptive national- 

socialist thinking of Degrelle and Matthys as opposed to the fascist traditionalism of Streel. Its 

survey of Belgian history began with blond, Nordic Belgae resisting Caesar. then fusing with 

the new Frankish settlers to form an essentially homogenous gemaniti of Fleming and 

29 Lion Degrclle. address August 8.194 1 .  text in Ls Pays reel August 9.194 1. 



Walloon. Charlemagne. one of these Germanic Belgians. integrating the Germanic race and the 

European idea, inspired the concept of the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation. 

Mentioning the Treaty of Verdun, Lotharingia, and the Crusades. the course dismissed the 

democratic experiments of the Middle Ages in favor of the glorious epoch of the Dukes of 

Burgundy. The Imperial idea. based upon the solidarity of Germanic blood. was now revived 

courtesy of Adolf Hitler. An entire lesson of the Cours de militants was devoted to praising the 

German experience as the most grandiose form of the European revolution. Clearly directed 

against Streel. the subject material represented an attempt to undermine the Latin traditionalism 

of the Rexist movement: 

Certain shallow minds have wished to see a contradiction between the national-socialist 
and fascist revolutions. This opinion being widespread, let us say ... first of a11 that the fascist 
revolution is of a Mediterranean character whiIe the national-socialist revolution is of a Nordic 
character. 

Without question we can profit from the splendid definition fascism has -g-iven to the 
revolution of our time. On the other hand, our geographic situation, ethnic affinities. economic 
organization and the destiny of our people in Europe, draws us towards the realizations of 
German national-socialism. 30 

Fascism being merely political. only national-socialism embodied a genuine social 

revolution. its principles now being extended beyond Germany to many other European 

peoples. Belgian national-social ism, argued the course. presented some variations of its own. 

but in much the same way as Bavarian national-socialism differed from Prussian. reflecting the 

differences among Germanics as well as Germans. In his first major address as acting leader. 

on September 7, Matthys warned he would tolerate no factionalism within Rex or lack of 

support for Leon Degrelle, the thousand militants of the Legion Wallonie. or participation in the 

European "national-socialist" revolution as the only hope of Belgian survival.3 1 

30 "La Signification de nouc Croix de Bourgogne'@. Le Pays riel. August 28. 1941; CREHSGM. Archives 
Rex. 238, Rex-propagandc. Cours de militants tnremiere session.) 110.3-Histoire federakdes ancicns B e l ~ e s  j. 
Phillippe le Bon, passim; Ibid..no.3. Les rkvolutions europeennes: Le National-Socialisme allemand, pp. 1- 
2.4, 8. 

31 CREHSGM. Archives Rex. $ 138: Rex. "Message du Chef de .Rex1 3.;. V. Mathys [sic]. 7 Septembre 
1941". ibid.. 5 134. 



Appalled by the ideological drift of Rex under Degrelle. Jose Streel. guardian of 

moderate Rexist ideology, persuaded the rather inexperienced Matthys to make him leader of a 

planning body. the Service politique, designed to infiltrate Rexists into the governmental 

administration. Through this strategem. Streel hoped to continue the battle for a traditionalist . 
Maurrassian Rex and a more national fascist collaboration in place of the pro-Nazi 

Burgundimism of Degrelle and the Walloon separatism of AGRA and the CCW. Determined 

defender of a united. sovereign Belgium in a Europe of autonomous fascisms. Streel 

denounced the conception of a Walloon culture or race as a literary illusion artificially sustained 

by annexationist propaganda Emphasizing that the Legionnaires of the "Wallonie" were 

Belgians fighting for Belgium. not "Wallonia" Streel resisted the intrusion of a German 

vocabuIary into both his country and his movement. True Rexists. he said, were neither 

"fascist", "national-socialist" nor "faiangist", but products of the Belgian people themselves. 

To properly embrace the New Europe of revolutionary nationalist states. Rexists needed to 

emphasize rather than repudiate the Catholic royalist originality of their movement. Rex's 

history, brief as it was. was already too long to permit any abandonment of its attachment to 

Latinity, King, and Church. Rejecting the Germanic model of collabontion. Streel found the 

French experience only slightly less relevant to Belgians. who lacked a Vichy government. 

The administrative disorder. laziness, and ineptitude he found in French economic 

collaboration stood in contrast to the hardworking, efficient contributions of Belgian workers 

and factories to the New ~ u r o ~ e . 3 ~  

The anniversary of the March on Rome on October 28 provided Streel the opportunity 

to reiterate the relevance of the Eurofascist model. Reminding his readers of the national aspect 

of fascism, Streel detailed a European vision closer in spirit to the formulas of Rome than the 

increasingly national-socialist formulas of his party leader: 

31 C~nway."Rexisrne*~. pp. 18-20: JosC Sueel."Wallonie". Le Pavs riel. August 3. 1941; idern,"L10riginalit8 
de Rex". ibid., October 22. 1% 1 ; idem."La collaboration en Belgiquc et cn France", ibid.. October 26.194 1. 



In view of the spontaneous birth, in all countries of Europe, of movements akin to 
Fascism in fundamental conception and style. the idea is slowly imposing itself that the 
twentieth century will be as Mussolini once proclaimed. the century of fascism. 

The twentieth year of the Fascist Era will undoubtedly not pass without this formula of 
popular life. so remarkably adapted to the needs of our time, having made its tour of Europe. 
not only by the prestige of victorious arms, but by the rallying of ... at least the [politically] 
conscious part of the peoples to the sole political creation offering them salvation.33 

Streel became even more frank in November. warning that Rexist orthodoxy in no way 

implied enthusiasm for German uniforms and titles. As Belgians were never strong enough to 

resist the appeal of foreign ideology. he insisted that those who based their collaboration upon 

nationalist realism and a Eurofascist solidarity be respected in spite of persistent anti-German 

sentiments. The "Burgundian" notion of Belgium becoming the foyer of the European spirit 

sounded simply too Germanic for Streel. who preferred to limit Belgium's contribution to 

economic collaboration and a very limited endorsement of thc Walloon Legion. which he 

insisted on seeing as an anticommunist Belgian Legion. Nonetheless. he praised the fact that 

Belgium's economic contribution to the New Europe was. in his view. more sincere than that 

of Vichy France. in that the former now contributed dl of her agriculture and machine tools. 

plus half of her industry and 350.000 of her workers to the cause of collabomtion. 34 

The Relaunching of the RNP and Polarization of Collaboration: September-December. 194 1 .  

In October. 194 1 virtually all Europeanist and fascist collaborators believed that Hitler's 

victory was only a matter of weeks away. The capture of Odessa and Kiev. the siege of 

Leningrad. the annihilation of entire Soviet armies and the resumption of the German advance 

on Moscow suggested a Soviet colIapse was imminent. The fall of Moscow, it was feared in 

Vichy circles, would not only place London in an untenable position but the Vichy regime as 

well, opening the way at last for a far more collaborationist government. Both the RNP. led by 

33 Idem.."te SiCcIe du faxisme". ibid.. October 30. 1941. 

34 Idem.."Ln collaboration et son esprit'*. ibid.. November 16. 1941: idem."Ln contribution belge 3 1- Europe 
nouvelle", ibid.. November 28, 1941. 



a convalescent Diat. rapidly recovering from an attempted assassination on August 27. and the 

PPF, supervised by its Politburo following the September 4 departure of Doriot. began to 

formulate the strategies that would characterize their mutual confrontation in 1943. 

The attempt to unite the national-socialist RNP and the fascist MSR finally ended in 

failure. Following the creation of the LVF Eugene Deloncle became its first president . At this 

time the Cagoulard began to plot to seize control of the RNP. First. his supporters intended to 

have Dkat's followers recruited for work in Germany. Secondly. Diat himself was 

programmed for assassination. The Resistance, though. upstaged Deloncle when one of its 

members, Paul Colette, seriously wounded both Diat and Laval at an LVF ceremony in 

Versailles on August 27, 194 1. The attempted assassination of both Laval and D h t  by 

resistant Paul Colette on August 17 provided Dkat the pretext for dissolving the incompatible 

union. Believing that Deloncle and his followers had masterminded the attempt on his life. he 

ordered all MSR militants to leave the RNP while pro-Diat militants seized RNP offices. Left 

on its own, the MSR, its followers concentrated in Paris. Burgundy. and Champagne. quickly 

reasserted itself as the most violent of fascists. dynamiting synagogues and attempting. like 

Doriot. to court the S S . ~ ~  

The formal relaunching of the RNP and its campaign for Europeanist collaboration took 

place on November 9. 194 1 at the Palais de la Mutualit6 in Paris. Now fully under DCat's 

control. the 20,000-strong RNP. heavily concentrated in Paris. Normandy. Anjou. Touraine. 

and Bordeaux, rededicated itself to becoming an avowedIy and officidly national-socialist mass 

party. DCat and Georges Albenini reaffirmed their commitments to state control of production 

and credit, increased benefits for workers, curtailment of corporate trusts. and an uninhibitedly 

Europeanist collaboration. The socialism of the party, involving state control of production 

and credit. reproduced the accomplishments of the Reich on a French scale. In reciting all of 

his traditional themes, Dkat added a new emphasis upon Hitler as the model socialist leader and 

champion of socialist Europe. The forces closing in on Moscow, he assened, carried the 

35 Gordon. "Condottieri". pp.269-73: Burrin. La derive fasciste, pp.397-9: Diat. Memoires, pp.629-4 1 : idem. 
Journal, September 15- 16, 23-26. October 2. 12. 18. 194 1 .  



banners not only of Europe, but of her Fuhrer, whose dedication to socialism Dkat regarded as 

more sincere than that of the entire Second International. Hitlerian socialism prepared to 

revolutionize Europe as soon as the hordes of Stalin and the mercenaries of Fleet Street were 

beaten. The process was destined to transform France herself if the RNP could inspire her 

masses and secure the return of Laval. Derit hoped that Hitler's continental socialism would 

sweep away the Darlan regime, its capitalist "synarchy", its reactionary Labor Charter. and its 

pretense of collabontion conducted in a nationalist manner and spirit. The conservatives of 

Vichy collaborated, but the level of their collaboration depended upon the day-to-day situation 

on the Eastern front. Desire for Embassy support. growing antisemitic measures in Berlin. 

Paris and Vichy and accusations of sympathy for Jews and Freemasons caused D&t to adopt a 

more racist discourse, publicly banning Jews from RNP membership and timidly calling for 

solution of the Jewish Question on a genetic instead of a religious basis. Strongly defending 

Freemasons, though. Deat remained a reluctant antisemite, reserving his true hatred for Vichy's 

generals. admirals, clerics, and capitalists who lacked his commitment to a national-socialist 

Europe. Attacking the "humanistic universalism" of Vichy for setting Latins against 

Gerrnanics. Catholics against atheists. and spiritualists against materialists. DCat felt the 

traditionalist regime had to be suppIanted with a more racially conscious one, but one far more 

moderate than the Aryan-fascist model of ~oriot.36 

The departure of Jacques Doriot to the front accentuated the contrast between Dkat's 

RNP and the fascist collaboration of the PPF. Despite continued verbal hommage to the 

Marshal. Doriot's alliance with Vichy ceased to function. Le Cri du peuple in the autumn of 

36 idem. November 9.1941 ; Marcel Dtat. J4mveaux dtpart. nouveaux combats: discours de Marcel Mat. 9 
4 1 .  Pala's de la Mutualit Novembre 19 I t5 (Paris. E.Dubois. 194 1 ); idem,"Collaboration?. mieux encore 

reconciliation". L'CEuvre, September 3, 194 1 : idem."Pas d'unitk dans I't5quivoque. ibid..September 14- 15.194 1 : 
idem,"Du rusemblement au parti", ibid.. September 17. 194 1 ; idem."L'AI~emagne a sauvk I'Europe". ibid.. 
September 30,1941 ; idem."Les Europkens et les autres", ibid.. October 3,194 1 ; idem,"Considerations sur la 
maqonnerie, ibid.. October 7.194 1;  idem." Rtponse 5 un jesuite dkguisk en bibliothecaire". ibid.. October 9, 
194 1 ; idem."Plus que jamais rassemblement", ibid.. October 10. I94 1 ; idem."La bataille pour I'Europe", ibid.. 
October 12- 13, 194 1 ; idem." Un seule homme deciders", ibid.,October 14, 194 1 ; idern."La paix plus difficile 
que la guerre", ibid., October 15. 194 1; idem,"Tfiches prochaines", ibid.. October t 6.194 1 ; idcm."coIlaboration 
rkvolutionnaire". ibid.. October 17.194 1 ; idem,"Un an depuis Montoirc", ibid.. October 22.194 1 ; idem. "Les 
nouveaux attentistes", ibid.. November 1,1941: idem."Qui crop attend manque le train", ibid.,November 9- 10. 
194 1 ; idem."Rdgime cancereux". ibid.. November 1 1. 1941 ; idem."Cortitge de la monarchie", ibid., November 
18. 1941. 



194 1 stili being somewhat more tactful in its condemnations of Vichy's conservatism. 

capitalism and attentism than the press of the RNP. Interior Minister Pierre Pucheu. 

meanwhile. forbade the PPF as well as the RNP from holding public meetings in unoccupied 

France. Repudiated by the Marshal. the party intensified its efforts to court the Abwehr and 

SS. going far beyond the RNP in racist and antisemitic rhetoric of the most demagogic 

character. Demonizing Jews as the integrating force in the "plutocratic-Bolshevist" conspiracy 

against Europe, the PPF demanded their sterilization. expulsion, and internment as the means 

of safeguarding the alleged purity of the Aryan French r a ~ e . 3 ~  Under the direction of Henri 

Lkbre. the Eurofascist ideology of the PPF continued to be expressed in its traditional terms of 

military, ideological. and now racial solidarity: "Europe [is] in the process of forging i tsei f. 

Less. possibly as a result of the direct efforts of Germany than by those of the enemies of our 

continent. thanks to the judicious positions that the Third Reich has known how to takeU.3S 

Doriot still argued that a fascist France was the prerequisite for a European France. His zeal to 

purge France of Jews, leftists. and crypto-parliamentarians did not extend. however. to the 

clergy. whom he hoped to enlist as an In harmony with its appeal to French 

traditionalist ideology. the PPF rejected the anticlericalism of the RNP and warmly welcomed 

the support of Cardinal Baudrillart, who praised both the party and the LVF as an active 

illustration of the France of the Middle Ages and a new chivalry of the twentieth century4 

37 Brunet.Doriot, pp.358-59: M.L.Smith. T h e  Anti-Bolshevik Crusade and Europe". in M.L. Smith and P e w  
M.R. Stirkeds . Making the New Europe: European Unitv and the Second World War (London, Pintcr 
Publishers. 1990). pp.58-6 I: "Le Juif et la France". Le Cri du ~eunle,  September 5. 194 1. 

38 Henri Lkbre. "L'Europe se for~e*'. ibid.. November 10. 194 1.  

Henri Ltbre."La Fmnce rentre en Europe". ibid..October 1. 194 1 : idem.*'Pour un attentiste". ibid.. October 
3. 1941: idem."L'organisation de I'Europe". ibid.. October 10. 1941; idem. "Le communisme ne sera vaincu 
que par Ic socialismc communitaire". ibid.. October 6. 194 I ; idem."Rtinonpit-il pour autant i Ics compter 
parmi les plus grnnds serviteurs de la grandeur franqaise?". ibid..October 7, 194 I ; "Sentimentalit6 et 
populariti". ibid.; Libre. "Les faits sont les plus forts", ibid.. October 10. 1941; ibid..Vauquelin."Dcs parrains 
pour la Ligion": "Le grandiose hommage i Jacques Doriot et la Legion", ibid., October 27.194 1 ; Lkbre. 
"L'Europc se forge". ibid.. November 10. 194 1 : id em."^ I'Europe nouvelle. France nouvelle". ibid,. November 
12.1941. 

40 Cardinal Baudrillart quoted in Maurice-Ivan Sicard. "Son ~minence le Cardinal Baudrillart vous park...'*. 
ibid.. December 4. 193 I .  



If the new revolutionary strategy of the RNP was represented in its national-socialist 

program, that of the PPF was represented by the 2.600 man Legion des volontaires franqais. 

which Doriot sought to convert into a PPF militia Towering above his fellow recruits. 

Lieutenant Doriot journeyed with them to the training camp of Deba in Poland. 250 miles east 

of Cracow. Donning German uniforms and taking an oath to Adolf Hitler. the poorly trained 

and politicized soldiers of the LVF. now known as the 638th Regiment of the Wehrmacht. 

were confronted with a process of partial denationalization. The Germanization process. which 

clearly illustrated Hitler's attitude towards his coIlaborationist admirers and their illusions more 

than any treatise, remained concealed by the images of European military solidarity presented in 

the reports of the Doriot press. Le Cri du peuple published images of Swastika and Tricolor 

flying side by side, reported the joint singing of the Horst Wessel Lied, Deutschland ober 

Alles and La Marseillaise and quoted the Legion's commander. Colonel Henri Labonne. on the 

salvation of Western culture against the return of Attila the Hun. Le Cri du peuple sought to 

project the image of a fascist Europe forming on the battlefield. An interview with a Legion 

officer. likely a PPF member. yielded a clear exposition of the party's racist European 

ideology: "A flame bums in the eyes of these volunteers. who are at the same time Frenchmen 

and Aryans. They are defending not only their homeland. not only Europe. but their race. 

attacked on all levels ... by all Jewish ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n s " ~ ~ .  The war against communism, finance 

capitalism, and democracy was. to the PPF. all part of a single war of white Europerans 

against the supposed systems of the Jew. The existence of the LVF. meanwhile. testified that 

this war involved flesh-and-blood combat more than intellectual theorizing and even economic 

collaboration. Doriot and his comrades-in-arms in Russia were, in their own minds, the real. 

fighting. European France in spite of their limited numbers, and, as such. would serve to 

represent her at the final peace table. 42 

Tony GuCdel. "A In Veille du combat la Lfgion franpise prete serment". ibid.. October 10.1941. 

42 "LC ricit dlun officier de la Legion conue le bolchevisme. retour de Russie'*. ibid.. October 20. 1941 



The same Nazi contempt for genuine collaboration which forced the LVF to wear 

German uniforms also inspired Berlin's persistent glacial response to Admird Darlan's 

ceaseless attempts to revive the mirage of nationalist collaboration. Faced with the twin threats 

of an emergent and now heavily communist Resistance and a Laval government. not to mention 

a Gauleiter. Darlan attempted to centralize political power in his own hands. The Interior 

Ministry was placed in the hands of Pierre Pucheu who tried to appease Hitler with increased 

repression against both communists and Jews. This same repression was also extended to both 

RNP and PPF activities in southern France. Continued privation. mounting public anger over 

German execution of hostages and diminishing German confidence in the Vichy regime clearly 

exposed the hollowness of its formula of conditional state collaboration.43 

The government itself reflected the abiding split between ruling nationalist 

conservatives and the more Europeanist or fascist Marion. Brinon and Benoist-MCchin. who 

attempted to impose their views on press and regime alike. Recycling the themes of both his 

former mentors D&t and Doriot. Marion attempted to sanctify them in the name of Petain. 

claiming accord between Nazism and French revolutionary ideals. seeing France's mission as 

that of contributing Christian humanistic values to the New Europe in the same manner as the 

France of Pascal and Rodin. The Marshal and the bulk of the Vichy regime. however. still 

desired to be anticommunist and in favor of collaboration without appearing to be ovenly pro- 

German. European discourse, aside from statements of Marion. Brinon. and Benoist-Michin. 

virtually disappeared from most of the press of unoccupied France. The anniversary of 

Montoire. cited in Paris as a reminder of the need for a return to the European diplomacy of 

Pierre Laval, was treated by Le T e m ~ s  with a terse reprinting of the official communiquCs and 

a reminder that in collaborating with Germany France bound herself to no clauses 

compromising her honor or unity. L'Action francaise once more revived the classic formula 

that only the Marshal was capable of negotiating a modus vivendi with ~erlin.44 

Paxton. Vichv France, pp. 122-28. 
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The opening week of December was filled with foreboding for both the nationalist 

collaboration of Vichy and the rival alternatives offered by the RNP and the PPF. A secret 

meeting between Marshals PCtain and Goering in the French town of St.-Florentin on 

December demonstrated once and for all that the French and German visions of Europe 

remained irreconcilable. Pktain once again insisted that he be given the opportunity to present 

the French public with a list of concrete benefits that they would obtain through a policy of 

collaboration. Again the Manhal presented the July 15 memorandum of Darlan offering to 

trade membership in the Axis for a restoration of French sovereignty Goering, of course. 

found this proposition absurd in light of the fact that Germany rather than France had won the 

battles of 1940 and now she was being asked to just withdraw from France and forfeit her 

victor's privileges. France preached collaboration. Goering icily observed. but her factories 

contributed only half-heartedly to Germany's war to deliver Europe from Bolshevism and 

plutocracy and her navy not at a11.45 

At the beginning of December. as the final battle for Moscow unfolded, the 

conservatives of Vichy and the national-socialists of Paris remained as far apart as ever. In 

spite of the St. FIorentin meeting's total lack of agreement. Marcel D k t  and his new "leftist" 

RNP took Goering's vague promises of a French role in the New Europe seriously. Once 

again L'Euvre proceeded to outline its alternative vision of a European peace. Economic 

collaboration. Franco-German peace and national renewal were treated as an organic whole. 

DCat considered the 194 1 accords 3n economic collaboration creating Francolor and the Comite 

eurowen automobile as the prelude to many more agreements which would create a self- 

sufficient European economy and require the control of money. credit and pricing within and 

among the various states. Harmonization of national-socialist regimes would eventually permit 

Bnmswick, April. 1969). pp.37-39: WPIS, "France". nos. 100- 108. September 4-October 29. 194 1 inclusive: 
RFP, A. 194 1, pp. 825. 884-85. - 
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a European currency, military and stable relations after which a treaty of peace could be 

concluded as a formality.46 

In contrast, the Vichy press. expecting even less from St. Florentin than from 

Berchtesgaden and Montoire exhorted France to trust in the jud,pent and leadership of the 

Marshal alone. for he done had defined a sane and realistic course of collaboration. Giving the 

meeting factual coverage, Le Temps and Le Figaro offered sparse commentary. provoking the 

comment from Radio Paris that, in France at least. silence meant disapproval. Le Temps, 

nevertheless, subtly criticized the RNP and Luchaire by publishing an attack on the League of 

Nations and the Europeanist illusions it represented. The endless Europeanist cacaphony of the 

1920's. in which many of the national-socialists of Paris once participated. merely hid the fact 

that these liberal and neo-socialist ideologues neither understood each other nor reality. 

Anyone, said the Temps, could speak of the harmony of nations. but nations were made up of 

people. It was presumptuous and cynical to think that Briandism alone held the key to 

international understanding. Fashionable as it was to "speak European" in the 1 920's. 

Briand's attempts to construct peace with the methods of the Sorcerer's Apprentice were 

doomed from the start both then and now: 

In Paris and our provinces where the puddles of Briandism have stagnated. they [still] 
emphatically "speak European" ... What are the roots of this "European" idiom ?... Did it not 
spontaneously generate from the ancient soil of human vanity'? Such ... pride made the 
bricklayers of Babel such powerless jabberers ... the pride of the ignoramuses of histo ry...47 

In the absence of Doriot. 1.500 members of the PPF gathered in Paris on December 7. 

1941. The presence in their ranks of Count Serpeille de Gobineau. a descendant of the racist 

aristocrat who now inspired PPF ideology was highly symbolic of the evolving strategy of the 

46 "Europe socialiste". L'Euvre. December 2. 194 1 ; Marcel Diat.*'Politique interieure de lvEurope*'. ibid.. 
December 3,1941: idem, December 3. 1941; idem,"Europe sociaIiste. France europeenne". ibid.. December 5 .  
194 1 ;  idem."Qui donc defend l'intkret national?". ibid.. December 6. 1941; idem."Et s'il n'y avait pas de trait6 
de paix?", ibid., December 7.194 1 .  

47 "Aprks la rencontre PCtain-Goering". Le Temps. December 4.194 1 ;  ibid.."Discretion opponune": Jean 
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fascist party. If the RNP now amounted to a neo-socialist party with Nazi trappings, the PPF 

evolved as a fascist party preaching a truculent doctrine of Nordic supremacy and solidarity. 

The assembled Doriotists in Paris heard a round of speeches of unprecedently antisemitic 

content while they paid homage to their leader and LVF comrades near Moscow. During 

September and October, the 2.600 man Legion, encamped in Poland. formed into two 

batallions of militants. one composed of PPF. the other MSR. Both Doriot and Deloncle 

quickly strove to turn the entire regiment to their own political purposes. In training, 

equipment, and leadership, meanwhile, the political soldiers of the Legion remained far below 

Wehrmacht standards. In late November the legion, retracing many of the steps trod by 

Napoleon. entered the German line at Djukovo, not far from the famous 18 12 battlefield of 

Borodino. Hoping to march into Moscow in a matter of days and therefore make the German 

victory a European one. the disorganized and abominably led fascist collaborators were among 

the first to receive the rude surprise about to descend upon the entire German arrny in Russia. 

Celtic blood and fascist virility were no match for the Russian winter and the thousands of 

fresh Siberian troops amassed by General Georgi Zhukov to defend Moscow. The LVF was 

instantly routed during the first week of December as the Soviet reserves descended upon an 

overconfident and overextended Gerrnan army.48 

The New Europe. now stretching from the Atlantic to the Black and Baltic Seas. was. 

for the first time. thrown on the defensive. Within both Paris and Brussels. the hopes of the 

collaborators, already frustrated by lack of German attention, were now further complicated by 

the resurgence of the Soviet army. There would be no triumphant victory parades for the LVF 

or the Legion Wallonie in 194 1 or even early 1942. DOat in Paris, as well as Doriot and 

Degrelle in Russia now realized that their dreams of power might not be realized as quickly as 

they had anticipated. The impending intensification of the war, though, suggested that the 

Vichy regime. at least in its current form, was doomed. As 1941 drew to a close, Europeanists. 

nationalists. and fascists looked to the strategies they had perfected during the previous year to 

48 '*Le magnificent rkunion PPF h Magic City". Le Cri du peuple. December 8. 1941; PA AA R2959 11 
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win them power in the coming year. strategies which now were clearly defined. Those who 

were once followers of Coudenhove-Kalergi, Aristide Briand, and Edouard Didier tried to 

perpetuate their ideals in the form of a Nazified collaborationist socialism. Those. on the other 

hand, who were fascist admirers of Mussolini now donned German uniforms and incorporated 

native variants of racism akin to that of KitIer. The divide of fascist and national-socialist 

which took place between parties in France, also took place within the Rexist party of Belgium. 

Yet to be decided in 1942 and beyond was the underlying question of whether Europe should 

be organized along the lines of race or of nation. 



CHAPTER FIVE: 

"LA GUERRE DES CONTINENTS": 
EUROPE IN TOTAL WAR: DECEMBER, 194 1 -JUNE, 1942. 

Between December 6 and December 1 1. 194 1 the character of World War 11 changed 

irrevocably. The massive counteroifensive of the Red Army. which continued for four 

months. signified that the victory of the New Order was by no means immediate or even 

certain. The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the subsequent Axis declarations of war on 

the United States meant that World War II was no longer confined to Europe and its environs 

but a conflict of global proportions. What the Axis press described as a "War of Continents" 

also became more than a war between European nations in the classic sense. The Paris press 

and its Brussels counterpart quickly adopted Goebbelst "War Of Continents" theme. which 

each paper varied according to its own world-view. The premise that a new revolutionary 

Europe had to now unite in battle against both capitalist America and communist Asiatic Russia 

was variously interpreted by the RNP. PPF, Francistes. Soir, and Rex. In one way or 

another. all of the national-socialist Europeanist and fascist papers made it clear that the "War 

of Continents" was also a totalitarian war of social systems. races. and irreconcilable 

ideologies. Attempting to preserve a policy of collaboration based upon purely nationalist 

considerations. the regime of Admiral Darlan. Pierre Pucheu. and Franqois Lehideux. 

meanwhile, became an anachronism in the intercontinental warfare of 1942. The return of 

Pierre Lava1 and his adoption of a much more servile policy of economic collaboration. 

however, only persuaded the RNP and the PPF to intensify their campaigns for power. 

The similarities between the Europeanist RNP and the Brussels k Soir and UTMI 

were limited by the political realities of the Belgian occupation which permitted no collaboration 

d'itat. The nationalist and Eurofascist coIlaboration of Robert Poulet and Josi Streel . more 

Europeanist than the politics of the Vichy regime. was ineffectual in the absence of a united 

Belgian government. Finally. the radicalization of the Third Reich benefitted the blatantly 

imitative Nazi autonomist movements whose ideology was directly linked to the German 



concept of Mitteleuro~a and presented a challenge even to national-socialist Rexists whose 

ideology tried to adapt Nazi ideas to Belgian traditions and realities. 

The RNP and PPF in Global War : December. 194 1 -March. 1942. 

DCat and De Becker pictured Europe's war as one of economic and social systems: 

Chateaubriant joined Doriot. Bucard. and Degrelle in seeing a war of Christendom against 

materialism. if not Aryan against Jew. Both Europeanist and fascist collaborators also hoped 

to profit from the growing radicalization of a German Reich which now saw itself threatened 

by continental superpowers on both flanks and their alleged Jewish agents within. The RNP 

welcomed the mobilization of Europe's Iabor as an opportunity for further socialization and 

economic integration. while the PPF and the national-socialists in Rex saw the rise of Heinrich 

Himmler and his SS as the key to an alliance of ideology and power based on race. The 

secession of the MSR from the RNP effectively furthered the segregation of fascist and 

national-socialist in France. No longer a fusion of neo-socialist and neo-Maurrassian, Dkat's 

movement, despite its authoritarian trappings, was now primarily drawn from radicalized 

socialists, syndicalists. liberals, and republicans who freely described themselves as national- 

socialists, but never as fascists. RNP literature emphasized the social and economic aspects of 

the Reich as  a precedent for France to follow. Racism remained a minor aspect of RNP 

discourse at the time of Pearl Harbor. and the heroic appeals to violence one found in the PPF. 

MSR, Francistes, Ligue franpise, or l e  suis partout were completely absent. There were 

plenty of appeals to social justice, however, and Goebbels' declaration of intercontinental war 

afforded L'CEuvre and L'AteIier the chance to represent the new war as a global neo-socialist 

crusade. Europe's enemies, after all, represented either Anglo-Saxon capitalists or their state- 

capitalist Soviet mercenaries: "The current war is the confrontation of two continents, and also 

of two economic systems, of two ... civilizations. But even here, economics is the basis of 

all."! The stunning advance of the Japanese, the new offensive of Rommel, and the victories 

Les principes du national-socialisme.'. RNP Informations, December 25. 1941. IHTP RF 27: "Les 
rdalisations national-socialistes". ibid., January 10, 1942. IHTP ibid.; Marcel D h t ,  "Une seule guerrc, une 



of the U-boats off the American shore were mere herdds of a worldwide socialist revolution 

and the collapse of the doctrines of Adam ~rnith.2 

The RNP press made it clear, though, that their main enemy still lay in Vichy. not 

Washington or Moscow. As far as Deat was concerned, Darlan's form of nationalist 

collaboration was based on mere technical arrangements and, as was conservatism itself. 

nothing short of treason in a totalitarian "War of Continents". In a war of national-socialist 

Europe against an anti-European capitalism, he argued that one could never be a conservative 

and a good European, for conservatism was anti-European by definition. A regime based upon 

resigned nationalism considered the New Europe but a hazy abstraction; true revolutionaries 

possessed a genuine affection for both Europe and socialism. the two being inseparable. 

Despite the fact Deat desired his socialist Europe at almost any price. including German 

victory, he still insisted that France be national-socialist in the adaptive rather than the Nazi 

fashion. In spite of her surrender of full independence in terns of credit. production. and 

institutions, France in DCat's New Europe still remained France? 

Concentrating more on specifics. LIAtelier insisted that France's potential major 

weapon in the "War of Continents" was her workers, ready to be sent en masse to German 

factories in order to boost war production and learn the theory and practice of real socialism 

and continental labor solidarity. Francis Delaisi, the former Paneuropa-Union and Jeune 

Europe enthusiast. hoped each European country might then adopt its own Four-Year Plan. 

coordinated with others to form a single European economy. Delaisi proposed a European 

Labor Corps to help create highways. silos, synthetic fuel plants, and even credit exchanges to 

-- - - 

seule r6volution". L'Euvre, December 10. 1941; idem, "Causes profondes de la guerre". ibid., February 10. 
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allow the peasants of Hungary and Romania to trade in French and German rather than 

American markets. United by this totalitarian. national-socialist variant of neo-socialism. 

Europeans promised to defeat the international capitalism which united and financed their 

enemies, for this was, above all, a war of economic systems. The trusts of New York. 

London. and Vichy were. for Deat and Delaisi, fighting a losing cause. as the eventual junction 

of German and Japanese armies in either Iran or India would deny them control of the planet.4 

The more elitist Nouveaux Temos expressed the idea of a continental national- 

socialism in a manner more appealing to Paris professionals of Iiberal background. Jean 

Luchaire and Guy Crouzet retained more attachment to the notion of personal freedom than the 

more egalitarian Diat. Only a European economy mobilized for global war. they aserted, truly 

freed the individual from the overproduction. unemployment and misery generated by the 

theories of Anglo-American market capitalism. The theme of a Europe unified through the 

efforts of her youth remained with Luchaire since the interwar years. Les Nouveaux Temps 

now considered the war to be a war not only for the children of the Generation of 19 14. but for 

the grandchildren of all now fighting to defend Europe and the humanist values Luchaire 

claimed Europe represented. The writers of the Nouveaux Temps, like Deat. had little stomach 

for racism or antisemitism beyond what they saw as politically expedient. The powers behind 

Roosevelt and Churchill were reviled more as plutocrats than as Jews, the ethnicity of the 

Anglo-American leadership being less important than its their adhesion to low wages. cheap 

labor and lack of job security for Europe's masses: " If you believe the endless sermons 

coming from the City or the White House. ... the whole International of High Finance. joined 

Georges Albertini. "La Bataille de Moscou". L'AteIier, October 18. 194 1 ; Aim& Rey. *'L%alie. L'Allernagne. 
et la France devant la question sociale". ibid., November 15. 194 1 ;  Ren6 Mesnard. "La France devant son 
destin", ibid.. December 20, 1941; Francis Delaisi. "Les salaries allemands sont Ics plus clcves qu'il y ait 
actuellement en Europe, ibid., October 25, 194 I ; idem. "Les salaries europdens s'alignont ils sur les 
allemands'?", ibid.. November 1, 194 1 ; idem. "Grands travaux europkens" . ibid.. November IS, 194 1 ; idem. 
"Conversation h la foire de Leipzig". ibid.. January 3 1. 1942. 



with the Bolsheviks. is fighting to restore to us a freedom they wouldn't let us have before the 

war." 5 

Much as the national-socialists allied with the RNP delighted in denouncing the 

capitalist threat, they by no means ignored the menace advancing in the east. With Staiin's 

reserves continuing to drive the Germans back from the gates of Moscow and inflicting huge 

casualties, Europeanist collaborators neglected the Asian aspect of the "War of Continents" at 

their own peril. Consequently, the LCgion des volontaires franpis took on a political 

importance in Paris far out of proportion to its limited military value. The RNP insisted many 

Legionnaires desired Europeanism and socialism as ends in themselves: the Nouveaux Temps 

considered this motley collection of career fascists and soldiers of fortune as the embodiment of 

the deepest currents of European history from Charlernagne to Napoleon. La Gerbe gave the 

soldiers themselves less attention, considering the spiritual dangers of communism more 

sinister than even the tanks and Siberian soldiers which threatened to submerge Europe: 

"Bolshevism wages war on God. the inventors of God, and the profiteers of God. Bolshevism 

aspires to replace Christianity. Having superseded religion, it  is a religion. the religion of anti- 

God, of ~n t ichr i s t . "~  

Promotion of the LVF and the menace it was intended to combat was of much more 

importance to Doriot. Costantini, and other "Aryan-fascists" who thrived on racism and action. 

The PPF gave the "War of Continents" a plainly racist dimension, enlisting in it under the 

banner of the most extreme antisemitism. Party mythology painted a portrait of LVF militants 

joining forces with the armies of Germans, Hungarians, Romanians. Italians. and the legions 

of other Nordics and Aryans to defeat the Slavic and Mongolian shock troops of the Anglo- 

Jewish oligarchs headquartered in New York. London and Washington. Le Cri du peu~le  left 

no doubt that it considered the "War of Continents" a war of Jewish inspiration. European 

Guy Crouzet. "Aux avant-postes de I'Occident". Nouveaux Temps, January 26. 1942: idem. "La gucrre dc 
I'Europe". ibid.. February 2. 1942. 
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Alphonse de Chateaubriant. "Pour les volontaires franpis". Gerbe, February 5. 1932; Paul Demrtsy, "LC 
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unity in global war. moreover, was grounded not in economic planning and social welfare but 

the comradeship of the battlefield and the bonds of Nordic blood. Above all. Europeans 

needed to be united in their hatred of the racial and religious force alleged to be behind 

Churchill's Grand Alliance: the International Jew: 

Real unity does not stem from common friendships alone. It is equally cemented by common 
hatreds .... Judaism, wearing the masks of Masonry, capitalism and Marxism is no better 
represented than by Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin. Their alliance ... will help to forge against 
them the unity of France as it is already achieving the unity of Europe? 

No one hoped to capitalize more on this militant and racist version of Eurofascism than 

LVF Lieutenant Doriot. In February. 1942 he returned from the front dressed in his gray 

German uniform to address a rally of 30.000 collaborationists of all parties in the Paris 

Velodome d'Hiver. Even the contrasting manners of Doriot and Diat underlined the 

differences in their creeds. In full uniform, the burly fascist giant towered over his professorial 

rival. While Dkat lectured. Doriot harangued. Waving his muscular arms, the latter recounted 

in grim detail the atrocities of Stalinist Russia against worker, peasant. and priest, all of which 

allegedly lay at the foot not of the Russians but of Jewish Zionist oligarchs for whom 

communism was said to be merely a tool. 

The propaganda themes of the PPF were dramatized for mass consumption in the form 

of a March Paris exhibition. bolshevisme contre LIEurope sponsored by the Comiti 

d'action antibolchevique of Paul Chack . Tableaus depicting mass murder. typhus-ridden labor 

camps, homble prisons. and the nefarious words of Trotsky, Kamenev. Zinoviev. Radek and 

other communists of Jewish origin were all designed to imply that the savage regime menacing 

Europe was essentially Jewish in its inspiration. A large map depicted the Communist 

International as an octopus strangling France, and a wall-sized mural of Pktain meeting Hitler 

was captioned "The Awakening of Europe". The exhibition was flagrantly pro-Doriot, 

Henri Lbbre. "SoliduitC franpise, solidariti euro@ennel*. Le Cri du peu~le ,  January 22. 1942: F.Mauricc 
Gorjux. "Vers unc Jeunessc europtienne", ibid.; Lkbre. "L'ennemi commun". ibid.. February 3. 1942. 
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(Paris, Les ~dit ions de France. 1942). pp. 1 20-42. 



concluding its tableaus with one quoting the anticommunist prophecies of the fascist leader. A 

PPF brochure, circulated at roughly the same time as the exhibition, combined photographs of 

European volunteers with citations from Axis leaden, including Petain. in an effort to depict 

the largely German invaders of Russia as a European army united with one will and purpose 

against Bolshevism 

Doriot's propaganda campaign was supported by Pierre Costantini who. predictably. 

made much of the fact that the anticommunist volunteers retraced Napoleon's historic route of 

march. The small but noisy Ligue franpise endorsed ail the PPF's themes in a manner which 

made even Doriot sound respectable. Aryan idealism it said. was destined to defeat "Jewish 

materialism" in the "War of Continents" as Hitler's Napoleonic genius confounded the ghettos 

of London. Moscow and New York. Japan would easily conquer Australia and help Germany 

defeat Britain in India and the Mediterranean, leaving an isolated and leaderless America to face 

them without military experience. Costantini proceeded to utter the chilling prediction that the 

war would result in the progressive elimination of all Jews from Europe.10 

Lucien Rebatet of Je suis  arto out. a former Maurnssian. also propagated the myth of 

communism as a Jewish weapon and invention. claiming that 170 of the 224 Bolsheviks who 

followed Lenin to St. Petersburg in 19 17 were Jews. Now the "War of Continents" 

supposedly linked the Jewish commissars of Moscow, the Jewish financiers of London, and 

the Jewish billionaires of New York in a plot to enslave every Christian on earth. Even though 

it  was as antisemitic in expression as anything appearing in Le Cri du peuple or L'Appel, the 

fascism of Je suis partout, or at least of its editor. Brasillach, retained the more nationalist 

Maurrassian tone of its writers' origins. It was difficult to imagine two more irreconcilable 

collaborationists than Diat and Brasillach. DCat, the enthusiastic and even Germanophile 

Cornitf doaction antibolchevique, '*Instructions pour les chefs de secteurr'. 1942. n.d.. AN 72 AJ 258: Albert 
Clement. "Visitons ensemble IIExposition Le Bolshevisme contre I'Europe". Le Cri du ~euple,, March 4. 1932; 
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European utterly despised the Latinized youth from the Midi and considered his search for a 

truly French fascism a mask for nationalism of the most reactionary kind: "returning from some 

tourist voyage across the New Europe ... they now understand that Europe is the property of 

some pseudo-literary chapel. [and] reserved to some little pseudo-nationalist clique. remarkably 

eager to line its pockets." 

Brasillach in 1942 was clearly the most nationalist of Paris fascists. and had proclaimed 

himself and his weekly the ideological guardians of fascist France on the grounds that only 

suis partout had the same personnel and doctrine in 1942 as it had in 1938 and even 1936. To 

create fascism one needed authentic fascists. not apostate democrats. The Maurrassian-fascism 

Brasillach sought to construct in France would be racist and antisemitic in the Drumont 

tradition, but derived from French or Latin sources as much as possible. Brasillach clearly 

preferred the doctrines of Maurras, Barks, Pktain, and, of course, Mussolini and Franco to 

those of Hitler. Like Doriot and Costantini, BrasilIach treated the "War of Continents" as a 

racial conspiracy of Jewish oligarchs against the Aryans of Europe. The entry of America into 

the struggle meant that the gold of Wall Street had come to the rescue of the terrorists in the 

Kremlin. The war. however, was also one of ideologies in which the offshoots of Judaism. 

Marxism and democracy. were pitted against the very creed of fascism itself. As a former 

iMaurrassian. Brasillach was especially angered by the accusation that he had betrayed his 

nationalism and become a "Hitlerian". Even the most French of fascisms had to incorporate 

principles of order, authority, and racism which in 1942 were also found in Germany. In the 

days of the Holy Alliance. France had to adapt to a monarchist Europe in order to survive. In 

the time of the New Order. a fascist and Nazi Europe likewise demanded that French adapt.12 

The 10.000 Francistes of Marcel Bucard still constituted the third largest 

collaborationist party in France behind the PPF and the RNP (excluding the Groupe 

I I Marcel Wat."Socialistes d'hier et socialisme de demain". L'CEuvre. December 2.194 1 .  
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Collaboration). While Brasillach tried to define French fascist orthodoxy, Bucard boasted that 

he and his Francistes, having never been anything but fascists since 1933. incarnated that 

orthodoxy. They were the only movement worthy of the name. Franciste, while it 

preached an Aryanism-fascism akin to that of Doriot and Costantini. developed the idealism 

versus materialism theme. popular in Fascist Italy. much more extensively. Franciste 

propaganda pictured America as a soulless multiracial society in which exploited workers were 

forced to adapt to the unnatural rhythm of the machine. What was glamorized as 

"Americanism" was merely the all-pervading religion of money, so devastating to the natural 

order that plants and wildlife could only survive in botanical gardens and zoos. Russia. despite 

her religious heritage. was also a soulless materialistic colossus consecrated to the religion of 

mass murder called Bolshevism. Between these two perils lay a Europe which had to become 

a fascist fortress defended by Germans in the east and Celts and Latins in the west. 13 

The Return of Pierre Laval: Vichy: December. I94 1 -A~ri l .  1942. 

While the Paris papers redoubled their pro-Nazi and racist bombast. Le Temps and 

Ficaro proclaimed French neutrality in the global conflict. The Temps mourned the crescendo 

of death and destruction in an intercontinentd war that would inflict incalculable damage on a 

fragile world economy. No continent lived in isolation from the others. Anxious to preserve 

what remained of French independence and neutrality, the journals of nationalist collaboration 

once again denounced the Europeanist bombast of L'Euvre and Les Nouveaux Temos. & 

Temps still supported the policy of Pktain and Darlan, which demanded that France be accepted 

as an equal partner by the Axis. The national-socialism of the RNP, on the other hand, found 

no place in the one of the most "bourgeois" dailies in France. Le Ternas maintained that if 

Europe was integrated by socialist fiat rather than by the logic of the market, the French 

economy would serve German interests, not its own. European integration had to consider 

French geography, traditions, and aptitudes. No country would give up its agriculture for the 

I 3  Claude Courcy. '*Americnniration ou russification". Franciste, January 17. 1942: G.D.. 
"R&olutionnaires en tour d'ivoire". ibid.. January 3 1, 1942. 



sake of Europe: French peasants grew for French mouths only, and French business and 

industry were totally unsuited to the social engineering envisioned in the Europe of Delaisi and 

E a t .  Small specialized French firms and highly individualistic workers did not integrate well 

with the feudal corporatism of German cartels. France as well depended on raw materials from 

overseas, and would suffocate in an autarchic Europe. in which she would be forced. under 

German direction. to relinquish her status as Europe's port of entry to the nations of the 

Baltic. Is 

In spite of his failure to persuade Germany to consider co!laboration based on a mutual 

Franco-Geman understanding, Darlan, for want of a better alternative. continued to pursue his 

1941 policies. Vichy offered military support to the Axis in North Africa. but in a very quiet 

and limited way. French officials in Tunisia continued to supply Rommel's Afrika Korps with 

shipments trucks. oil and arms. The entry of the United States into the war. however. 

complicated Darlan's position. for the Marshal was soon under increased pressure from 

Washington. papers like Le Temps. and French public opinion to be less collaborationist, 

while being under equal German pressure to be more so. Even though it yielded few results in 

the political realm. collaboration did lead to a reduction in unemployment. Petain. 

consequently. agreed with Darlan that a collaboration based upon nationalism and the national 

interest was still the only policy consistent both with his own ideology and the realities facing 

~rance.15 Despite the fact that the entire planet was in flames. Pttain and Darlan remained 

adamant that France remain outside the conflict, her people having neither the will nor the 

means to enter the war on either side. France, however, recognized her European calling, only 

insisting that Germans abandon the mental block which seemed to bar them from a genuine 

rapprochement since the beginning of 1941. A genuine collaboration. according to Darlan, 

was necessary not only for the survival of France, but that of Europe. The Europe he 

envisioned, however. was a strongly nationalist form of federation: 

l 4  "L'extension de la puerre". Le Tern. December 10. 1941: "LUconomie franqdse er 1'Europe". ibid.. 
December 1 1. 17. 26, January 6. 1942; "La politique extirieur de Ia France", ibid.. February 9. 1942. 
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If [Franco-Geman] rapprochement does not take place, Europe will be unable to unite. If 
Europe does not unite, she will be doomed within a quarter of a century. European union must 
be achieved in the form of a federation. In such a federation. foreign, economic. and defense 
policies will have to be coordinated towards common goals: domestic policy will have to be 
reserved to each nation according to its own temperament.16 

By March of 1942 the PCtainist philosophy of nationalist collaboration reached a 

crossroads in its ability to continue in a time of intercontinental and ideological war. Even 

though Hitler might have temporarily considered encouraging French collaboration as a result 

of his military setbacks in Russia in the winter of 1942, his lifelong hatred of France quickly 

reasserted itself at the first sign of favorable news from the front. Otto Abetz was different. 

Far more Europeanist than the Fiihrer, or indeed the bulk of the Nazi party. the Ambassador 

interpreted Hitler's casual remarks in favor of collaboration as a mandate to approach his 

longtime friend Jacques Benoist-Mtchin with a Darlan-style peace pact in return for French 

entry into the war. Because neither Darian nor Petain wanted immediate French entry into the 

war despite their offer to join the Axis. the initiative withered. Hitler would never have 

approved it in any case. Abetz. however, supported by Luchaire and Dtat. renewed his 

campaign for a more Europeanist government in France and the return of Pierre Laval. 

Throughout March and April, 1942 L'CEuvre. Les Nouveaux Temps and the whole RNPI 

national-socialist press warned France must choose between Berlin and Washington. For 

example, at a mass rally of the RNP on April 12, D6at and Albenini warned that Germany 

would never toIerate a nest of nationalist subversion in her rear. The choice for France 

remained essentially that of Laval or a Gauleiter.17 

The Vichy press passed over the growing crisis of the Darlan regime in silence. while 

continuing to criticize the Europeanism of the RNP and the racist Eurofascisrn of the PPF from 

l 6  The citation is From a draft letter Darlan intended to send to his cabinet. The letter, dated sometime in 
March. was never sent. but has been preserved among the Darlan Papers, Lettres et notes de I'Amirai Darlan, 
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its conservative-nationalist perspective. Rebuking Doriot. Le Temps considered it useless to 

imagine a lasting European solidarity issuing from the invasion of a new. mechanized Golden 

Horde from the east. Ideological rhetoric demanding the overthrow of established classes in 

the name of either France or Europe could only be detrimental to peace. because any New 

Europe had to come from the present one. impoverished and dismembered by war. In the 

meantime, Germany and Italy had to be reminded they had obligations as well as rights. chief 

of which was a recognition that no nation possessed the right to dominate another. Le Temm 

published a stream of editorials in praise of Portugal, Spain. Switzerland. and Sweden as 

examples. for France to copy. of states able to combine neutrality in the war with economic 

collaboration in the New Europe. Collaboration. implied the Temps, did not imply enlistment 

either in a Nazi ideological crusade or in the "War of Continents": 

It goes without saying that the united Europe that seems achievable to enlightened minds in no 
way implies hostility towards other continents. It does not even propose to be defensive. for 
Europe has has no declared enemy. The concerted policy of European nations is to be 
essentially constructive, animated by a will for peace that is at one and the same time 
international and intercontinental. 18 

In spite of the conviction in Paris that Pierre Laval was the last hope for both 

collaboration and France. neither the conservative nationalist Pktain nor Hitler himself. 

obsessed with his Greater German vision of racial warfare. enthusiastically desired to see the 

pacifist and ardently European Auvergnat in charge of France. Both, however, soon changed 

their minds. Hitler was motivated by an editorial of Luchaire's in which the Europeanist 

collaboratior insisted Laval might counter American influence at Vichy; Petain accepted Laval 

as Head of Government as the only alternative to full occupation and a fate analogous to 

Belgium, Norway, or even Poland. On April 18 P h i n  promulgated Constitutional Act no. I 1 .  

which created the position of Head of Government for Laval , with executive powers 

considerably greater than those he held in 1940.19 

l 8  "L'effon du Portugal". Le Temps, February 2. 1942: "L'Espsgne et le Portugal". ibid.. February 17. 1942: 
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The Return of Charlemagne: the Collaborationist Parties in the S ~ r i n e  of 1942. 

Continued Japanese victories in Burma and Indonesia the renewed advance of Rommel 

and the slowing of the Soviet counteroffensive with the spring thaw led to a more optimistic 

tone in the Europeanist propaganda of the Axis and their supporters. The 1.200th birthday of 

the Emperor Charlemagne on April 2. 1942 and the inauguration of a second Exhibition de la 

France euro~kenne on April 5 highlighted the new mood. Again. the new celebrations were 

manipulated by the various movements, each of which tried to claim the Architect of Europe as 

their own. The CharIemagne described in L'CEuvre and L'Atelier, was. of course. an arch- 

Europeanist. more continental than even Augustus. who ruled merely the Mediterranean. A 

subject of no defined nation. Charlemagne saw Europe as an organic whole until his sons 

destroyed his work. paving the way for nationalism. Dkat implied that the evolution of France 

and Germany were accidents caused by the Treaty of Verdun. Europe's manorial economy. 

though, could no longer sustain a unity neither Otto the Great. Charles V nor Napoleon could 

restore without a single currency and a transportation network. The "War of Continents" and 

the policies of national-socialism. however. made it possible for Hitler to finish Charlemagne's 

work. The Nouveaux Temps, though. argued that the resurrection of Charlemagne's 

supranational community was now. for the first time. the natural outgrowth of historical forces 

rather than the will of one man. z0 

l9  Believing the Germans were about to tighten their control of France. Lavai was firmly convinced he alone 
could prevent Fnnce from suffering the fate of Poland,"Archives de guerre d'Angelo Tasca". in Vichy 1940- 
I9U, ed. by Denis Peschanski (Paris. Editions du CNRS, 1985). hereafter referred to as Archives Trisca ,March 
25. 1942. April 3. 1942. pp. 375-77: ibid.. April 4. 1942. p. 380: Diat. Journal, April 12. 14. 1942; PA AA 
R2959Y 16499-50 1. April 1. 1942; WPIS. "France". nos. 132-33. April 15-22, 1942. 

2o "The German Home Front and the War1'. April 27. 1942. RFP. A. 1942. pp. 295-96: DCat. Journal, April 
LO- 12. 1942: Cahiers franco-allemands, nos. 3-4. 1942 . passim; "Charlemagne- Grande Europecn". La France 
europknne, no. 12, April 20. 1942; PA AA Botschaft Paris 26/ 16 / D pol 3 1 5 2379. " 1.200 Geburtstag 
Karts des GroBen". March 2. 1942; Marcel D6at. "Souverain6te et suzerainitt?"' L'CEuvre, March 24, 1942; 
idem. "Charlemagne empereur de I'Europe". ibid., March 3 1. 1942; "De I'Empire aux nations". ibid.. April 
1,1942; idem, "Dcs nations ii I'Europe", ibid.. ApriI 2, 1942; Georges Albenini, "L'effondrement d'un 
Empire". L'Atelier, April 1 1. 1942; Guy Crouzet. "De Charlemagne h nos jours". & Nouveaux Temp, April 
3. 1942. 



The Charlemagne portrayed by the PPF and the other Aryan-fascist leagues became 

defender of Christendom. foe of England. and unifier of the Nordic nce. Le Cri du peuple 

praised the fact that the city of his anointing, St. Denis. was the home of Doriot. Charlernagne 

succeeded in creating Europe because the Anglo-Saxons of the eighth and ninth centuries were 

too weak to interfere. The PPF's warrior-emperor was. however, the inspirer rather than the 

inhibitor of French and German national feeling. The question of Charlemagne's Germanity or 

Frenchness was academic, though. given both peoples' membership in the Nordic race and in 

the Christendom on behalf of which he crusaded.21 

L'Ap~el could not mention Charlemagne without comparing him to Napoleon and 

Hitler, both of whom followed in the Carolingian's path in trying to organize Europe to the 

exclusion of England. L'Ap~el continued to give full expression to its editor's profound hatred 

of the British as a treacherous race whose permanent goal was commercial enrichment and the 

oppression and division of true Europeans. & Franciste, taking its name from the Franks 

themselves. used the festivities to deliver a strong Aryan-fascist message. As a Celt. a Roman. 

and a Germanic. Charlemagne had reunited the racial components of Europe first joined by 

Clovis. In the eyes of Bucard. though. Charlemagne was more the defender than the creator of 

Europe. His martial Catholicism was an aggressive. not a pacifist creed. The Frmciste 

sharply repudiated the neutralist Catholic nationalism of the Vichy press. Brutal means, it 

argued. were sometimes needed to defend the faith. As for the French kings so venerated by 

Maurras. the whole line of the Capetians. Valois, and Bourbons had issued from one of the 

German Saxons conquered by Charlemagne. Attempting to depict the emperor as the precursor 

of the Franqiste pacte j. trois. Le Franqiste declared that he incarnated in his person "the clear 

union of the peoples of France. Germany and Italy". 12 

Charlemagne also appeared in the tableaux of the second Paris Exhibition de la France 

europkenne entitled La Vie nouvelle. Reusing many of his 1941 props. Jacques de Lesdain 

Z 1  Le Cri du peuple, April 1.1942; Henri Lebre. YJn grand mediateur". ibid.. April 3. 1942. 

22 Jean de la Lune. "Empereur de I'Europel'. L'Appel, April 16. 1942; Maurice Maurer. "Charlemagne. 
I'uniticateur", & Franciste, April 4. 1942. 



greeted his visiters with gigantic statues of a man and woman. clutching a hammer and a 

bouquet respectively, joining hands as they marched towards the future beneath a stylized 

representation of the New Europe. The new exhibition stressed history rather than economics. 

Visitors saw representations of Europe united under Charlemagne. the birth of Capetian 

France. the expulsion of the Jews by Phillip the Fair, and the end of French internal trade 

barriers under Henri IV. Lesdain's history lesson then described the dissolution of French 

provinces in 1790. the unification of Germany and Italy in 1870 and showed a diorama of the 

Maginot and Siegfried Lines as the tragic consequence of the Treaty of Verdun in 843. If the 

Bolchevisrne contre I'Euro~e exhibition personified the 1942 PPF propaganda line. much of La 

Vie nouvelle personified the anticapitalist Europeanism of the RNP. though its anti-British 

themes always had great prominence in PPF and Ligue Fransaise discourse. Two captured 

RAF bombs and several globe-shaped marquees broadcast the message that England was the 

enemy of Europe. choking her commerce by her command of the seas and monopolies of 

wool, wheat. rubber and cotton. Lesdain closed his exhibition with a depiction of a united, 

prosperous socialist Europe. capable of producing its own food. oil . coal and electric power 

and importing what it could not produce from French Africa. freed from the domination of The 

City and Wall Street? 

No one rejoiced more at the return of Laval than the RNP. which took great comfort in 

the fact that Laval's first address on regaining power contained words which might have been 

their own: "This war bears within itself the germs of a veritable revolution ...[ in] the New 

Europe socialism is establishing itself everywhere, taking account of the character and national 

aspirations of each peopleW.2J On April 19, Deat pledged his support to Laval, whom he 

considered a leader worthy of France and a good European with an unmistakable socialist 

pedigree. Georges Albertini and Rene Mesnard also rejoiced in what they interpreted as 

23 Dominique Rossignol. Histoire de la p r o y y a n d ~  en France de 1948 ;? 1944 (Paris. Presses Universi tnires de 
France. 199 1). pp. 183-84: L'illustratioq, April 1 1. 1942; "La nouvelle Exposition du Grand-Palais". La France 
europeenng, no. 1 1 .  April 5. 1942, pp.4-5: "L'Exposition de la 'Vie Nouvelle' au Grand-Palais". ibid.. no. 12. 
April 20,1942, pp. 1 - 15. 

24 DCat. JournaL, April 24.1942: "L1appel aux Frangais de M.Pierre Laval. LVCEuvre, April 2 1.1942. 



France's decision to at last join Europe. Iean Luchaire was especially joyous. for his appeals 

for the return of the authentic heir of Aristide Briand having now been answered. Laval was 

the only politician who could end the Bourbon Restoration of Vichy conservatives and unite the 

National with European revolution. Even though they considered him their ally. the national- 

socialists of Paris expected a genuine revolution from the Europeanist but non-fascist Lavd. 

RNP support for Laval depended upon his eagerness to raise wages. end food shortages, and 

eliminate the power of priests, business monopolies, Maurrassians. and other elements hostile 

to Europe and to socialism. Most importantly. the RNP had to become part of the governing 

structure of Laval's new authoritarian republic as the core of a totalitarian parti uniaue.25 

Asserting his own claims to be the successor to the Darlan government. Jacques Doriot 

welcomed the restoration of Laval with much less zeal. The change of regime occurred in the 

midst of an intensive speaking tour of occupied France by Doriot publicized as a recruiting 

drive for the LVF. but also intended as a propaganda campaign for the PPF. now the premier 

fascist party in francophone Europe. Begining in Troyes on April 4. 1942. Doriot addressed 

rallies in the major cities of occupied France. relating the horrors of communism. its supposed 

links with Jews and Anglo-Saxon plutocracy. and its collective threat to France and Europe. 

In Reims. Doriot appeared with two bishops in an effort to enlist the Church in his 

anticommunist crusade. Demanding Pktain form a cabinet inspiring Europe's confidence, he 

circled north and west, reaching Amiens, Rouen. Angers and Rennes by April 19. Doriot next 

reminded his listeners of the fate of Esthonia, where Stdin had slain every tenth inhabitant. 

How could even Wall Street ally itself with such a tyranny. and how France could not ally with 

Europe against it '? In Nates. he replied to the charge that ideological collaboration was 

treason. A real French nationalist in 1942 must think European, for in a communist France 

25 Iean Luchaire. "Langage franqais". & Nouveaux Temps, April 22. 1942; op cit. April 20. 1942; RFP . 
A, 1942. p.351; "I1 h i t  temps...", L'CEuvre, April 20, 1942; ibid.. Dkat, "Evidences politiques"; idem. "Enfin 
Ic choix est fait. ibid., April 2 1.1942; idem. "Nouveau climat", April 22.1942; Reni Mesnard. "Le choix 
dicisive". L'Atelier, April 25. 1942: Georges Albertini, "La position de la France". ibid.; Jean Luchaire. "La 
France retrouve son vrai visage", & Nouveaux Temps, April 20, 1942. 



even Gaullists would be shot in less than twenty-four hours.26 As he journeyed to 

Bordeaux, Poitiers. and Orleans in early May. Doriot addressed the new government of Pierre 

Laval. Praising the Auvergnat for his realism. Doriot conveniently ignored the fact that in 1940 

he had sided with the conservatives he now chided for ousting him. In reality his attitude to 

Laval remained unchanged, as did his distaste for Laval's Europeanist ally. Deat. In Poitiers. 

Doriot made it clear that the parti uniaue was already a reality in the form of the PPF, and any 

real revolutionary would have no problem supporting it instead of the artifical and pretentious 

RNP. As he headed eastward in early May, to Bourges, Dijon and ~ ~ i n a l .  Doriot took 

advantage of the Anglo-Gaullist landings in Madagascar to mount a fresh attack upon the 

British. Britain would be forced. he warned. to pay for her crimes against France when 

Europe won the war. Doriot finished his tour in St.Denis at a mass rally in which he 

summarized his antisemitic and anticommunist campaign. His task. he said. remained that of 

preparing France to enter a Europe of Nordic and fascist homelands. The European offensive 

being about to resume in Russia. Doriot demanded that French participation in that offensive 

become official .27 

The PPF reached the summit of its political influence and power in the late spring and 

early summer of 1942. Unlike the RNP. essentially a collection of disillusioned Europeanist 

liberals and socialists attempting to reassure others and even themselves that they had become 

national-socialists. the Doriot movement in 1942 represented an authentic fascist grouping of 

prewar vintage fusing the most volatile militants of left and right. Fully twenty percent were 

renegade communists steeped in the tactics of the Stalinism they so vehemently opposed. An 

equal if not larger number came from virtually all ranks of the conservative, reactionary, and 

paramilitary right. ranging from the FidCration ripublicaine to the Action frangaise. A fresh 

wave of adhesion from the ranks of a disintegrating MSR added to the cadres of violent PPF 

26 Wolf. Doriot. pp. 358-59: Brunet. Jacques Doriot, pp. 384-86; Bwthflcmy. Du communisme, pp. 297- 
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miii tants in departments like Charente-Maritime. Mayenne. Indre-et-Loire. Ome. Marne and 

~onne .28  

The addition of these political condottieri and of many opportunists anticipating power 

in a Doriot regime accentuated the already volatile makeup of a party whose unity was based 

upon the charismatic leadership of Doriot in contrast to the more organized doctrines of D&. 

A party of violence rather than words. the PPF maintained a far more militant profile than its 

rival, actively bombing synagogues and denouncing Jews by name in the columns of Le Cri du 

peuple and ~ ' ~ r n a n c i ~ a t i o n  nationale. The Doriot party also appealed more to the aggressive 

passions of youth. During May 24-27 the PPF's youth wing. the Jeunesses populaires 

franpises (JPF) attempted to gain control of the entire French collaborationist youth movement 

and force the RNP youth. in particular. to accept its leadership. The Doriot youth. rebuked by 

the young Dtatists. took to the streets in frustration. provoking fierce clashes with the Paris 

police.29 

Straddling both sides of the revolutionary spectrum from prewar days. the PPF also 

straddled both sides of the Demarcation Line. having strong contingents implanted in the 

dipartments of Alpes-Maritimes. B6uches-du-Rh6ne. Corsica. Isere. and Var and other cities 

where the RNP. banned from organizing in unoccupied France. was virtually nonexistent. 

Several hundred members, including Muslims. formed sections in French North Africa, 

feeding upon a powerful tradition of pied-noir antisernitism. Marseilles was a particular 

stronghold due to the intense personal following of Doriot ally Simon Sabiani. Made up 

largely of paramilitary lirmeurs and maurrassiens, the sabianiste organization was also 

appreciably proletarian. being made up of 2 1 % lower class. 13% unemployed. 35% lower 

middle and only 14% upper middle class. The entire department of BBuches-du- RhBne 

. . 28 The PPF. of course. also mobilized some who had not earlier been in politics. Gordon. Collaborat~on~ 
. . . . sm, 
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boasted a wartime PPF which was 26% lower. 35% lower middle and only 14% upper middle 

class. Stronger in sailors and dockers than factory workers, the PPF in southern France was 

thus significantly rightist but plebeian, a wend reproduced though with lesser prominence in 

occupied France. Neither the PPF nor the RNP enjoyed much appeal among the peasantry. 

both parties being around 75-80% urban. Given Doriot's prestige in the spring of 1942 within 

the world of fascism, his 26-27.000 followers comprised about 20% of organized Europeanist 

and fascist collaborators. now overshadowing DCat . whose 20.000 made up only 158.3~ 

In the urban areas of occupied France. the PPF surpassed, or at least equalled the RNP 

in numbers. Both parties were represented in essentially the same strongholds, the RNP 

however, having an edge in some departments such as Ardennes . Deux-Sevres. Eure. Eure 

-et-Loire. ile-et Villane, Loire-et-Cher, Marne. Ni2vre. Sarthe, Seine-Maritime . and Yonne. 

many of which had produced sizeable votes for the USR or the Radicals in 1936. In most of 

the occupied departments. neither the RNP nor the PPF had, even at their peak in 194 1 - 1942. 

more than a hundred members. and often a good deal less. Only in the departments or regions 

of the Gironde. eastern Normandy. the Nord. the Mame and the Loire basin did DCat find 

more than a hundred followers for his most unpopular cause and never more than five hundred 

outside Paris? 

Facing the disciplined organism of the PPF. Deit and his RNP remained a party of neo- 

socialists dressed in the zarb of a hegemonic and Germanophile national-socialism. Having 

approximately three-quarters of the manpower of the PPF. the RNP had a higher proportion of 

its membership concentrated in its twenty Paris sections (about 10.000 versus 6.000 for a 

larger PPF). Most of the remainder of the RNP's membership, more moderate and better 

educated than that of the PPF. lived in small cities of under 200,000 where it was easier for the 

local professionals who were so conspicuous in the party to win a few adherents to the 

30 Brender. Kollahoration in Frankreich, pp. 308-309; Handounzel. la collaboration. pp. 193-98: Wolf. 
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European cause. Despite its "leftist" profile. the RNP was in some ways more "bourgeois" 

than the PPF. Industrial workers comprised only about 1 I % of the RNP in contrast to 5 3 8  

"middle class". Teachers were quite strongly represented, as were shopkeepers and artisans. 

While many of its active members were attracted by the RNP's anticlerical. republican national- 

socialism, it was estimated that. as with any organization. only a certain percentage. about one- 

third, adhered to the party for purely philosophical reasons such as Europeanism or socialism. 

The rest adhered for more mundane reasons: fear of or desire to please the Occupant. family 

reasons, career advancement, return of prisoner of war relatives. Less violent. more 

professional and respectable than the PPF. conditioned by the parliamentary roots of many of 

its leaders. the RNP was also older and more pacifist. The party had far less appeal to French 

youth than movements of the Resistance such as the Franc-Tireur or Combat . and even 

somewhat less appeal than the more "virile" PPF. Most of the RNP membership was over 

forty and profoundly scarred by the experience of 19 14- 19 18, from which they derived an 

absolute horror of battle and an obsessive dedication to European reconciliation.32 

The differences in social demography of the two parties affected their use of the 

European idea and their political tactics during the remainder of 1942. The RNP. composed in 

large part of former men of the democratic left from the Paris and Gironde basins. preserved 

the Europeanist and pacifist affections. as well as the secularism of the USR. SFIO. and 

Radical parties, as well as the CGT. In its reluctance to use violence. evolutionary approach to 

European revolution. affection for Lava1 over Pktain , lukewarm, academic antisemitism, 

reluctance to attack Freemasonry. and emphasis on economic and labor issues in the New 

Europe. the RNP clearly remained the party of the reluctant fascist. The PPF. on the other 

hand, was the party of the Eurofascist and the reluctant European. Drawn for a more plebian 

and less intellectual base. the doriotistes reflected the fusion of the antidemocratic. extralegal 

and anti- European temperaments of the rebel communist who had exchanged the Third 

International for the Third Reich and the antiparliamentary nationalist whose patriotism had 

32 Handourtzel. La collabontior1.pp.201-204: Mittemnd. "Le Rasrembicrnent national-populaire". pp.76- 108. 



become convoluted to the point where his love of France found expression in donning a 

Geman uniform. The affections of the RNP were European, those of the PPF remained 

French, though highly colored with doctrinal racism. The RNP was (in a narrow sense) 

pacifist: the PPF was militant. Having a vast right-wing contingent as well as a southern one 

where the niceties of parliamentary politics were often subordinated to the realities of 

personalized power. the PPF made use of the entire antidrevfusard legacy: fervent Catholicism. 

hostility to the Republic in any form. militaristic nationalism. hostility to Freemasonry. and. 

above all, a deliberate and wholehearted anti-Jewish hatred which was both religious and racial 

in its inspiration. Two parties rooted in totally different traditions, with appreciably different 

constituencies. expressing their goals of collaboration in very different ways. adopted two 

different strategies for attaining power. The key to power. of course. was held by Pierre Laval. 

whose actions during April. May and June had disappointed the expectations of not only the 

Paris 'ultras' but the German authorities as well. 33 

"I Desire the Victory of Germany": Laval and the ReEve: April-June, 1942 --- 

On April 20. 1942 Pierre Laval delivered his first address as Head of Government. 

The message, broadcast over Radio-Vichy, appealed for sacrifice on the part of all Frenchmen 

to alleviate the crisis of hunger. Laval warned French workers in particular that a German 

defeat promised them nothing but misery in contrast to the genuine socialism arising in every 

European country. The heart of Laval's address was a defense of his philosophy of non- 

fascist Europeanist collaboration. Where Pdtain and Darlan were military men and resigned 

nationalists, Pierre Laval was more pacifist and committed to a Franco-German and ultimately a 

European understanding on sentimental grounds. Was any policy other than sincere 

collaboration with Europe possible if one considered the interests of France, the return of her 

prisoners, and her economic survival? Unlike Dtat and Luchaire, Laval showed little 

enthusiasm for supranationalism or German-inspired ideas. His Europeanism, while heartfelt. 

33 Le Front socialiste. May 2. 1936: Handourtzel. collaboration, pp.201-204: Mitterand."Le Rassernblernent 
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was far too practical for such theorizing. and European union never compromised the well- 

being of France: "Today. no danger will prevent me from pursuing entente and reconciliation 

with Germany. when the policy is inspired by exclusive concern for France. whose best 

interest has been and always will be my sole guide".JJ 

Reaction to Laval's speech indicated that his return to power had failed to bridge the 

ideological gap between the Europeanists of Paris and the nationalists of Vichy. The RNP 

press highlighted the socialist and European aspects of Laval's address and Diat's conditional 

support for them. Now that France had a leader with Laval's credentials. there was no excuse 

for men of the "left" not to support the RNP's efforts. The Vichy press. led by Le Temps. 

however. ignored the European aspect of Laval's restoration in favor of the national. choosing 

to emphasise the continuity of the regime and the continued presence of the Marshal. from 

whom his authority was derived. At Montoire, said the Temp, Laval promised never to 

sacrifice the vital interests of France. From the Vichy press standpoint Laval was only 

pledging himself to continue the totally French policy of Marshal Pitain . the essence of which 

was anticommunism: " ... it is from the menace of Bolshevism that the Head of Government 

has deduced the determining argument of his foreign policy". 35 

The "War of Continents" severely tested the new. more Europeanist Laval cabinet. as 

much if not more than its nationalist predecessor. In embarking upon his course of 

collaboration in the spring of 1942 Laval retained many of his old Briandist sentiments. The 

reality that 1942 was not 193 1. 1935, or even 1940 soon caused him, however, great 

difficulties. A man with no political party or movement of his own, Laval continued to practice 

the politics of honor and personal relationships characteristic of Mediterranean France, Italy. 

and Spain. The northern European approach of fixed ideologies and disciplined parties always 

34 Pierre Laval addless of April 20. 1942. in LC Temps, April 22. 1942. 
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remained foreign to him. As for his new government. it contained a mixture of Europeanist 

ideologues and long-time political allies. "Lavalists" like Pierre Cathala and RenC Bousquet 

became Minister of Finance and Secretary-General of the French Police respectively. The arch- 

collaborators Brinon. Marion and Benoist-Mechin retained their posts. being joined by Jean 

Bichelonne at the Ministry of Industrial Production in place of the Petainist Lehideux. The 

Germany that this new Laval cabinet faced was, however. even less disposed to genuine 

collaboration than that of 194 1. Pktain. Darlan. and even Laval himself dealt with a New Order 

in in 1940 and 1941 in which the Wehrmacht. the Foreign Ministry, and the various economics 

ministries subject to Goering still possessed considerable power. Harsh as they were. they 

contained a streak of pragmatism not found in the pure organs of the Nazi Party. By 1942 the 

demands of the "War of Continents" meant that the power relationships within the Nazi 

hierarchy started to alter. The failure of Reich Marshal Goering to win the Battle of Britain and 

manage German war production led to a decline in his influence. Hitler1s anger with his 

generals resulted in the further subordination and Nazification of the Wehrmacht. Now at war 

with a resurgent Russia which he believed controlled by the Jews as well as America. Hitler 

began in 1942 to adopt a siege mentality. This mentality was understandable in terms of 

Hitler's own experience in 19 18 in which he saw Germany. economically strangled by Britain. 

succumb to defeatism and internal revolution. The legendary "Stab in the Back" must never 

happen again. A series of decrees in 1942 vastly increased the power of NSDAP Secretary 

Martin Bormann and the Party Gauleiters who now became feudal princes in their local realms. 

All semblances of legality in the Reich were swept aside. The bureaucracy was purged of all 

but truly Nazi elements. The rise of the SS paralleled that of the Gauleiters. Having decided in 

194 1 to exterminate every Jew in Europe. Hitler charged Himmler's Black Order with the dual 

task of carrying out the Find Solution and the preservation of order in all territories subject to 

his rule. Hitler's goal of total Nazification and Aryanization of the Reich had implications for 

all of Europe. France included. as policies of intensified terror, racial genocide and forced labor 

spread beyond Geman border.36 

36 WPIS. "Germany". nos. 1 18-4 1. January 7. 1942-June 17. 1942 inclusive. 



As soon as he organized his government, Pierre Laval confronted much more fearful 

German demands than those of 1940. These demands first appeared in the person of the new 

Labor Plenipotentiary Fritz Sauckel. A savage. vulgar and fanatical Nazi. Sauckel represented 

Hitler's solution to the need for labor in a totalitarian war. A protege of Bormann's. the 

Gauleiter was given power to conscript both German and European workers in order to meet 

the labor shortages resulting from the insatiable demands of the Russian front. In the spring of 

1942 Sauckel journeyed to France. Laval was given an ultimatum: supply Germany with 

250,000 workers by the end of July, 1942 or face severe consequences.37 

Aware that Sauckel and his Fuhrer were capable of denying France the coal necessary 

for her economy, closing the Demarcation Line, and even occupying the entire country. Lava1 

saw little dtemative but compliance with the German demands. His search for collaboration 

already began to yield diminishing returns as the British invasion of Vichy-held Madagascar 

and the escape of General Henri Giraud from a German prison further tried Hitler's patience. 

Aware that the Reich was a confusion of overlapping jurisdictions, Laval attempted to meet the 

threat to France by appealing to the more Europeanist Foreign Ministry. Writing to Ribbentrop 

on May 12, Laval proposed a trade of French workers in return for the release of French 

prisoners of war. The bargaining met with some success. though not as much as Laval hoped 

for. The German promise to return one French prisoner for every three workers sent to 

Germany represented an admission of German dependence upon France's reserves of labor. 

capital. and war production. This dependence provided Laval a tool with which to bargain in 

defense of French interests. On May 30. the Head of Government met with Bichelonne. 

Bamaud, Brinon, and the heads of the Comites d'organization (one of whom was still 

Lehideux) to organize the mechanics of what would become known as the ReEve. Laval 

warned them that. as unpopular as these measures would be. France's potential plight was far 

worse if the demands of Sauckel were not adhered to. The French economy needed to become 

37 PA A.4 R ?9592/ 1 16 527. April 14. 1942; ibid.. 1 16551. April 17 1942: ibid.. 1 16574-77. April 18. 
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more like the German . closing inefficient small firms in favor of more profitable concerns and 

measures aiding the jobless to find work ... in Germany.38 

As an estimated 1,300 businesses began to close their doors, Laval delivered an 

address on June 22, the first anniversary of Hitler's invasion of Russia. In his broadcast he 

attempted to justify his new policies of collaboration to a nation which considered them the 

embodiment of treason. Laval asked Frenchmen to bear the hunger. privation. and sacrifice of 

the New Europe in order that they never again die on the field of battle. He admitted 

Europeanism was not popular in the famished. shivering France of 1942. Loving France as  he 

loved the Auvergne, Laval hoped for a Europe all Frenchmen would be capable of loving. He 

tried to persuade his countrymen that Germany was fighting enormous battles on their behalf. 

While many believed him a cynical opportunist ready to betray his country for power. Laval 

pictured himself as a man of conviction and realism who loved his country too much to seek 

popularity or lie about the gravity of her situation . The fate of France's prisoners was now in 

the hands of her workers, who would receive high benefits and salaries if they enlisted in the 

ReEve. None of L a d s  pleading could erase the impact of the words, admittedly tom from 

their context, that would forever condemn him in the eyes of Frenchmen: "I desire the victory 

of Germany because without it. communism will take power everywhere in Europe." 39 

The Reltve was immediately endorsed by the Europeanist EWP and its allies in Paris 

which considered the prospect of French and German workers laboring side-by-side a perfect 

national-socialist initiative. DCat welcomed the interpenetration of French and German 

industries as a form of European integration BBC propaganda could never dissolve. More 

cynically, he described the war as the greatest tourism campaign in history, bringing thousands 

of German soldiers to France and thousands of French workers to Germany. European 

understanding could only be promoted when French labor and youth worked in Germany 

learning the language and culture of the Reich in the process. The theory of labor 

38 WPISI ibid.: Kupferman. k3.vil1. pp. 333-40: Warner. Pierre I.aval, pp. 300-302: Simon Mathew 
Karter."Coercion and Resistance". pp.407-44. 520-27. 
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collaboration, endorsed by both Laval's government and the RNP. obligated all of Europe to 

fill the places in German factories vacated by those Germans who had become soldiers of the 

New Europe against Bolshevism and plutocracy. Dtat also hoped those taking part in the 

ReEve appreciated their German wages and found the benefits of Hitlerian socialism 

contagious. Three days after Laval's address, Diat publicly urged his fellow Auvergnat to 

remain tough in the face of opposition from both the surviving Pttainists of the regime and an 

uncomprehending population. 

The Vichy press continued its reserved tone during the first two months of the Laval 

government. Long after the Charlemagne anniversary passed. Le Temps assessed the historic 

emperor from a much more nationalist perspective than the Paris journals. In spite of all their 

wan, neither the European edifice of Charlemagne nor of Napoleon had any lasting value. 

When their superstates crumbled into the dust. only the heritage of France, Christendom and 

Rome remained. preserved through the Carolingian Renaissance. The T e m ~ s  approached the 

Reltve in a very cautious manner. European labor collaboration was only worth considering if 

it was useful to France and did not destroy the hundreds of small enterprises which contributed 

to her economic stability. European cooperation of any sort had to start with the assumption of 

a sovereign nation. Neither endorsing nor opposing Laval's appeal, Le Temps considered it u 

subject of grave meditation. Le Fiearo scarcely mentioned Europeanism during the first six 

months of 1942. Its Catholic conservatism expressed itself in the articles of Wladimir 

D'Ormesson who remarked that any peace in Europe must be Christian. just. and humane. In 

a subtle rebuke to both the Nazis and anticlerical colIaborationists. D'Ormesson warned that 

unless Europe's civilization was Christian. her peoples would sink into an ever darker night of 

Satanic paganism and unbelief until they perished. France had to be French as well as 

Christian, as was witnessed by her PCtainist diplomatic corps. who had, in D'Ormesson's 

"La France est lit& par la loi commun du travail europeen". L'CEuvre, June 1.  1942: A-Frkmond. 
"Travailleurs europiens", National-pophire, June 6. 1942; Ibid.. " 'Pierre Laval doit pouvoir continuer son 
cruvre', a dit 5 Troyes Marcel Diat" . ibid.; Frhond.  "Rivolution socialiste'?". ibid.. June 20, 1942; Ddat. 
"Avantages matiriels". L'Euvre, June 22, 1942; idem. "Deux ans, dijji". ibid., June 25. 1942; Georges 
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mind. set an example for Vichy as a whole: "They serve. not this or that party. this or that 

doctrine. but something superior and eternal. This purified nationalism is their strength. It is 

this which earns their respect abroad." 

Le Temps in 1942 so diluted the European idea as to render it meaningless: Le Ficaro - 

ignored it completely: L'Action francaise attacked it openly. Thieny Maulnier considered the 

notion of a "War of Continents" sheer nonsense. The issue was not one of Europe against 

America and Russia but of coalitions of nationalisms at war with other nationalisms. Maurras 

himself denied the very existence of a European nature. Writing his daily column in rural 

isolation. the sage of Integral Nationalism observed that the Laval government drew all its 

legitimacy from the uncrowned king, PCtain. Laval's Europeanism. and that of the circle of 

Paris coIlaborationists who supported him. was unpardonable in the eyes of Maurras for whom 

the only revolutionary was Pitain and the only revolution that of the Action franpise. 

Congenitally opposed to Diat. Maurras clashed with Doriot as well. In mid-May 

~ ' ~ m a n c i p t i o n  nationale of Marseilles denounced Maurras as follows: "If you do not desire 

the Europe of tomorrow ... for what Europe are you ?" Admitting to being fascists and 

Germanophiles. the doriotistes demanded of the Action Franqaise: "What are you*?" The 

maurrassiens replied " What you no longer are". Accusing the PPF of being Nazi mercenaries. 

Maurras defended the policy of the Marshal as one of refusing to show one's hand lest it 

compromise the interest of France. 4' 

Laval faced not only the Europeanization of slave labor in the person of Sauckel but the 

Europeanization of racism and terror in the persons of SS representative Karl Oberg and 

Gestapo leader Reinhard Heydrich. Their visit to France in May underlined both the rising 

4 I  Paul Soupiron. "Charlemagnet'. Le Temps. May 29. 1942; "La tache essenMlem*. ibid.. June 2. 1942: "La 
position de la France". ibid.. June 24. 1942: "Heures graves". ibid.. June 25. 1942; Wladimir D'Ormesson. 
"Les Chreticns en priere". 1.e Fiearo, January 17. 1942; idem. "Les traditions et la diplomatic franpise", ibid.. 
June 12. 1942. 
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power of the SS in the New Order and the decision of Hitler and Himmler to extend the 

massacre of Europe's Jews to France. In arresting and deporting French Jews first to 

internment camps and then to Auschwitz, Oberg required the support of both the French police 

and those Aryan-fascists who shared both their violence and their ideological conceptions. 

Next to a Gauleiter, the one fate Pierre Lavd feared most for France was the imposition of a 

Doriot regime. Authoritarian as he was in 1942. Laval remained a republican at heart and had 

no use for a man who combined the worst excesses of left and right and whom he considered 

unscrupulous, and wicked. Though he was soon to learn that even the SS had only limited use 

for the demagogic fascist. Laval at the time saw any liasion between the SS and the PPF as a 

matter for serious concern. Fear of the PPF caused Lava1 to maintain his alliance with the more 

civil RNP which could still serve as an ally in containing Doriot and supponing the ReEve.-'3 

Doriot, meanwhile, believed he had found his long-sought racist alliance with the SS. 

PPF antisemitic rhetoric reached new depths in the spring and summer of 1942. Aware of 

Hitter's desire to Europeanize his war against the Jews. though not necessarily of plans for 

total genocide, the propagandists of the PPF grasped the moment to make themselves available 

to the SS in its European racial mission. Doriot's linkage of anticommunism and antisemitism 

as weapons in a single racial and ideological war closely paralleled Hitler's own. In April. 

1942. Le Cri du peuple began a series of exposts on the Jewish question. Underlying the 

alliance of capitalism and communism was that of Rothschild and Mam, the United Nations 

being nothing more than a Jewish coalition. The notoriously racist Vichy Commissioner for 

Jewish Affairs, Louis Darquier de Pellepoix was praised and quoted openly. Darquier. a 

professional antisemite. had been appointed to the post by Laval as a result of SS pressure and 

the feeling of Oberg that Darquier's predecessor, Xavier Vallat, was too moderate in his dislike 

of the Jews. Darquier. on the other hand, regarded the Jewish problem in irreconcilably racial 

and supranational terms rather than the religious and national terms of envisioned by traditional 

43 On Laval's fear and hatred of Doriot see Archives Tasca. May 18. 1942. pp. 392-03: DCat. Journal, April 
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antisemites like Raphael Alibert and Vallat Calling for a systematic program of antisemitic 

education and the creation of an antisemitic police, Darquier praised the PPF for its steps in that 

direction: "The PPF is ... the only party having ... a rigorous program of racist protection. It has 

paid dearly. more than any other party for its antisemitic actions in decisive circumstances".~ 

[n the antisemitic schemes of the Aryan-faxis: PPC. baptism no longer altered racial 

realities. A Jew was a Jew by blood and the time had come to replace the timid antisernitism of 

the past with one based on an aggressive racism. An Aryanized French antisemitism, 

however, needed a complementary emphasis upon Catholic Christianity in order to cement the 

ideological collaboration of European fascisms. PPF Christianity was regarded as a totally 

Aryan. Gentile religion in opposition to the view of the late Pope Pius XI who regarded all 

Christians as spiritual Jews and Semites. Atheist Doriot sought, like Drumont, to develop a 

theology which blended two millennia of religious antisemitism with the new hatreds inspired 

by Aryan Eurofascism. Doriot and the PPF received the benediction of the deeply 

collaborationist Cardinal Baudrillart. who had been impressed by the party's crusading 

anticommunism and its appeal to the France of faith and tradition. before his death in May. 

1942. In the spring of 1942 the party indeed seemed to be embracing a more violent and less 

cerebral version of the medievalism found in La Gerbe. An antisemitism both religious and 

racial in nature, a veneration of the Crusades. and even a vague premonition of a Europe based 

upon regional and ethnic tribalism as well as nationalities had all entered PPF discourse. 

Europe needed a spiritual union to be effective, but such a union had to take into account not 

only the personality of each nation. but each region. so a Proven@, a Lorminer, or a Fleming 

felt at home within its borders?S 

M.I. Sicud, "M.Darquier de Pellepoix nous declare". Lr Cri du peuple, May 18. 1912. 
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The "War of Continents" in Belgium: December. 194 I -June. 1942. 

All hopes for an organized movement of Europeanist and national-socialist 

collaboration on the RNP model in Belgium evaporated during the first half of 1941. Meeting 

with Le Soir editor Raymond De Becker on January 5. Marcel D h t  nevertheless noted the clear 

parallel between Belgian and French situations. The French national-socialist was correct in 

that the Soir and other Brussels papers duplicated many Paris themes. Intercontinental war. 

"Bolshevism against Europe", the coming European superhighways, RAF crimes. the 

Charlemagne anniversary, the collaboration of labor in the New Europe. the parti uniaue and 

racial antisemitism all figured strongly in Belgian papers. The absence of a genuine 

oovemment and a viable equivalent to the RNP. and the challenge of the Flemish and Walloon s 

autonomist movements. though. continued to complicate and compound the debate.46 

Adaptive national-socialists, not counting Degrelle. were far weaker and far less 

organized in Walloon Belgium than in Paris. Hendrik De Man's collaborationist union. the 

UTMI. had no party to support it in the manner of Albertini's syndicalists linked to the RNP. 

The pipe-smoking Flemish sociolo~ue himself was to prove a much more circumspect 

collaborationist than Deat. While Deat edged ever closer to Nazism. De Man had begun to edge 

further and further away. Following a series of speeches in Antwerp. Brussels. Charleroi and 

Liege in the spring of 194 1. he quickly became disillusioned with the fruits of his 

collaborationist socialism. Le Travail never sold more than 5,000 issues and ceased 

publication in February. 1942. Too pro-German for most Belgian workers, De Man was too 

Belgian for Reeder's Militarvenvaltung which banned him from public speaking in Belgium. 

The only Flemings endorsed by the Germans were the separatist VNV and the blatantly Nazi 

Deutschen-Vlarnsche Arbeidsgemeenschap, or De Wag, of Jef van de Wiele which had the full 

backing of the SS. By March of 1942 De Man even lost control of the UTMI itself which was 

placed under the control of Edgar Delvo. a member of the VNV and far more pro-Nazi than De 

46 Deal. Journal, January 5 .  1942: BA K R55/ 1337 Propagandaabteilung BeIg. January 3- 10. 1942. 3 172. 



Man. Still working with the national-socialists of Paris. De Man retained his ideal of a united 

socialist Europe. When he spoke in Paris. however. De Man presented his Europeanism in 

pacifist language more akin to that of Vichy than that of Paris: "Let us guard ourselves from 

replacing ... nationalism with the chauvinism of continents. which is economic heresy ... this 

war having been a global affair, the peace ending it must be on the same scale ... in an 

economic organization equally intercontinental." 47 Even though De Man still envisioned a 

socialist Europe capable of regulating monopolies. cartels and trusts. he emphasized that 

socialism in Belgium would be made by Belgians themselves, and. by implication not be 

imported from ~ e r m a n y . ~ ~  

Raymond De Becker was much more collaborationist than De Man. Faithfully 

endorsing the opinions expressed in L'CEuvre, and La Gerbe, Le Soir echoed their themes of 

intercontinental war. Belgians had to enter this war in a manner fitting their abilities. which 

meant economic collaboration purged of the half-hearted measures of the Galopin Doctrine. De 

Becker considered Belgian industrialists who denounced collabontionisrn while making 

German guns the wont of hypocrites. In the Belgium of 1942 agriculture. publishing, textiles 

and cinema were as much a part of the "War of Continents" as munitions made in Liege. When 

Reeder began to conscript Belgian labor in early March. Le Soir anticipated the arguments of 

the RNP that European labor collaboration would level class and national differences. De 

Becker and his colleagues lamented the absence of a Belgian Lava1 capable of pursuing a 

coherent policy of state collaboration. The Axis themselves. meanwhile. required a second 

revolution to adapt their nationalist regimes to a European mission. De Becker, like Dkat. was 

willing to consider the end of the nation-state as a real possibility. He also shared the vision of 

a Europe that would be anticlerical. For both of them, the universalism of the Church. its 

47 Dr. Man quoted in Max Hodeig. "L'existmce de la Belgique est liee h celle de I"Europe". Soir. April 21. 
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sympathy with Jews and Anglo-Saxons. and its essential Latinity clashed severely with the 

German-oriented national-socialist Europe they now envisioned? 

The literary duel of the Europeanist CEuvre and the Catholic nationalist Figaro 

paralleled the exchanges between De Becker and Robert Poulet. Poulet desired a Catholic 

Europe, but one defined by the Pope himself, not racists like Doriot and Chateaubriant. Poulet 

confronted not only other collaborationists but even Reeder's Briisseler Zeitung in his defense 

of Belgian faith and nationality. An authoritarian corporate state had relevance to Belgium, but 

only if adopted in a royal. Catholic and Belgian manner. Poulet had little use for the anticlerical 

national-socialism of De Becker and Diat. Collaboration could only be based on a harsh. 

pragmatic appraisal of the Belgian national interest devoid of either pro-Geman or European 

sentiment. To do otherwise dishonored the sacrifice of thousands of Belgian patriots who died 

not only in the Great War but in 1940. too many Belgians having perished in a noble cause to 

permit anything other than the most reserved and correct collaboration with Germans. As for 

Degrelle and the even more radical Walloon groups. Poulet insisted only idiots openly praised 

Hitler or adopted Nazi doctrines either a piecemeal or wholesale manner. Swastikas. pictures 

of Hitler. or even. for that matter. the rituals of Mediterranean fascism had no place in 

Belgium. Belgians could never call themselves "national-socialists" for such a term implied a 

racism, paganism. and totalitarianism anathema to those who wished to remain Belgian and 

Catholic to the core: "A son of anticlerical fascism. directed ... against ... religious faith is a 

pure aberration .... In France the problem is posed in almost identical terms ... we have no 

confidence in the D&t clan and all it stands for." 50 
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Poulet was equally restrained when it came to the "War of Continents". His hatred for 

communism caused him to give moral support to the two Belgian legions on the Russian front. 

Much as he hated Germans and Nazism, Poulet considered communism the greater scourge. 

He had little love for the United States either, considering the present war as deciding whether 

Europe would be ruled by Europeans or by "Americanism". Poulet remained only slightly 

more collaborationist than the dailies of Vichy. Absent from his columns was the language of 

plutocratic and Jewish conspiracy. His criticism of the clergy was limited to condemning their 

refusal to sanctify the Belgian legions and say mass for Belgians in German uniform. 

Requiring the clergy to sanctify racial antisemitism in the Doriot manner was unthinkable. if not 

repugnant to him. 5 1  

Themes similar to Poulet ' s  were expressed by Josi Streel, who, as director of the new 

Rexist Service politique. sought to maintain the traditional Maumsian-fascist orientation of 

the movement against the national-socialist tendencies of Degrelle and Matthys. Streel differed 

from Poulet in his espousal of ideological as opposed to purely nationalist collaboration: 

"Adhering to the need for ... collaboration demands an effort of reason and will ... almost 

impossible to realize if dictated by ... high politics alone. without at least partial adherence to an 

ideological community."j? Belgian membership in a fascist Europe. according to Streel. 

required n revolutionary will. Too much nationalism. though. would do little for Belgian 

interests. One need only look at France. The two Belgian legions. which Streel. like Poulet 

refused to describe as Flemish and Walloon. provided perhaps 4,000 volunteers. while the 

LVF only 2.000 from a much larger population base. The same was true of labor 

collaboration: 250,000 Belgians labored in the Reich beside only 80,000 Frenchmen. Streel 

derided both excessive nationalism and excessive socialism as detrimental to the fascist 

5 '  Idem. *'La fable des grenouilles". ibid.. January 21. 1942; idem. "La collaboration et la force des chases*'. 
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revolution. He found the parliamentary backgrounds of men such as D6at and Lava1 

questionable credentials for a European revolution. Instead of a quasi-republican RNP. 

Belgium had Rex, a party of young men who had suffered for their beliefs and even now were 

paying the supreme price on the battlefields of Russia. In his articles Streel maintained that he 

did not exalt the New Europe for itself but only in terms of what it would accomplish for 

Belgium. He had clear reservations on racism and national-socialism and remained attached to 

a monarchical Belgian state. He refused to treat Degrelle's legion as anything other than the 

"Legion beke Wallonie" and supported it essentially for anticommunist reasons. In regard to 

French politics Streel maintained that "in the conflict between the politics of Vichy. 

conservative and nationalist. and the politics represented in Paris by men like D&t. politics 

[which were] Germanophile and socialist. I had on several occasions marked my preference for 

the former ..." 53 

The Rexist theoretician nevertheless found it curious that the parallel ultranationalisms 

of Europe's fascist revolutions tended to unify the continent on the basis of a common form of 

social organization. In 1942 Streel continued to invoke Mussolinian Eurofascism as his 

European model. A fascist model of Europeanism rejected the liberal ideas of federalism 

which he himself had never subscribed to. One never applied Rousseau or Adam Smith to 

European relations. because nations were live organisms instead of legal fictions. A11 nations 

had separate characters. histories and traditions which were not interchangable parts and any 

relations among them needed to account for this. The "War of Continents" gave reason 

enough, though, for European unity. The threats of Russian communism and Anglo-Saxon 

capitalism both threatened to vassalize the nations of fascist Europe who must respond as a 

whole. The free-wheeling Protestant capitalism of the stock exchanges of London and New 

York was a world apart from the paternalistic Catholic order of land. factories and craftsmen 

envisioned by Streel. whose new fascist Europe would be a productive balance of agriculture 

53 Idem. "La collaboration en France et en Belgique". ibid.. April 16. 1942; CREHSGM. PS 161 IIV 50. Jose 
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and industry. Streel's Europe had no room for legal fictions such as European parliaments. for 

the structure would naturally grow from the partnership of the fascist nations themselves. one 

of which would be an autonomous Belgium with its fonn of fascism. Each nation responded 

to the appeal of history in its own manner, because fascism had to grow from the spontaneous 

response of peoples to the contradictions of liberal capitalism. Streel. a traditional Rexist. had 

little use for French-style Aryan-fascist formulations. Belgians spawned no Gobineau or 

Dmmont. Like Poulet and many of the Vichy writers, he conceived of antisemitic policy more 

in terms of reducing Jewish influence in public life rather than expulsion on racial grounds. 

Genetic racism. on the other hand, belonged to a specifically German and perhaps even French 

tradition and it was not necessary for a truly Belgian fascism to incorporate it. j4 

Jose Streel represented the moderate wing of fascist collaboration in Belgium. the most 

extreme manifestations of which. in the spring of 1942, were represented by the small but 

vocal movements for Walloon autonomy. These movements. of which the Communautt 

culturelle wallonne (CCW ) and the Amis du grande reich allemand. or AGRA were the most 

important were extremely pro-German if not blatantly Nazi. As the Third Reich began to 

develop along progressively more radical lines, ihe CCW. a client of Goebbels. and AGRA. a 

client of Himmler. both saw their influence rise despite their numbers. The Charlemagne 

anniversary of April 2 provided these ultracollaborationists the chance to propagandize their 

own conception of Europe which centered around Walloon ties with the Holy Roman Empire 

and its Greater German successor. Between March 15 and May 3 the Exposition Deutsche 

Grosse, sponsored by Nazi ideologue Alfred Rosenberg attracted some 63.000 visitors in 

Brussels. Opened by Falkenhausen and Reeder. the inaugural ceremony was also attended by 

the collaborationist Secretaries Leemans, Rornsee, and De Winter. Edgar Delvo of the UTMI. 

lef Van der Wiele of De Vlag. and Pierre Hubermont of the CCW. First organized in Munich. 

the exhibition moved to Prague and Magdeburg before coming to Brussels. The living 

embodiment of the Holy Roman-Greater German concept of Middle Europe, the exhibition 

implied the future incorporation of Belgium into a Nazi Reich rather than her sovereignty in a 
- -- - 
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fascist Europe. Tableaus highlighted centuries of Imperial and Habsburg rule in Belgium. the 

Reformation, the history of German poetry and music, the role of Germany in the liberation of 

Europe from Napoleon, the Hanseatic League, the march of National Socialism across Europe. 

and, finally, a room dedicated to the Flemish and Walloon ~egions.55 

Two weeks after the Greater German exhibition opened in Brussels. The CCW held its 

Iourn6es culturelles wallonnes in Litge on March 28.29. and 30. Pierre Hubermont 

summarized the long history of the Walloon regions and their common destiny with the 

Germanic world. From the days of Julius Czsar the Eburones. Nervii and Trevires were 

always distinguished from their southern neighbors by large doses of Germanic blood. 

Following their Latinization and depopulation as a result of centuries of soft living . the 

settlement of the Franks renewed the Germanity of the Walloons. who then proceeded to play a 

role of the first magnitude in the development of the Merovingian and Carolingian world. So 

long as Walloons maintained their ties with the Reich and its European mission. they prospered 

and flourished. The Imperial bishops of Liege. led by Wazo. made her intellectual capital of 

medieval Europe and the center of Imperial arts. In sculpture, music. chansons & zeste, epic 

novels and theatre. the Walloons remained at the vanguard of Western culture until French 

armies and bureaucrats devastated and culturally impoverished them. Now, however. a 

Walloon Renaissance was under way as a direct function of the European Renaissance as the 

center of gravity in Europe shifted from France to Mitteleuropa. Walloons had only to 

recognize their true identity and destiny with the Reich to which they belonged rather than 

France or an artificial Belgian state. A Professor of the University of Cologne named Petri 

expanded upon Huberrnont's themes by describing the ties linking Walloons with the 

Rhineland before the French Revolution of 1789 and its 1830 aftermath in Belgium. Wallonia 

moved more and more towards French ideas while the Rhineland oriented herself to Prussia 

and authoritarian, communitarian German ideas. The defeat of France and I iberalism meant 
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that Walloons could now return to the Germanic fold if they were willing to renounce their 

tradition of being Europe's "Latin rampart". The A b E  Wallez. one of the few truly 

collaborationist priests in a nation of staunchly anti-Nazi Catholics. also sought to define an 

anti-French Walloon identity. Being Rornanized Gemanics instead of pure Latins. Walloons 

often played the premier role in Europe, forging the Frankish Empire. spawning feudalism and 

the Crusades. Not only Godefroi de Bouillon and the Dukes of Burgundy arose from Walloon 

soil. but also Charles V. architect of the greatest European and colonial empire in history. In 

the course of a millennium, Walloons contributed eight times to the resurrection of the Holy 

Roman Empire, being forever intertwined with its glory and its pageants. The Nazified priest 

had no love for France. whom he alleged turned Walloons into a species of domestics and 

servants who, believing themselves Frenchmen. no longer knew who they were. Their 

Germanity still asserted itself in countless ways. Walloons went to restaurants to eat. 

Frenchmen to talk. If Walloons persisted in loving the French. they would share their 

decadence in family, technology. politics. morality and religion. As Germanics. though, they 

could take their immediate place in the New Order. j6 

The Charlemagne celebrations were much more Germanic and less European in theme 

than in France. Pierre Daye. the former Rexist European. repeated many of DCat 's 

observations on the Treaty of Verdun, but hastened to add that both Charlemagne and his 

sixteenth century Habsburg successor were children of the Belgian regions. In fact these very 

regions were the core of the Carolingian Empire. Charlemagne's Roman apparel testified to the 

abiding Latin influences in his domain. German by race. the Emperor spoke Latin. His 

subjects were unified by Roman Christianity. The attempt of French collaborationists to claim 

Charlernagne as one of their own drew quick responses from Walloon writen, notably Jean 

Denis of Le Pavs reel who angrily criticized the LVF for claiming France as the land of Charles 

Martel. Doriot had no business annexing either Belgium's heritage or her territory. Charles 

56 MV TB, no.20, p.B 18; BA K R55/ 1337 Propapandaabteilung Belg.. March 16-29. 1942 inclusive. $163. 
3 102; Pierre Hubemont. "La renaissance wallonnc", Wallonie, nos.8-9, May-June. 1942. pp. 3- 13: Dr. Petri. 
University of Cologne, "La Wallonie et le monde allernand". ibid.. pp. 14-22: L'Abbe Wallez. "Dons ct torts 
des Wallons", ibid.. pp. 56-59. 



Martel. victor of Poitiers, savior of Europe, was an authentic Belgian. as was Geoffrey of 

Bouillon and Charlemagne himself. Walloons created the Empire: French had created nothing 

but France. Denis did not want Belgium's Frankish. Lotharingian. and Burgundian past to be 

stolen by the Germans either. If Charlemagne. Charles V. and C 6 . s ~  Franck were not 

Frenchmen, they were not Germans either. The world. however, would continue to plunder 

their heritage if Belgians remained a beaten and downcast people rather than re-entering Europe 

via the Greater Burgundian and Imperial route. j7 

The remarks of Denis were in line with the mainstream of Degrellian Rexist thinking 

which, while continuing the national-socialist drift of 1941. still maintained a belief in a 

Belgian crown . autonomy and a unified state in early 1942. At the center of Rexist 

propaganda remained the Walloon Legion. Having departed Brussels with its first contingent 

of 860. mostly Rexists. on August 8. 1941, the Legion was stationed in the Ukraine by the 

end of 194 1. Meeting the same disdain as the volunteers of the LVF from the Germans. who 

relegated them to antipartisan activity. the Walloon batallion in early 1942 found itself in the 

midst of a Soviet counterattack on the Donetz front. In the battle of Grornovaya-Balka 

between February 28 and March 2. 1942. the Legion. in conjunction with a German Waffen- 

SS company. counterattacked and halted the Red Army at fearful costs. Of the 200 Walloons 

who remained. 37 were awarded the Iron Cross. The performance of the Legion. far superior 

to the French LVF, became a windfall for Rexist propaganda. Degrelle. like Doriot, came to 

believe that the fascist revolution in his country could only be made by a disciplined minority 

who would not shrink from violence. Le Pavs riel. however. hoped that. following the final 

victory of national-socialism in Europe. the people would welcome a revolution led by 

Legionnaires whose sacrifice had preserved Belgium on the map of ~ u r o ~ e . 5 8  

5' Pierre Daye. @*Du trait6 de Verdun h celui de Venailles". Le Nouveau Journal. April 15. 1942: Ferdinand M. 
Collard. "Charlcmapne. empereur de IOccidenr". Le Soir, April 2.  1942: Jean   en is."^ propos de I'annexation 
de Charles Martel". Le Pays reel, March 27, 1942. 
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The "War of Continents" theme was given a very national-socialist cast by Degrellian 

Rexists who regarded enslavement to American capitalism just as odious as enslavement to a 

communist dictatorship. The formation of the natronal-socialist government of Vidkun 

Quisling in occupied Norway led Degrelle to believe that Hitler would likewise respect the 

existence of a national-socialist Belgium within the framework of the New Order. Degrelle and 

Matthys faced a double challenge in trying to be Belgian nationalists and adaptive national- 

socialists at the same time. Jean Denis attempted to defend Degrelle's interpretation of Rexisrn 

not only from Poulet but from his own ideologist. Streel. Denis asserted that Rex remained a 

highly original movement which owed nothing to foreign importation and that it was 

disconcerting to have it disparaged by close parallels with other movements. Some Rexist 

attitudes did resemble Italian Fascism. others Spanish Falangism and even German Nazism 

because Rex. arriving late upon the scene, represented a purported synthesis of revolutionary 

truths common to all European states. The national-socialism of Rex therefore had some 

resemblance to the National Socialism of Germany. even though it remained absolutely 

indigenous? 

The imitative national socialism of AGRA, however, was anything but indigenous and 

so extreme as to frighten even Degrelle and Matthys. With about 1.600 members. mostly 

dissident Rexists and ex-communists from Charleroi and Liege. AGRA and its leader Georges 

Scaillet served the same function in Wallonia as De Vlag in Flanders. that of an annexationist 

tool of the SS. Taking the Germanity of the Walloons to its fullest extent. AGRA's sole 

purpose was to agitate for the incorporation of Wallonia into the Reich in the same manner as 

Alsace-Lorraine. The existence of the Belgian state was a historical error, and in it must be 

replaced by Walloon and Flemish communities adherent to a Greater Germanic Reich which 

had no place for fascists or monarchists but only Volker of the Nordic race and Nazi creed: 

59 Rent.? Baert. "Nos LCgionnaires. soldau de la Rkvolution". Le Pays reel, March 1 1 .  1942: Serge Doring. 
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It might appear astonishing:..that the program so closely resembles that of the NSDAP; this 
being a function of our feeling that, persuaded we belong to the Nordic community, there will 
be no place in that community for a state analogous to or resembling a fascist state, but only 
those states with an essentially Nordic regime (that is to say national-socialist) will be able to 
participate.60 

Walloon citizenship was to be based totally on Aryan blood. any religion being permitted 

which did not subvert the folkways of the Nordic race. the presence of Jews or Judaism in any 

form being forbidden. Other elements of the AGRA program called for social insurance. 

control of trusts and protection of small business. Such a program was, in the spring of 1942 

still too much even for Matthys and its goal of a Beloian national socialism. In a memorandum 

of June I ,  the acting Rexist leader forbade his militants to cooperate in any way with the 

renegade Rexists of AGRA or several related splinters because the "position of these groups 

from the nationalist point of view is too vague".61 

If Degrelle and his Rexists preferred their own brand of national-socialist racism. it 

closely paralleled that of Doriot in its antisemitic virulence. Denis denounced the the very 

presence of Jews as a menace to European civilization. Citing antisemites from Tacitus and 

Marcus Aurelius to Rosenberg, as well as misquoting the Apostle Paul. he claimed all Jews 

were rootless nomads whose definitions of honesty. loyalty. and solidarity were vastly 

different from Aryans. The language of Denis matched that of Costantini in its virulence, 

describing Jews as "racial scum" and "vermin" requiring the most extreme measures of 

antisemitic legislation. As much as the PPF, the Rexists sought Nazi support by a violent 

antisemitism which went beyond denouncing the activities of Jews to decrying their very 

existence in Belgium and in Europe. When the German authorities forced Belgian Jews to 

wear the Yellow Star in June. 1942, the action was enthusiastically received by those Rexists 

who. like the French Aryan-fascists. viewed the assimilated Jew as even more dangerous than 

60 Letter R.Lenne-Liittich . AGRA Administration pfdrale  to Lt. Hemesath. December 12. 1% 1 .  CREHSGM. 
Archives AGRA. JW A2. 
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the foreign Jew. As he and his fellow Legionnaires moved into the front line of Army Group 

South in the late spring of 1942, Degrelle. like Doriot, hoped that the exploitation of the most 

extreme racism would endear him to Goebbels, Borrnann, and especially Hirnmler as an ally in 

establishing his rule in a postwar Belgium -62 

By the end of June. dl the differering ideologies of the New Order were fully formed 

and the strategies and even alliances set into place for a climactic duel between fascist and 

national-socialist visions of organizing Europe. The RIP  planned a socialist Europe. the PPF 

a Celtic France in a Nordic Europe. The fate of Belgium, at least in theory. was inseparable 

from the fate of Rex. The Eurofascist, Maurrassian Rex of Streel implied a Belgian kingdom 

led by a mass party in whatever pluralistic fascist Europe the Axis permitted. If Degrelle 

maintained his course. however. that Belgium would be much more racist, socialist and pro- 

German. If the annexationist groups had their way. there would be no Belgium. only a Nazi 

Wallonia in a Greater Germanic Reich. The participants prepared to translate their rhetoric into 

action in the factory, on the battlefield, or even in the roundup for the concentration camp. 

Behind these strategies of labor collaboration or armed violence lay the assumption that the 

armies of the New Europe were once qa in  poised in Africa and Russia to guarantee victory. 

Even as Lava1 and D& proclaimed the Relke and Oberg plotted the arrest of Parisian Jews 

with the help of the PPF, Rommel's Afrika Korps captured the fortress of Tobruk. Erich von 

Manstein closed in upon the Soviet fortress of Sebastopol. and the armies of Fedor von Bock. 

including the Rexists of the Walloon Legion. opened a massive onslaught destined for the 

Caucasus and the Volga. The Releve and the Holocaust, one a grotesque caricature of 

European socialism, the other an even more grotesque extension of European racism 

represented the arena within which the RNP, PPF, and Vichy entered into climactic 

confrontation. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

"DORIOT AU POUVOIR!": 
THE "FINAL SOLUTION" AND THE CRISIS OF COLLABORATION: 

JULY-DECEMBER, 1942. 

The Axis victories in the summer of 1942 provided the background for an ideological 

debate in which an increasingly radical Nazism and an Italian-inspired Eurofascism offered 

rival visions of how the victorious New Order would be organized. This debate took place in 

France in the context of Pierre Laval's quest for meanin,@l Franco-Geman collaboration, the 

price of which was the deportation of thousands of French workers to virtual slavery and 

thousands of resident Jews to actual death at Auschwitz. Affected by the progressive 

Nazification of the occupation regime itself, both the national-socialist RNP of Marcel Dkat and 

the Aryan-fascist PPF of Jacques Doriot sought to embrace more Nazi racist ideology to 

qualify as the ruling party of a future collaborationist France. Each party. though, absorbed 

Nazi ideas in a manner consistent with its traditions, philosophy. and past. Both the RNP and 

the PPF accepted and endorsed the Nazi persecution of the Jews and the exactions of the 

ReEve. RNP discourse, however, gave far more attention to the ReEve, which it considered a 

'socialist' measure, than it did to the issue of the Jews: that of the PPF rarely mentioned the 

labor deportations while giving prominent attention to the conflict of Aryan and Jew. Hardly 

philosemitic, the nationalist Vichy press continued to criticize collaborationist policies based on 

racism. socialism, and sentimental Europeanisrn. The Vichy conservatives were emulated, in 

part. by Robert Poulet and Jose Streel who admired Mussolini. Petain, and Franco far more 

than Hitler and still wanted a united Belgium to hold her place in a Europe of other fascist and 

conservative states. The pluralistic Eurofascist order envisioned by the Aryan- or Maurrassian 

fascists never materialized, however, for it was doomed by the realities of Nazi policy, public 

opinion in the occupied countries, and the course of the war itself. 



The Hevdav of Eurofascism: April-October. 1942. 

The collapse of Tobruk on June 22 and the renewed Geman offensive in Russia 

suggested the imminent strangulation of the British Empire and the Soviet Union resulting from 

a junction of Axis forces advancing through the oilfields of the Caucasus and the Middle East 

and their union with Japanese troops moving across India. Triumphant fanfares in the Nazi. 

Fascist, and collaborationist press of Europe accompanied renewed editorial speculation on the 

makeup of the coming New Order. The political discourse of 1942. however, even more than 

that of 194 1, reflected the growing ideological strains between Nazi doctrinaires and more 

moderate elements within the New Europe symbolized by Nazi pragmatists within the Reich 

itself as well as fascists and conservatives within the Axis and occupied countries. Political 

and literary alliances based upon these ideologies now transcended national borders. 

Within the Reich itself the mobilization of the Nazi Party and the SS gave new authority 

to the fundamentalist Nazi doctrine expressed in Goebbels' Das Reich , Bormann's Volkischer 

Beobachter, and Himmler's Das Schwarze Korps, none of which in the summer of 1942 

displayed very much enthusiasm for Europeanism. The New Europe was a German affair in 

which the rights of other nations were not guaranteed. The Volkischer Beobachter cited 

Poland's fate as an example. SS theoreticians like Werner Best agreed. but placed far more 

stress on the organization of Europe along racial lines. The Greater German Reich would be 

expanded into a Greater Germanic Reich. incorporating Scandinavia. Switzerland. the Low 

Countries, and even parts of France in a Teutonic blood-empire. The Frankfurter Zeitunc, 

Berliner Borsen Zeitunc and the Kolnische Zeitunq were less Nazi in orientation and more 

open to working with French and Belgian collabontionists and their belief in a more genuine 

European order. Basing their conceptions upon the Grossraum ideas of Werner Daitz and 

Economics Minister Walther Funk. these papers represented pragmatists within the diplomatic. 

economic. and industrial circles of the Reich. Former Europeanists like Max Clauss and 



Wilhelm Grotkopp even suggested that Belgium and France might have certain rights within 

the Grossraum contingent upon their present dedication to collaboration. 

A more benign Eurofascist vision of the New Order evolved south of the Alps. 

ultimately derived from from the 1930's Universal Fascism of Mussolini's Rome. In spite of 

Italy's poor performance on the battlefield, the Duce's theoreticians hoped to secure her 

influence in Europe by championing their traditional doctrine of Eurofascism with its 

collaboration of sovereign fascist and corporatist states. Differing from the Universal Fascism 

of 1930- 1936 in its cosmetic concessions to German hegemony and antisemitic racism, 

wartime Eurofascism sought to guarantee Italy her private Mediterranean and Balkan sphere of 

control, her industrial power. and. most of all, her role as an alternative pole of leadership in 

Europe. The Catholic-nationalist flavor of Eurofascism appealed to circles in Budapest, 

Bucharest, Madrid. and above all Brussels, Vichy. and even some ex-Maurrassian circles in 

Paris. An essentially Latin and Roman doctrine, it considered the dynastic or historic nation- 

state. fortified by the Catholic faith, as the only possible unit for the rebuilding of a Europe 

destroyed by Luther, Calvin, and Descartes. Only the fascist corporate state couId reconcile 

love of country and the unity of Christendom. Europe could only battle the American and 

Soviet superstates if she were more than the appendage of a German or Germanic Reich. for 

her vitality came from the living diversity of her nationalities: "No single nation can itself be 

Europe for any particular purpose ... except at grave risk to itself and at a still graver risk to 

Europe as a whole."' 
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Outside of Italy herself, these Latin-Catholic Eurofascist conceptions were most 

powerfully expressed by the Maumssian-fascists in the traditionalist wing of Rex represented 

by Streei and the literary alliance of k suis partout and Le Nouveau Journal symbolized by 

Pierre Daye and Robert Brasillach. In a book published in early 1942. Streel systematized the 

doctrines he developed in 1940 and 194 1. At the heat  of these doctrines remained the 

argument that Mussolini's March on Rome was the beginning of a series of self-generating 

nationalist revolutions which. taken together, constituted the European Revolution of the 

Twentieth Century. This revolution of corporate nationalisms was destined to write finis to an 

era of impersonal. materialistic societies spawned by the individualism of the Reformation and 

the French Revolution. The Eurofascist revolution. though. could never take the form of a 

rigid Cornintern-style Fascist International, because each national revolution evolved as a 

result of its own particular day-to-day experience. Europe's common destiny would be 

cemented in the form of a common pursuit of social justice and the defense of her culture from 

outside influences rather than the slavish imitation of the revolution in any one of its countries.3 

Streel's doctrine of a European fascist revolution was given a more global perspective 

in Pierre Daye's. L'Eurooe aux eurootens. The former Rexist, now writing in Le Nouveau 

Journal, argued the case for European fascist unity as a response to the demographic rise of 

other supranational blocs in the Far East and the Americas and the danger it posed for the white 

nations of Europe. As a former Jeune Europe federalist, Daye was more consciously European 

than Streel. Now that his 1932 prophecy that Europe would be organized by German might 

came to pass, Daye accepted a Geman-led Europe as a necessity, providing Berlin respected 

both national diversities and social justice. Daye gave more attention to the practical mechanics 

of a fascist Europe than Streel in his discussion of agrarian-industrial unification, intm- 

European trade. and European policy towards Africa. Recognizing the dechristianization of 

Europe as a reality. Daye sought to recover traditional Catholic values of family and authority 

through the policies of fascism. As in 1932. so in 1942 he insisted, though, that the Church 

had a role to play in the superstate of the future as its cultural and spiritual adhesive. A 



European Christian faith took two milennia to build: a European fascist order could only be 

begun in two decades? 

Much more antisemitic than his Belgian counterparts. Robert Brasillach still shared their 

Latin, Maurrassian-fascist orientation. The most nationalist of all French fascist thinkers. he 

still reserved the right to pass judgment on who in France was a genuine fascist and who was 

not. An apostate Maurrassian. he particularly detested the national-socialist doctrine of the 

RNP and the Atelier group. Their so-called revolution was too academic. too socialist. and 

above all. too imported and Geman for his liking. Brasillach. was. however. a genuine 

Eurofascist who set aside the canon of "France Alone". Hitler he respected. but the Latin 

Mussolini he reverenced and freely cited the leader's ghostwritten Doctrine of Fascism in 

support of his quest for both a truly continental ideology and its French application. If the 

Duce himself paid homage to Georges Sorel, then fascism was truly French as well as Italian 

and European. The creation of a unified parti unique of social revolution minus democracy and 

class war remained Brasillach's chief problem. Having served Franco in Spain. the young 

zealot hoped that PCtain or Lava1 would follow the example of the Generalissimo who 

established the Falange as the Spanish parti unique by decree in 1937. paving the way for a 

fascist France to align herself with fascist Europe. What Franco could institute in Latin Spain 

could not, much to Brasillach's chagrin. be imitated in the France of 1942. The forces of the 

New Order in Spain were overwhelmingly rightist, Latin. and Catholic. providing no serious 

rival to the Falange. which was both supported and ignored by Franco's authoritarian military 

regime; those of France. with its hybrid Latin-Celtic culture and powerful republican tradition. 

were not only disliked by the Vichy government. but were divided between the national- 

socialist RNP and the more domestic fascist leagues chiefly represented by the PPF. The 

presence of German troops and administration, the historic role of republican education and 

culture, and the utter lack of support for collaborationist fascism in France, moreover, ensured 

[bid.: Pierre Daye, L'Europe aux Europkens (Brussels. Nouvelle Socifte de~ditions.  1942). pp. 15-25.49-58. 
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that the fractious French parties would strive to please German rather than French opinion. 

something Brasillach was not fully prepared to do? 

In the early spring of 1942 Reich propaganda begun to emphasize the evolution of a 

common Nordic European culture which was National Socialist in its inspiration. The 

principal French participants in this campaign were the Groupe Collaboration and the Cahiers 

franco-allernands, both of which grew out of the Comite France-Allemagne of the 1930's and 

from which the wartime organizations drew their strongly racist and pro-German European 

vision. In both St. Denis and Aachen on the Charlemagne anniversary of April 2. 1942, both 

Nazis and collaborators proclaimed a new Carolingian Renaissance inspired this time not by 

Catholic faith alone but by the common blood of Teuton and Celt. The concerts of "Mozart 

Week". the journeys of sculptor Arno Breker, the unveiling of stark classical monuments. and 

the chanting torchlight parades of Europeanized Hitler Youth rallies all strove to make the "War 

of Continents" an artistic as well as a military struggle. The peasant and warrior statues of 

Breker. along with the buildings of Albert Speer. were described as the embodiment of Nordic 

racial perfection in stone. The music of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Franck, Berlioz, and 

especially Wagner supposedly came from the Nordic soul in contrast to the rhythms of Benny 

Goodman. Roman and Germanic ideals of beauty and self-sacrifice were cited as the 

inspiration for a European film industry designed to protect German, French. and other Aryan 

minds from the most seductive and lethal contamination of all: the democratic and "Jewish- 

inspired" fantasies of cowboys, gangsters and lovers from Hollywood. In the meantime. the 

cinemas of Paris and Brussels offered moviegoers newsreels of German victories and features 

which demonized Jews and Anglo-Saxons such as Le jeune Hitlerien , Ohm Kru~er  , Le Juif 

Siiss, and Le Juif eternel. French and Walloon audiences avoided these Nazi films in droves. 

Roben Brasillach. **Devanc I'Cquivoque*'. Je suis partout, July 3. 1942; idem. "Parti unique ou partis unis?'*. 
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preferring the French films of Rent Clair. Sacha Guitry. and others which were more escapist 

than propagandist. 

"Doctrinaires and Combattants": the RNP and PPF, Summer. 1942. 

The racist theme underlying the Kultu ro~aganda of 1942 set the stage for the major 

struggle between Doriot and D&t as both sought to enlist German allies in their respective 

causes. The various German authorities now found themselves in the position of modem 

feudal lords, each German service having a French or Belgian vassal to do its bidding in return 

for funds and support. The RNP atternpied to continue its unwritten pact not only with Lava]. 

but with the Nazi Europeanists of the Wilhelmstral3e and the German Labor Front of Robert 

Ley. Doriot and his fascist PPF, on the other hand. were much more ambitious. seeking to 

overthrow the Vichy regime with a campaign of racism and revolutionary tactics calculated to 

win them an SS alliance and total power in France.' 

Les Nouveaux T e m ~ s  typified the jubilation of the Paris press in the early summer of 

1942 at the capture of Sevastopol and Tobruk and the resumption of last autumn's triumphal 

march to European victory. Born and raised in Italy. the arch-Europeanist collaborator 

Luchaire was disposed to somewhat greater sympathy towards the essentially Latin Eurofascist 

idea than Deat. who was steeped in German philosophy. The Nouveaux Temps liked much of 

what Jose Streel wrote in La RCvolution du vingtitme sitcle, particularly Streel's belief that a 

series of national and popular revolutions were in the process of forming one grand European 

revolution. Being an enthusiastic European rather than a fascist ideologue, however. Luchaire 

was prepared to go much further than Streel in surrendering French independence to a 

Guy Ferchault. "La Sernaine Mozm a Vienne8*, Cahien franco-allemands. Januvy 1942. pp.3 1-32; Dr. 
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superstate. Unlike the Walloon but like Deat and other national-socialists, he found the best 

model for national revolution in Berlin. Where Streel, Doriot. and other fascist collaborators 

fully rejected the French Revolution, Guy Crouzet considered it a forerunner of the current 

national-socialist revolution if one disregarded its liberal outcome and concentrated on 

Robespierre. This mythology, first enunciated by Georges Valois in the 1920's and then by 

Alfred Rosenberg in late 1940. was destined to become a major theme of Europeanist 

collaborators in 1943 and 1944. The belief of French Radicals and socialists that they were 

heirs of the Jacobins survived even among those who became national-socialists. The Bastilles 

of Vichy. London and Wall Street merely replaced those of Louis XVI.8 

While it would eventually adopt the "Jacobin" theme far more than Les Nouveaux 

T e m ~ s  would, L'CEuvre once more centered its discourse around the economics of the New 

Order. Common access to Soviet wheat and oil did more, it said, to unite Europeans than a 

score of  legion^.^ Considering the summer solstice an omen of national-socialist victory. Dkat 

again revived his campaign to fuse all French movements of collaboration into a state- 

sanctioned parti unique under his control. The new party would serve as the instrument of 

political revolution: support for European labor collaboration in the form of Laval's R e b e  

would be the mechanism of European integration and social revolution. The politics of labor 

collaboration began in earnest on July 2 when Lava1 and Bichelonne ordered the Vichy 

ComitCs d'organisation to begin closing unprofitable businesses and encourage their 

employees to seek work in Germany. Over 240.000 French workers departed for the Reich 

betwen June 1. 1942 and the end of the year. Both the government and the Vichy press 

encouraged the exodus by speaking more of French patriotism and French prisoners than the 

construction of the New Europe. Vichy tracts. however. propagandized workers with 

Europeanist themes which were developed by the RNP: "France cannot remain passive and 

Guy Crouzet. '*Le moment solennel'*. Les Nouveaux Temps. July 3. 1942; idem. '*Lo doctrine de I'Europe". 
ibid.. July 8. 1942; Jean Reubell-Lapone, "La force et le feu forge I'acier europken", ibid., July 9. 1942; 
Crouzet, "BastiIles i prendre". ibid.. July 15, 1942. 

Marcel DCat . "A I'CchelIe du monde". LICEuvreL July 4-5. 1942. 



indifferent in the face of the sacrifices Germany has agreed to. in order to set an example for a 

Europe in which we must take our place."Io 

Laval's initiative clearly appealed to the former pacifists, socialists, and Europeanists of 

the left of the DCat-Luchaire persuasion. So many of these, veterans of the Great War. praised 

the Auvergnat for sending their sons to labor in German factories so their grandsons would be 

spared the mutilations they themselves suffered between 19 14 and 19 18. DCat. meanwhile. 

expressed his zed for the ReEve in a much more supranational. if not pro-German. spirit. 

Formally relaunching the parti unique at a July 12- 13 rally of the RNP. Deat warned Laval that 

his initiatives stood in danger of sabotage without the support of a strongly socialist and 

European single mass party. DCat continued his campaign for labor collaboration and a mass 

party at the July 14 meeting of the Paris-based Cercle europken. An intellectual forum whose 

honorary head was Lavd himself. the 1200 member Cercle europken. whose inner council 

embraced most major coIlaborationists in France was formed in November, 194 1. The 

purpose of the Cercle and its fifteen study groups was to further define the economic doctrines 

of the New Europe and their practical application in a number of areas. Its dedication to the 

practical mechanics of a neo-socialist form of European integration led it to discuss matters like 

commercial relations, credit. raw materials. energy, public works. agriculture. metallurgy. 

chemistry, textiles, transportation. propaganda and social organization. With an agenda such 

as this. the Cercle was the perfect forum for DCat and his collaborators of leftist origin to 

formally endorse the Reltve as the centerpiece of their 1942 political strategy. 1 

The strategy of sending French labor to the Reich was praised far more fervently by the 

national-socialists of Paris than by Laval himself. Laval considered the exchange of three 

French workers for one prisoner of war a diplomatic bargain in which France might obtain 

I Cercle membership. 75% French and largely of RNP orientation. included Marcel DCat. Abel Bonnud. 
Georges Bonnet. Guy Crouzet. Georges Dumoulin. Raymond Froideval, Jean Goy, Gabriel Lafaye, Maurice 
Levillin, Adrien Marquet. Jean Montigny, Gaston Riou, Georges Rivollet. and Hendrik De Man. Also present 
were Jacques Doriot and Pierre Costantini. Germans included DR. K. H. Bremer of the Institut Allemand, Dr. 
Michel of the military economic administration and Ernbasy personnel such as Rudolf Schleier, AN 3 W 247. 

864-65, 871,872. 



some advantage from a very adverse situation. Laval also hoped his genuine desire for 

collaboration would guarantee France her existence in the New Order. The language in which 

the RNP described the Relkve, though, was that of the utopian Europeanist ideologue rather 

than the practical politician. Dtkt and Albertini argued it signified a distinctly national-socialist 

form of collaboration. Young Frenchmen from aristocratic. bourgeois. proletarian. peasant. 

and technocratic backgrounds working alongside workers from all over Europe would shed 

both their snobbery and their chauvinism, becoming socialist and European in the process.12 

The July visit of German Labor Front leader Robert Ley to Paris further inspired the 

RNP press to pursue the above line of reasoning. In a factory surrounded with banners and 

slogans of European victory. the Nazi union boss endorsed Dkat's argument that Hitler and 

Mussolini made national-socialism a continental way of life. Unemployment was banished. 

business made socially responsible. and labor dignified. A wider national-socialism would 

arise in every country of Europe. under inspiration of the Reich model. which alone would 

cement Europe in what was a war of social systems as well as continents. The notion that 

European integration could come about by laboring in the Fiihrer's factories became the central 

argument of L'Euvre and LIAtelier, and. to some degree. Les Nouveaux Temps in the 

summer and autunrn of 1942. Opposition to the Relkve was treason against Laval and 

dereliction of duty to the armies of national-socialism and Europe herself. Jean Jaurks himself. 

it was argued. would have hailed what was a practical means of creating a socialist France and 

a socialist European order. The Releve was a far more congenial form of economic 

collaboration for those who still viewed themselves as men of the left than the 194 1 capitalist 

initiatives of Darlan and Lehideux. The Vichy technocrats did little, they argued. to integrate 

I On the Reikve see BA K R55/ 1 337. 5 2 19-2 1: AN 3 W 22 1 5 157: Jacques Evrard. 1.a deportation des 
travaillcurs francais dans le IIIe Reicb (Paris, Librairie Anheme Fayard, 1972). p.70; RelPve 1942; AN 72 AJ 
255; Deat . "Le socialisme ciment de la nation". L'CEuvre, July 9. 1942; idem. "Socialistes et europiens". 
ibid., July 10, 1942; "Un an de guerre pour ['Europe come le bolchevisme", hid.,-June. 22, 1942: Marcel 
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the working ciass into the nation, or integrate the nation itself into Europe. where France might 

find herself reduced to a mere garden ruled by managers.l3 

The new RNP campaign for national-socialism quickly drew opposition from the 

mildly collaborationist editor of Le Rouge et le Bleu , the former socialist Charles Spinasse. 

Spinasse was profoundly disturbed by DCat's drift towards a Germanized socialism in the form 

of a centralized totalitarian party. Such a party had no place in the strong anarchist and 

syndicalist tradition of the French left which preferred the decentralized communities of 

Proudhon to the regimented legions of Marx, Stalin. or Hitler. Diat's urge to impose a 

Prussianized regime upon the communal liberties of a nation of artisans and peasants which 

even Maurras and Vichy respected was, for Spinasse. a sacrilege. In his rather Quixotic 

crusade against the parti unique, Spinasse nevertheless underlined the extent to which the New 

Order was Germanizing if not Nazifying the discourse and thinking of some of his former 

socialist colleagues.14 Dkat angrily denounced what he considered an anarchist critique. 

underlining the reasons for the totalitarian drift in his thinking in a besieged and Nazifying 

Europe. Socialists, he said, had to adapt to new realities in ideology if European socialism 

were to be an organic whole. An intercontinental war against capitalism and communism, 

moreover. demanded a powerful state and party to discipline both capital and labor for the good 

of a11.15 

Je suis partout accepted the parti unique in principle, but many of its readers and 

contributors also found the orientation of its would-be organizers too European and 

Germanophile for their liking. That Lava1 seemed to favor RNP types and even appoint them to 

his government enraged Brasillach in particular. When Gabriel Lafaye was placed in charge of 

l 3  Deat. *'Le socialisme cirnent de In nationo*, LICEuvre. July 9, 1942; idem. "Socialistes et europeens". ibid.. 
July 10. 1942, Ley in LIAtelier .July 11. 1942; Georges Dharmes. "La RelEve est une bataille que nous 
devons gagner". ibid.. JuIy 18. 1942; Reni Mesnrrrd, "A direction socialiste collaboration syndicale". ibid.. July 
25, 1942: Georges Dharnes. ibid.."Pour le constitution d'un parti revolutionnaire unique": Guy Crouzct, "De 
Jaures 2 HitIer". Les Nouveaux T e m ~ s ,  July 25, 1942. 

l 4  "Pour et contre le parti unique". LIAteliec, July 1 1 .  1942. 
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a Vichy labor comission. the self-appointed guardian of French fascist doctrine scandalized him 

and. by implication. the entire RNP as too republican for his fascist France. A fresh series of 

open exchanges between LfAtelier and Je suis uaxtout in June. 1942 illustrated the sharp 

divisions between national-socialists who evolved from the parliamentary and syndicalist left 

and the Eurofascists and Aryan-fascists from nationalist and racist backgrounds. L'Atelier 

hurried to the defense of Lafaye. whom it described as an authentic worker. syndicalist and 

European who earned his position in contrast to Brasillach, a self-proclaimed fascist dilettante 

whose life experience allegedly centered around his copy room and the reactionary nationalism 

he copied from Maurras. The fascist zealot responded in kind. arguing that it was better to be a 

Maurrassian than a partner of the Jew Blum! L'Atelier then openly accused the Catalan of bad 

faith. recalling that Je suis partout in 1939 denounced syndicalists like Lafaye as German 

agents because they worked for reconciliation with Berlin at a time when Brasillach himself 

referred to Hitler as "one of the mad dogs of Europe".16 

The brief Je suis partout -Atelier duel was the overture to the main battle between the 

PPF and RNP, which reproduced the fascist/ national-socialist debate on a much larger scale. 

Leader of the largest and best organized fascist movement in France. Jacques Doriot remained 

Stalinist in tactics. methods. and even patterns of thought. Far more ruthless than his 

Europeanist RNP rivals, he began to mobilize his 30.000 PPF militants in both France and the 

Mahgreb for the violent seizure of the French state itself. A paramilitary coup engineered by 

the party's armed Gardes franpises would be launched first in Algeria. then in Paris. where it  

would be given a veneer of legality through the presence of PPF allies Jacques Benoist-Michin 

and Admiral Platon in the Vichy cabinet. The PPF coup in Algiers and Paris was timed to 

coincide with the anticipated Axis rout of the British Empire and the Soviet Union, following 

which the PPF would depose both Lava1 and the RNP ( but not Pktain. who would serve as a 

useful figurehead). ratifying its hold on power with a nationwide congress. Doriot's plan 

depended upon the active support of the SS. now actively engaged in the destruction of 

I 6  "RCponse i M. Robcn Brasillach". LnAtelierL June 27. 1942: "M. Brasillach nous ecrit" . ibid.. July I I .  
1942. 



Europe's Jews. Given the revolutionary morality he learned from Lenin and Stalin. in which 

the end justified the most nefarious of means. Doriot had no reservations about anchoring his 

strategy in the most unsavory forms of subversion and racial persecution.17 

Unlike the fascisms of Jose Antonio Primo de Rivera. Streel, or the pre- 1938 

Mussolini. the Aryan-fascism of Doriot. like all post- 1938 French fascisms. mixed the 

Mediterranean doctrine of nation and spontaneous actlon with the northern European racism of 

Gobineau. Drumont, and Banes. Europe could only be unified by regimes conscious of their 

genetic solidarity. Doriot's principal ideologist. Maurice-Ivan Sicard. attempted to provide an 

intellectual vision of a Europe united at its core by the common Nordic biology of Teuton and 

Celt and in general by the unity of Nordic. Alpine and even Mediterranean. all of whom could 

be regarded as members of a common European race. While Doriot was more interested in 

using Sicard's ideas than in actually believing them. he no doubt found the latter's vision a 

useful intellectual framework for his party's proposed alliance with the SS.I8 According to 

Sicard. the defense of the so-called Aryan race. by force of arms if necessary. was contingent 

upon all members of the French and European family, membership in which was a genetic 

privilege closed to all Africans. Asians and. especially, Jews: 

Being a racist means stating that the peasants and workers of Bavaria and Lyonnais. Franconia 
and Upper Burgundy, Saxony and Picardy can relate to one another because the same blood 
has flowed in their veins for centuries. If i t  is racist to finally wish to base the union of 
European states on communities. then. yes. we are racist, and have been so for a very long 
time! 19 

Admitting Frenchmen were a mixture did not prevent Doriot and Sicard from capitalizing 

upon the alleged preponderance of the Celtic elements in the French population making them 

l 7  WPIS, "France". nos. 152-62, September ?-November 12. 1942, inclusive: Dint. Journal, Auzust 3 1. 1942: 
PA AA R29594/ 220500-502. Septcmbcr 30. 1942; m, A. 1942. p.680. 

l 8  Maurice-Ivan Sicud. Vive la France! (Paris. Les ~ditions de France. 1943). pp. 1-3. 8-9.14.17- 19.22-24.28- 
30, 35, 40-42. 47, 65-68. Dieter Wolf maintains "it is doubtful that Doriot had approved of ail the opinions 
expounded in this book or that he had taken them seriously on his own". Wolf. Doriot, p.455. 
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cousins rather than brothers of the Germans. Doing this would provide the PPF with a racial 

basis for both fascist collaboration and nationalist pride. The antisemitic fervor of the PPF and 

its cousins led by Bucard and Costantini did attract the attention of the SS. as did their 

willingness to translate that fervor into violent action.rO Some sections of the PPF began to 

work actively with the SS intelligence service, or Sicherheitdienst (SD) until Doriot dissuaded 

them from doing so. More significantly. the party youth wing openly aided the Gestapo and the 

French police in the mass arrest of over 12.000 Paris Jews on July 16 and 17. 1912. most of 

whom were to quickly perish at Auschwitz.'l 

In choosing the route of violence against the Jews. the PPF was responding to the pull 

of its own demography as much as Doriot's political expediency. With large organizations and 

many members in Marseilles, Nice, the Midi. Corsica. Algeria. Tunisia. and Morocco, together 

with a new influx from the MSR, the PPF drew most of its I941 and 1942 recruits from 

milieux in which xenophobia. Jew-baiting. and the antidrevfusard tradition were very strong.'? 

Even before the Final Solution reached France in July. 1942. most of her genuine fascists 

already demanded a strongly racist European antisemitic policy based upon expulsion. 

Grinsoire had no apologies describing World War I1 as a genetic struggle between the Jews of 

New York and the Aryans of Europe resolvable only by force. Segregation and mass expulsion 

of Jews. moreover, was regarded as not merely a German, but a historic French and European 

policy of Popes and Capetian kings. Philippe Henriot, formerly one of the most profascist 

deputies of the Hdtration republicaine and now an ardent Petainist. dispensed similar views on 

Radio-Vichy. Henriot now considered that there existed a hugely inflated Jewish population in 

France numbering 1.2 million, and constituting an army of occupation. While far from a 

Europeanist in the Dek manner, Henriot demanded a Europe-wide program to remove them. 

though, unlike Doriot was willing to wait till the end of the war to do so: 

2 1  Ibid.. pp.16-50: Victor BanhiYerny. Du cornrnunisme. p. 3 10; Michael R. M m s  and Roben 0. Puton. 
Vichv France and the Jews, (New York. Schocken Books. 1983). pp.250-51. 
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There are ten million of them in Europe. ten million carriers of a contagious germ which. over 
the centuries. has provoked terrible and potentially lethal epidemics across our continent ... after 
the war . it will be necessary to consider the Jewish problem as a European problem and settle 
it as such with a maximum of fairness but also fimness.~j 

A solid doriotiste, Jean Lagarigue ensured that the antisemitic line of Je suis panout 

was religious as well as racial. The most consistent presentation of PPF racist theology was 

left to Le Cri du wuple, which described "Jewish" New York as a new Babylon of usury and 

haven of a capitalism inspired by the same godless principles as communism. Those who 

opposed either finance capitalism or communism followed in the steps of the warriors who 

battled for Christendom against Saladin and Attila." The question for Le Cri du peu~le  was 

not how one could reconcile Catholic teaching with antisemitism. but how one could avoid 

doing so. Historically. the Church held no special tenderness towards the Jews. taught that 

they were guilty of the death of the Messiah. and that their election passed to the Gentiles. In 

the selective theology of the skeptic Doriot. the blood of Christ was lain upon "the nomads of 

the ghetto" who had no more in common with Abraham than a modem Greek merchant with 

Homer and Pericles. In the PPF cathechisrn. not even the infinite love of Christ could redeem 

the Jews, eternal perdition being racial as much as individual and the Jews being consigned to 

to be the enemies of Europe. rootless nomads fomenting Marxism. usury. and the 

abominations of the earth. ' 5  
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The Crisis of Collaboration: September-October. 1942. 

By September of 1942 both the war and the politics of collaboration reached a crisis 

point, Hitler's overextended armies carried the New Order to the Volga, Caucasus. and the 

vicinity of the Nile but at terrible cost in men and supplies. It was Sauckel's responsibility to 

replace them, and in October he demanded Laval furnish him another 250.000 French workers. 

Laval. unable to supply even the first 250.000. decreed labor in Germany compulsory for ail 

Frenchmen aged 2 1-45 on September 4. The populace reacted unequivocally. through strikes. 

bombings, attacks on recruiters. and other forms of resistance. The R e h e  was doomed from 

the start as few in France would risk life. honor. squalid conditions. and RAF bombs to aid 

their pitiless, eternal adversary. The institution of conscription was the epitaph of a stillborn 

European order desired neither by the French people nor. in reality. by the Nazis themselves. 

In spite of Vichy's crumbling credibility, in fact. because of it. both Doriot and Deat celebrated 

the fourth year of war in the belief that their hour had come-rn 

Expecting an imminent call from Laval to reconstruct his flagging regime with a parti 

unique, DCat tried to assemble all the Paris parties around the leadership of the RNP. The 

September. 1942 creation of the Front revolutionnaire national. or FRN. proved i t  was much 

simpler to create a single mass party on paper than in reality. The FEW was a mere front, not a 

party , for not only the personal antagonisms of its various lenders. but the fascist versus 

national-socialist differences that sundered the original RNP of 194 1 remained. The pacifist 

academic Dkat, so out of place in paramilitary garb, and the violent Franciste blueshins of 

Marcel Bucard were joined largely by their common hatred of Doriot. Loosely linked by a 

vague common program. each party kept a very strict autonomy. as did the Groupe 

Collaboration, the ComitC d'action antibolchevique and the tiny Parti national collectiviste. 

AN 72 AJ 255 @TO 7; PA AA R295941220101-105. July 1. 1942: BA K R551 1337 
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Absent, of course. was the PPF. without which any hope for a unified party of collaboration 

was doomed from the start. 27 

Behind the cardboard facade of the FRN, DCat proceeded to further Nazify his 

European vision in direct proportion to the increased stridency of Doriot and his PPF. The 

sharp, unqualified racism of the PPF furnished a weapon against Deat and the RNP. whose 

own antisemitism was more reserved. Having come from a democratic tradition. most of the 

quasi-republican national-socialists of the RNP had little use for the crude. demagogic methods 

of the domestic fascists. Antisemitism for them was. at best. a peripheral issue and a necessary 

evil. The main foe was capitalism. Hoping the Nazis and especially the SS would listen. 

Sicard accused the RNP not only of lukewarm Marxian antisemitism but outright Jewish 

sympathies. The willingness of the RNP to consider that Jews were not innately evil and that 

some could even become good Frenchmen outraged Sicard, who insisted only Doriot displayed 

the uncompromising racism needed for revolutionary sincerity in 1942.29 

Not fully comfortable with the crude manner of his rival's antisemitism. Deat preferred 

the traditional anticlericalism of the republican left from which he sprung. The issues of 

antisemitism and anticlericalism could not easily be segregated in the summer of 1942. The 

actions of the SS. PPF and the police in deporting the Jews of Paris in July were followed by 

similar actions in the south of France in August. The consciences of many Frenchmen. even 

those with traditional antisemitic sentiments. were outraged by the savagery of the arrests. 

Many of the French clergy in particular saw confirmation of their belief that the racism and 

paganism of Nazi European ideology represented the spirit of Antichrist. On August 6,  

Cardinal Gerlier of Lyons publicly condemned the deportation of the Jews. and his sentiments 

were endorsed by a significant minority of the Catholic and the entirety of the Calvinist clergy. 

Laval, in one of the most unconscionable actions of his political career. ignored the protests 

and ordered them censored from the Vichy press. So preoccupied with the politics of 

27 Marcel Dhr. "Front rfvolutionnaire national". L'CEhwe, September 16. 1942. 
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collabontion and eager to demonstrate his loyalty to those politics. which he believed was in 

the interest of France, he was prepared to sacrifice thousands of foreign Jews to avoid 

jeopardizing the relationship he believed he had to build with the German au th~r i t i e s .~~  

The Vichy papen themselves. led by Le Temps and Le Figaro continued the same 

nationalist-conservative stance they had under Darlan. References to the New Order were very 

sporadic and always made in the context of the the unity of France and the preservation of her 

culture. The future role of France was in the hands of Frenchmen themselves. According to 

these Vichy papers, true French patriotism was represented neither by the Paris "ultras" with 

their German ideologies, nor a Resistance supposedly led by communists who never acted in 

the interests of France alone. but only in the politics of the Marshal who continued the historic 

incarnation of the unity of France represented by Joan of Arc and Henri IV. In subtle ways. 

the two dailies strove to reaffirm France's Catholic and humanist heritage in response to the 

Gobineau-Rosenberg formulations of the RNP and PPF papers. The pilgrimage of Marshal 

Pktain to the Gallic-Roman battlefield of Gergovia on August 30 was designed as well to 

celebrate the second anniversary of the founding of the Legion franpis des combattants. 

Pitain's remarks on the the unity of France based upon her language. ancestral ideals and love 

of country served as the perfect occasion for Le Temps to pen a powerful critique of the 

Nazifying world-view of the Europeanist and fascist collaborators as well as their flawed 

European ideology: 

We could have, perhaps, at certain moments, chosen more or less hollow ideologies in place of 
the soil of France ... One does not err in speaking in terms of "party over country". We have 
known times when parties themselves were divided. not fearing to rely upon foreign support. 
or at Ieast to desire it in order to assure the victory of their ideas. 

Beyond a doubt, "Europe", the continent, the new world in which our country must take her 
place, is a reality. So also, however, is the soil of France. which we must cherish, is a reality 
as well. We are convinced it is impossible for one of our compatriots to effectively think and 
speak "European", if he does not first of all think and speak "French"? 

29 Susan Zuccotti. The Holocaust. the French. and thc Jews (New York. Basic Books. 1993). pp. 145-56: 
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The soil of France. according to Le Temps, could not be defended unless those who lived upon 

it preserved their moral traditions based upon reason and Christian values rather than Doriot's 

notions of Nordic blood or DCat's anticlerical and increasingly paganized national socialism. 

The fate of the Jews could not be commented upon directly. Nevertheless. Le Temps strongly 

hinted that in its active collaboration with the SS. the government of PCtain and Lava1 betrayed 

the very raison d'etre of France itself in its lack of respect for human dignity: 

The traditional mission of our country ... has been defined ... by the Head of State in nearly all 
of his messages. especially when he has spoken of "respect for the human person" as the basis 
of civilization. We want the French people to understand that there is. especially at this 
moment when the world is in flames and hatred is springing up everywhere. a duty ... to restore 
respect for spiritual values. Only then can Frenchmen be proud of France and France proud of 
every Fren~hrnen .~~  

Le Figaro attributed the ultimate defeat of the Gauls to their failure to unite behind their 

leader, a lesson still relevant two thousand years later. Not must France unite behind PCtain to 

achieve her hope of resurrection, but her true source of unity must reside in the religion planted 

on her soil by Clovis. Far more representative of French Catholics than the Nazified adherents 

of Doriot and Chateaubriant. the Catholic Federation's Jean Le Cour Grandmaison. a 

formidable opponent of Dkat and all he stood for. considered any attempt to found French 

patriotism or Europeanism on pseudo-scientific racism a farce and a sacrilege. If the crisis of 

1942 forced all nations to adapt. was it not better for France to base her adaptation upon her 

own lasting values than those copied from others? 

And ... at no time has the racial or ethnic factor intruded into our country. Celts and Latins. 
Visigoths and Germanics, Phonecians and Liprians have associated and mingled from our 
beginnings. Perhaps their diversity explains the absence of particularism, the tendency towards 
the universal which has always formed one of the most striking characteristics of the French 

3 1  "L'amour de la Pauie". ibid.. August 27. 1942: "UnitC fmgaise". ibid.. August 3 1 .  1942: "Mission de la 
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soul. Does this not explain as well the no less striking affinity of that soul for Catholicism. a 
universal religion by definition? 3' 

Despite its long and continuing history of vocal antisemitism. L'Action francaise shared 

the disdain of the two Vichy dailies for the racial theories and European bombast of the Paris 

papers. In fact, no paper was more forthright in defending the Latin heritage of the French 

nation. Having spent a quarter of their history under the civilizing influence of both Classical 

and Catholic Rome. France. in the eyes of Maurras. could not pretend that her ancestors were 

anything other than Gallo-Roman nther than mereiy Gallic. Building upon the civilization and 

discipline of Rome. the faith of the Church was. moreover. instrumental in the forging of the 

French historical spirit. M a u m  and his disciples were far more antisemitic than the more 

moderate Vichy papers. openly describing the Jews. led by Leon B lum as the architects of 

France's defeat and the main opponents of the Marshal and his National Revolution. 

Nevertheless. the antisemitic policies and attitudes preached by the Maurrassians continued to 

be based upon the notion of a Jewish nation in opposition to the French nation nther than a 

Jewish race in opposition to a European. Aryan race. Maurras's call for an antisemitisme 

d'etat, shared by Poulet and Streel. reflected his ongoing rejection of the European idea in all 

its forms. While the crisis of collaboration drove both Vichy and Maurns to the acceptance of 

policies such as the Relkve and the persecution of the Jews. the latter persistently masked his 

acquiesence in the language of La France seule. The deportation of workers to Germany was 

viewed as an unpleasant reality in which workers must be traded for prisoners and had more to 

lose by resistance than compliance. Brutally honest in a way neither the Paris nor Vichy papers 

would be. Maurras found it useless to speculate on the future of Europe. for Europe would be 

whatever the Germans and the Germans alone decided it would be. In the meantime, he said. 

Frenchmen would gain nothing substituting German views for the purity of their own.33 
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Dkat responded to both the PPF and the Vichy press by attacking their common 

Catholic tradition. In turning to the "Jewish Question". he clearly suggested that his opponents 

were dwelling upon a secondary issue. Albertini responded to Sicard's denunciations of the 

RNP by linking PPF antisemitism with the socially reactionary doctrines of the French right. 

RNP racism was more rational. relocating most of Europe's Jews to a homeland in Palestine or 

elsewhere after the war. A minority who served France might even be allowed to assimilate. 

The RNP took part in neither demagoguery nor pogroms. DCat's dislike of the clergy came 

more from their opposition to national-socialist Eumpe than their defense of the Jews. This did 

not mean that DCat rejected either racism or racial antisemitism. By late September. he was 

studying the writings of Alfred Rosenberg. introducing the language of "Blood and Soil" into 

his socialist messages. Diat's new racism was still less rigid than that of Doriot. The PPF 

considered Frenchmen an established race of Celts which absorbed other European elements: 

the RNP regarded Frenchmen as a race in process of formation but needing the protection from 

non-European elements. The thought of copying the youth of Germany in eugenics and 

regimentation was clearly offensive to both French Catholics and French nationalists. Diat. 

however. insisted it would eventually produce a stronger basis for national pride than liberty. 

fraternity, or equality. The French Republic needed to be defined. he argued. in an ethnic 

instead of a legal sense. D&t now began to describe his European patriotism in racial terms. 

Europe would be joined together not only by socialism, but by understanding among its racial 

communities. all of whom shared a common Indo-European ancestry.3" 

In defending nationalism and Christian teachings on the brotherhood of man. French 

Catholics mounted a direct challenge to the Nazi ideas DCat tried to incorporate into his party. 

DCat's nostalgia for the tradition of 1789. even in a perverted totalitarian form included a 

J-Delebecque, "Dkmesure et impudence juive", ibid., October 22. 1942; Georges Calzant. "Pour un 
antisernitisme franqais", ibid., December 1 .  5-6, 1942; m, A, 1942. pp.698, 747. 
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confrontational approach to the clergy, which clearly set him apart from Doriot. who sought to 

court them. Diat addressed the Church in language very similar to that of Bismarck, warning 

of a new Kulturkampf if she continued to resist the unification of Aryan Europe in the manner 

she and her priests resisted the unification of Germany. D6at described his racism as a new 

religion based on the ancient tribalism of Celt and Teuton, with which the Vatican must come to 

terms or be replaced by a new Nazi Reformation. At the very least, he demanded the Church 

end its support of Europe's capitalist enemies and endorse the R e h e ,  the crusade against 

Bolshevism, and some form of racism and anti~ernitisrn.3~ 

Well into October Diat remained confident of not only German victory, but of that of 

the RNP. How codd anyone dream otherwise following the Canadian disaster at Dieppe and 

German control of the Ukraine and the Caucasus? Soon, he believed. a peace treaty would 

organize the New Europe, Laval authorize the parti unique, and France join the continent once 

and for all. On November 1. 1912, D&t convened the Second National Congress of his party. 

where he once again summarized his pro-Nazi evolution. The congress featured. for the first 

time, an open RNP attack on Doriot himself for his brutal tactics, crude propaganda. and 

intransigent refusal to support either Laval or the revolutionary unity of the FRN. The 

European Revolution. Diat insisted. was already in power in the person of Laval. and needed 

his continuation in power: "I do not believe that the revolution must begin by occupying an 

apartment." 36 Those who denounced Pierre Laval for "softness" were merely petty 

adventurists and fantasizers who did not understand his importance in Europe. Dkat claimed to 

find it absurd that the forces represented by Doriot continued to sabotage the unity of the New 

Order for in doing so the PPF only consigned itself to oblivion.37 
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The November. 1942 Congress of the PPF followed immediately upon that of the 

RNP. As late as September. the party began the fourth year of the war fully expecting to form 

a Quisling-style regime in France. but one which would have to be nationalist as well as social. 

The diluted program of the FRN was hardly. in the mind of Doriot. a revolutionary document. 

Diat and Bucard, meanwhile, were admonished to leave antidoriotisme to communists and 

Gaullists. Only the PPF, said Doriot. could give France a genuine movement capable of 

uniting labor and capital and suppressing the philosophy of selfish individualism which 

prevented France from having f i l l  membership in the New Order. Demanding a violent purge 

of all antisocial and democratic elements. Le Cri du peuple, in rebuttal to the RNP's 

alIeged"moderation", declared that all states in the New Europe must be antisemitic states. and 

that the PPF would not become timid in its campaign against the Jews. Planning over thirty 

antisemitic rallies throughout Occupied France for the autumn of 1942. the PPF sought to 

remind the SS that it was the only movement which could help them establish an antisemitic 

France in an antisemitic Europe. 3s 

If the gradualist RNP could not compete with the PPF in hard-nosed fascist politics. 

their Franciste allies could. Bucard and his 10.000 militants were fully capable of matching 

Doriot in the tactics of personal attacks and violence. Franciste ideas on racism. antisemitism. 

and suppon for Catholic traditionalism remained similar to those of the PPF. though Bucard 

and his party theoretician Paul Guiraud displayed considerably more enthusiasm for 

Europeanism in the form of their traditional Rome-Berlin-Paris Union of Fascisrns. The claim 

of Doriot and his 30.000 militants to represent fascism in France was unacceptable to Bucard. 

who for years despised the apostate Marxist as an opportunist and a usurper. Franciste hatred 

for Doriot placed the party in tactical alliance with the RNP. While Deat preached his brand of 

Nazified neo-socialism, Bucard orchestrated the attacks on Doriot. It is largely as a result of 

j7 Ibid. 
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the Franciste press campaign against Doriot that the latter's plan for a panmilitary coup was 

exposed, enabling Laval to remove Doriot's ally Benoist-Mechin from the cabinet? 

His plans to overthrow Laval compromised, Doriot received another severe. if not fatal. 

setback when Ribbentrop publicly stated Hitler would support Laval alone. Doriot always 

argued, and would continue to argue. that only a fascist France with a strongly racist regime 

could effectively collaborate with the Nazi Reich. Hitler, however, continued to spurn Doriot's 

appeal. He never saw collaboration in terms of anything other than a temporary propaganda 

tactic. A fascist or national-socialist regime might be permissible in Norway, bur not in a 

France of forty million people. Hitler desired servility from France, not genuine collaboration. 

and the same was true of Himmler. The SS, much as it liked Doriot's racism. wanted a more 

servile client. Doriot was too volatile and independent. Himmler as well preferred someone not 

opposed to his goal of annexing portions of eastern France to his Germanic Reich. Such 

people, however. were found in Belgium. not in France.-+O 

On November 4, seven thousand militants attended the PPF National Congress in Paris 

which was originally planned to ratify Doriot's seizure of power. Instead. the meeting served 

only to document the party's impotence. What Doriot lacked in power. however. he made up 

for in bombast and megalomania in a six-hour expose of Aryan-fascist doctrine. Comparing 

his ideological evolution to that of Mussolini, he still tried to persuade Hitler that he alone was 

a real fascist and was such before 1940. Unlike the artificial W P ,  the PPF was an authentic 

revolutionary movement akin to the Nazis. Italian fascists. Falange. and Rex. He would never 

allow such a movement to be submerged in the rabble being promoted by his rival D&t. 

Reiterating his themes of Nordic partnership, uncompromising antisernitism. and a Napoleonic 

concordat with the clergy. Doriot had little patence for the anticlericalism of the RNP or the 

39 Pad Guiaud. "Contre Doriot. unite d'action!". Le Frmciste, July 1 1 .  1942: Marcel Bucard. *'Position du 
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antifascism of the Vichy clergy: "we see ... on one side the manifestations of anticlericalism or 

paganism in a certain press: on the other side we hear prelates criticizing the work of 

purification begun by the government "-4' 

The PPF congress, however, ended in chaos. On November 7. Doriot and the other 

fascist collaborators awoke to the news that American and British troops were landing in 

Morocco and Algeria. A massive rally of the party. planned for the following day. was banned 

by Laval, who finally decided to act against the PPF. whereupon Doriot and a number of his 

militants took to the streets of Paris. From a balcony on the Champs-Elysies the embittered 

leader harangued his disgruntled militants. demanding an immediate declaration of war upon 

the Allies and the constitution of an Imperial Legion to recover Africa for France and for 

Europe. Not only did Doriot desire open war upon Roosevelt and Churchill. he also declared 

personal war upon the one man in France whom he felt had done the most to ruin his dreams of 

power: Pierre Laval: "I have no use for the old politicians' cabals ... who speak of..the 

outmoded strategies of the former regime! I don't want to create a Radical Party. a SFIO. a 

Federation republicaine! I want to create a totalitarian party ... a faxist party!" 

The Allied landings in North Africa, coming immediately after the decisive defeat of 

Rommel's Afrika Korps at El Alamein and several weeks before the enormous Soviet 

counterattack trapping the German Sixth Army before Stdingrad irrevocably altered the entire 

context of the politics of collaboration. In response to a cease-fire ordered by Defense Minister 

Darlan in French Africa. an enraged Hitler summoned Laval to Berchtesgaden and informed 

him and Petain that the remainder of France was being occupied. Within a matter of days 

German troops carried out Hitler's orders. The Armistice Army was disarmed. the French 

fieet was scuttled at Toulon. The French State. though. continued to exercise its authority in 

the southern zone, with even more power being given to Laval who. more than ever, was 

I1  Jacques Doriot. address November 4. 1942. text in Le Cri du peuple, November 5-6. 1942: 
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Hitler's chosen instrument. Despite the occupation. Petain. writing to Hitler on December 5, 

attempted to maintain the facade of a conditional. nationalist collaboration. for no policy of 

collaboration was possible unless the French government had full freedom of action. Laval 

also repeated his traditional formulas: that France had to collaborate with Europe llnd that n 

German victory in Russia and Africa was desirable in order to halt communism. Laval, 

however, remained too much of a pacifist and too little of a fascist to formally commit French 

soldiers to that end. Besides, the nationalist and germanophobe Pktain would never consent to 

a formal declaration of war against the Allies. Instead. Laval was to answer the clamor of 

Doriot and DCat for an Imperial Legion by granting them permission to form yet another 

voluntary LVF to fight in Tunisia. perhaps knowing they had no way to get there. The PPF 

call for formal adherence to the Axis. war upon the Allies and total military collabontion in 

defense of the Empire was fully endorsed by the RNP and the FRN. In the "treason" of 

Darlan. which permitted Eisenhower's forces to seize Morocco and Algeria. was found the full 

confirmation of Deat's critique of attentism. Laval 's new powers and the prospects of joint 

Franco-German action to recover a critical portion of Europe's espace vital provided the 

opportunity for the Head of Government to finally create a parti unique and recruit a French 

Nonh Africa volunteer legion. With British and American troops and their Caullist allies firing 

upon her soldiers and overrunning her empire. Vichy France was a de facto member of the 

Axis whether she admitted it or not? 

By the end of 1942 the turn of the military tide profoundly affected both the discourse 

and the strategies of the RNP and the PPF. In a major address on November 27 and in 

subsequent articles DCat subtly expressed his growing irritation with Laval for failing to take 

advantages of the opportunities recent events offered him. With the Doriot challenge seemingly 

blunted. the leader of the RNP quietly downplayed his newly -minted racism. though not his 
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fervent Europeanisrn, the thrust of which now seemed directed against the Head of 

Government himself. Condemning timid Europeans who persisted in regarding collaboration 

as a form of hone-trading merchantilism or Poincarist legalism, Deat claimed that his RNP 

represented those for whom Europeanisrn represented a sentiment of body and soul rather than 

a race-track wager. Dkat , however. was not yet ready to abandon Laval. The events 

unfolding in France and North Africa were the logical outcome of what took place on 

December 13 two years before. Bereft of fleet. army, and empire. Laval 's only remaining field 

of maneuver was within France herself. in an area where he would need the parti unique and 

its core, the RNP, more than ever. The overwhelming opposition of the population to the New 

Order, now intensified by the full occupation of France, Sauckel's requisitions, and the evident 

turning point of the war. however. convinced Deat that his revolution. still based upon the 

legality of Laval rather the bayonets of Doriot, must after all be a minority one. What was a 

minority today, though, might become a majority tomorrow if Laval. granting him power in the 

form of a parti uni~ue. embarked upon a genuine socialist revolution. The propaganda of 

words having failed. the European cause might be saved by the deeds of socialist construction. 

The racist drift of the RNP during September and October was now augmented by an 

increasing stress upon elitism and economic radicalism, as well as a realization that. for the 

time being, total collaboration meant that German support counted for far more than popularity 

within France: "When we say Europe, it would be necessary to say Germany, and, in the last 

analysis, Adolf Hitler, for it is he who will decide? 

If the events of the war were to ensure that the RNP doctrine of 1943 and 1944 was 

more socialist than ever. they also implied that organs such as L'AteIier and books such as 

Francis Delaisi's La RCvolution eurodenne would therefore become an important source of 

ideological inspiration. The paternalistic example of the Nazi system, with its alleged high 

wage. benefit levels, job security, social insurance, free vacations and concerts. together with 

virtually nonexistent unemployment, if adopted in France. would cause her workers to rally not 
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only to the parti unique and Laval, but to solidarity with the Reich and Europe as well. In the 

socialist Europe created through the experience of the ReEve, French workers would be able to 

escape the proletarian condition to which their lack of education and relatively backward 

agricultural and industrial methods consigned them. In the capitalist Europe of Darlan and 

Lehideux, France was but an employee. but in a truly socialist union. she could earn her place 

as a partner in a new era not unlike the one envisioned by Henri de St.-Simon. L'Atelier, like 

L'CEuvre, remained cautious and realistic. admitting that creating such a Europe would require 

a great deal of time and work. because no revolution was ever made in a Pullman but in years 

of plain struggle. Nevertheless. Delaisi's vision of European revolution offered something to 

work for. Contrasting the maldistribution of wealth in pre- 1929 America with the economic 

recovery in post- 1933 Germany, Delaisi attributed the faiIure of the former and the success of 

the latter to the relative power of the trusts and of speculative capital. The only reason Hitler 

resorted to rationing was the insufficiency of an "artificial" German. as opposed to a "natural" 

European G r o s ~ r a u r n . ~ ~  

During the autumn of 1942. the emotionally Europeanist. pacifist. and youth-oriented 

Les Nouveaux Temps continued its role as the most pro-Laval of all Paris papers. Like the 

RNP papers, Luchaire's journal tried to rationalize the painful aspects of the New Order. 

especially for the young by appealing to the pioneer spirit. The absence of a French delegation 

from the Vienna congress of the Hitler Youth -inspired European Youth Association was a 

source of great disappointment to a paper which drew its inspiration from the pacifist and 

European federalist initiatives of the 1930's. In this context, the need to support the Rekve 

was of particular importance to the youth of France. who needed to grab the European torch 

from Luchaire's generation. Echoing many of Diat's arguments, Guy Crouzet nevertheless 

paid more attention to the generational and psychological aspects of labor collaboration than the 

economic.46 
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Hitler's resolve to deal only with Laval. reaffirmed on December 5. 1942, was a far 

more deadly blow to the PPF than the RNP. though both parties became effective casualties of 

the military events of November. Whereas DCat still hoped to achieve his goals within the 

framework of the legality provided by a Laval government, Doriot's only hope for power 

rested upon the presumption that Hitler would want a real fascist in power in France. Ignored 

by Berlin and harassed by Laval, the PPF entered a period of internal crisis. Convinced of 

imminent dissolution by Vichy and perhaps even German authorities. Doriot prepared his 

movement for the eventuality that it might have to operate underground. Cheated of power. the 

anger of both leader and militants emerged not only in the party's public statements but i t s  

internal memos. Praising the abortive November congress as a demonstration of its internal 

unity. L'Action PPF warned that the PPF. the only truly revolutionary force in France. was 

strong enough to teach a lesson to any one of its enemies. In the meantime the party had to 

recruit and organize that it may impose itself as an irresistable and necessary agent of fascist 

collaboration allowing France to take her place at the sides of the totalitarian powers of Europe. 

In the meantime the PPF had to organize, recruit. and prepare to aid the forces of the Axis in 

the defense of Tunisia, part of France's very territory. There was more than rhetoric to the 

PPF's propaganda. for in North Africa it enjoyed the success which eluded it in France. In late 

November the reinforced contingents of German troops arriving in Tunisia succeeded in 

stabilizing the front and retaining the bulk of Tunisia as an Axis bridgehead facing the 

combined armies of Eisenhower and Montgomery. now reinforced by the bulk of the French 

wrrison commanded by General Alphonse Juin. The remaining French troops loyal to Vichy. a 

ordered by Petain to wage an undeclared war against the alleged plunderers of the Empire, 

were now under the command of Admiral Jean-Pierre Esteva. In these circumstances, Esteva 

was able to maintain power with the suppon of a coup staged by a coalition of armed Dieds- 

noirs in which PPF militants were in the vanguard. By the close of 1942 Axis Tunisia was 
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ruled by an antisemitic collaborationist junta in which the policies and prejudices of the PPF 

could be put into practice. The junta, led and coordinated by the Doriotist Georges Guilbaud. 

however, represented yet another significant trend in the politics of collabontion: the 

radicalization of a section of the conservative-nationalist forces of the Vichy regime which 

operated in unity of action with those of the PPF. By 1943. a new political party would 

emerge from these forces capable of presenting a major challenge to both the RNP and the PPF 

in France as well as in Tunisia.47 

Eurofascism. Nazism. and Rex, Julv-December. 1942. 

The population of Belgium became even more risistant than that of France in the 

autumn of 1942. Faced with continued, though somewhat reduced. privations. both Flemings 

and Walloons responded to Sauckel's demand for 100.000 workers and the impending turn of 

the military tide with violent acts of terrorism and sabotage. Hating Laval as much as and 

loving De Gaulle even more than most Frenchmen did, they became totally disenchanted even 

with the practical nationalist collaboration of the Secretary-General Alexandre Galopin. 

Already under heavy criticism from the Spa& government in London for refusing to resist ever 

more rapacious German demands upon Belgian workers and industries. the Walloon banker 

was far less pro-German than his Flemish counterparts such as Gerald Rornsee. Nonetheless, 

when the Reeder government on October 6, 1942, decreed compulsory labor for male and 

female Belgians in response to Sauckel's wishes, Galopin offered no resistance. Opposed to 

the deportation of Belgian workers on principle. Galopin nevertheless felt that Spaak's calls for 

resistance were futile and would only open Belgium to the same son of treatment suffered by 

Poles, Greeks, and Serbs at a time when Belgium was utterly dependent upon her conqueror 

for her very s ~ s t e n a n c e . ~ ~  
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If the Secretaries and their doctrines of economic collaboration were increasingly 

unpopular in 1942, the vast gulf between the population and the approximately 70.000 VNV 

and 15,000 Rexists widened to an impassible chasm.4g The battle for Walloon collaboration 

was to be fought primarily within Rex itself. The absence of a sovereign Belgian state and the 

weakness of the neo-socialist left in Brussels meant that, by the middle of 1942. the only 

effective political collaboration in Brussels was fascist. Rexist, and ideological. The cardinal 

issue was whether Rex would retain its traditional Maurrassian doctrine and Latin orientation. 

represented in the Eurofascism of lose Streel, or follow Degrelle on a much more nationai- 

socialist course. Until the late autumn of 1942, the battle for Rex took place in the absence of 

its leader, who was marching about the Caucasus with a Walloon Legion which become more 

important to him than the party itself. In Degrelle's absence Jose Streel and Leon Van Huffel 

contended for the ear of acting leader Victor Matthys and. through him. the soul of Rex. The 

journalistic exchanges in Le Pays reel between Streel and Van Huffel pitted the chief proponent 

of a pluralistic fascism against a man who espoused the most extreme positions of the SS. In 

early July. Van Huffel sought to define Belgium's future in terms of the New Order concepts 

of Dr. Werner Best . This SS ideologue printed an article in the June issue of the Zeitschrift 

fiir Politik which declared that the continental Grossraum would be organized around the 

Reich in a hierarchy of racial units, some of which would be treated as vassals or 

semisovereign protectorates and others as subjects and colonies. Van Huffei's position could 

only be described as openly Nazi and identical to the imitative national-socialism of AGRA. 

which distinguished itself from Rex by its espousal of the most extreme Nazi principles of 

Blood, Race and Soil. Under AGRA, Belgium would cease to exist and both Flanders and 

Wallonia would become part of an expanded Reich.so 

JosC Streel, as always, regarded such imitative Nazi ideas with outright loathing. 

Belgians were Belgians, and had a distinct, though ill-defined, historical identity which made 
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them more both vulnerable and more open to the great historical currents of Europe. The 

ranting of Van Huffel and AGRA were a fantasy if not a fraud. there being neither a Walloon 

race, people or nation. but only Walloon politicians. The collective identity of francophone 

Belgians was appreciably less pronounced than that of their Flemish neighbors. To describe 

lig~eois. carloregians. toumaisians, and the strongly Mediterranean ardennais as Walloons in 

any but a linguistic sense was preposterous. There was no such thing as a Walloon race in a 

Europe where Belgians must take their place as Belgians. for Europe had to be organized on 

the basis of the nation, a fascist formulation, rather than the Nazi formulation of race. Any 

Empire Belgians would join had to be their own. j' 

In spite of the Walloon extremists. Streel seemed to be succeeding in his efforts to turn 

Rex into a broadly-based parti unique in the fall of 1942. and this with Victor Matthys' 

consent. Matthys. like Degrelle and the majority of Rexists in July. 1942. considered himself a 

domestic. Belgian national-socialist, as opposed to a Walloon annexationist or an outright 

AGRA-style Nazi. Accepting racial antisemitism. admiration for the German example and 

Hitler himself. and stressing the common Germanic blood of FIemings and Walloons. Matthys 

still demanded that Belgians be recognized as Belgians and retain their own crown, 

sovereignty, and distinctive national-socialism in the Europe to come. In September Streel and 

Matthys created a Conseil politique. which. while an arrn of Rex. included non-Rexists who 

shared Streel's vision of a single mass party. Included were Paul Colin and Pierre Daye of 

Nouveau Journal, Raymond De Becker and Pierre De Ligne of Le Soir, Rene Letesson of La 

Legia, Paul Garain of the UTMI, Ernest Delvaux of the Interior Ministry, and Edouard De 

Meyer of the Department of Public Works?' 
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Notably absent from the Council were. on the one side. those who regarded themselves 

as insufficientIy collaborationist. such as Hendrik De Man, and, on the other side. those such 

as Pierre Hubemont and Georges Scaillet who regarded the Council itself as insufficiently 

collaborationist for their Nazified doctrines of Walloon autonomy and annexation to the Reich. 

De Man became so disillusioned with the New Order as to completely withdraw from politics 

by the end of 1942. The German censorship of his strongly Europeanist Reflexions sur la 

Paix and his inclusion on a list of potential hostages convinced him that both his version of 

socialism and his person were objects of contempt in Berlin. In reality. De Man, despite his 

disillusion with democracy. simply lacked the ruthless capacity for treason and self-deception 

exhibited by Dtat. He could not indoctrinate himself with Rosenberg formulations. and his 

short-lived attempts to adopt antisemitism convinced no one. not even himself. The separatist. 

Nazi-oriented socialism of groups such as AGRA left him cold. Collaboration with Germany 

could only be undertaken after the war, in which there was nothing noble or heroic. In April. 

1942 De Man travelled to Germany to see his old colleague Carlo Mirendorff of the SPD. an 

ardent pacifist, socialist. and European who was now a member of the German Resistance. 

Quietly, De Man planned his exile from both Belgium and collaborationist politics. For the 

remainder of 1942. he was to continue to meet and appear with Dkat . but even the very tone of 

his final speech in Paris. delivered just before he fled to Haute-Savoie. betrayed the fact that the 

socialist Europe he secretly desired was not the same as that of the RNP or Le Soir. De Man 

no longer pretended to be able to predict the nature of the postwar world. Millions. he said. 

fought in the last war in hope of a lasting peace. but all they obtained was a Europe fragmented 

into protectionist states and a social order based upon exploitation and unemployment. De Man 

warned against such a punitive peace, and a genuine European Community had to take account 

of the sentiments of all nations. Not only did peace require European planning organisms. but 

global institutions as well. There were no racist appeals, denunciations of enemies, or even 

calls to support the LVF or Relkve in De Man's final address, only a call to transform the war 

between nations and continents into a war against hunger and economic misery: "The problem 



of a new world economic and social order poses itself because it posed itself before the war.  

It will therefore yet pose itself. regardless of our desires. sympathies. or predictions." 53 

Robert Poulet was more sympathetic to Sueel's project than De Man. More a royalist 

than a fascist, he joined neither Rex or the Conseil politique. Nonetheless. he still maintained 

his belief in the politics of nationalist collaboration and the pati unique. With the SS and its 

clients casting their shadow over Belgium and nationalist collaboration in disfavor in France. 

Poulet sensed the prospects for his form of politics were poor. An unsentimental Belgian 

acceptance of the New Order based on self-interest rather than sentiment still remained the only 

serious option. The choick for Belgians remained that of a German-led Europe versus the 

savagery of two hundred million Soviet slaves. Having no love for the Germans. Poulet 

considered the liberation promised by the Allies as a military iIlusion. Not only could the 

invasion not succeed, but it would destroy Brussels. Antwerp, and other Belgian cities. 

Collaboration. however. must be kept to the necessary minimum. Those who espoused 

adaptive national-socialism. or worse. and wished to move beyond this minimal collaboration 

suffered from the "ideological vertigo" which overtakes societies in crisis. Those who flirted 

with notions of race. living space. and other Nazi ideas and wanted to break up Belgium were 

not even to be dignified with a discussion. 5-1 

The tradition of Belgian politics precluded the evolution of an anticlerical, quasi- 

republican EWP in a state where one was often socialist. Catholic. and royalist at the same 

time. Consequently. it was the Rex envisioned by Streel which alone could aspire to be the 

parti unique . A left-right fusion like the PPF. it would also be a broadly-based rarsemblement 

dedicated to legal revolution like the RNP, but recognizing and praising both Church and 

Crown. Streel envisioned more than a Walloon Rex. Following the death of VNV Lieder Staf 
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De Clercq on October 6, 1942, his successor Hendrik Elias was far more receptive to the idea 

of a more Belgian . as opposed to purely Flemish approach to collaboration. particularly in the 

face of the openly Nazi and annexationist De Vlag of Jef Van de Wiele, whose SS connections 

and ideology were identical to those of AGRA. j5 

The RNP-PPF duel in France inspired a wide variety of commentary in the Brussels 

press as Belgian polemicists seized upon it as a means of commenting upon their own fascist/ 

national-socialist debate. Representing the Degrelle-Matthys viewpoint. Jean Denis of the 

Pavs rkel could not conceal his disdain for the RNP and its leader as relics of the vanished 

republic and even the Popular Front. With its vaguely concealed parliamentary habits. 

motions. and resolutions. the RNP. described by Doriot as a parti-collection, not a parti 

unicye,was no model for Belgians. tn contrast. the organized. disciplined. homogenous PPF. 

with its clearly defined goals and proven revolutionary leadership was far more in tune with the 

party of Degrelle and Matthys than the polyglot movement envisioned by Streel. Pierre Daye 

of Le Nouveau Journal, the literary ally of Brasillach, shared Denis' contempt for the 

combinards of the RNP and their "Cartesian" legalism. Only Doriot , he felt. could provide 

France with the discipline she needed. and only the PPF was worthy of comparison with Rex 

as a true revolutionary fascist party. Despite his moderation. even Streel retained the Rexist 

contempt for the "improvised revolutionaries" of the RNP. Who was ex-Deputy DCat to give 

sermons to those who were true revolutionaries long before 1939? Long before the defeat of 

1940, Doriot pointed the way of national renewal to those who now criticized him. Streel. 

however, used Doriot's experience both to warn Degrelle and Matthys and to denounce 

AGRA. Using D6at as a proxy for Scaillet, Van Huffel and Huberrnont. Streel cited Doriot as 

an positive example of intransigence against those he termed ideological "kleptomaniacs" who 

sought to supplant indigenous fascism with a foreign import. On the other hand a 

revolutionary party could never become a narrow clan or refuse to recognize that sincere 

revolutionaries might exist outside its own organization. Ostracism. however, was justified 
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when movements adopted a foreign. i.e. Nazi, vocabulary and became collaborationist for 

reasons of power rather than reasons of conscience: 

Those who have become sudden converts by the foreigner ... who serve foreign interests. or 
... under the pretext of revolutionary action , strive to confuse the situation and to divide the 
revolutionary forces. must. on the contrary. be rejected as the most dangerous enemies of the 
revolution.56 

Le Soir, traditionally more pro-RNP, suffered more doubts about Doriot's character. 

All revolutions faced the choice between a broad mass movement or a disciplined homogenous 

vanguard, but Belgians need not resolve the matter in the same way as Frenchmen. A 

movement like that of Doriot or Degrelle might not have to worry about phantom allies. but. on 

the other hand. could it stay in power without broadening its base'? As the most prestigious 

francophone daily in Belgium and now a vital ally of Streel despite its anticlericalism. Le Soir 

shared his confidence. in late October of 1942, that Rex was in the process of becoming the 

core of a single party for all Belgians. Formerly a party of clerical reaction and lukewarm 

Europeanism. Rex's efforts to accomodate both the politics of labor collaboration and a more 

forthright socialism now delighted editor Raymond De Becker. who. like Deat, was 

wholeheated in his support for the ReEve and its Belgian equivalent. It was De Becker. not De 

Man who would try to assume the mantle of the "Belgian DCat".j7 

The source of De Becker's optimism was a major address given by Matthys o n  October 

25 in which the acting chief of Rex endorsed the national-socialist tendency within Rex in a 

clear and unequivocal manner. In a party resembling that of Doriot. the language of Matthys 

began to resemble a cruder, more racist version of that of D6at . The clergy were denounced, 

though much more politely, for their refusal to grant uniformed Rexists a Christian burial. 

While Streel strove to maintain the old 1936 distinction between productive capital and 

speculative capital. Matthys denounced all capital and sought to reorganize all Belgian industry 
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in favor of the workers. Streel 's condemnation of "bourgeois" values was replaced with a 

denunciation of the entire class. Matthys, in return for a promise of Rexist exemption from 

labor conscription. adopted Deat's and De Becker's rhetoric on youth labor in Germany as the 

earnest of European socialism. Most importantly. Matthys was clearly inching towards the 

racist formulas of the imitative national-socialists Streel despised. Still unwilling to part with 

the belief in a united Belgian state. Matthys now elevated the notion of the "Germanity" of the 

Walloons, first mentioned by Degrelle in August of 1941 to the center of Rexist discourse. 

Integrated into the Germanic world. Belgians would regain their natural and historic function as 

the advance post of Germanic life in western Europe. Appalling as these formulas were to 

Streel. he gave them verbal endorsement because Matthys was at least willing to preserve the 

unity of B e l g i ~ r n . ~ ~  

Streel's dream of a moderate Rex in a fascist Belgium was doomed in the long term by 

the hostility on the one hand of the population. who wanted no part of fascism in any form . 
and more immediately by the personal ambitions of Lion Degrelle. Returning to Berlin in 

November, Degrelle had long conversations with both E o n  Van Huffel and certain members 

of the Waffen-SS. The results of these meetings sealed an alliance between the Chef de Rex 

and the Reichsfiihrer SS. Streel was appalled. Already impressed with the discipline and 

ideological fervor of the SS-Viking division of Felix Steiner. to which the Ligion Wallonie 

was now attached, Degrelle had no problems shifting his political allegiance to Himmler. Ever 

more powerful within Germany, the SS desired kindred Belgian clients with more zeal than the 

VNV or more credibility than AGRA. The results of Degrelle's decision bore bitter fruit for 

those Eurofascists who desired an autonomous. united Belgium with its own indigenous 

fascist regime during 1943 .s9 
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The end of I942 marked a major turning point not only in the course of the war but in 

the politics of the New Order itself. The transformation of the war from a European to a global 

conflict benefitted the most radical Nazi elements within Germany and inspired the 

Nazification of the most radical collaborationist forces within France and Belgium alike. The 

occupation of southern France and the loss of Morocco and Algeria exposed the fiction 

underlying the assumptions of nationalist collaboration. However. despite the progressive 

Nazification of their doctrines. neither the PPF nor the RNP won any credibility with the 

conquerors, who wanted servility, not collaboration. Only Rex would succeed in winning 

powerful patrons in the SS. but at the cost of total alienation from not only the Belgian people 

but the world of Belgian collaboration as well. In essence. the concept of a meaningful united 

Europe of autonomous fascist or even national-socialist states, rejected by subject peoples and 

German authorities alike. was clearly doomed. From 1943 on. Europe was Germany. and 

Germany was Europe. This reality conditioned the politics of collaboration in Belgium. and. to 

a lesser degree. in France. more than ever before as the war reached its crescendo. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: 

"LA STEPPE CONTRE LA CMLISATION": 
THE NEW ORDER ON THE DEFENSM: JANUARY-JUNE. 1943. 

By the beginning of 1943 the course of the war had turned strongly against the Axis. 

Germany now began to mobilize herself and her vassals for a campaign of "Total War" which 

had distinctively socialist overtones. The theme of "Total War" was accompanied in the Paris 

press by a revival of the "War of Continents" theme which now placed particular stress on the 

Soviet danger. Their hopes of power frustrated by both Berlin and Vichy, the RNP and the 

PPF attempted to adapt their 1942 strategies of revolution to new and less favorable 

circumstances. The RNP called for an intensified ReEve ; the PPF demanded intensified 

military collaboration in both North Africa and Russia. The steady Nazification of European 

ideology continued apace. being more easily accepted by Dkat than Doriot. Hitler continued. 

however. to work only with Laval. Faced with growing German pressure to be the agent of a 

totally servile collaboration, Laval himself tried to exploit the growing tensions between 

Germany and her Axis partners. By supporting Mussolini's demand for a European Charter 

based upon a fascist rather than a Nazi conception of Europe, Laval hoped to extract from 

Hitler a promise of French integrity in the New Order. The circumstances of 1943 would also 

radicalize the nationalist collaboration of a portion of the Vichy regime itself. which responded 

to the rise of the Resistance with the creation of the M i k e  franpise which represented a 

Catholic, Maurrassian. and ultra-Pitainist variety of fascism. The rapid growth of the Milice 

and its role in German-held Tunisia foreshadowed its future potential as the most nationalist 

and most successful fascist movement in France. In Belgium. meanwhile. the radicalization of 

collaboration proceeded much further than in France. Declaring his Walloons to be full 

"Germanics", E o n  Degrelle transformed his party into a completely imitative national-socialist 

organization. driving the more traditional Rexists from its ranks and embracing a "Greater 

Germanic" ideology virtually identical to that of AGRA and his new mentor, Heinrich 

Himmler. 



Deat and Doriot in the Shadow of Stalinmad: Winter. 1943. 

The surrender of almost 200,000 German soldiers before Stdingrad on February 2, 1943 

was an enormous psychological watershed in a war which already began to turn against 

Germany. The destruction of the German Sixth Army, moreover. was compounded by the 

annihilation of several Romanian, Italian , and Hungarian armies. effectively eliminating the 

manpower of over half a million European troops. Taken in combination with the Allied 

landings in North Africa, these events signalled to many the turning point of the war and 

foreshadowed the eventual defeat of the New Order. The propaganda of the Axis shifted once 

again to the theme of "Asia against Europe", in a campaign orchestrated by Reich Propaganda 

Minister Goebbels himself. Staging a major rally on the theme of "Total War" in Berlin on 

February 18. 1943, Goebbels described the Red Army as the successor to Attila, Genghis 

Khan, and Tamerlane. Goebbels and Nazi Labor Front leader Robert Ley now proclaimed that 

only the most draconian mobilization of the manpower and resources of Reich and European 

continent could guarantee victory. Labor Plenipotentiary Sauckel redoubled his conscription 

of Gennan labor. closing many small businesses and sporting events in the process. 

Goebbels, the most socialist of Nazis, desired to close even more. abolishing tens of thousands 

of firms. luxury shops. and places of amusement. but Hitler, ever solicitous of German 

morale. forbade him to do so. Nonetheless, the Gauleiter of Berlin desired nothing more than 

to transform Hitler's revolution of nation and race into a Spartan social revolution. 

The Paris papers proclaimed the "Asia against Europe" theme, each in accord with its 

own specific doctrine, and all depicted an inhuman horde of communist slaves bent upon 

submerging European civilization unless resisted in the manner exemplified by the martyrs of 

Stdingrad. In their descriptions of the alleged bestial qualities of the Soviet soldier, DCat and 

his colleagues, however, remained reluctant racists. Still uncomfortable with the dogmas of 

Alfred Rosenberg, they prefaced their remarks with the observation that a false, materialistic 

socialism, not genetic inferiority produced the alleged repulsive beetle-browed appearence of 

their enemies. The stark anticapitalist appeal of Goebbels and others of the so-called Nazi left 

was strikingly similar to the evolving ideology and sentiments expressed in L'Euvre and 



L'Atelier . Originally regarding itself as a mass popular movement of neo-socialism. the RNP 

and its leaders in 1943 confronted such popular hostility that they confessed that a broadly- 

based movement was. at the present time. impossible. They determined that a socialist and 

European revolution had to be made from above in a still uncomprehending France, and with 

German rather than French support. In consequence. the RNPts adaptive nationd-socialist 

ideology became even more racist, anticlerical. and Germanized. DCat now resembled Doriot 

in his insistence upon a Lenin-style revolutionary vanguard, for only the dedicated minority 

who comprehended both socialism and Europe were entitled to govern an uncomprehending 

France. The RNP vanguard, however, still had to make its revolution by legal means. 

L'Atelier, for example. explicitly insisted that one did not fight Bolshevism by adopting its 

methods. Instead. one needed to practice the preventive medicine of socialism, ensuring a fair 

distribution of wealth. harmony in the workplace. and the prevention of the oppression of the 

majority by the minority. Mesnard. in his attack upon the hypocrisy. savagery. and duplicity 

of communist methods. clearly had Doriot in mind when he insisted that his syndicdists would 

never emulate such tactics, for "what is most loathsome in Bolshevism are its methods". 1 

Apostate democrats themselves. DCat and his followers. like Valois in the 1920's. 

could not fully abandon the mythology of the French left and 1789, striving instead to "Nazify" 

it. As early as 1942. DCat embraced the idea that the dictatorship of Robespierre and his 

Montagnards of 1792 and 1793 represented the true spirit of the French Revolution and 

foreshadowed the totalitarian spirit of National Socialism. The Jacobin legacy was therefore an 

integral part of the doctrine of the New Europe because the inheritance of that legacy was a 

"national-socialist" revolution of fully European scope. Did not the Reich Propaganda 
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Minister's call to the elimination of "bourgeois" comforts and total European mobilization in 

1943 recall the draconian appeals of Saint-Just in 1793? In the same manner as the Committee 

of Public Safety enforced a just price while defending the Republic against her enemies without 

and within. so an alliance of RNP and Nazi "left" promised to do the same on a grander scale.? 

DCat considered the sacrifice of Stalingrad an appeal for creation of a national-socialist 

European order. Such an order. in Wat's view, represented the only long-term hope for the 

defense of the continent against both the internal menace of communist revolution and the 

military threat of the Soviet Union itself. Were Europe, defended by Germany. to fall. French 

and other workers would be reduced to the level of automatons. Germany. though. need not 

bear the sacrifice of defending Europe alone. for France and the RNP would pledge their labor 

as the Reich pledged her arms. The Service du travail obligatoire (STO) was the principal 

means of not only defending Europe, but hastening her social transformation as well. By 

imitating the Nazi socialism of Goebbels and Sauckel, in which all classes shared equally in a 

truly European labor collaboration. France would ensure that the soldiers and weapons would 

be available for continental defense. Meanwhile, the practice and spirit of true socialism would 

permeate not only France but all the countries of Europe. for two yean' labor in Germany for 

the European cause would immunize French youth against professional snobbery and ensure 

that the common defense was not borne by her working classes alone: 

Solidarity, therefore, but at the same time equality in the accomplishment of duty, equality in 
the natural conditions of life. An effort of this magnitude will sweep away the last resistances. 
the last resistances, the last survivals of the spirit of liberalism and individualism; it is socialist 
by definition.? 
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As in 1942, Jean Luchaire and Guy Crouzet of Les Nouveaux Temos defended DCat's 

theses with the language of the humanist rather than that of the sociologist. The ST0 would no 

doubt cause much personal hardship, but this hardship was necessary because national and 

even personal freedom were much safer. in their mind, in an Axis Europe than in a communist 

one. Less anticlerical than Dkat, Crouzet had little problem characterising General Von Paulus 

as a modem Apostle to the Gentiles and his Sixth Army as martyrs of Christian civilization. 

Such language, though. was much more appropriate to La Gerbe, whose editor remained 

obsessed with Wagnerian visions of Lohennrin. Tannhauser, and other embodiments of 

"German Christianity". Alphonse de Chateaubriant delighted in giving the "Asia against 

Europe" theme the most graphic treatment of any French paper. A large map on the front page 

of La Gerbe on March 15 depicted the hordes of Attila as a black cloud descending from the 

steppes of Asia upon Christian Europe Forever joining the Age of Faith and the Age of 

Hitler, the paper chronicled a thousand years of invasion by Hun, Mongol. Turk, and Tartar 

and the response of the united forces of Christian Europe. Still devoid of mercy. culture. or 

humanity, the Asian hordes once again ressurected themselves under the "Tartar" Stalin and the 

"Mongol" Zhukov. but so also the united Europe of the Crusaders. regarded by Chateaubriant 

as the work of Providence itself. The new Crusaders would not allow a regime resting on the 

destruction of property. family. morality and religion to terrorize Europe as in centuries past .4 

Hitler's endorsement of Laval was far more consonant with the strategy of the 

Europeanist DCat than that of the fascist Doriot. whose party remained surrounded with an aura 

of violence. deceit, blatant racism. and a personality cult of Stalinist proportions. The PPF and 

its leader appeared as an abomination in the eyes not only of the French nation, but of the 

Vichy regime itself. Laval considered Doriot a repulsive criminal and a menace to the stability 

of France. which under a PPF regime would turn into a slaughterhouse within which any 
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sentiment for genuine Franco-German reconciliation would become impossible. Failing to 

seize power as they hoped in 1942. the men of Doriot expressed their frustration in the 

invective of their party bulletins. Considering itself the only effective fascist party in France. 

the PPF blamed its failure on the vast cabal of Jews, Freemasons, and others representing the 

true power behind the counterfeit revolutionaries of Vichy and the RNP. Both France and 

Europe. though. would one day be compelled to embrace the party they now spumed to their 

own detriment: "Those who want to ignore them ... won't realize ... the revolution is impossible 

without them. It will take place. therefore. on the day all 'national-socialists' rally of their own 

free will behind the great party that will become the advance wing of the revolution." 5 

Le Cri du peu~le  reacted to Stdingrad in the language of fascist combat and discipline. 

not socialist egalitarianism. The premise that Europe would be saved by soldiers willing to die 

for their ideology more than workers merely willing to share their labor was essential to PPF 

ideology. Purging lukewarm revolutionaries was far more important than sending engineers 

across the Rhine. The PPF had no reservations about using a frankly racist version of the "Asia 

against Europe" theme. For Doriot, the Kremlin represented not only the dictatorship of the 

"Mongols", but first and foremost that of the Jews. The defense of the Celtic race by the 

severest of antisemitic policies was considered inseparable from the struggle against 

Bolshevism. In the eyes of the PPF. Francistes. and Ligue franpise every Jew remaining in 

France, regardless of origin, became an agent of racial infection akin to tuberculosis or veneral 

disease.6 

While still very important to the PPF in 1943 and 1944, the discourse of antisemitism 

remained subordinated to the party's main message of anticommunist military collaboration, 

Doriot himself being once again ready to set the example in rejoining his party comrades at the 

front. His highly publicized decision to again bear arms for Europe was motivated by practical 

politics as well as ideology. Harassed by Lava1 and having no hope of immediate power, the 

5 "CoPre des militants". J.'Action PPF. January. 1943. 
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leader of the PPF sought to preserve himself. his party, and his options by returning to the one 

secure political base beyond the Auvergnat's reach. the regiment of his followers in Poland and 

Russia. Doriot departed for the front on March 24 to the accompaniment of a six-week 

publicity campaign by Le Cri du peuple designed to magnify his personality cult. Victor 

Barthdemy, Drieu La Rochelle. Jean-Herold Paquis of Radio-Paris, Claude Jeantet of Le Petit 

Parisien, Pierre-Antoine Cousteau of Je suis oartout . Jacques Benoist-MCchin. Pierre 

Costantini and other fascist collaborators in or near the PPF camp paid tribute to Doriot's 

qualities as soldier and revolutionary. In the eyes of his supporters. his doctrine alone stressed 

anticommunism. his party alone could forge a France which was fascist. national. and social. 

In his absence the Doriot press promised the PPF would continue the politics of action over 

theory: i.e.. military collaboration. uncompromising anticommunism and Celtic racism. 

support for French Catholic tradition. and the singular role of the PPF and the PPF alone in a 

revolution that must be French and fascist before it could be European and socialist.7 

Spumed by Vichy and even Hitler, the party placed its long-term hopes in the 

doctrinaires of the NSDAP who considered Hitler's support for Laval far too pragmatic. Many 

in the SS in particular considered Laval "physically and morally a Jew". despised Brinon for 

his Jewish wife and derided the less-than-authentic totalitarianism of the RNP. Aware of such 

sentiments, Doriot undertook to bide his time, hoping that those elements in the Reich most 

akin to his Aryan-fascist doctrine and spirit would eventually see the need for a truly 

ideological collaboration based upon lacia1 rather than purely national considerations. The 

limited appeal of purely secular racism in France and other Latin countries would, he hoped, 

increase the value of an SS-PPF alliance, for only the Doriot party effectively fused Nazi 

antisemitism with the much more popular religious antisemitism of traditional Catholic 

countries. The only hope for the New Order in France. therefore. was a movement nationalist 
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Gcorges Montandon . interview in ibid., February 23,1943; Jean Lagarigue, "Defense de la race", ibid., January 
11,1943. 



enough not to appear as German agents. but racist and European enough to be trustworthy 

tools for the SS and its branches. 8 

Pierre Laval and the European Charter: March-June. 1943. 

Appealing as the PPF was to many fervent Nazis such as Reinhold Nosek and Rudolf 

Rahn. it was far too unpredictable to suit the realities of practical collaboration. Hitler's 

preference for Laval. however. resulted from cold political calculation rather than sentiment. 

His hatred for all things French included even the fascist and Europeanist collaborators whom 

he regarded as mere tools rather than partners. Hitler's personal conception of European unity 

best expressed itself in his ruthless exploitation of the countries he had conquered. As 

Germany mobilized for a war even more total than in 1942. Hitler promised his countrymen he 

would in no way spare foreign lives when such great sacrifices were being demanded from 

Germans. The daily occupation tribute levied upon Vichy was raised from 400 million francs 

to 500 million. weighing heavily upon workers already earning as little as 60% of their 1939 

wages. Having already requested or conscripted over 200.000 French workers in 1942. 

Sauckel at the start of 1943 demanded 250.000 more to fill factories disgorging their laborers 

to the depleted ranks of the Russian front. During January. 1943. 60.000 French workers 

were deported to Germany. Another 60.000 left in February. and in March the number 

doubled to 127,000. Much against his will. Pierre Laval signed an order extending labor 

conscription to young Frenchmen and even Frenchwomen born in 1920. 192 1. and 1922. 

Faced with disease, destitution. and deportation as the intolerable realities behind the empty 

phrases of the New Europe, a growing number of Frenchmen began to swell the ranks of the 

El PA AA R295991 8339 1-92, March 22.1913: It295991 834230-32. March 26.1943; BEE, F. 1943, pp.4 1- 
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Resistance in the proletarian districts of Paris. Marseilles. Lyons. and in the Massif Central. 

reminding Laval of the utter contempt his European vision inspired.9 

A practical man, Pierre Laval feared for his personal survival as well as that of his 

country. Unpopular as he was. he considered his presence in power the main hope of French 

survival. Without him. the Germans might dissolve the Vichy regime and place France under a 

military government as in Belgium or a Reich Commissariat as in the Netherlands. Hoping 

Ambassador Rudolf Schleier. who had replaced Abetz, might provide a counterweight to 

Sauckel. Laval entreated him, in March and again in April, to a long expose of his dream of 

Europeanist collaboration. Reaffirming his desire for German victory. Laval offered not only 

to provide the workers Sauckel demanded, but to collaborate on the construction of the Atlantic 

Wall, erection of a European customs union, and the renunciation of French claims to Tunisia 

and Alsace-Lorraine. He could not. however, answer for his forty million countrymen. most 

of whom believed, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that Hitler wished only to 

destroy France. If a joint Rome-Berlin declaration promised France a place in a European 

federation based upon cooperation rather than revenge, Laval believed he might be able to 

persuade his people to abandon the hopes fostered by Churchill and de Gaulle. "Fighting". in 

his own words. the propaganda battle "w~th inferior weapons". Laval addressed a similar 

appeal to Hitler himself on March 9. begging his help in providing a substantive European 

alternative to the tremendous appeal of the BBC and the clandestine press of the Gaullists. l o  

Laval's initiative coincided with a campaign, led by Italy's senior diplomat Giuseppe 

Bastianini. Hungarian Prime Minister MikI6s Kallay. Romanian Foreign Minister Mihail 

Antonescu , the German Ambassador in Copenhagen, Cecil von Renthe-Fink and Karl Megerle 

of the Wilhelmstral3e for the proclamation of a European Magna Carta. Conceived in the 

aftermath of the five-army Stalingrad debacle in Russia. the European Charter embodied 

Dr.Friedrich Didier. Travailler pour ItEurope (Berlin. Zenval Verlag NSDAP. March. 1943). pp. 5. 15-22, 127: 
Alan S. Milward, The New Order and the French Economv L London, Oxford University Press. 1970), p. 124; 
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conceptions analogous to the Italian and Rexist Eurofascism of 1942 and even prewar 

Universal Fascism. Appealing not only to Italians and fascists such as Streel or Brasillach. 

these conceptions dso inspired the semi-fascist and conservative regimes of east central and 

southern Europe which instinctively found the Italian model of national regeneration. 

corporatism, and economic development more appealing than the Nazi one. Both the diplomats 

and Laval envisioned a European order under joint German-Italian tutelage in which all nation- 

states obtained rights and autonomy. Intended to augment the influence of Rome at the 

expense of Berlin. the charter also camouflaged the desire of Horthy. Antonescu. and even 

Mussolini himself to conclude a separate peace with Russia. Above all. it would ensure that 

the New Order would accornodate sovereign fascisms and conservative regimes in harmony 

with a Greater German or Germanic Reich. 1 

Hitler permitted the Axis Eurofascists to publicize their illusions. hoping to temporarily 

exploit their propaganda for his own ends. Accompanied by Ribbentrop. he staged a series of 

meetings with other European leaders in Salzburg and Berchtesgaden in April of 1943. As he 

anticipated. the mirage of a phantom European Charter would serve to pacify a restless Axis 

long enough for the Fiihrer to reassert his imperial hegemony. The German news agency 

Transocean itself revealed these talks were really designed to forcibly align Europe with 

German plans for total war and to "counteract any attempt at [Axis] disintegration from 

within". 12 Beneath the rhetoric of European solidarity accompanying their conferences with 

Mussolini. Horthy. Ion Antonescu. Ryti. Quisling, Tiso, Pavelich. and. finally. Laval. neither 

Hitler nor Ribbentrop had any intention of proclaming a charter of national rights. Bastianini. 

for example. was curtly informed that formal tolerance of independent governments in the New 

Order would only interfere with the mobilization plans of Sauckel and undermine the 

continent's powers of resistance as a sign of German weakness. Horthy and Antonescu were 

I I '*Europa-Thesen", PA AA Nachlass Renthe-Fink 5/3 E 384410-12: F.W.Deakin. The Brutal Friendship: 
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307. 323-50; Henstein, Nazi Dreams, pp.202-207, 209- 14. 
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ordered to depose their Europeanist diplomats. abandon any hope of a separate peace. and 

cooperate with the SS in the extension of the Final Solution to their countries. 13 

Hitler reserved his harshest words for the Auveqnat. the last European leader to see 

him. Confident that even the Fiihrer could be persuaded by the sheer logic of his arguments for 

a European Charter and federation. Laval was not to be easily deterred by Hitler's verbal 

aggressiveness and bullying manner. When Hitler told him that 20,000 tanks and an equal 

number of planes were of more value than any Charter. Laval replied the document was worth 

20,000 tanks and at least 40.000 planes and that Hitler had to proclaim a united Europe in order 

to win the war rather than wage war to subdue Europe. Convinced in his own mind that he 

could persuade anyone. even Adolf Hitler. to embrace his point of view. Laval even 

presumptuously offered to sit in a comer of HitIervs chalet and author the new European 

constitution for him! The final communiqd of the meeting, though, repudiated any 

"theoretical discussions" of European integration beyond vague references to an impartial 

examination of France's role in Europe. In the end. Laval received neither a guarantee of 

France's future, nor acceptance as a partner rather than a defeated enemy. but a mere promise 

that the Wehrmacht would maintain his government in power. 14 

Even in the late spring of 1943. following the summit. Laval persisted in what he 

considered the only rational policy available not just to France. but Germany as well. Laval 

once again restated in a June 4 radio address his belief in the rights of France within a genuine 

united Europe. but did so in such a manner as to signal Hitler that he could not expect total 

servility from him when the interests of France were at stake. The same message purported to 

convince Laval's own people he was no mere German puppet but the only sure guarantor of 

France's future His June 4 radio address included an emphatic paragraph that underlined for 

I 3  Ibid. 
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all to see that his vision of Franco-German collaboration was based upon mutual interest rather 

than servility: : 

THE FUTURE EUROPEAN PEACE MUST RESULT FROM AN ASSOCIATION 
BORN IN HARMONY. INDIVIDUALITY MUST BE RESPECTED ON THE MORAL. 
CULTURAL, AND POLITICAL PLANES. NO COUNTRY MUST BE ABLE TO IMPOSE 
ITS MO&S, ITS RELIGION. [OR] ITS REGIME UPON OTHER COUNTRIES. BUT 
MAKE NO MISTAKE. ALL REGIMES WILL HAVE ONE THING IN COMMON, THEY 
WILL REST UPON A POPULAR BASE. 15 

The Europeanist RNP press went beyond Laval's own equivocal optimism following 

the fruitless summit. L'Atelier, proclaiming "France is finally integrated into Europe!". now 

believed her future only contingent upon her absolute loyalty to the national communities 

comprising a definitely socialist Europe. More racist than in its approach than its purely 

syndicalist sister, L'Euvre praised the European Charter even if it was less than ideally 

national-socialist. By the spring of 1943 the RNP was even more desirous that the continent 

be made up of Nazi-style racial communities (rather than fascist or conservative nation-states). 

cemented by economic ties. social structure, and a European patriotism founded upon the links 

of socialism and common Aryan blood. D6at still strove to harmonize Jaures and Rosenberg. 

Whatever success and bargaining power Laval actually displayed at the summit was won. Deat 

argued, as a result of a socialist Relkve which had to be greatly expanded. Les Nouveaux 

Temps was even more disconnected from reality. proclaimed the Laval-Hitler meeting yet 

another "new Montoire" in which France had already won de facto admission to the New Order 

and the Axis. an achievement due far more to the personal heroism of Laval than the collective 

efforts of her workers. Shunning the pedantic discussions of blood and soil found in 

L'CEuvre, Les Nouveaux Temps nevertheless joined with the Diat paper in proclaiming the end 

of the "barter collaboration" of the nationalists. In their premature optimism that a new era of 
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collaboration based upon genuine European sentiment was about to dawn, the RNP papers 

deluded themselves and presumably a very few others, for L a d s  concessions to Sauckel 

since January had gained only a few cosmetic concessions for France. The Demarcation Line 

between the former occupied and unoccupied zones remained in effect. though now manned by 

Vichy personnel. The departments of the Nord and the Pas-de-Calais returned to French 

jurisdiction. but a promise to convert 250,000 French prisoners in Germany to free laborers 

was never to be kept. 16 

The one promise Hitler did keep to Laval was to maintain him in power against the 

intrigues of those in Vichy who thought to depose him. led by Marshal Pktain. The surviving 

nationalist conservatives of Vichy still spoke the language of collaboration after their own 

manner. The 87-year-old Pitain himself now spoke only of France. deleting even the tepid and 

passionless references to Europe previously uttered for German consumption. His task still 

remained the resurrection of his country from her national tragedy. a resurrection which 

depended upon herself done, rather than the Allies or the Axis. Privately revolted by the 

Relkve and Laval's acquiescence to the demands of the "Boches", PCtain could only counsel 

the youth of France to endure stoicially the trial facing them. Only in the realm of 

anticommunism did he still employ the language of collaboration. for the barbarism of the 

Kremlin remined a mortal danger to French civilization and independence. The conflict 

between Picain and Laval. while among non-fascists. still reflected the difference in outlook 

between nationalist and Europeanist collaborators. Maurrassian in spirit if not in doctrine. the 

Marshal and his coterie of Vichy nationalists, Lucien Romier, Henri Moysset, Max Bonnafous, 

the doctor MCnCtrel and others, hated Laval, his peasant manners, republican past, and pacifist 

Europeanism in 1943 even more than they did in 1940. P h i n  was already upset with the 
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exactions of Sauckel and Laval's decision to make arch-collabomtionist Paul Marion his 

personal Secretary of State when he learned from Francois Lehideux that the Germans 

themselves had been astonished by the magnitude of Laval's cooperation. The Marshal now 

resolved to eliminate the Auvergnat and even more collaborationist Vichy figures like Brinon. 

Marion. Bonnard. and Bichelonne whenever circumstances permitted. Shorn of such men. a 

purely Pttainist regime would base its hope for survival upon an alliance between the military 

conservatives of Vichy and their conservative counterparts among the German General Staff 

represented by soldiers such as Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt. Hitler alone prevented 

PCtain and his followers from staging such a palace revolution. A stern letter from the Fiihrer 

to the Marshal, dated April 29, 1943. warned that no effort to remove the one man who could 

guarantee collaboration would be tolerated. While PCtain's reply denied any conspiracy against 

either the Head of Government or the policy of Franco-Geman entente. its tone clearly 

suggested that Pktain, almost as much as Hitler, still considered collaboration a tactic to further 

purely nationalist ends with little consideration for a truly European order. l7  

The Militarization of Collaboration: The Rise of the Milice: Mav-June. 1943. 

Enormously unpopular and affiliated with no party. Laval faced the difficult task of 

securing a base of political support within France herself. None of the Paris movements were 

suitable: The PPF was an abomination to Laval, the Ligue franpise a cruel joke upon 

Napoleon, and the Francistes too bloodthirsty and derivative of Mussolini. The RNP appeared 

more civilized and akin to Laval's own republican spirit, but Deat's adaptive national-socialist 

ideology sounded too Germanic and foreign for his tastes. Laval had to create his own party 

from the ranks of the PCtainist Legion des anciens combattants. The main body was not 

sufficiently collaborationist for Laval. but its elitist Service d'ordre legionnaire, or SOL, 

commanded by Joseph Darnand was more suitable. A career soldier rather than a political 
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ideologue. the tall Darnand with his long fair mustache and beret presented the image of an 

unimpeachable nationalist with an outstanding combat record in World War I. Unable to 

readapt to civilian or republican life. the hero of the trenches drifted from one interwar 

paramilitary nationalist group to another: Action franpise. Croix de feu. PPF. and finally the 

Cagoule. Having no love for the Germans Darnand returned to combat in 1940, and to Nice 

following the armistice where. now an ardent Petainist, he would eventually organize the SOL. 

As with Doriot. Darnand embarked upon the anticommunist road to collaboration. By 1943 he 

and many of his followers in the SOL embraced Full military collaboration with Germany and 

Europe as essential to the survival of both France and the National Revolution. On January 5. 

1943 Dmand's paramilitary force was rechristened the iMilice franpise. a movement 

presumably both "French" and collaborationist enough to suit Laval's purposes. Unlike the 

existing parties, the Milice was an official organ of the French State which embraced not only 

collaborationism. but social revolution as well. In contrast to an RNP largely confined to the 

former occupied zone and whose members had come from the republican-socialist left of the 

political spectrum. the SOL and its successor had arisen from the conservative Legion of 

Marshal Etain. * 
A new, militant league which drew its philosophy not from imported models but from 

the integral nationalism of the Action franqaise had a special appeal for Robert Brasillach. who 

for years had championed the cause of a purely French fascism. It is best described as 

Maurrassian-fascist and a hybrid movement of nationalist and fascist collaborators. In sharp 

contrast to the Celtic-oriented PPF and the more Germanic-oriented RNP. the Milice 

maintained a strong Catholic and Latin cast. Claiming about 30.000 at its peak, its active 

membership in 1943 more likely approximated 10,000. The largest concentration of miliciens 

lay in the Bouches du-Rhbne, where there were 2,000 by May of 1943. The departments of 

RhBne. Herault, Pyrenees-Orikntal. Montpdier. Haute-Garonne, and Lot-et-Garonne each 

contained over 1.000. Unlike the RNP. PPF. or other collaborationist groups the highly 

l 8  J-Delperrie de Bayac. &toire de la Mll lce . . 
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traditionalist Milice frangaise mustered considerable strength in the countryside as well as the 

cities of southern France. In mid-March L'Action francaise reported 180 meetings across the 

former unoccupied zone. The personnel. however. were not the same as in the SOL, for most 

moderate Petainists had departed. being replaced by a mixture of disillusioned PPF, refugees 

from Sauckel. job-seekers and other opportunists. in addition to genuine nationalist and fascist 

ideologues. Slightly less criminal and proletarian in its makeup than the volatile PPF. the more 

orderly Milice appealed to many of the rightist elements attracted to the Doriot movement. but 

without the more secular and Nordic variety of racism which appealed in Paris. Normandy. 

and Bordeaux. The solidly Petainist credentials of the Milice appealed as well to many fascists 

and rightists repulsed by the Stalinist past and tactics of Doriot. 19 

The purely rightist base of the Milice lent itself to a Maurassian-fascist political 

language. Having gone beyond the conservative royalism of Maurns to embrace outright 

fascism, Damand and his political soldiers. like Brasillach before him. now incurred the wrath 

of their mentor. When he described his brown-shirted miliciens as defenders of a new. rather 

than an old Petainist social hierarchy. Darnand received a public reprimand from L'Action 

francaise as though a wayward pupil misapplied his master's catechism. In the eyes of 

Maurras. going beyond the Marshal in social or external matters was to follow the same 

demagogic course which always pushed timid conservatives and Radicals more to the left. The 

plebian. revolutionary Petainism systematized in Combats, the Milice weekly. far more closely 

resembled the fascist model set fonh by Brasillach in Je suis oartout than the royalist 

conservatism of L'Action francaise. Nonetheless. the Milice continued to bear the imprint of 

the Provenpl master and his nostalgia for a vanished age. Containing a large proportion of 

aristocrats among its founding members, the Milice revered the medieval Catholic tradition and 

sought national redemption in a corporatist socialism of crusading warriors. Social legislation 

Combats. May 29.1943; *'Partout les assernblf es  ... de la Milice...". L'Action francaise, March 2.1943; "La 
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inspired by twelfth-century models would protect families and control natural monopolies such 

as mines, railways and utilities: 

We declare ourselves ... the heirs of that French tradition which is the tradition of all of 
the West and which had its source in the Christian Europe of the Middle Ages. 

Having animated the Crusaders as men of revolution. considering them as much 
examples as the saints of the Christian era and the heroes of antiquity. it invites the sons of our 
soil to commune with the cult of nobility, honor. sacrifice. and to discipline themselves. to 
surpass themselves in order to become great enough to make their mark upon the world.20 

Combats sought to retain much of the perspective of L'Action fran~aise while negating 

its most fundamental premise. that of "France Alone". Rarely speaking of Europe. the taciturn 

Darnand considered the defense of France the very goal of politics itse1f:"The fervor of our 

nationalism need no longer be demonstrated".? I Miliciens rejected a Maurrassian policy on 

Maurrassian grounds, desiring German victory because of. not in spite of, their integral 

nationalism. Fear of Bolshevism converted Darnand to a radical mixture of nationalist and 

fascist collaborationism. One could not remain aloof from the war of dl true nationalists 

against the internationals of communism. Judaism. capitalism. and ~ a s 0 n I - y . ~ ~  

Darnand's less-than-eloquent pronouncements were embellished and expanded by 

Philippe Henriot. now emerging as the most persuasive collaborationist orator of the war. A 

former conservative deputy of the HdCration republicaine. the fiercely antisemitic Gringoire 

columnist and Radio-Vichy spokesman staged a series of lectures during the spring of 1943 in 

Nantes, Rennes. St. Brieuc. Angers. Tours, Reims. St. Quentin and Lille in addition to his 

weekly broadcasts. Henriot's Catholic piety and French patriotism won him the mass audience 

denied DCat and Chateaubriant. Sneering into his microphone before his audience, Henriot 
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presented his practical. highly nationalist version of collaborationism with a mixture of sarcasm 

and popular language. building his case around the menace of the advancing barbarians from 

the east. The red flag of flame and massacre. he said. now spread on the eastern horizon. 

Communism would spread like a gangrene and neither the "charlatans of Washington" nor the 

"bonesetters of London" could stop it. Did not the dismal cowardice and indiscipline of 

American G.1.s at Kasserine Pass prove that only the Wehrmacht could halt Stalin'? Too many 

Frenchmen. whether by temperament or just plain snobbery. confbsed true patriotism and a 

crude hatred of their only real defenders. Meanwhile. it was France. not Texas, which faced 

the prospect of a Mmist  Europe. If the Anglo-Saxons were so formidable. Henriot 

demanded, why were they planning to attack in the Mediterranean instead of Calais? France. 

meanwhile. need not embrace Nazism but a fascism based upon her own traditions allowing 

her to join forces against the capitalist and communist internationals menacing Europe. Henriot 

saw no contradiction between the Papal condemnation of communism in 1936 and his own 

views of 1943. Why did so many French Catholics denounce Henriot for his consistent 

refusal to abandon the traditional teachings of the Church that Christianity and communism 

were implacable enemies? The former deputy and current milicien had no use for those who 

shared his faith but claimed that communism had somehow evolved into a less hostile form. 13 

On February 28. 1943 the Milice franpise formally organized itself in a series of 

simultaneous rallies in each of the 45 departments south of the Demarcation Line. the leader in 

each department speaking of the need to combat communism in France as well as Russia. On 

the same day. another ceremony of five thousand Europeanist and mostly Fnnciste Eurofascist 

collaborators celebrated the constitution of a rival militia in Paris under the auspices of the RNP 

and FRN known as the Milices rivolutionnaires nationales (MRN). The emergence of the 

rightist Milice franqaise as a potential parti unique and the prospect of its extension to the 

former occupied zone alarmed Deat. The new movement. severely undermining the PPF in the 

RhBne valley. would pose a similar danger to the RNP in the valleys of the Loire and the 
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Seine. Damand's rightist and Catholic nationalism. moreover. was unsettling to a "Jacobin" 

national-socialist who feasted upon Nietzsche and Hepl.  Neither DCat. nor Schleier, nor 

Doriot would permit Lava1 to organize a militia in northern France as a rival to the existing 

parties, who had therefore to arm and mobilize their own militants. The militarization of the 

collaborators on both sides of the Demarcation Line preserved the Europeanist/nationalist 

differences of the worlds of Paris and Vichy and even the historic split of Jacobin (RNP) and 

noblesse (Milice franqaise). The blood and soiI socialism of the MRN ceremonies invoked a 

mixture of Europeanist and Aryan-fascist collaborationism as RNP and Franciste militants 

swore to serve both France and European socialism unto death. In sharp contrast the 

Maurrassian-fascist rituals of the Midi consecrated miliciens anew to a Catholic France 

defending herself alongside a Christian Europe. In the south of France convoys of trucks 

operated by the Milice franpise departed Marseilles for Lyon. Nice. and even Paris on 

missions of charity and food distribution in accord with Darnand's dictum that social action in 

deed was worth infinitely more than in word. This example was not lost upon Deat. The 

militarization of collaboration now offered his RNP a means of carrying out their legal but 

elitist socialist revolution. Following the example of the southern militia. the MRN could 

penetrate Laval's bureaucracy on a local level. becoming involved in relief and other social 

measures. not only to introduce RNP personnel. but socialism itself into the French state at the 

very time it was defending France and Europe from without and within.Z4 

The creation of the interparty Paris militia aggravated the tense divisions between the 

FRN's temperamentally incompatible Aryan-fascists and national-socialists. Of the MRN's 

1000 soldiers. about 750 were Francistes conditioned to spontaneous action and violence. 

rather than the gradualism of the RNP. Allied with the latter from common fear of Doriot. 

Bucard's 10,000 Blueshins still hoped to reclaim the mantle of French fascism from the 

renegade communist who had usurped it since 1936. The decline of the PPF and the growing 
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publicity given to Bucard's historic mentor Mussolini and the Eurofascism embodied in the 

European Charter convinced Bucard that his militaristic party might gain control of the MRN. 

FRN, and the politics of collaboration itself in an age when the theoretician gave way to the 

soldier. When the joint militias of Paris paraded on April 1 1, Le Franciste enraged Deit and 

Albertini by picturing the rally as a wholly Franciste affair. The MSR. itself on the verge of 

extinction. sought to exacerbate these Dkat-Bucard divisions by forging a Franciste brochure 

also claiming Bucard had taken control of the alliance. The polemics and tensions were to ebb. 

and soon DCat recognized that his latest attempt at forging a parti unique was no more 

successful than the others. Little more was heard of the Front r6volutionnaire national. for, in 

the spring of 1943 the ideological and temperamental differences. as well as the personal 

ambitions. between those who stressed action and those who dwelt upon theory remained 

irreconcilable ?5 

All parties were greatly affected by developments in North Africa. Having liberated 

Algeria and Morocco. Allied and Free French forces still failed to drive the Axis from Tunisia. 

where a Vichy regency under the Resident-gkntral. Admiral Esteva maintained rule over 

100.000 Berbers. Arabs and pieds-noirs. This Pktainist regency survived through the armed 

support of a fascist revolution organized by a united front of Doriot's PPF. Darnand's SOL. 

and several Vichy youth organizations present in Tunisia The leader of this front. known as 

the ComitO d'unitk d'action r6volutionnaire (CUAR) was a former doriotiste, Georges 

Guilbaud, who in his prefascist days had entertained Briandist sympathies. Aiding the Esteva 

administration. controlling the Tunis-Journal, Radio-Tunis, and providing a link between the 

regency and its subjects, Guilbaud's CUAR served the purpose of a parti unique based upon a 

doctrine of "unity of action". A coalition of radical Pt5tainists and open fascists. the CUAR 

mixed PPF and SOL-Milice European ideology with Maumsian nationalism. military 

collaboration being not only its core. but its very reason for being. By the beginning of 

25 D6at. lournnl, April 15. 17. 2 1. 24. 27, May 2. 6.  June 9.1943: AN 72 AJ 31 XVI Albertini-Hanote. p. 13: 
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February, 1943 the CUAR recruited, organized. and dispatched a company-sized Phalange 

africaine from Tunis. Led by Captain Andre Dupuis of the SOL. this force of 2 10 armed 

militants, including many from the PPF and SOL. wore French. not Geman unif0rms.~6 

The role of the Phalange was interpreted by the followers of Darnand and Doriot in 

terms of their respective philosophies of collaboration. Remarks in the Tunis-Journal by 

rniliciens such as Pierre Lacornrne dwelt upon the nationalist nature of the Phalange and its 

crusade in defense of the Marshal, the France he incarnated, and the defense of her soil and her 

empire. Appearing in the same journal were the appeals of the PPF. much more explicitly 

Aryan-fascist and Eurofascist. The inauguration of a new party headquarters in Tunis. 

attended by Vichy and German officials as well as PPF phalangistes. was reported as a 

manifestation of European fascist unity. More importantly. in the eyes of the PPF. the new 

soldiers of Africa were members of Europe's new warrior elite. most of whom fought in 

Russia inspired by the leadership of Hitler and the example of Doriot: 

In a few ... hours, the first volunteers of the Legion of Tunisia wilI be on the firing line. 
where France will at last be present in the gigantic struggle pitting Europe against Judeo-Anglo- 
American oppression, ... at the same time ... our comrades of the Antibolshevik Legion continue 
so heroically to take pan in the defense of a civilization ... menaced by Soviet barbarism. 

Jacques Doriot has preached the example .... he has returned to take his position of 
combat, knowing that only actions count and that the salvation of France requires supreme 
sacrifices.27 

On April 8 the Phalange. now attached to the 334th Panzer Grenadier division of 

Panzer Group Afrika entered the front lines in time to meet the final victorious Allied 

offensive. In their first action against the British on April 16, the French fascists distinguished 

themselves enough to merit several decorations. Beneath both Tricolor and Swastika banners. 

the German division commander persuaded Hitler's newest soldiers that the Iron Cross they 

now wore was a European as well as a German symbol, having inspired the Teutonic Knights 

26 Rcni  Pellegrin. La Phalanee africaing pp.47-52. 6 1-62, 7 1-76. 
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in their war against pagan Slavic aggression centuries ago. However, the glories of the 

Phalange were brief. for the British renewed their offensive in the final week of April. 

decimating the unit and forcing its dissolution on May 7. The defeat came a few days before 

Rommel's successor surrendered an entire army group to Eisenhower and Montgomery. 

further compounding the losses at ~talingrad.~g 

Though they no longer existed. the CUAR and the Phalange served as an inspiration 

and example for all the collaborationists of France. Venturing into Paris for the first time since 

the Armistice. Darnand addressed a rally of 5,000 militants of all parties in honor of the 

Phalange on June 9, citing both the unit and its parent front as a precedent to be tried in 

France. Darnand's appeal was endorsed more by the Europeanist E a t  than by the fascist PPF. 

In reality, an entente between the nationalist soldier and the Europeanist academic seemed more 

plausible from the perspective of practical politics than either the RNP-Franciste or PPF-Milice 

arrangements had been. So different in rhetoric and sentiment. D h t  and Darnand shared a 

common preference for legalism, a political association with Laval. and the need for a common 

alliance against both Doriot and Bucard. During the month of June both party leaders 

conferred with Guilbaud and the Embassy to conclude an arrangement in which Darnand's 

Milice would have jurisdiction south of the Demarcation Line, while all revolutionary activities 

of a social and paramilitary nature was reserved to the militias of the RNP. Francistes and other 

parties. A small secretariat would serve as the metropolitan equivalent of the CUAR. The 

arrangement was even broadened to include the PPF when Politburo member Jean Fossati. in 

Doriot's absence, gave his consent for the party's Gardes franqaises to operate in permanent, 

formal conjunction against the Resistance with the other militias. A formd RNP-Milice alliance 

was, however, still premature. Laval, anxious to divest himself of the troublesome Paris 

parties, still wanted a single militia for all of France commanded by Darnand, but responsible 

to the Head of Government alone.29 

28 PA AA R29600/ 83693. April 25.1943; R29600/ 83707-708. April 27.1943: R296011 150638. May 
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The weakness of the FRN helped to bolster the waning self-confidence of the Doriot 

movement. which once again praised its leader in keeping the PPF from joining what L'Action 

PPF described as a "pot of crabs?"30 The cult of action and of Doriot continued to govern 

PPF language and its Aryan-fascist doctrine of a new Europe built upon military collaboration. 

May Day, utilized by the RNP as an inspiration for intensified labor collaboration. was seen by 

Le Cri du peuple more as a time to consider the defeat of the regime which would destroy 

family. faith, and the rights of workers everywhere. It was more important for PPF workers 

to construct real guns and tanks than abstract theories of socialism. While L'CEuvre and & 

Nouveaux Temps spoke of imminent European peace. the Doriot press spoke only of coming 

European counteroffensives. France's soldiers rather than her workers remained the only 

promise of her future in Europe. The second anniversary of Operation Barbarossa underscored 

again the special role of the LVF in a nationwide series of rallies intended as a show of abiding 

PPF power. Any movement capable of mounting more than two hundred simultaneous local 

reunions and larger rallies in the major cities was a force for Berlin and Vichy alike to reckon 

with. Led by Victor BarthClemy the numerous rallies supported the standard anticommunist 

and antisemitic party rhetoric. Revolutionaries. said Barthilemy, could be united only in the act 

of fascist combat itself rather than the endless verbiage of those who proclaimed themselves 

socialists and Europeans. Doriot himself denounced Dht. Darnand, and Fossati alike as 

"superftcial spirits" who could not distinguish between the PPF's direct military aid to the Axis 

and the RNPs bland and meaningless common revolutionary program. The choice of Doriot 

versus Deat was that of "unity of action" versus unity in inaction. Doriot still attempted to enlist 

Catholics in his cause. Sharing his podium was the septuagenarian Monsignor Mayol de Lupk. 

the living embodiment of Chateaubriant's ideal of the pro-Nazi priest. Unlike many of his 

fellow clerics. Mayol preached the PPF ideal that Hitler was in fact the defender of Christianity 

"Guitbaud et Darnand 5 la SrtlleWagram". Le Cri du ocuple, June 10.1943; Combats, June 5.19.1943; 
Archives Taca, June 26.1943. pp.493-95. 
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against communism; one could be Catholic. Aryan-fascist and collaborationist at one and the 

same tirne.3 1 

Having bound itself to the PPF in 194 1 and 1942. the Dijon-based Ligue franpise of 

Pierre Costantini began to distance itself from Doriot's pretensions in 1943. remaining 

relatively neutral in the PPF-RNP duel. iefusing to participate in either the FRN or Doriot's 

private war against Laval. Unlike Le Cri du euple, L'A~oel sought to praise Laval, though 

neither the Auvergnat nor anyone else took the two thousand ligueurs and their buffoonish 

Chef seriously. Having little influence or credibility the party had little reason to apologize for 

its extreme Aryan-fascist rhetoric. L'Ap el continued to outclass Le Cri du peuple, & 

Franciste, and even the openly Nazi Rex and AGRA press in the sheer ferocity of its racism 

and Anglophobia. Blaming the loss of Nonh Africa on the twin objects of his hatred. the Jews 

and the English. Costantini presented Lava1 with a demand that he expel all Jews from France 

as the litmus test of collaboration. the Europeanism of each country being in direct proportion 

to its willingness to engage in antisemitic action. If one ignored his ultra-racist rhetoric. 

Costantini sounded much more like Diat than Doriot in his praise of Laval and his visit to 

Germany. While the PPF and the Milice spoke little of Europe save in the context of 

anticommunism, the Ligue franqaise insisted that its motto "For a united France in a united 

Europe" be taken much more seriously. L'AopeI sought to denounce both the United States 

and the communist threat in the form of an analogy in which America was menaced by native 

Indians armed with the most modem weapons and simultaneously invaded by Europeans 

claiming that their social ideology was menaced by that of ~ashington.32 
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By the summer of 1943 the FRN was a dying cause while the new. more official Milice 

franpise represented the key to whatever parti unique or totalitarian revolution would be 

possible in France. Damand held the balance of power between a stagnant RNP and a 

declining PPF. Still strongly supportive of Laval. Albertini had little enthusiasm for united 

action with the Francistes after the circus of April I 1. The RNP. moreover. now had its own 

Milice national populaire in Paris which outnumbered Bucard's troops. freeing DCat and 

Albertini from dependence upon the latter. The RNP had to redouble its efforts to persuade 

Laval to move France from the corporatism of Petain and Lehideux to the syndicalism of 

Mesnard. Further integration into Europe would follow. though even Dtat now recognized 

that the word "Europe" was a metaphor for German interests and German symbols aione.33 

A conference of European journalists sponsored in late June by SS-Oberorup~enfiihrer 

Otto Dietrich foreshadowed things to come. Held in Vienna. the meeting of over four hundred 

journalists from over twenty nations was advertised as the first political event in which 

representatives of all Europe took part. Prearranged addresses revolved around the current 

theme of "Asia against Europe". seeking to counteract Roosevelt's Four Freedoms with the 

four "European" freedoms of I )  freedom from Judaism. 2) freedom from Bolshevism. 3) 

freedom from capitalist exploitation. and 4) freedom from Anglo-Saxon imperialism. The 

French delegation. including Deat. Luchaire. Brinon. Brasillach. and Henriot were forbidden 

to formally address the conference. The long-winded. vacuous speeches. which promised 

France and Belgium nothing of substance. began to weary even Deat. who avoided the later 

sessions. The contradictions between the myths of both Europeanist and fascist colaborators 

and the realities of nationalism and German hegemony were all too plainly in evidence. Italians 

remained jealous that France might usurp the number two position within the Axis, while many 

Balkan delegates welcomed the French presence as the only possible counter to Nazi power. 34 
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Lion Deerelle and the Nazification of Rex: Januarv-June. 1943. 

The same cold. privation, hunger, disease and labor conscription which afflicted France 

in the winter of 1943 also affected Belgium, where no sovereign government in Brussels 

survived to mitigate the pain. The defense of Belgian interests once again devolved upon 

nationalist collaboraton like Alexandre Galopin and the other General Secretaries who. like the 

Vichy bureaucracy. tried to ensure that economic collaboration prevented starvation and 

installation of a civil Nazi regime much harsher than the military one they presently endured. 

The considerably higher proportion of labor deportees in Belgium than in France left few 

families unaffected. Even Le Paw reel endorsed labor conscription in Belgium in a very 

lukewarm manner. Little public support . though,remained for Galopin's "politics of the lesser 

evil" and especially for the more collaborationist Elemish Secretaries such as Gerald Romsee. 

Victor Leemans and other sympathizers with the VNV. In the eyes of the Belgian people. the 

only advantage they retained was to be ruled by the Wehrmacht other than by the Gestapo as in 

Holland. Otherwise. Romsee and his colleagues had done little more than slowly give the 

Germans a11 they desired under the cover of legality. Even more hated than the Secretaries. the 

fascist collaborators of Brussels and Wallonia were totally isolated from the population. Given 

the industrial and ethnic makeup of Belgium. its small size and its historic links with its eastern 

neighbor, national-socialism in both language communities became much more imitative of the 

Nazi model than in France. E o n  Degelle was able to achieve a dominance in the realm of 

Walloon collaboration without parallel in the French case. The inability of Rex to achieve any 

form of mass support, a disappointment to Streel, was no problem for Degrelle. whose 

budding alliance with the SS was worth far more to him than the support of his own people.35 

The moral price Degrelle paid for Himmler's patronage. so desired by the Paris parties, 

was staggering. On January 17, 1943, the Walloon leader delivered the most memorable and 

77.1943; Raymond De Becker. "A Vienne. la vielle des Congriis". ibid.. July 5.1943: idem. "La mission du 
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infamous address of his political career. The German uniform in which he addressed the 

crowd of Rexist faithful in the Palais des Sports in Brussels was the clear symbol of a 

message that began with the now universal collaborationist theme of decisive revolutionary 

minorities in history. In this context Degrelle spoke of how the Walloon Legion now 

commanded the respect of Germans who would someday learn to respect all Walloons. 

Degrelle then repeated his 194 1 declaration that all Walloons were of the same Germanic stock 

as the Flemings. Then, however, he stunned even his own militants by pledging his allegiance 

to two fatherlands. a Gemanic Wallonia and the Holy Roman Empire reincarnated in the 

Greater Germanic Reich: 

It is necessary that one know that within the great Germanic unity that will be created 
tomorrow. we are ready to take our place. careful to maintain the patrimony of the Occident. 
with courage, with nobility, but careful to see on a grand scale. to live a life of grandeur. 

Our lesser homeland is the Occident. but our greater homeland is the Germanic Community. by 
whose side our comrades are fallen.36 

Closing his speech. Degrelle praised the genius of Hitler and the opportunity now offered to 

Walloons for redemption in a truly socialist Reich. In a single stroke Degrelle had effected a 

veritable revolution from above within the Rexist movement. repudiating not only the 

Maurrassian Eurofascisrn of Streel. but even Degrelle's own adaptive Belgian national- 

socialism, transforming Rex into a French-speaking replica of the N S D A P . ~ ~  

Even though many Rexists and non-Rexist allies such as Raymond De Becker accepted 

a national-socialism of Belgian derivation, as well as the supposed Gemanic origins of the 

Walloons. the complete Nazification of the movement in 1943 presented them with a radical 

ideological shift. A vast difference existed between the adaptive national-socialism espoused 

by DCat, De Becker. Elias. and even Quisling. Mussen, and Degrelle himself prior to 1943 and 

the imitative national socialism of outright Nazis and annexationists such as Jonas Lie in 

36 Lion Degrelle. address of January 17.1913. text in Le Pays reel, January 18.1943; Conway. Collaboration 
in B c l ~ i u m ,  pp. 176-80. 
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Norway. Rost Van Tonningen in Holland, Jef Van de Wiele of De Vlag in Flanders. and 

Georges Scaillet of AGRA in Wallonia. Dropping all mention of King Leopold. Degrelle took 

a giant step towards replacing Belgian nationalism with Greater Germanic racism. destroying 

the last hope for an independent Belgian fascism in the process. The handful of Walloons who 

were still collaborationists now faced the choice of either resistance, marginalization. or 

becoming more loyal to Adolf Hitler than to the House of ~ a x e - ~ o b o u r ~ . 3 8  

In the winter and spring of 1943 Degrelle and his loyalists presented Rex's new 

ideology in the theoretical monthly National-Socialisme as well as in Le Pavs reel . In view of 

Degrelle's courtship of the S S  it was no surprise that the European vision expressed in his 

publications now clearly resembled the Greater Germanic formulas of Werner Best and the 

writers of Das Schwarze Korps . Long used to provincialism and petty quarrels. Rexists and 

all other Walloons were now admonished to discard their outmoded Maurrassian-fascism and 

nationalism for the only political reality promising them a future: the double-headed eagle of the 

Holy Roman Empire. It was now senseless to speak of "Germanic" versus "Latin". A Rome- 

Berlin alliance always constituted the historic core of Europe, whether under Otto the Great. 

Cavour and Bismarck, or Mussolini and Hitler. The notion of the Empire itself needed 

clarification. for the Second Reich was far too strictly "German". The original Reich of 

Charles V and the Habsburgs. a bloc of nations with one crown, one Diet. and one army. had 

permitted Flemings and Walloons their own identity as "Burgundians". The Third Reich 

would do the same. Like all Germanics. the Walloons and Flemings would have duties in a 

common racial community, but they would remain themselves as much as Germans would 

remain Germans. One need only compare the discourse of Rex with that of AGRA to realize 

that. in the form of his Nazi Burgundy, Degrelle in the winter and spring of 1943 implied that 

he wished to rule both Flemings and Walloons within the Greater Germanic Reich. National- 

Socialisme , however. put few strictures in the way of a racially-oriented European patriotism. 

going even beyond Drieu La Rochelle in describing World War II as a war of Germanic and 

38 Conway. ibid.. pp. 176-78. 



European unification. the culmination of a thousand years of struggle whose goal was now 

attainable. The sole architect of this unity, Adolf Hitler. now enjoyed complete and 

unrestrained adulation in Rexist circles. In 1943 neither Leon Degrelle. Victor Matthys. nor 

Jean Denis felt the least obligation to apologize for the man who was now their personal Fuhrer 

as well as ~erman~ ' s . 39  

Despite the complaints even of many Rexists. they would no longer blush at being open 

and avowed Nazis. They were no longer domestic but annexationist national-socialists. In this 

context, National-Socialisme mocked those such as Poulet. Streel, and even De Becker who 

claimed allegiance to the New Order while refusing to face its inevitable consequences. 

allegiance to its leader. Adolf Hitler: 

These gentlemen will say "a New Order?. Fine .... but why is it necessary that Germany serve 
as our mentor and that the leader of that restored Europe is Adolf Hitler?" [They say]"We have 
no desire whatever to be directed by someone not our own. We are, sir, for the New Order. 
-, collaboration and all that, but on condition that it is all inspired. among Bel,' ~lans. 
within the borders of our country. Is it not enough that we have good neighborly and especially 
commercial ties with our neighbor to the east*?" [They disagree on] One point, that's a11.~0 

Rexist propaganda in 1943 rarely deviated from themes of Hitler and germanitk. The defenders 

of the Stalingrad pocket were praiseworthy for no greater reason than the heroism incarnate in 

their blood. Degrelle. of course. knew Belgium's historic ties with Mitteleuropa allowed him 

a pretense of Germanity of which the Aryan-fascist Doriot and the domestic national-socialist 

Deat could only dream. Living in a Nordic-Alpine country lacking a sizeable Mediterranean 

population and a long tradition of big-power sovereignty, Degrelle could Nazify himself and 

his movement in a much more convincing manner than his Parisian counterparts. The RNP 

might adapt national-socialism; only Rex could fully imitate and embrace it. Any French- 

39 Jean Denis. "Avec le Chef. 1 la. vie. it la mort ". National-Socialisme, February 15.1943, p. I ;  ibid.."L'idie 
national-socialiste: certitude de victoire"; " La continuite germanique vue par les historiens nationaux- 
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speaking collaborator could wear a German uniform. but only a Degrelle might salute the 

swastika banner as his own. for the nation itself no longer mattered as much as races and 

civilizations. 

If the Nazi-Rexist now regarded the gray uniform. steel helmet. and twisted cross as 

the emblem of his new greater homeland. he also imbibed what he considered the noteworthy 

example of German racial antisemitism. considering the SS variety particularly praiseworthy. 

Degrelle, Matthys, and Denis had no reservations at all about Hirnmler's commission to 

eliminate the Jewish race from Europe. All great Marxist theoreticians and purveyors of liberal 

thought were Jews in Rexist eyes. Degrelle even considered Jewish influence a major factor in 

the supposed timidity of collaboration in both Vichy and Paris, for their cosmopolitan outlook 

profoundly permeated virtually the entire political culture of France. Unless France actively 

fought for the cause of Europe in the manner of the Stalingrad martyrs. she could speak of 

neither honor nor dishonor. Otherwise the discourse of collaboration remained mere 

literature.4 1 

Degrelle's doctrinal revolution provoked a variety of responses from other Walloon 

collaborators. While they were enthusiastic at his conversion, the more Nazi-oriented papers 

remained somewhat cynical as to its motivation. The Journal de Charleroi was forthright in 

praising Degrelle's new Nazism. for only the Nazis were true socialists and true 

revolutionaries. The Gazette de Charleroi was more critical. reminding Degrelle of his 

"pernicious equivocation" of 1940- 1942. La E c i a  was more philosophical. but in praising 

Degrelle's new ideology, stopped short of outright annexationism. maintaining that the Empire 

of which he spoke would be a true confederation of Germanic states. AGRA's Joseph Spilette 

reminded Degrelle that he had to organize Walloons into a community of race, blood, and 

soi1.42 The existing divisions within Le Nouveau Journal only intensified following adoption 
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of Degrelle's new imitative Nazi line. An outraged Robert Poulet wrote a series of three 

articles attempting to distance Le Nouveau Journal as far as possible from the blasphemies 

against Belgium, her character, and her history being uttered in the Palais des Sports. What 

right. he asked, did Degrelle have to give such blind confidence to a foreign leader. and to 

embrace the myths and symbols of a detested foreign ideology and state'? Poulet refused to 

abandon king or country. Belgian colla5oration in the New Europe in 1943 remained a 

function of anticornmunism, economic survival. and social justice, nothing more. Poulet 

considered Degrelle's thesis on the "Germanity" of the Walloons as not only intellectually 

dishonest, but as stemming from the most cynical of motives. Had not similar opportunists 

claimed the BeIgians were Gallo-Romans who should be annexed to France during the 

Revolutionary and Napoleonic era? Any impartial historian, argued Poulet. would recognize 

the truth that Belgium was neither Latin nor Germanic but a mixture of both, a unique 

borderland between two civilizations. The grandest European perspectives in the world could 

not nullify her will to exist as a nation and to be a European people after her own, not the 

German. manner. Poulet sought to warn Degrelle and those Rexists who accepted his new 

doctrine that any attempt to dismember his country according to an annexationist formula 

would have severe consequences for Europe as a whole. not just Belgium. Deprived of their 

nationality. Belgians could turn to mass terrorism in the manner of the Sinn Fein. making the 

cockpit of western Europe un,go~ernable.~3 

Like many nationalist or Maurrassian-fascist collaborators, Poulet accepted the schemes 

of Eurofascism which promised free accord among sovereign peoples. and the same rights for 

Belgians as for Frenchmen, Spaniards. or Hungarians. Degrelle's expedient Europeanism of 

racial considerations was not only the total antithesis of Poulet's own. but a grievous insult to 

any thinking Belgian. As far as Poulet was concerned, a man who constantly praised Adolf 
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Hitler as his sovereign and made no mention of his legitimate king. Leopold Dl, deserved 

neither a following nor an audience from the Belgian people. Poulet's remonstrance. sadly. 

remained unpublished. being too inflammatory even for Reeder. who himself. along with the 

rest of the conservative Brussels Militarvenvaltunp, felt nothing but contempt for Degrelle. his 

ambitions, and his fanciful attempts to Germanize his people by spoken fiat. Unable to 

continue his literary battle for the royalist Belgium he loved. Poulet resigned not only from % 

Nouveau Journal but from the politics of collaboration itself. following Hendrik De Man into 

oblivion, but not into e x i ~ e . ~  

The resignation of Poulet deprived Belgian nationalist collaborators of their journalistic 

voice and left Le Nouveau Journal in the hands of his more faxist opponents. Between 

January and his assassination by the Walloon resistance in April. the paper became the 

mouthpiece of Paul Colin. Himself a bourgeois and an ardent believer in a united Bel,' olurn, 

Colin. like Degrelle himself, considered the Teutonic pedigree of the Walloon a cynical fable 

for German consumption. Neither he nor Degrelle, however. had the intellectual honesty of De 

Man, Poulet. Streel. or even Raymond De Becker, for the temptation posed by the forbidden 

fruit of an SS alliance was too strong. Consequently. Colin wholeheartedly supported 

Degrelle's annexationist and Nazi politics in both Cassandre and Le Nouveau Journal. 

Praising the resurrection of the Empire as the only federal formula which could alone defend 

Europe, Colin nevertheless. like Degrelle. sought to ease the fears of even many 

collabor~tionists on the subject of annexation by denying that membership in the Reich would 

totally denationalize ~ e l ~ i a n s . ~ ~  

Both before and after the death of Colin, Le Nouveau Journal, with its links to fascism 

via Pierre Daye and the Blackshirt Massimo Rocca, tried to remain pro-Degrelle while avoiding 

the wholiy Nazi language of the Rexist press. The Europeanist Raymond De Becker and & 

Soir, however, were much more open in their "Belgicist" convictions. Publicly. they warned 

44 Poulet, ibid. 

45 M V  TB, ibid.. pp.A 21-22. 3 1.  



Degrelle that being "Germanic" did not necessarily mean being German. Walloons may be 

Germanics, but this in no way destroyed their uniqueness. In fact. the Germanic race itself 

was said to consist of Nordic, Sub-Nordic, Dinaric, and other branch races. The Flemings 

were in fact more Nordic and sub-Nordic than the Walloons. upon whom the influences of 

Latin culture could not be denied. Privately, De Becker , a domestic national-socialist in the 

mold of Deat rather than an annexationist national-socialist, found Degrelle's evident denial of 

the Belgian reality grave indeed. The thought of Walloons adhering to the Reich without 

regard to the concerns of the Flemings or of the dynasty appalled him: 

This adhesion makes no sense for me except in the measure where our integration into a larger 
Germanic complex can be accomplished on the basis of our existence as a nation and a state. I 
regard that any annexationist solution. pure or disguised. that any formula analogous to 
... Poland ... or Bohemia-Moravia, would constitute treason against our people. against its 
culture and past which need, for its perpetuation. their own state framework. It is well 
understood that I consider this within the inevitable and desirable allegiances and 
interpenetrations of a reorganized ~ u r o ~ e . ~ 6  

Receiving no assurance of a commitment to Belgian unity and sovereignty from Degrelle. De 

Becker wrote Victor Matthys on January 25. announcing his resignation from the Conseil 

politique de Rex. Reaffirming his faith in a united Europe. Germanic solidarity. adaptive 

national-socialism. a heroic and virile life. and the unity of the Belgian state. De Becker. whose 

philosophy resembled Deat more than Degrelle. now reserved to judge Rex upon its future acts 

rather than its words.47 

De Becker was supported in his lonely "Belgicist" collaboration by the Maurrassian 

Eurofascist Jose Streel, who resigned not only from the Conseil politique. but from the Rexist 

movement itself following Degrelle's address in the Palais des Sports. After two years of 

striving to preserve the traditional royalism and fascism of Rex from contamination by Nazi 

racial ideas. Sueel realized that with the public Nazification of the movement his battle had been 

46 Ibid.. p.A 3 1 ; Conwsy. Collaboration, pp. 176-77.18 1; Raymond De Becker. La collahontion en Bcleique 
(Brussels, Courrier hibdomadaire du CRISP, no. 497-98, 1947), p.57: De Becker, letter to Degrellc, January 
18,1943. CREHSGM, Archives Pierre Daye, 5 338. 

47 Conway. ibid..p.176: De Becker. letter to Matthys. January 25.1943. text in De Becker. La collaboration en 
m, annex. 



lost. Unlike Poulet, who was compelled to withdraw from politics. Streel. representing now 

only his own opinions, continued to write a weekly editorial in Le Soir, despite the furious 

attempts of Degrelle to silence him. Neither Degrelle nor his annexationist allies could 

suppress or control Belgium's leading francophone daily. whose independence was supponed 

by the military government of Eggert Reeder. Concerned that an angry population now 

realized that Hitler planned to annex and destroy their country. the military authorities hoped to 

use the handful of surviving "Belgicists" of Le Soir and Le Nouveau Journal to pacify an angry 

and apprehensive population. Though his fascist and nationalist beliefs were now irrelevant in 

a Belgium polarizing between Nazi ultracolIaborationists and armed rksistants, Streel continued 

to defend his belief in a united. Catholic Belgium within a German-led. but not dominated. 

Europe: 

No one can reasonably reconcile the creation of an organic Europe with a total and unlimited 
independence of nations .... But if everyone agrees on the need to revise the notion of 
sovereignty, everyone equally must agree on the respect of certain forms which are also far 
from as insignificant a is sometimes ~nima~ined.48 

In a number of his editorials. Streel returned to the history of Burgundy and the United 

Netherlands. He enlisted the vanished glory of Antwerp. William of Nassau. and other details 

of a sadly forgotten history in refutation of Degrelle's perversion of Belgian history. Unlike 

the latter's "Germanic" Burgundy. Streel's "European" Burgundy existed outside the Reich as 

a dynastic reality in its own right. the tragic loss of unity between its Dutch and Belgian 

components opening the door to subjection by outside powers. Even in the political wilderness 

Streel wished to reassure both Flemings and Walloons that their joint greatness arose from 

within. not from vassaldom to a Germanic empire. Even in his very methodical discussion of 

"Asia against Europe", which unquestionably supported military collaboration with Germany 

against Russia, Streel could not resist the temptation to subtly associate the Nazi philosophy of 

48 Jean-Marie Delaunois. "Vie et combat de JosC Sueel: 19 1 1 - 1946: journalist et Ccrivain politique" (Ph.D. diss. 
Universitk dc Louvain. 1990). pp. 105. 109-29; CREHSGM. PS 16. Streel. "Analyse de I'acte d'accusation". 9 
3-5, pp. 1 1- 12. 17- 19, fj 6, pp. 1-7; Streel."Le fait allemand". Le Soir, January 27, 1943: "L'importance des 
forces", ibid.. February 4, 1943. 



Degrelle with the "nihilist and materialist" conceptions of the steppes. Beginning with Attila 

the Hun and proceeding to Tamerlane a thousand years later, Streel composed a series of 

historical cameos subtitled "Steppe against Civilization" in which he evoked the Bolshevik 

threat in a much more rational manner than La Gerbe. The articles had a second purpose. 

however, and that was to defend the Christian foundations of his fascisme occidentale. The 

union of Gemanics and Latins halted Attila, whose massacres had foreshadowed those of the 

Katyn forest. When the threat reappeared in the form of the Avars. Bulgars. and Magyars. the 

Belgians Sigebert and Charlemagne himself successfully resisted it before Otto the Great was 

even born. Genghis Khan, the Stalin of the medieval world. presented the most horrific threat 

of all, terrorizing Eurasia from the Adriatic to China and Korea. Leaving a trail of mounds of 

human skulls and devastated villages, the thirteenth century empire of the Mongols based itself 

upon racism. the systematic destruction of entire populations. and the total denial of any ethical 

religion. Had he not been halted by Providence, Genghis Khan might have added all of 

Europe to his fifteen million victims. Tamerlane, having a veneer of civilization. was perhaps 

the most hypocritical of nomad conquerors, not unlike the Russia of Stalin with its superficial 

Europeanization once again submerged by the spirit of the steppes. A careful reading between 

the lines suggested that maybe Hitler and. just perhaps, the new Degrelle were little different. 

Posing as a soldier of the European Revolution of the Twentieth Century. Streel's former 

leader was in fact a barbarous, unchristian, and materialist in his Nazi ideology as the new 

Mongols were in their comm~nism.~9 

Streel's discreet historical attacks upon materialist, as against Catholic-humanist, 

totalitarianism coincided with Degrelle's personal meeting with Reichsfiihrer-SS Heinrich 

Himmler on May 23 and 24. 1943. What had been unthinkable in 194 1 and even 1942 now 

CREHSGM. PS 16. Streel. "Analyse ...". 36. ibid.; Streel. "La prne de I'unite". Le Soir . April 9.1943; 
idem. "La gloire d'Anvers". ibid., April 22,1943; idem,"Pater patriae", ibid.. April 23.1943; idem. "La Patrie 
depecke". ibid.. May 3,1943; idem. "Rivolution et conservation". ibid.. April 29,1943: idem. "La Steppe 
contre la civilisation", ibid., June 7,1943; idem."Le souffle de I'Asie". ibid., June 9.1943; idem, "Le Fleau de 
Dieu", ibid., June 10.1943; idem."L'ipopke sanglante de Gengis-Khan", ibid., June 12- 14,1943; idem, "LC 
plus grand empire du monde", ibid.. June 16.1943; idem. "Tamerlan", ibid.. June 21,1943. 



became reality as Degrelle and Hirnmler formally ratified the total Nazi transformation of Rex 

and the incorporation of the Walloon Legion into the Waffen-SS. Degrelle interpreted the 

meeting as certification of his claim to "Germanity" and his investiture as Himmler's personal 

vassal. Rexist propaganda now jettisoned, at least publicly, any pretence of a united 

Burgundian state. The militarization of collaboration reached its logical extent in Belgium. 

where Degrelle lost interest in the Rexist movement itself. except as a reservoir of support for 

the Legion which consumed his full attention. Spending little time in Belgium, Degrelle now 

surrounded himself with fanatical young soldiers such as Jean Vermeire and Joseph 

Pevenasse, fully entrusting the party to Matthys. Totally loyal to Degrelle. Matthys 

reorganized a once-proud Maumsian-fascist movement on the SS model. With S tree1 gone. 

his Service politique gave way to a much more hierarchical organization. Jean Lambinon now 

headed a Heydrich-style security service, and party ideology was placed in the hands of the 

deeply antisemitic Jean Denis and the patron of annexationism, Leon van Huffel. Dynasty and 

state bring forgotten, oaths to Degrelle as leader of the Walloon race became mandatory. 50 

By the end of spring. 1943. both French and Walloon collaborationist parties 

transformed themselves into paramilitary movements renouncing, for the time being, any hope 

of popular support . As the struggle within the New Order itself began to resemble the 

Darwinian world envisioned by Nazi and fascist alike, a selection process began to eliminate all 

but the strongest and most ruthless of movements and leaders, the relative moderates and 

idealists. particularly in Belgium, withdrawing fully or partially from the political arena. The 

result was the emergence of a collaborationist spectrum ranging from SS-sponsored imitative 

national-socialists in Brussels, Antwerp. and Charleroi to nationalist and Maurassian-fascist 

collaborators in Lyon and Marseilles. The reality, however. for D&t. Doriot. and Damand as 

for Degrelle, was that neither Europeanist, fascist. nor even nationalist collaborators could 

remain fully autonomous or even survive in 1943 without a powerhl patron in ~erlin.51 

- - -  
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CHAPTER EIGHT: 

"L'HEURE DES A M E S  FORTES ": 
THE RISE OF EURONAZISM: JULY-DECEMBER, 1943. 

The summer of 1943 began with the final attempts of Latin-oriented fascists and 

conservatives to preserve a Eurofascist order of autonomous movements and states. The 

collapse of Italy, however, doomed the whole Eurofascist edifice and weakened the Francistes. 

the PPF. and the French iiterary fascists as serious political forces. The Nazification of Rex 

and the creation of a Walloon and then a French SS brigade signified a new phase in the 

evolution of fascist collaboration. Inspired by the propagandists of the SS . an ideology of 

Euronazism attained prominence in 1943, challenging the obsolete forms of Eurofascism. 

Euronazism may be defined as a conception of European unity and fascist collabontion based 

on the membership of most Europeans in a common Indo-European. Indo-Germanic. or Aryan 

race. It envisioned the organization of Europe on the basis of racial groupings Nazified 

socialism, and a new warrior aristocracy drawn from the ranks of the Waffen-SS. Euronazism 

totally dominated fascist collaboration in Walloon Belgium due to Degrelle and his imitative 

national-socialist ideology. The impact of Euronazism in France. while significant. was more 

limited, given the relative absence of historic links with the Holy Roman Empire. reduced 

percentages of Germanic blood, and powerful autonomous traditions of Europeanism. 

nationalism. and both Aryan- and Maurrassian-fascist collaboration. The PPF welcomed the 

racism of the Waffen-SS. but on its own terms. The RNP and the Milice, while more 

cooperative in political terms. merely fit Euronazism into their own established schemes of 

Europeanist and nationaiist/fascist collaboration. Both the Belgian Secretaries and the Laval 

regime, meanwhile. attempted to parry ever more exacting German demands and turn economic 

collaboration to mutual advantage. The Speer-Bichelonne Common Market" of 1943-44 

represented a temporary success for this policy. Attacked from the surviving conservatives of 

the Petainist right. however, the government of Laval endured a German countercoup paving 

the way for the partial fascisization and Nazification of Vichy France in 1944. 



Arvan-fascism and Maurrassian-fascism: Soring. 1943. 

The Allied assault upon Axis Europe began in earnest in the summer of 1943 with the 

invasion of Italy and the Soviet reconquest of the Ukraine. Squandering huge reserves of men 

and armor in a poorly conceived and ultimately unsuccessful attack against the Russian salient 

of Kursk, Hitler now faced an unstoppable tide of Russian tanks and soldiers which were to 

force the Dnieper by October. Overunning Sicily in July, British and American forces invaded 

Italy herself in September. The two-front assault upon Europe coincided with the collapse of 

the Fascist regime, the demise of Eurofascism. the obsolescence of the more independent 

forms of collaboration. and the Nazification of Axis European ideology. Only a handful of 

isolated, disillusioned journalists remained to defend a European order of independent states 

and diverse ideologies. 

The battles and events of mid- I943 further defined the differences between the 

tendencies of domestic fascism and national-socialism. Eurofascism. the continental 

manifestation of domestic fascism. consciously drew upon the Italian example in which the 

nation-state was inviolable. labor and capital were to be reconciled through corporatism. and 

the heritage of the Catholic Church acknowleged as the foundation of Western civilization. 

More importantly. domestic fascism. whether in its Aryan- or Maurrassian-fascist forms 

compiled its doctrine of national renewal as a result of struggle and improvization. National- 

socialism, whether annexationist (Rex) or domestic (RNP, VNV, Le Soir), remained far less 

spontaneous and national. The latter was much more consciously socialist in its nationalization 

of industry. massive benefits for workers, a syndicalist corporatism weighted in favor of labor 

and, in some cases, open appeals to class-warfare resembling Marxism more than fascism. 

Above all, national-socialist doctrine was not improvised but systematized, being inseparable 

from notions of Germanic blood and race set forth by Gobineau, Houston Stewart 

Chamberlain. Alfred Rosenberg, and Adolf Hitler himself. A dogma of race rather than nation. 

it was able to transcend national boundaries much more easily than fascism, for Germanic 

blood was supposedly shared by Germans. Austrians, Swiss, Scandinavians. Dutch. 



Flemings, Walloons. Frenchmen north of the Seine. and even the Italians of Lombardy. Given 

the dominance of the German Reich in 1943, such a doctrine mandated a much more 

denationalized Europeanist collaboration in France and fascist collaboration in Belgium. for 

common racial traditions could be placed on a par with national ones. 1 

Five major French-speaking movements of collaboration. Rex, RNP. Francistes. PPF. 

and Milice franpise, remained active in the late spring and early summer of 1943. In spite of 

the progressive Nazification of the New Order, the divisions among Europeanist. nationalist. 

and fascist collaborators persisted. Degrelle and his Nazified Rexists represented the 

annexationist national-socialism which largely monopolized the politics of all. not just fascist. 

collaborators in Wallonia. Rex and its Flemish equivalent, De Vlag, represented. at one and 

the same time, SS clients, annexationist national-socialists, and fascist collaborators of the 

most extreme kind. seeking incorporation of their respective racial communities within a 

Greater Reich. The Flemish VNV, still a client of Rreder and his Wehrmacht government. 

represented a more domestic form of national-socialism and a less extreme variety of Flemish 

fascist collabontion. The bruxellois Raymond De Becker, however. continued to resemble 

Dkat in both his adaptive national-socialism and his Europeanist, rather than Greater Germanic, 

approach to collaboration. Within France. the RNP and its syndicalist and journalistic allies, 

together with the Groupe Collaboration. likewise remained steadfast Europeanist collaborators 

while they adapted ever larger portions of national-socialist doctrine and rhetoric. 

The PPF continued to represent the most militant of domestic fascist collaborators, 

though it continued to lose ground due to its lack of a major German patron and the 

unpopularity of its Aryan-fascist doctrine. shared with the weaker leagues of Bucard and 

Costantini, in the eyes of Vichy as well as the population. The Milice franqaise was more 

successful, given its status as an arm of the French State and the nature of its doctrine. which 

derived as much from nationalist collaborators of the Petainist Ligion des anciens combattants 

I Pierre Milza. Les fascismeq (Paris. ~ditions du Seuil. 199 l),pp.28-46: "Rkflexions sur la doctrine fasciste". 
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as from the Maurrassian Eurofascisrn of Brasillach. The Aryan-fascist movements of Doriot 

and Bucard, both of them less organized and militarized than the Maurrassian-fascist MiIice, 

shared a prewar fascist pedigree as well as a propensity for action and violence. crude 

antisemitism, sympathy for the Catho!ic religicn, and a hybrid right-left ideology. The racial 

conceptions of the PPF. moreover, retained their particular nationalist coloring in their 

emphasis upon Gallic as opposed to Latin or Germanic myth. 

The Aryan-fascists Bucard and Costantini both took the concept of Eurofascisrn more 

seriously than Doriot. With Doriot at the front and DCat trying to salvage the ruins of his 

FRN. five thousand Francistes descended upon Paris at the onset of July. I943 convinced their 

hour was come. In the age of the politicd soldier and the need for Axis solidarity. these most 

militaristic of fascists paraded along the Champs-ElysCes. In the ranks of the blue-shirted 

procession were veterans who had fought for Franco and Pktain in Spain. Syria. and Tunisia. 

soldiers of the LVF and workers of the ReEve, all of whom subscribed to the fascist creed that 

unity was forged in action. not action in unity. Action, after all. was what the historic party 

stood for. Speaking before these choice militants. Paul Guiraud praised them as men who 

shed their blood for the party. for words in 1943 were not enough. Much of this language 

might have come from a milicien. but the Franciste theoretician went far beyond Dmand  in 

his pro-European language. There was no true Franco-Geman hatred. said he. only hatred 

inspired and exploited by the Jews. Introducing Bucard, Guiraud remarked that France paid 

the price of not listening to him in 1933 when he claimed that a union of fascisms would save 

Europe and the world. Bucard himself invoked Gobineau-style rhetoric when he decried the 

new slaughter between European racial brothers. Like Doriot, he refused to denounce 

Catholicism, claiming that the clerical opponents of the New Order were far from representative 

of the Church. Reviving his historic tripartite scheme. Bucard admonished France to join Italy 

and Germany in an antisemitic war against the destroyers of Christendom and their allies. 

Depositing a wheat-sheaf before the image of Charlemagne at the Cathedral of Notre-Dame, the 



Franciste leader eulogized the unifier of the Franks and other Germanics and his party as the 

first French fascists to honor his memory2 

UnIike Doriot, the Francistes refused to criticize Laval. despite their disagreements with 

his domestic policy. due to his efforts at European reconciliation. which, of course. implied the 

sovereignty of France. Revering Napoleon more than Charlemagne or Mussolini, the Ligue 

franpise presented a similar mixture of violent talk. racist Europeanisrn, religious and genetic 

antisemitism, and refusal to join any intrigues against Laval. L'Ap~el went beyond the 

Francistes and even the PPF in attempting to adapt the idea of a "Christian Aryanism" not 

unlike that of La Gerbe. In such a theology, based upon the so-called German Christianity of 

Paul Lagarde and Richard Wagner. all Jewish elements would be expunged in favor of the 

worship of a Jesus who incarnated Nordic blood and wanior ideals. Such a conception was 

blasphemous to Maurrassian-fascists. even rank antisemites such as Damand and ~enriot .3 

The more sophisticated Aryan-fascism of the PPF. while technically Eurofascist. lacked 

the flagrant European patriotism of the two smaller movements. Le Cri du peuple invoked 

neither the grand design of Napoleon nor the union of European fascisms. but unity of action 

in suppon of the LVF. The Legion's own journal. Le Combattant euroueen resembled the 

Tunis-Journal in its joint presentation of PPF. Milice. Franciste. and Groupe Collaboration 

viewpoints. The common imagery of the articles was that of medieval knights and Catholic 

Crusaders returned in the uniforms of the LVF. The unity of anticommunist action was 

embodied in orations by Damand. articles about Rosenberg. a Groupe Collaboration piece on 

PA M R29602/ 158218-52: Dfat. Journal July 3.1943: Robert de Beauplan. radio address. July 7,1943. 
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Charlemagne, and assorted antisemitic fare, all pertinent to the Legionnaire and his war on 

behalf of Christian ~ u r o ~ e . 4  

A more erudite form of PPF Aryan-fascism was that of Drieu La Rochelle. who had 

rejoined the party in October. 1942. Increasingly frustrated with both the Germans and the will 

of his own people. Drieu still regarded membership in a Nordic Europe as key to his central 

goal, the athletic and spiritual regeneration of the French personality. The only choice left for 

France or Europe was a virile fascism. led by Germany, or Stalinist communism. The 

democracies erected by France's liberators across the Channel would be mere Kerensky 

governments, crumbling before the potential alliance of a Soviet Russia and a Sovietized 

Germany. The alternative was an Aryan-fascist version of the Swiss example Drieu had 

admired since the 1920s. Once seen as an example of federalism. Switzerland symbolized a 

Celtic-Germanic-Latin union forged in battle by the hegemony of its strongest cantons. Drieu 

repeated his formula that the era of small nations and even incompetent large ones gave way to 

an era of continents unified by their strongest member, an era in which Vichy conservatism and 

even Maurrassian-fascism of the Damand variety was hopelessly inadequate. Emphasizing the 

generational nature of fascism, Drieu concluded that both the senile nationalism of Maurras and 

the senile internationalism of Briand were products of a France dominated by its elders. In 

contrast, the nation's salvation lay in a fascism based upon the virility of its youth.5 

The Milice, on the other hand, despite its fascist evolution. still spoke the language of 

the nationalist collaborator. The Maurrassian-fascists of the Milice franqaise shared much of 

the violence and antisemitism of their Aryan-fascist cousins but were very different in 

Marc Augier. T e  siPclc avait deux ans". Le Cornbattant europ5en. June. 1943. n o 2  Jacques de Lesdain. 
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background and style. The Ligue frangaise and Francistes concentrated in northern France. the 

PPF in both zones. but the Milice in July, 1943 operated only in the more Mediterranean south. 

While the PPF expounded a racist fascism sympathetic to the Catholic faith, the Milice. like 

Streel's defunct brand of Rexisrn, incarnated Catholic fascism itself. The entire tone of Milice 

ideology and discourse differed sharply from that of the Aryan-fascist parties. Most of 

Darnand's soldiers came not from large cities. but from the traditionalist countryside of the 

RhBne. the Midi. Burgundy, or the Auvergne. The milicien was a believer whose role model 

was the crusading knight-monk of the Middle Ages, taking an oath on his knees before battling 

the foes of Christendom. Daily mass at the Milice training school in St.Martin dlUriage was 

universally attended. The Uriage curriculum based itself upon reactionary thinkers such as 

Gobineau, Renan. De ~Maistre, De Bonald. and of course, Maurras. If the milicien was a 

believer, he was also a nationalist who viewed Europe in totally French terms. Rexist language 

in the spring and summer of 1943 represented a highly denationalized. Germanized and 

Nazified discourse: the language of the Milice franqaise reflected a conscious effort to publicly 

minimize any "Nordic" or pro-German references. seeking to base its entire program and 

philosophy upon totally French traditions and ~ ~ m b o l s . 6  

Darnand's Maurassian-fascists tepidly endorsed the Eurofascisrn taught by Poulet. 

StreeI and others in the Latin and Catholic states of the New Order. Led by Virginio Gayda in 

the Giomale d'Italia, defenders of the failed European Charter continued. in May and June of 

1943, to insist that the nation-state was an immutable component of a united European order. 

As the official interpreters of Mussolinian thought, Gayda in the press and Bastimini in the 

Fascist Senate. quietly supported by Horthy, Antonescu, and even. to some degree. Lavai. stil 

pleaded for the sovereign rights of all European nations. recognition of Europe's Christian 

mission, and a pooling of raw materials and production based upon mutual needs and abilities. 

These views were still shared by Robert Brasillach, who mirrored the rnCridional fascism of 

southern France. Praising Mussolini alongside Maurras as his spiritual mentor, the Catalan 

John Hellman. The Knieht-Monks of  Vichy France: Uriage. 1940- 1949 (Monued. Mc Gill-Queen's 
University Press. 1993). pp. 185-94. 



remained obsessed with the question: Will there be a French fascism'? In trying to answer his 

own question, Brasillach provided himself with a definition of fascism from iMussolini's own 

writings which. in his mind. served to differentiate it from the Germanized theories of Deat and 

Degrelle. A nationalist ideology with European implications. fascism was not an a priori 

thesis like the national-socialism of the RNP or the imitative variety of 1943 Rex. but a doctrine 

forged in the very stream of combat itself. While he clearly preferred the militantly fascist PPF 

to the more academic RNP. Brasillach considered even Doriot. with his Marxist past,too 

foreign for his tastes. Maurras alone could provide the mythology to inspire a truly French 

fascist spirit. The Pktainist SOL and its successor, the Maurrassian-fascist Milice seemed to 

signify a form of collaboration fully compatible with his French nationalist and antisemitic 

point of view. Brasillach likened the fascist revolutions taking place in the various countries of 

Europe to a series of small spontaneous fires, the largest of which represented the Nazi 

revolution in Germmy,which eventually united all the smaller fires into a single Eurofascist 

bonfire:"That [fascist] revolution. unlike the Marxist revolution, bases itself upon the idea of 

nation. In the sorrow of defeat, it deepened the national idea, supported it by the concept of 

race, found the best means of protecting the purity of both homeland and race." 7 

Still mesmerized by the torchlight parades of Nurernbergwhich he found alien, 

Brasillach, unlike Degrelle, knew they could not be reproduced in France unless they could be 

translated into a Petainist idiom. Given France's Catholic traditions, Brasillach feared that such 

a translation might not be feasible. Above all, any revolution had to be made through and not 

against the nation, as Europeans were real Frenchmen and Germans, not abstract Nordics or 

Aryans. The Eurofascism embodied in the Charter therefore represented the perfect framework 

for nurturing the indigenous French fascism which Brasiliach saw in Darnand's Milice. If one 

ignored its fervent Catholicism, the discourse of Combats was identical to that of Brasillach's 

7 J. V.Sirot."Nos amis et les autres", Cornbats, May 8.1943: PA AA R296011 150807- 1 1. June 3.1943: 
Robert Brasillach, "Pour un fascisme franqais". Je suis Dartout, November 6 .  1942; idern,"Un homme a parlk", 
ibid., October 23, 1942; idem, "Les leqons d'un anniversaire", ibid., January 29.1943; idem, "L'An dix", ibid.. 
February 5,1933; idem, "La Guerre et Ia paix", ibid.. March 19,1943; idem, "Rencontres avec un journalistc 
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columns in Je suis partout in the late spring of 1943. Darnand, Henriot. and other miliciens 

still continued to view Europe in terms of an essentially nationalist rather than a Europeanist. or 

a purely ideological or racist form of fascist collaboration. even quoting Maurras himself. albeit 

out of context, to insist that collaboration must begin with the nation. and be based done upon 

the reality of the nation: 

Nationalism. a reasoned nationalism, an exalted nationalism must be conceived and accepted as 
the cornerstone of the whole future edifice. One will understand nothing in the future any more 
than the present if he does not pass by way of the nation! 

While both L'Action francaise and Combats cited Gayda and his Eurofascist formulas. 

the royalist daily and its fascist offspring did so for sharply different purposes. Maurras 

himself had nothing to do with the so-called European Charter. Why guarantee the rights of 

sovereign European nations when those rights self-evidently derived from history itself?. The 

nation alone was legitimate; Europe. a fiction in the minds of internationalists, guaranteed 

nothing. Milicien J. V. Sirot. on the other hand. considered Maurras too orthodox in a time 

when all nationalists needed to unite in the same manner as all internationalists. Despite their 

roots, the racial antisemitism and mixed nationaIist/fascist collaboration of the miliciens, as well 

as their call for a totalitarianization of the National Revolution distinguished them sharply from 

their former mentors . 

The Italian Social Republic and the Demise of Eurofascism: Julv-Se tember. 1943 

Drieu La Rochelle's writings were a powerful premonition of the impending 

transformation of European fascist collaboration into a much more national-socialist form 

8 Brasillach. "De Sedan a Tunis". ibid.. May 14.1943: idem. "Sur le front de I'Est avec la Legion frangaise". 
ibid., July 30.1943: idem, "Le vrai pciril". ibid.. August 13,1943 ; idem. ''La LVF ii deux am". ibid., August 
27,1943; Pascal Louvrier, Brasillach. I'illusion fasciste (Paris, Librairie AcadCmique Pemn, 1989). pp. 190-97; 
"Cette guerre se deroule 5 I'6cheIle du continent", Combats, May 8.1943; Noel de Tissot, "Neutralite factice", 
ibid.. June 5.1943; Maurras quoted in J.V.Sirot, "Nos amis et les autres". w., May 8,1943. 
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based upon race rather than nation. The Aryanizing drift of French. Belgian. and even Italian 

fascism began as early as 1938 when. following the formation of the Rome-Berlin Axis. 

Bucard, Doriot, Degrelle, and Mussolini acknowledged German hegemony in Europe by 

incorporating notions of racial antisemitism into their Latin-Catholic ideologies. a process 

which accelerated since 1940. Nevertheless, most fascists clung to their Catholic and 

nationalist mythologies, making common cause with conservatives such as Pitain. Horthy. 

Franco, Salazar, and Antonescu in seeking a more pluralistic New Order. 

The fall of Mussolini and the Italian Fascist regime on July 25. however. represented a 

heavy blow to the already waning concept of Eurofascism. In the face of popular discontent 

and imminent invasion, the House of Savoy and the Fascist Grand Council itself deposed the 

Duce in favor of a conservative government led by Marshal Pietro Badoglio. The spectacle of 

crowds of rejoicing Italians smashing all evidence of a twenty year old regime fatally wounded 

fascist ideology all across Europe. The drama climaxed in September, when Italy, invaded by 

two Allied armies. surrendered unconditionally, only to face the occupation of most of her 

territory by an enraged Hitler. Kidnapped by the SS, Mussolini became the leader of a revived 

Fascist regime with theoretical jurisdiction over the rest of the country. This so-called Italian 

Social Republic presented itself as a return to the "leftist" Fascism of 19 19 with its 

syndicalism, workplace legislation, social benefits, and nationalization of major industries. A 

revived Fascist Party and a Fascist Assembly, professed to unite Duce and people in a regime 

now fully totalitarian and republican, with no kings, priests, or generals to obstruct its 

revolution. In reality. the new Italian Fascist republic was a pitiful symbol of the total 

satellization and transformation of fascist collaboration from a Eurofascist pluralism to a 

Euronazism assuming full German hegemony. Maintained by two German armies and SS 

attache Rudolf Rahn, Mussolini was more puppet than partner. Unable even to administer its 

own territory, the Itdian Social Republic was little better than a Latin Quisling regime. Italian 

Fascism, so recently the anchor for those collaboraton seeking an alternative to German racism 

and imperialism. now qualified as a full-blown Aryan-fascist ideology in practice, and not just 

on paper as in 1938. Mussolini's Europeanism now derived from the Germanic blood of the 



Lombards instead of the partnership of nations. Religion. permitted if not detrimental to the 

ideology of the state. excluded that of the Jews. all of whom were now considered racial 

enemies to be pursued in collaboration with the SS. whose ideological and political hostage the 

Duce had now become. 10 

With no Latin ideological pole left to counter Nazi influence, the European cause 

became fully synonymous with that of Germany. The pluralistic vision of Eurofascism quickly 

began to dissolve, leaving a vacuum to be filled by more radical denationalized concepts 

embodying German hegemony and total collaboration. Brasillach was deeply shaken by the 

events in Italy. Refusing to admit Fascism contained the seeds of its own destruction. he 

continued to revere Mussolini as the genius without whom the Revolution of the Twentieth 

Century and even Hitler would have no model to follow. But, like Streel. Brasillach saw his 

hope of a truly national revolution shattered. In an angry letter to Lucien Rebatet he expressed 

total disgust with the politics which rendered a viable French Eurofascism impossible. DCat. 

Doriot, and even Darnand had promised much in word and delivered little in action. Brasillach 

felt that collaboration itself had become so weighted in favor of Berlin that Lava1 had to refuse 

any of Sauckel's future demands. Deprived of his fascist dreams. Brasillach saw no raison 

d'etre for the continued existence of Je suis partout and resigned from its editorship. Unlike 

Pierre Antoine Cousteau, Claude jeantet. and Charles Lesca. who would follow Doriot. or 

Rebatet, who would follow Dtat. Brasillach would tolerate no Aryan-fascist substitute for his 

ideal Maurrassian-fascism. His sole concern was France, for the sake of which he still desired 

a Franco-German entente despite his lack of natural affection for Germans. Brasillach 

continued to express his ideas in print, writing for the journal RCvolution nationale, which also 

printed the editorials of Drieu La Rochelle. who himself abandoned the editorship of the 

Nouvelle Revue francaise. Despite his Aryan-fascism, Drieu also concluded the Nazis were. 

after all, Germans rather than Europeans, laying the blame for the failure of collaboration 

F.W. Dealiin. The Last Dnvs of Mussolini (Hmondswonh.  Middlesex. UK. Pelican books. 1966), pp.39- 
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squarely upon Hitler's shoulders. The collapse of Mussolini and the decisive Russian victories 

of summer. 1943 plunged the normally melancholy Drieu into a state of deep depression as he 

contemplated the communization of Europe. 1 1 

Even though several of the most articulate of French fascist writers withdrew either 

wholly or partially from political life. French fascist parties continued to exist and adapt to a 

more hegemonic and Nazified New Order. The Francistes, of course, faced the difficulty that 

no one now took them seriously. How could Bucard's Union of Fascisms now organize 

Europe if Fascist Rome no longer existed and Eurofascism itself was an empty shell? In the 

aftermath of the Itdian surrender the party descended rapidly into oblivion. the articles of & 

Franciste becoming mere reprints of classic party formulas. the political action of the party 

reduced to hunting Jews and resistants in league with Darnand's Milice. More of a force. the 

PPF was also nevertheless affected by the fall of Mussolini. Intending another show of party 

strength. Doriot reassembled his best militants in Paris. The August 5 rally, nevertheless, was 

a tacit confession of the party's weakness. Parading down the Champs-Elysees like the 

Francistes one month before. Doriot and perhaps two thousand of his followers seemed less 

arrogant than in March or June. Temporarily suspending their campaign against Laval. the 

men of the PPF merely hoped Pktain would legally summon them to power as Hindenbug 

summoned the NSDAP in 1933.12 

Doriot spoke on the one issue that led him to fascism in the first place: anticommunism. 

His description of the German debacle at Kursk was vintage Goebbels: the Wehrmacht 

decimated the huge Soviet reserves but more were on the way. Once again out of uniform. 

Doriot emphasized the European nature of the Axis armies. now a veritable Babel of countless 

tongues. including many SS volunteers from the Soviet Union. as well as central and 

northwestern Europe. In this context, he appealed once again for a greatly expanded LVF to 

I I Brasillach."Le vmi peril". J-1, August 13.1943; Louvrier. pp. 190-95; du Bois, pp 300-305. 
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seal France's ties with fighting Europe. Now there was no substitute for full military 

collaboration in the form of whole divisions rather than mere companies: 

Some protest to me that Frenchmen have already donated their [factory] labor in the struggle 
against Bolshevism. Others, though, have labored as much as and more than we have, but 
they have also spilled their blood. And, definitively, that is what will count in the balance of 
history. The French will have to be on the Eastern front in their tens of thousands. 13 

Riding down the Champs-Elysees atop his touring car, his right arm extended in unison with 

his chanting followers, many of whom carried banners emblazoned with the party's Celtic 

cross emblem, Doriot made few comments on the demise of Fascism. an event which itself had 

to be pictured in PPF terms. The main danger was now the Red Italy and Red Europe sure to 

emerge from the plans of the Big Three and their "Jewish" masters. Catholics in particular 

needed to be warned against those who levelled their cathedrals and butchered their priests 

when only fellow Europeans respected their civilization and culture. Le Cri du peuple used the 

Italian example to argue that no fascist revolution couid survive without a brutal, almost 

Stalinist. purge of its half-hearted and conservative elements. for France and Europe needed 

fascist Robespierres and Lenins, not conservative Lafayettes and Kerens kys. 14 

The unveiling of the new republican Fascism in Italy triggered considerable discussion 

of social and economic issues in the Europeanist and fascist press. While Deat took the 

occasion to renew his commitment to economic planning and socialism. Doriot responded by 

renewing his party's commitment to a more individualistic form of middle-class populism. The 

PPF did not like Vichy's highly conservative corporate state and policies of business 

consolidation. Doriot himself regarded French workers as potential smallholders desiring their 

own homes. farms, and family businesses. Vichy's policy of corporate concentration. 

moreover, was considered part of the alleged Jewish conspiracy to destroy the social fabric of 

France. A short-lived new journal, justice sociale!, tried to present PPF Aryan- fascism in 

13 Jacques Doriot. address of August 5.1913. published by PPF as Le destin francnis. BDIC 1 1.462. 
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more populist form by resurrecting the shopkeeper socialism of Maurice Barrks. with its 

mixture of integral nationalism and racism. as the precursor of the PPFs 1943 ideology. While 

calling themseIves national-socialists, the PPF still maintained their traditional domestic fascist 

recognition of middle-class aspirations and hope that labor and capital would cooperate for the 

benefit of all. The duty of a PPF state would not be to eradicate private or even corporate 

property. but assure each Frenchman the comforts of an admittedly bourgeois life in proportion 

to his own productivity and service to the nation. Such language was still a far cry from the 

austere class-war rhetoric of Ley, Goebbels, DegreIIe, and even Dht:  "We are for a socialisme 

national ... which borrows nothing from abroad. but which in a French spirit. by French 

means, will realize the grandest social transformation our country has ever known ..." 15 

The August 5-6 rally represented the last major PPF manifestation of its kind, the 

collapse of Italy and the Soviet advance a sign to all but the most fanatical that the fascist and 

even the European cause was lost. The exodus of party members which began in the winter 

now reached such proportions that PPF meetings and activities became virtually nonexistent. 

The active membership in most departments dwindled to no more than a few score or dozen. 

Only in the Paris basin. where about a thousand active militants remained. and a few party 

strongholds such as Bouches-du -Rh6ne. Calais, Somme, Seine-Infkrieure. Charente. Vienne. 

and CBtes-du-Nord were there any significant stirrings of party activity. The very makeup of 

the movement changed as well. The party now contained fewer idealists and more violent, 

jobless youths seeking either an income or refuge from Sauckel. Many were now PPF 

members in name only. rarely attending party meetings and in some cases even aiding Jews 

and resistants. Animated by a dedicated few, the PPF by the end of 1943 resembled more a 

rabble of juvenile terrorists than a credible political party. l6 

15 "Les petites et moyennes enueprises peuvent etre defendues". Le Bulletin inrerieur corpontif du Parti 
ponulaire francais, no. 14, June-July. 1943, BDIC 4/ P398 1 : Justice sociale!, no. 1 .  September, 1943.1°Au Capital 
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The fall and subsequent satellization of the Fascist regime encouraged the national- 

socialist wings of Europeanist and fascist collaboration represented by DCat and Degrelle. In 

their view, Mussolini failed because Fascism had tolerated other centers of power in the form 

of the monarchy. big business, and the Roman Catholic Church. In the economic sphere the 

Fascist Corporate State subjugated workers instead of defending them. D6at drew lessons of a 

European nature from the Italian experience. The only road to a genuine, lasting social 

revolution was the road taken by Germany. Only national-socialism with its systematized 

doctrine was capable of subduing and coordinating all aspects of life to effect a complete 

totalitarianization of society. Neither monopolies. nor thrones. nor generals. nor priests would 

be in a position to oppose a revolution which centered all power in a leader and his party. 

What happened in Italy might happen in France unless Lava1 allowed Deat to form a regime 

freely joining Nazi conceptions to the traditions of Rousseau, Robespierre. the Commune. and 

Jaurks. Inspired by the German and now Italian example of racism, public ownership, factory 

legislation, and social benefits, the RNP in its rallies now carried its adaptation of Nazi ritual to 

the point of farce. The spectacle of these former parliamentarians and their youth promoting a 

pseudo-Nazi personality cult of colored shins. armbands. banners. and an insignia resembling 

a distorted swastika in servile imitation of an alien party across the Rhine became as comical as 

it was repulsive to most Frenchmen. I 7  

In sharp contrast to Doriot and Darnand, whose hatred of Marxism defined their very 

reasons for being, the renegade socialist Deat became so radical as to envision a separate peace 

between the New Europe and the Soviet Union, a notion also entertained by Degrelle and even 

certain circles in the SS. National-socialists considered themselves philosophically capable of 

embracing this hitherto unthinkable position. DCat himself described Stalinism as a "Red" 

materialist counterfeit of true "Brown" socialism. The former destroyed family, nation. body. 

and spirit ; the latter promised mass production without slavery. hierarchy without money and 

Deat. Journa1,Septernber 15.1943; idem. "L'Italie et I'Europe". LX'Euwe, July 2 1.1943; idemt'Du fascisrne b 
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the survival of French nationality. Unlike fascist anticommunism. national-socialist 

anticommunism halted at the Soviet frontier. As the Red Army forced the Dnieper in October. 

Deat openly printed his appeal for a new Rapallo confining Bolshevism east of Brest-Litovsk. 

ailowing Europe to construct true Nazi socialism at home: 

If, placed in the presence of an alternative. we ... would prefer an entente with the East rather 
than see the rot of capitalism and plutocracy return. it in no way signifies we would be 
prepared to make just any concessions to Bolshevism. 18 

In Dkat's mind it was impossible for the national-socialist Europe of Goebbels, 

Bormann, Himmler. Mussolini. Degrelle, and himself to even consider peace with the capitalist 

allies of Badoglio. Such a Europe. free to face the Anglo-Saxons alone. would be invincible 

on account of its social organization. unified market. and single currency. Even in the absence 

of an Eastern peace. both L'CEuvre and L'Atelier considered a united Europe of 350 million 

more than a match for 120 million Americans. 180 million Russians, and the entire British 

Empire. Still strongly influenced by a philosophy of economic determinism as well as the pre- 

1914 belief that Europe, potentially at least. was all -powerful. the intellectuals of the RNP 

seemed to believe that the key to victory lay not so much at the front but in the social order 

behind it. If one created real socialism in France. it would somehow automaticaIly convert her 

population into committed Europeans. 19 

Les Nouveaux Temps vigorously endorsed Dkat's appeal for a profoundly socialist 

Europe, but with some reservations about his tendency to substitute academic theories for 

realities. In their endorsement of the new Italian Social Republic Luchaire and Crouzet were 

kinder to the Italian people themselves, who were not to be blamed for the collapse of Fascism. 

Having won an easy political victory in 1922, an overconfident Mussolini tolerated social 

inequities and failed to push the national and social revolution to the extent realized by Hitler. 

Idem."Exclusion du cornpromis". ibid.. October 12.1943: idem. Memoires politiques, pp. 741-44. 
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Nonetheless, even national-socialist doctrine drew inspiration from the pioneer revolution in 

the Cradle of the Renaissance. Les Nouveaux Temps had little use. though, for the extreme 

Latinity embodied in the concept of La France seule, for both Latin and Germanic were one in 

the eyes of their mutual enemies who regarded France and Italy with ridicule and Germany 

with outright hatred. Above all, Frenchmen had to think "French" rather than American or 

Russian, which meant to maintain confidence in Laval, for politics was the art of results more 

than dogma. Laval's position in French history was not unique: Mazarin. Coiben, Talleyrand. 

Richelieu, and Adolphe Thiers all thought and acted as loyal Frenchmen in spite of tremendous 

unpopularity. Now, in 1943. to follow their example and think "French" meant . above all. to 

think " ~ u r o ~ e a n "  -20 

During 1943 Luchaire and his daily tried to support the general RNP philosophy but, 

again, his Italian humanism distanced him from the national-socialist anticlericalism of 

~'CEuvre.Z1 The gap between DCat and devout Vichy Catholics such as Jean Le Cour 

Grandmaison was incomparably greater. During 1943 Grandmaison the nationalist Catholic 

and Dkat the national-socialist European engaged in a fierce exchange of views over the the 

religion of the European order to come. Unable to write for the Fizaro , which. along with 

Temps, had been suppressed by the Germans at the end of November. 1942. Grandmaison 

continued, as leader of the Fideration national catholique, to oppose what he considered the 

alien, Germanized ideas of Paris. The Vichy Catholic strongly supported the clergy of France 

when they counselled French youth that they were under no divine obligation to obey Lavd's 

orders to work in Germany. Work was honorable only if done for France or Frenchmen. but 

not for the notion of a neo-pagan Europe which denied the sovereignty of God and the dignity 

of men, Jews included. In contrast to this epherzerd Nazi Europe, the Church remained 

eternal and indestructible. Catholicism had survived the Casm, the Reformation, the 

20 I'Penser europien est penser francais". Les Nouveaux Temps. September 10.1943: "De la Rome des C6sm i 
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Enlightenment, Napoleon, and Bismarck. It would survive Hitler and his worshipper Dkat as 

well. Grandmaison's own vision of Europe considered the pro-Catholic regimes of Salazar. 

Franco, and DollfuB far better models than the Nazi Reich. Frenchmen were the heirs of 

Charlemagne. not Witukind. Most importantly. Gnndmaison found the racist conceptions of 

the RNP a denial of Christianity itself. A Catholic Europe could only base itself on the 

philosophy that each of its 300 or 400 million citizens was a child of God and not just a cell in 

a godless racial organism: "The duty of the state ... is to aid the development. not just of a few 

geniuses, a few supermen .... but of every human creation. clear down to the bottom rung of the 

social ladder." 

D6at replied that Jews and Aryans might be equal in the hereafter but not where 

biological and social considerations mattered. He sternly warned the Church not to sabotage 

the emerging European order. which would clearly be based upon German conceptions of 

blood, soiI, and race. Preaching ideas derived from Alfred Rosenberg, Diat regarded National 

Socialism and its French variant as a faith much more in tune with Germanic. Celtic, and even 

Latin tribal realities than a Christianity which he derided as Semitic in origin. European races 

needed a European faith rooted in the mysticism of Republican Rome. the Druids. and the 

Goths. Diat himself blamed Catholic opposition to the New Europe on the abiding influence 

of the Old Testament on European Christianity. If the Church were not to be swept aside. she 

had to embrace a new theology in which the Old Testament and the Jewishness of Jesus were 

The mixture of Nazified Christianity and Europeanism embraced by D6at was a 

permanent staple of the discourse of the Groupe Collaboration, now permitted by Lava1 to 

operate in all of France. In 1943 the Groupe seemed a movement with an ideology whose time 

had come. A remnant of the prewar Cornit6 France-Allemagne. the Groupe maintained its ties 

with Brinon who considered it a supporter of the only politics capable of aiding the resurrection 
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of France. In many ways this salon movement of Europeanist collaborators was an anomaly. 

Resembling the RNP in age, social profile, and temperament. its political base and religious 

appeal had more in common with Darnand's Milice. while its Pan-Nordic racism and 

geographic distribution resembledthe PPF. An urban bourgeois movement of the middle-aged 

and elderly, it counted almost 75% of its members as over forty. and over 2 5 8  over sixty. 

Missing were the RNP's anticlerical teachers and the PPFs youthful lumpenproletariat. Much 

more common were businessmen. pensioners. veterans and professionals ill-disposed to the 

fascist violence of youth. In its appeal to members of Catholic. royalist. and other rightist 

groupings. i.e. Action franpise, Croix de feu, and Jeunesses pat+tes. the Groupe attracted 

particular concentrations of followers in conservative and reactionary strongholds such as the 

Loire, Gironde. and Champagne and secondary pockets of strength in the Rhbne. Mame. Aude 

and Nice regions. where it often resembled a senior. more academic version of the more rural- 

based ~ i l i c e ? ~  

By 1943 thirty-four new Groupe Collaboration committees existed in southern France. 

one in every major city, although some of them likely had so few members that they existed 

largely on paper. The principal concentration. of course. remained in Paris. Groupe doctrine 

was far more significant than its activities. While being more Catholic than DCat. 

Chateaubriant, Georges Claude. Jean Weiland. and Rend Pichard du Page were more socialist 

and European than Doriot or Darnand. Inspired by Brinon. their Vichy patron. the 

organization fused the Catholic chivalry of the Milice and the domestic national-socialism of the 

RNP. Deprived of the Holy Roman mythology of Degrelle by the realities of history and 

geography, these Catholic national-socialists preferred the Carolingian model. The 1.100th 

anniversary of the Treaty of Verdun allowed Chateaubriant to proclaim a new Europe of 

racism, piety. and true socialism to heal the spiritual divisions between Classical Italy. 

Wagnerian Germany. and Cartesian France. The divisions in a Europe more Frankish than 

Latin in conception stemmed from ethnic chaos and religious infidelity. issues menacing her 

24 Brice. "La Groupe Collaboration"'. pp.59-78. 



ability to deter barbarians in 1943 as much as in 843. Chateaubriant therefore hoped that the 

results of the Treaty of Verdun itself could be abolished, recreating the Carolingian union on 

the basis not only of religion but of "a new West Germanic racial fusion".25 

The Groupe saw cultural collaboration as the primary means of recreating a European 

consciousness which purportedly existed in the days of Charlemagne. This revived 

consciousness now had to derive from national-socialist explanations of history and reality. 

European culture was a seamless whole. composed of inseparable Latin. Celtic. and Germanic 

elements. Long regarding themselves the most civilized in Europe, French artists and 

intellectuals needed to appreciate the depth of German thought. and the music of Beethoven 

and Wagner. Concerts and literary exchanges would reconcile rival passions and 

temperaments by encouraging mutual curiosity and common ideas. Both French and German 

would discover that Celtic troubadors inspired Tristan. Parsifal, and Lohenorin and that 

Copemicus, Kepler, and Leibnitz motivated Voltaire and Montesquieu. Taking great liberties 

with history and chronology. Groupe propagandists asserted that Rousseau himself, the first 

totalitarian. owed an undeniable debt to Herder and the German Romantics, while. in return. 

Nietzsche himself was to discover his superman in Napoleon .?6 

The Europeanization of the Waffen-SS: 1943. 

In addition to the transformation of Italian Fascism, the continued rise in the influence 

of the SS within both Germany and the occupied countries was a decisive factor in the 

emergence of Euronazism. The grip of the Death's Head tightened upon all of Europe during 

25 Alphonse de Chateaubrimt. "Le Traite de Verdun-jadis et aujourd'hui". La Gerbe, August 27.1943: Ernest 
Fornairon, "Rapport annuel". Collaboration, September-October, 1943; ibid., Jean Weiland. "Aprks trois ans": 
Brice. pp.59-78. Brice again alludes to the reactionary clientele of the Groupc : "Contrary to the PPF or RNP. 
the Groupe ColIaboration had no affiliation with the[traditional] French left or even 'neo' left. In order to find 
them we must look far more on the right or the extreme right.", ibid.. p.7 I .  

26 P.Dernasy. "La Paix dans l'honneur". La Gerbet June 17.1943: Rent Pichard Du Page. "Vues sur la 
collaboration culturelle". Collaboration, May-June, 1943; ibid.. Jose Germain. "Litterature europeenne"; ibid.. 
Max DIOllone. "Le rde de la musique dans le nouvel ordre europeen"; ibid., Georges Grappe. "La p6rennitC de 
Ia collaboration europeenne". 



1942 and 1943 as Hitler granted more power to his Reichsfuhrer-SS to carry out unlimited 

terror and the mass murder of Jews and others. Now leader of an enormous empire. Himmler 

entertained racial fantasies which. in some ways, became more extreme than those of the 

Fuhrer himself. For the Reichsfuhrer-SS, Nazism went beyond mere Pan-Germanism to 

become a radical version of Europeanism applicable to all states sharing Germanic. Nordic. or 

even merely Aryan blood. Unlike a Eurofascism based on the nation-state. SS doctrine 

possessed supranational implications essential to the more race-based Euronazism. If Hitler 

wanted a Greater German Reich. Himmler sought a Greater Germanic one including 

Scandinavia, the Low Countries. Switzerland. parts of France. and perhaps even Northern 

Italy and the Baltic States. A concept such as this would be quite useful to an order seeking 

supremacy on a fully continental basis. Given control of Poland through its extermination 

camps, the SS sought power in Western Europe where its principal rival remained the 

Wehrmacht. Himmler hoped that the creation of an SS fief in the Occident would him to 

further outflank his major rival. Reichsleiter Martin Bormann, whose control of the NSDAP 

apparatus and links with the Reich's Gauleiters made him the main obstacle to total S S  

In extending his influence both inside and outside the Reich, Himmler relied upon the 

Gestapo, the Sicherheitdienst (SD), and most importantly. his growing private army, the 

Waffen-SS. Originally intended for a political rather than a miIitary function, SS divisions such 

as the Leibstandarte Adolf Hitler, Das Reich, and Totenkopf so distinguished themselves on 

the battlefield that Hitler began to reconsider his decision not to use them as the core of a truly 

National Socialist m y  to supplement the Wehrmacht. During 1941 and I942 the Waffen-SS 

grew from a German force of 50.000 to a Germanic force of 230,000 with the inclusion of 

Dutch. Flemish. and Scandinavian volunteers. The outstanding performance of the SS Panzer 

Corps in halting Stalin's winter 1943 offensive before Kharkov provided Himmler and his 

chief recruitment officer Gottlob Berger the opportunity to cany this expansion to 430,000 in 

1 943, 600,000 in 1 944, and 830.000 by March. I 945. Tens of thousands of Croatians, 

27 Henstein. When Nazi Dreams Come True. pp.74-78. 



Latvians, Esthonians. Ukrainians, Russians and even Tartars and Caucasians swelled Waffen- 

SS ranks. rapidly outnumbering the Gerrnanics. In this context. Berger had little problem 

persuading Himmler and even Hitler to create SS units of Walloons and even ~renchrnen.28 

LRon Degrelle's forcible Nazification of Rex was but the prelude to the complete 

triumph of Euronazism in Belgium and especially Wallonia. On June 6. 1943. the Walloon 

Legion. replenished with volunteers from Belgian labor camps in Germany. was redesignated 

the SS-Stiirmbri~ade Wallonie. The undermanned brigade of two thousand was now at the 

center of a Walloon collabor~tionism completely dominated by Degrelle. By the summer of 

1943 he imposed an openly imitative national-socialist and annexationist ideology upon all 

Rexists, whose doctrine was now indistinguishable from that of Notre Combat. Wallonie, and 

even Das Schwarze Korps. In its Nazi extremism National-Socialisme went far beyond its 

winter, 1943 calls for Walloons to abandon their "Little Belgium" mentality in favor of a status 

within the Reich, now openly praising Himmler and the order to which many Rexist 

Legionnaires now belonged. Europe itself now recalled the year 1000. where the nation-state 

was irrelevant, and Germanic tribal units. including Lotharingia. Ostmark (Austria). and 

Lombardy coexisted under the Sceptre of Otto III. the first avowed European and architect of 

Mitteleuropa. The "Eurofascism" of nation-states had to give way to the resurrection of a more 

historic form of European unity: 

One also sees the Europe of the year 1000 was not too different from that of the year 2000. 
where we see developing among its peoples a somewhat more uniform domestic 
construction .... As in the year 1000 it belongs to the assembly of Germanic peoples to realize 
the grand Imperial European idea for the year 2000.29 

Edgar Erwin Knoebel. *'Racial Ilusion and Military Necessity: a Study of SS Political and Manpower 
objectives in Occupied Belgium" (Ph. D. diss., Univ. of Colo.. 1965). pp.77- 127; Stovall, pp. 38-41. 

29 **L8Europe entre I'an 1000 et I'an 2000". National-Socialisme, June15.1943. p.7: "Lrs droits des petits dtats 
dans le nouvel ordre europien", ibid.. pp.9- 10; " Nous, WalIons", ibid.. p. 16. A much more exhaustive version . . 
of Rex's new "Walloon" patriotism was presented in the multi-lesson Histoire de la Patne Lrnperialg of the 
Jeunesses Lt2gionnaires. composed in mid- 1943. The course stressed the Germanic character and Imperial calling 
of the "Walloon Race", granting less than a page to the period of French influence and the Belgian state. 
CREHSGM. Archives Rex. 53 15.12- 14. 



Rex and the SS brigade it had spawned showed little remorse over the collapse of 

Eurofascism. Domestic fascism itself was all but extinct in Belgium following the Nazification 

of Rex in January, 1943. In place of the European conceptions of Gayda. Degrelle's publicists 

recited the dogmas of Werner Best that only nations based upon powerful Volk communities 

were entitled to rights. By Danvinian law, Walloons. Flemings. Poles. Czechs. and even 

Frenchmen had no justification to oppose the vital interests of the Greater Germanic Reich. 

The demise of fascism itself could only be understood in such a context. having been after all 

merely a political doctrine of the Italian, French. or Belgian state. National-socialism. in 

contrast. was a social doctrine affecting the entire community. For Matthys. Mussolinian Italy 

herself was a historic liability to Hitler's strategy. resources. and goals. Degrelle himself 

subscribed to the RNP thesis that a conservativeclerical mafia poisoned the revolutionary 

character of Fascism until the new Italian Social Republic joined forces with the true European 

faith of national-socialism. The former Maurassian Catholics of Rex had moved progressively 

"leftward" since 1936 until by the autumn of 1943 the remnant embraced full SS socialism. 

NationalSocialisme and Le Pavs reel now resorted to class-war rhetoric extreme even by the 

standards of L'CEuvre and LVAtelier. Openly sharing DCatVs dream of a truce with Stalin. 

Victor Matthys and Jean Denis dared to speak what the far more sophisticated DCat could only 

think. that even Marxism was preferable to bourgeois democracy. One could never imagine 

Streel. Darnand. or especially Doriot expressing such sentiments. There was no time for Nazis 

such as Degrelle to invent alibis for fascism in the manner of the Paris parties. The sole 

question remained that posed by Drieu: would the socialism of tomorrow be that of M a n  or 

that of Hitler? There was no other choice.30 

National-Socialisme closely followed the SS line on Jews and Christians, but with 

some differences on the latter. Its hostility to Jews and Jewish influence in any form was far 

30 Conway. Collaboration. pp.2 14-25; "Ordres d'~tat-major du mouvement aux militants de base". 
October, 1943. CREHSGM, Archives Rex. 155: Julien-Carlier. "Nous sommes Nationaux-Socialistes", 
Pays kel, September 14,1943: Jean Denis. "Vers le triomphe du socialisme". ibid., October 5.1943; 
"Reflexions sur la doctrine fasciste", National-Socialisme, September 15.1943, p.2; Willy Put. "Le ccrur avant 
la raison". LC Pavs reel, December 3.1943; idem. "Une dvolution sociale", ibid., December 8. 1943. 



more extreme than that of the RNP, whose lukewarm approach to racism it attributed to the 

ongoing influence of Israelites in the life of the former republic. When it came to Catholicism. 

National-Socialisme was more circumspect. It agreed with Himmler that an SS man should not 

be an atheist. but needed a religion which would not contradict the racial principles of the New 

Order. Walloon SS volunteers. however. essentially preferred to remain Catholics rather than 

worship Wotan, Thor, or the powers of n a t ~ r e . ~  I 

In desiring to remain Catholics. Rexists still demanded that the Church refrain from any 

political involvement hostile to the New Order. Led by Cardinal Joseph Van Roey. the Belgian 

clergy were even more active in their opposition to the New Europe than their counterparts in 

France. While Van Roey called upon the population to desist from militant acts of resistance. 

he was equally adamant in his opposition to a labor conscription which he considered a breach 

of both natural and international law and expressed his sentiments in a circular dated Mach 2 1. 

1943. This March 2 1 circular, combined with the passive resistance of the Secretaries. 

exasperated Reeder, who forbade the clergy to criticize the occupying power. Even the Rexists 

had endorsed the labor draft with the greatest reluctance. The main issue of conflict between 

Degrelle and Van Roey, however. involved his role in the Walloon ~ e ~ i o n . 3 2  

Even though both Rex and the RNP considered themselves national-socialists. their 

attitudes towards the Church continued to differ. DCat and most of his party had come from the 

Europeanist French left. where traditions of anticlericalism were particularly strong. Degrelle 

and his Rexists, on the other hand. had emerged from the Belgian Catholic Party itself and in 

spite of becoming Nazis could never follow DCat in his irreligious course. In a country where 

the political influence of the Church remained considerably stronger than in France. even 

Rexist Euronazis had to moderate their anticlerical language. Degrelle and many of his 

Legionnaires regularly attended mass. While the struggle between the unbeliever Ddat and the 

French Church remained one of words. the attempt by the still-devout Degrelle to serve both 

Heinrich Himmler. "SS et rkligion". EJntional-social ism^. September 15. 1943. p.7: "Le Juif est pass6 par 
li", ibid.. August 15, 1943, p. 1 1 .  
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God and Adolf Hitler provoked a violent conflict between the Rexist leader and the Belgian 

clergy. The strongly anti-Nazi priests denied the sacraments to any Belgian in German 

uniform. When a priest of Bouillon denied Degrelle communion in the summer of 1943. the 

volatile Nazi-Rexist assaulted him, resulting in his temporary excommunication. 33 

Degreile's reinstatement by a German chaplain was yet another sign of the complete 

denationalization of Walloon collaboration. The Nazification of Rex and its leader's entry into 

the ranks of the Waffen-SS relegated its previous client. the ultracollaborationist AGRA to 

complete marginalization. Notre Combat continued to express its patently Nazi views with a 

note of bitterness over the theft of its entire program by the Rexists. AGRA. though. was still 

slightly more pro-Geman and separatist in spirit. Scaillet and his dwindling handful of SS 

employees had never invoked the glories of Greater Burgundy. considering annexationism as 

an end in itself rather than a means as did Degrelle. Rexists became Nazis for the sake of 

Wallonia, and even Belgium: the men of AGRA became Walloon separatists for the sake of 

Nazism, being prepared to enter the Reich with no reservations whatsoever. Scaillet had no 

recriminations about his Nazism, stressing that the creation of the Walloon SS brigade was as 

much a function of its socialism as its Germanity. Not even Rex was as critical of fascism in 

the hour of Mussolini's demise. Fascism was doomed for it rested upon the state rather than 

the living Volk. Created for a specific time, it failed to recognize its time was past. for the 

European revolution now entered a warrior phase which demanded the total social revolution 

only Nazism could provide in order to concentrate the forces of Europe. AGRA European 

ideology vulgarized the SS doctrines of Rex. Imperial Rome and. by implication. its Italian 

heir. collapsed due to disregard for racial considerations; the Carolingian Empire succumbed to 

the same fate when Charlernagne adopted Latin culture. The Saxon Emperors of the tenth 

century, though, succeeded in preserving their domain for several centuries because they 

preserved Germanic supremacy in the Belgian and Italian territories they annexed. in doing so. 

33 Ibid.. no.209. October 6.1943: "The Rexists since March. 1943". RFp, A. April 11.  1944. "Memorandum 
on Axis-controlled Europe". no. 168. 



the Kaisers of the Holy Roman Empire posed an example for the Germanic rulers of Europe 

today to maintain their racial cohesion and deal with non-Germanics strictly on a hierarchical 

basis? 

The CommunautC culturelle wallonne remained much more subtle in its pro-Nazi 

Walloon nationalism. Describing his activity as purely cultural. Pierre Hu bermont denied 

charges of Walloon particularism and separatism and in March of 1943 insisted Walloon 

economic interests were linked to the Belgian as well as the Imperial economic space. In a role 

analogous to La Gerbe and Collaboration in France, Wallonie continued to devote itself to the 

historical and cultural aspects of the Walloon race and its association with Central Europe. The 

reign of Charles V received detailed treatment, Guillaurne de Croy-Chievres and Charles de 

Lannoy masterminding Imperial diplomacy and Jean Lemaire de Belges and Jacques de 

Broeucq creating its intellectual and artistic renaissance, many other Walloons distinguishing 

themselves in the wars which took place in Italy, the Balkans. France and even North Africa 

between 1532 and 1553. Abandoning his previous stricture on close collaboration with the 

CCW, Degrelle authorized Jean Denis to contribute a Rexist piece to Wallonie, a historical 

survey of Walloon loyalty to the Empire from the Thirty Years War to the time of Napoleon. 

Much of this piece echoed previous propaganda from Le Pavs riel of 1940-42. with one vital 

difference: the substitution of the term "Walloon" for that of "Belgian". Having publicly 

abandoned even a Burgundim Belgian patriotism, Degrelle still strove for a loose alliance with 

his Flemish counterpart, Jef Van de Wiele of De Vlag. In a joint rally at the Palais des Sports 

on June 27, the leader of this totally subservient movement described the new Euronazi 

consensus that united him and Degrelle even if common Belgian patriotism no longer did. 

Directly contradicting Poulet. Streel. De Becker, and even the previous utterances of Degrelle 

himself, Van de Wiele dismissed the previous history of "the land of the Wallons and 

Flemings" as one of ongoing discord. Never calling them "Belgians", who in his mind and that 

3J G.Scaillet. "Adieu 6 I'Europel'. Notre Combat. February 15.1943: "Wallonie. terre &EmpireM, ibid.. March 
7.1943; "Etats-Unis d'Europe", ibid.. July 25.1943; "L'Empire". August 7.1943: Scaillet. "Plus socialiste quc 
jamais", ibid.; R.C.. "Rome", ibid.; idem. "L'empire carolingien", ibid., August 15.1943; idem, "Le Saint- 
Empire". ibid.. August 2.1943. 



of Himmler did not exist. the annexationist Fleming, more German than Flemish in spirit. 

praised the new national-socialist unity he and Rex found in the embrace of the SS: "Degrelle 

and I, we are in accord in leading our peoples towards a glorious future." 35 

The imitative and annexationist views of AGRA. De Vlag, the CCW, and now Rex 

itself were not shared by the VNV, which refused to abandon its desire for an adaptive and 

truly Flemish national-socialism. Still sup~oned by Reeder and the Militarverwaltung, Elias 

and his party occupied the ideological niche which in France belonged to the RNP and in 

Brussels to Raymond De Becker: a strongly Nazified doctrine of national-socialism which 

rested upon Germanic traditions. but which refused to delete either its own national traditions 

or its sovereignty. The VNV in the spring of 1943 made common cause with the Dutch 

Nationad-Socialistische Bewe& (NSB) of Anton Adriaan Mussert in advocating a united 

Dietsch, or Netherlands state in loose federation with a Germanic Reich within the framework 

of a united Europe. both declaring themselves opposed to any form of Anschluss involving 

Holland or Flanders. If his Europe of independent national-socialist communities led by 

Germany caused to lose favor with Berlin, Elias would be forced to draw the necessary 

conc1usions.36 

While he agreed with Elias on the need for national-socialist autonomy. Raymond De 

Becker remained staunchly Europeanist and Belgian. By the autumn of 1943 collaborationist 

"Belgicists" survived only within the offices of Le Soir, and, more quietly, Le Nouveau 

Journal. De Becker's disillusion with Rex. however, now extended to the politics of 

collaboration itself following his negative experience at the Congress of European Journalists 

in June, where the conflicts between Geman. Italian, and French visions of Europe were all 

too evident , and the hollowness of the rhetoric of the New Europe was on display for all to 

see: 

35 Pierre Hubennont.*'NumCros spticiaux". Wallonie, vo1.3. 110.3. March. 1943. p. I :  Paul Louis. "Les 
contributions watIonnes ii I'Empire de Charles-Quint. ibid.. no.8, August, 1943. pp. 19-27; Jean Denis. "La 
fiddliti walionne j. Empire",  ibid., pp. 39-43; MV TB, No. 24. April-June, 1943. pp.A 18-21. 
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There one could see ... Europe is still nothing but a spiritual reality and a political ideal. 
inasmuch as national particularisms are present realities one cannot turn aside to build the 
Europe of the future. National preoccupations dominated the majority of writers and publicists 
who.. . considered themselves the champions of a larger political entity37 

De Becker now reflected the same disenchantment which consumed De Man, Poulet, 

Brasiilach. Drieu. and Streel as they all in turn recognized the sham of Nazi European 

ideology. Ultimately unable to abandon the Tricolor for the Swastika, and unable to remain as 

circumspect as his fellow "Belgicists", De Becker's vocal criticism of German policy and the 

servility of its supporters eventually not only cost him his editorship. but led to his 

incarceration in a German prison for the remainder of the war.38 

Paul Herten. the new editor of Le Nouveau Joumal still provided Degrelle with 

lukewarm support. Following the rescue of Mussolini, Herten cited Joseph Terboven. the 

German commissar in Norway, in an effort to prove that Germany. in supposedly pledging an 

independent Nazi Norway. would do the same elsewhere. even in Belgium. Still printing the 

editorials of Pierre Daye md Massim Rocca, Le Nouveau Journal appeared to straddle the 

fence between fascism and Nazism. in a vaguely. though not defiantly "Belgicist" manner. In 

a series of editorials on the fall of Mussolini later cited by the PPF. Massimo Rocca contrasted 

the compromises made by Mussolini with the freedom of action enjoyed by Hitler. Hitler. a 

National Socialist. had rallied a nation; Mussolini a party. In a quiet response to Diat. Degrelle 

and Matthys, Juies Lhost stressed the fundamental differences betwen Nazism and 

communism, for there was no terrain for entente between them. On the one hand proclaiming 

themselves partisans of a socialist Europe, Herten. Lhost and Daye simultaneously ignored any 

reference to Nazi symbols and SS formulas. insisting that collaboration remain European. 

precise. and reasoned.39 

37 Raymond De Becker. "La mission du joumalis~e europ6en9*. Le Soir ,July 6. 1943. 
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The impact of Euronazism and the role of the SS was more subtle in France than in 

Belgium, for in the former case far fewer of the population could claim Germanic or even 

Nordic ancestry. In Himmler's view. because so many Frenchmen were what he understood 

as Alpine, Mediterranean, or Latin, they remained more racially suspect. When Himmler. 

Berger, and SS-Brigadefihrer Karl Oberg first proposed to create a French SS regiment in 

March, they found no Gallic Rex to support and man it. Darnand was far too Petainist, and 

even Doriot, more receptive to ideological collaboration based on racist entente, had nationalist 

reservations. A Paris Embassy dispatch of March 19. 1943 reported the results of Doriot's 

conversations with Oberg on the possibility of a French SS unit: 

Doriot has stated, that if this amounts to a Germanization process. he can have no part of it. If. 
on the other hand, it amounts to partnership in a European "national-socialist" m y  of 
revolution. he will be ready to answer the call.U) 

Doriot was no Degrelle. and his "Celtic" Frenchmen could never be subjects of a 

Germanic Reich. Brinon, always disposed to a Franco-German Nordic alliance as a result of 

his study of Gobineau's writings, insisted that Laval raise a full SS division. if not a corps. 

Laval, faced with new demands from Sauckel, and needing to preserve his credibility in Berlin. 

reluctantly accepted Brinon's arguments. On June 23, 1943 a Vichy decree allowed 

Frenchmen to form SS units on condition they fought only against the Soviet Army. In 

recruiting a French unit, SS propagandists discarded their Greater Germanic ideology in favor 

of a more European doctrine of Aryan solidarity not terribly different from that of Drieu, 

Sicard, and Doriot. In a letter dated August 18, 1943, Berger advised his SS departments 

accordingly: "In recruiting, the ... struggle against Bolshevism and for ... a united Europe will 

be stressed. The Germanic idea must be avoided as a political concept, but the Nordic idea can 

be used as a racial concept if opportunity permits."41 

Fascisme et le Vatican". ibid., October 8,1933; idem. "LC Fascisme et la bourgeoise". ibid., October 16- 17. 
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The change in SS discourse from a Greater German to a Greater Germanic to a 

European focus was documented by the editorials in the order's weekly, D3s Schwarze Koms. 

During 1940 and 194 1 the paper praised the victories of Waffen-SS soldiers as a triumph of 

purely German arms. By the spring of 1942. however. the journal reported frequently on the 

exploits of the Dutch. Flemish. Norwegian, and Danish SS volunteer units fighting on the 

Russian front. Das Schwarze Korps in 1942 still spoke little of Europe. concentrating instead 

on the concept of the Greater Germanic Reich. The Pan-European ideology of Briand and 

Coudenhove was, in fact. openly attacked as a symptom of Nordic degeneracy. As Berger 

began to expand the order and seek recruits from all over Europe, his propagandists tried to 

fully Europeanize the racial vision of the SS. In the process. they expanded Nazism from 

being a merely German to a more universal ideology in which Europe itself became defined as 

the homeland of the white Indo-European. Indo-Germanic. or Aryan race. Virtually all the 

peoples of Europe. with the exception of Jews and Gypsies. were to be considered the 

offspring of that race, now evolved into Nordic. Alpine. and Mediterranean varieties.42 

Unlike the continent of the Eurofascists. the Europe of the Waffen-SS was a racial hierarchy. 

previously defined by Werner Best, which did not safeguard national existence: 

Nations do not exist for themselves, but as a result of past supremacy and one for another: 
small nations in particular would not exist by their own sovereignty. were it not for the efforts 
of their large neighbors. The exaggerated principle of the nation has been one ideological errors 
of the West. To conserve them and arrest the development of history and national progress is a 
criminal offense ! 43 
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The new SS concept was quite harmonious with the conceptions of both national- 

socialist (Europeanist, RNP) and Aryan-fascist (PPF, Franciste. Ligue francaise) 

collaborators. DCat found support for his thesis that a French race could be created from 

common Indo-European elements: Doriot, Costantini, and Bucard found confirmation of their 

credo that a Germanic Reich and a Frankish-Celtic France were rxial brothers and the core of a 

totalitarian and racist community of European peoples. The more nationalist and Maurrassian 

Milice franqaise, on the other hand. had more difficulty with such a supranational doctrine than 

with Eurofascism. The concept of all Europeans being of a common racial stock, however. 

was acceptable to Darnand. Henriot. and Francis Bout de I'An provided that French national 

sovereignty was respected. Hundreds of miliciens were prepared to enlist in a French SS unit 

on the basis of anticommunism and antisemitism rather than visions of racial sol idar i ty .~ 

Fifteen hundred Frenchmen and others enlisted in the SS-Stiirmbrieade Frankreich 

during the summer of 1943. Unlike the LVF, the unit lacked a PPF majority. Of the 6 0 6  of 

the brigade that came from collaborationist parties, one-third. 20%. came from the PPF. 10% 

from the Milice, 9% from the Fnncistes, and only 4% from the more middle-aged members of 

the RNP. Almost one-fifth, 19%. of the entire brigade were Dutch national-socialists from 

Mussert's NSB and militants from other movements such as the Ligue francaise. The 

remaining 40% of the Fmnkreich belonged to no previous movement. Doriot's control of the 

LVF, moreover, had caused large numbers of miliciens and Francistes to seek an alternative 

outlet for action in the French SS. In the same way as the Walloon brigade expressed 

Degrelle's total domination of that community's collaborationists. the French brigade, still 

pointed the way to an emerging Euronazi doctrine in France. Both the SS-brigade and the 

LVF, though, were considerably more proletarian than the parties which fed them. An analysis 

of coIlaborators in Marseilles in 1943 and I944 shows that 7 1% of the LVF and 68% of the 

Waffen-SS could be described as working class, in contrast to only 44% of the PPF and 26% 

44 Ibid.. pp. 1 1 - 13. 



of the Groupe Collaboration. whose profile was quite similar to the RNP. The number of 

unemployed in collaborationist groups during the last two years was significant: 18% for the 

PPF. 12% for the Milice. 14% for the Groupe Collaboration, and a staggering 34% for the 

Waffen-SS and 408 for the L V F . ~ ~  The message conveyed by these and other figures was 

that while the RNP and PPF may have lost up to half of their members in the closing months of 

1943,whatever new members joined the PPF and the Milice were overwhelmingly young. 

often jobless. and likely seeking membership in a collaborationist organization either to find 

work or to protect themselves from the Reltve. As a result, the demographics of the fascist 

PPF and Miiice, paradoxically, became more working-class while the national-socialist RNP 

and Groupe Collaboration remained more middle-class! The overall trend was unmistakable. 

the sociology of collaborationism in France was to become more opportunist. youthful. 

violent, and even criminal. while the ideological core of the movements became more racist. 

socialist. and ~azifiedP6 

The political and ideological fusion taking place in French-SS recruiting soon mirrored 

cooperation among French collaborators on a larger scale. in which the key player became the 

Milice franpise. With approximately ten thousand members in southern France, the Milice 

continued to benefit from its official status. Catholic-Pktainist orientation and strict recruiting 

policies ensuring a slightly more respectable clientele than the now heavily criminalized PPF. 

More than the PPF, the Milice was able to play a role in food distribution and other charitable 

and social tasks, which provided lucrative employment for many seeking work. By the 

autumn of 1943. however, Darnand was frustrated with the failure of either Vichy or Berlin to 

arm his political soldiers. The staunchly rightist Milice, representing the final stage of both 

nationalist and Maurrassian-fascist collaboration, also needed to adjust to the coming of 

Euronazism and the marginalization of Italian Fascism. The Milice weekly. Combats, 

45 It is not surprising that members of  the middle class will tend to join a party before they would enlist in on 
army or SS formation. Likewise, the young and the unemployed would be more likely to become military 
collaborators. Jankowski. Communism and Collaborab, pp. 175-76. 

46 Ibid.; Gordon. Collaborationism in France. pp. 270-72: de Bayac. I. p. 18 1. 



welcomed the new Italian Social Republic, but with less fervor than the Europeanist Paris 

journals did. Where Dtat saw the new Mussolini regime as confirmation of the superiority of 

his own ideas of national-socialism. Darnand was more sparing of the integral nationalism and 

soldierly prowess of the older Fascism. Darnand. though, agreed more and more with Dtat 

that compromise with conservative elements would mortgage the fascist hture. Even the 

Milice jettisoned the pure corporatism of its Petainist predecessors in favor of the rhetoric of 

socialism. Under no conditions. however. would Combats countenance a separate peace with 

the Soviet Union, the absolute enemy of Christian civilization.47 

The lessons of Tunisia, written by the Milice and the PPF, were applied by the Milice 

and RNP, which began at last to form their working alliance. In early September of 1943. a 

formal manifesto signed by Dtat. Darnand, Luchaire, Guilbaud. and Noel de Tissot combined 

the Europeanist ideology of the RNP with the fascist and nationalist personnel of the Milice 

franpise. The Plan du redressement franpis of September 5. 1943 ratified an understanding 

which would endure to the end of the war. Unlike the failed unions with the headstrong MSR 

or Francistes. the rapprochement between the surviving RNP and the dedicated miliciens took 

place on more respectful tems.48 

The doctrine of the Plan was vintage Dkat. With 160.000 escapees from the Relive 

and 20,000 mauuis, France faced a political breakdown which endangered German as well as 

French interests. The population had rejected collaboration because it was too closely 

identified with Vichy's socially reactionary policies. Only a new fully national-socialist 

regime, installed in Paris and legitimated by the National Assembly could forestall a communist 

uprising, and such a regime had to be managed by Laval. who alone had the expertise and 

credibility to head it. One-third of the key ministries would be held by Diat, Darnand, Henriot. 

Marion, Brinon, and other true collaborationists, another third by technocrats, and the final 

47 The differing press treatments of the new Italian regime by RNP and Milice propagandists once again 
reflected the ongoins ideological differences between domestic national-socialism and domestic fascism. Gordon, 
ibid., pp. 287-88. 

48 Ibid. 



third by ex-parliamentarians willing to embrace a government in plain accord with Nazi world- 

views. If the government would reflect the will of Dtat, it would rest upon a militarized Single 

Party created from a fusion of the RNP militia with the Milice franpise. which would no doubt 

have the dominant say. The new rnilice unique would control social services. nominate 

candidates for a Mussolini-style Economic Chamber and a one-party Political Senate. In regard 

to Europe, this new totalitarian French republic would sign an agreement with Berlin in which 

Paris pledged herself to the common defense and construction of Europe in return for the 

recognition of her territorial integrity and sovereignty where it did not impinge upon German 

military security. Copies of the Dkat-Darnand plan were sent to Germany. even to Hitler 

himself. It would require one more cnsis of Vichy to merit its consideration. 49 

The Speer-Bichelonne "Common Market": Julv -December, 1943. 

The hope of Allied liberation and the opposition to the labor deportations resulted in the 

massive growth of armed resistance in southern France and the Ardennes. Besides the daily 

acts of violence and sabotage, especially against PPF and Rexists. most of whom were now 

terrified into inaction. more passive resistance to Sauckel's agents was so strong in 1943 as to 

endanger the ability of both Vichy and the Belgian Secretaries to govern. The effect upon the 

Reich's labor force was staggering: Only 30,000 Frenchmen and 16.000 Belgians were 

successfully drafted in July, 10.000 Frenchmen and 6,000 Belgians in August, and 5,000 of 

each in September. Sauckel. meanwhile, demanded Laval send him 500,000 more workers by 

September 15! Unable to provide even half that number, Laval now fully realized the 

suspicions D6at attributed to him in January: " [Laval] considers that everything happens as 

though ...[ the Axis] have a plan for the exhaustion of ~rance"  .SO 

Anxious for his own survival, Laval in mid- 1943 justified his policies in more 

nationalist language, speaking no longer of a New Europe but of his peasant roots and lifelong 

49 The text of the plan may be found in Archives Tasca. February 23. 1944. pp.558-64. 

50 DCat. Journal, January 2 1.1913. 



search for peace. Geography had made France Germany's neighbor. and this was beyond his 

control. There was nothing Laval ever did. he claimed. that was not motivated by his love of 

France. and he was utterly confident no one could do any better in his place: "I want to tell you 

the truth. I am one hundred percent French. and ... love nothing else besides my country."jI 

As in the spring, Laval turned to the only asset left to France: the productive and monetary 

resources of desperately needed by the besieged Reich. By autumn. 1943 nearly half the work 

force in France plus over two million workers and prisoners in Germany. a majority of the 

French laboring population. were part of a European war economy which consumed two thirds 

of the French budget while providing a full quarter of the Reich's hard currency52 

The collapse of Italy, the armies of his other Axis partners and the impending loss of 

the resources of the Ukraine. consequently, forced even Hitler to bargain with Laval. Even the 

Paris military authorities agreed with Laval that the demands of the Labor Plenipotentiary were 

outrageous. but Ambassador Schleier. like Ribbentrop. did little to discourage them. Only one 

agency had the power and prestige to serve Laval's hope of exploiting the overlapping 

jurisdictions of the Reich to balance the forces behind Sauckel: the Ministry of Armaments and 

Munitions of Albert Speer. Beginning in February. 1942 the 37-year old Nazi architect 

worked to centralize and rationalize a war economy crippled by Goering's chaotic 

mismanagement. War production more than doubled between February. 1942 and July. 1 943. 

by which time Speer was virtual economic dictator not only of Germany but of Europe. The 

Four-Year Plan of Goering and the Economics Ministry of Funk were now little more than 

shadow ministries whose functions Speer preempted. By the time Sauckel presented Laval 

with his demand for 500,000 workers. Speer's jurisdiction to rationalize and concentrate war 

production encompassed the French, Belgian. Dutch. and Italian economies. In the first eight 

months of 1943 German contracts posted to France amounted to over four billion 

Reichsrnarks. more than the combined totals for 1940. 1941. and 1942. A genuine European 

L a d  address of July 12.1943, in L'Acrion fnncaise, July 13.1943. 

52 Milward. New Order, p. 124. 



war economy emerged in which Speer. working closely with the military administration. 

remained responsible only to Hitler himself. 53 

Laval was discouraged to the point of resigning from power when Speer himself 

intervened. If Sauckel represented the so-called Nazi left. the one-time mastermind of the 

Nurembeq rallies reflected a more practical Nazi "right". which survived in the various 

economic ministries and was more sympathetic to both capitalism and a more efficient 

European cooperation. The balance sheets of production counted far more to Speer than the 

dimensions of Nordic skuIIs or the redization of true Nazi socialism. In this context. the 

Armaments and Production Minister had concluded that Sauckel's policies yielded diminishing 

returns in the form of growing French resistance and German resentment over the mass influx 

of foreigners into the Reich. which contradicted the goal of a volkisch society. The intensified 

bombing of the Ruhr aided Speer's argument that mass deporations of foreign were no longer 

cost-effective when one needed to consider maximum dispersion of continental war 

production. Laval and Bichelonne hoped to use Speer to turn the Nazis into genuine 

Europeans. The Armaments Minister was now the only figure in the Reich with the power. 

will, and influence to counteract Sauckel. In May and June Production Minister Bichelonne 

had formulated a plan proposing a fony percent increase in French production for the 

continental war economy in return for an end to labor deportations. Presented to the Embassy 

staff by both Lavai and Paul Marion in early summer. the plan was rejected due to the Nazi 

orthodoxy of those like Sauckel who desired all production be concentrated in the Reich itself 

under strict German command, not linked with that of an untrustworthy France. Speer, on the 

other hand. not only invited Bichelonne to Berlin to discuss the plan. but privately told Laval 

to firmly resist Sauckel's new dernar1ds.5~ 

53 Ibid.; Lehideux. interview with author. October 25. 1990. Dial. of  course. still hoped that Hitler could be 
persuaded that embracing "Europe" would be in his interest: Being told that Hitler believed in nothing but force. 
Deat remarked "In order to have force. it is necessary to have Europe and therefore France. and that that is a 
political problem.", Dkat, Journal. November 3, 1943. 

54 Milward. The New Order and the French Economv, pp. 147-63. 



Speer liked Bichelonne's vision of a planned European economy. for it coincided with 

his own. Still a dedicated Nazi. he entertained a European ideology much closer to the 

bourgeois Frankfiirter Zeitung than the fanatical formulas appearing in Das Schwarze Koms, 

Das Reich, and the Volkischer Beobachter. His views, parallel to those of Nazi right theorists 

such as Walther Funk and Werner Daitz, descended directly from Mitteleuropa theorists of the 

First World Warsuch as Theodor von Bethmann-Hollweg and Friedrich Naumann. To his 

practical mind, the 1940 and 194 1 schemes for European integration of the Economics Ministry 

and the bourgeois press, ignored after the invasion of Russia. had considerable merit. Since 

then, Germany had administered but not really created or led a European economic order at a 

time when the only hope of defending Europe lay in the free collaboration of all countries in a 

planned productive union.% 

Albert Speer found his perfect ally in Jean Bichelonne. A brilliant polytechnician with a 

phenomenal ability for administrative and economic problem-solving, the youthful Bichelonne. 

often portrayed as a bloodless opportunist. was in reality a deeply commited Europeanist 

collaborator. Entering the Vichy government in 1940, his unequivocal Europeanism allowed 

him to replace the more Petainist Lehideux as Minister of Industrial Production when Laval 

returned to power in 1942. Production Minister Bichelonne clearly had fewer nationalist 

inhibitions than his predecessor. By the end of 1942 Bichelonne had become so committed to 

Laval and the cause of Europeanist collaboration that his tearful response to the Allied landings 

in North Africa provoked the blunt comment from the more nationalist Lehideux that 

Bichelonne might as well kill himself. Unlike Lehideux, already convinced the Axis would 

55 "Pmces-Verbal de la conference lenue a Berlin (Wannsee), le vendredi 17 Septembre apres-midi". September 
27.1943, AN 72 AJ 1926; "Anlage zur Denkschrift uber Europaische Wirtschafts-Planung", September 
13.1943. BA K R3 194 I$ 18 1-87; "Ideen zur europiiischen Wirtschaftsplanung". October 19.1943; ibid.. S 
178-79; "Fk Exropakr5nschen am 16.12.43 im Esplanade". 9 173-77: Milward, New Order, pp. 147-49, 157- 
60; BA K R3 194 1. "Anlage zur Denkschrift uber Europaische Wirtschafts-Planung", September 13,1943; 
ibid.."Ideen zur europiiischen Wirtschaftsplanung". October 19.1943; ibid.. $ 178-79; "Fur Europakriinschen 
am 16.12.43 im Esplanade", ibid.. 5 173-77; Milward, pp. 147-39, 157-60; "Proces-Verbal de la conference 
tenuc a Beriin (Wannsee). le vendredi 17 Septembre apres-midi". September 27, 1943, AN 72 AJ 1926. 



lose the war, Bichelonne remained fully dedicated to the Axis and the ideal of a European 

superstate. 56 

In early September. 1943 military realities gave Speer the leverage he needed to win 

Hitler's approval of a more flexible policy. On September 17 he was able to receive 

Bichelonne in Berlin as the representative of a sovereign Axis state and European partner. The 

accord which emerged from their meeting was the most successful example of bilateral 

European collaboration of the entire war. According to the agreement Germany would 

concentrate on arms production while France supplied her with finished consumer goods and 

raw materials. In this way France. Belgium. and the Netherlands could maintain their essential 

industries and workers at home. The need to boost steel production in France was now clearly 

in Speer's interest. given that Allied air attacks had reduced German production from 

3,150.000 tons to 2,900,000. Speer promised that French mines and major manufacturing 

plants would be designated as S-Betriebe, whose workers were to be immune from Sauckel's 

deportations. Bichelonne was granted full discretion in administering the plan on French soil. 

In return for a suspension of labor deportations in essential industries. Bichelonne guaranteed 

France would greatly increase her production for the European war effort.57 

The Speer-Bichelonne accord. approved by Hitter on October 1. went into effect 

almost immediately. A conference in Lille on October 4 on the question of coal production. 

electric power and railways was followed by one in Brussels as Speer and Bichelonne 

extended their arrangement to cover Belgium, increased trade being used to compensate the 

Belgians for Walloon coal shipped to alleviate the energy shortage in France. Bichelonne 

himself attended many of the follow-up conferences, which went on well into the winter. 

designed to clarify details of shared production in coal. chemicals,wood. electricity. 

56 Franqois Lehideux. interview with author. November 8. 1990. Lehideux himself had begun in 1943 to pass 
from collaboration to covert resistance. Remaining director of the ComitC d'organisation automobile and the 
French delegate to the Cornit6 europken automobile, he attempted to resist German pressure to dose many of 
the firms under his jurisdiction, which would have delivered both French machinery and workers into the hands 
of the Reich. AN 3 W 24 1 $ 672-73, Schleier telegram and Krug memo for RAM. ApriI 24,1943: PA AA 
R229602 158147-43, June 23,1943; AN 3 W 22I/ 52/ 17 § 136.141.145. 

57 Lehideux. interview. November 8. 1990: "Proces-Verbal". September 27.1943. AN 72 AJ 1926. 



automobiles, locomotives, paper and other industries. By December 3.300 firms employing 

720,000 workers had been classified as S-Betriebe, and trade between France and Germany 

had altered markedly. French iron and steel contracts were replaced by exports of French 

textiles, clothing, chemicals. and cosmetics. As the economies of France. Belgium. and the 

Netherlands further integrated with the Reich, Bichelonne was supremely confident his 

arrangement with Speer had been a major step to the economic union of Europe itself.58 

When Speer returned some steel mills to French control, Bichelonne praised the action as a 

moral gesture of the first magnitude and a further step to a Franco-German steel entente and a 

new European order: "As such. it ranks in good place among the efforts we are achievins 

today for building a new Europe greater and more humane than we have ever known".jg 

By the end of 1943 it appeared that Laval's attempt to guide German economic policies 

in a direction which would provide some benefits for France had achieved at least a theoretical 

success in the form of the Speer-Bichelonne agreement. Instead of merely plundering France. 

Speer's policies afforded her a chance to revive her industries and retain her workers. Speer 

himself began to lay the administrative groundwork for a European industrial community 

which was strongly capitalist in nature. The schemes of the Frankfurter Zeitune, and of 

Europe-oriented Nazis such as Walther Funk seemed at last to be realized by Speer, not 

because Hitler had converted from Pan-Germanism to Europeanism. but because the Reich had 

become ever more dependent upon the capital and labor of France. Speer was even in a 

position to attempt to realize the Kaiser's dream of European unity articulated in World War I. 

Following his meeting with Bichelonne he returned to Germany to set up a European Planning 

Staff under the direction of Hans Kehrl to integrate German, French, Belgian, Dutch and even 

Czech corporations in iron, steel. automobiles, electricity and other key industries into 

supranational cartels designed for a single market. Neutrals such as Switzerland. Sweden, 

j8 "ConFerence de Lille" 4 October, 1943, AN 72 AJ 1926: Tornpte-Rendu de lo conversation 5 
October, 1943". Bruxelles. ibid.; "Liste des conferences franco-allemandes". AN 72 AJ 1926. 

59 [Jean Bichelonne]. remarks in Nancy. February 21. 1944. It is likely. but not certain. that the speaker is 
Bichelonne. AN 72 AJ 1926. 



Spain, and Portugd would not be excluded from such a union. As an adjunct to the Planning 

Staff, a special forum for European businessmen. known as the Europakreis, was created in 

December, 1943 in order to propagate the idea of a European Economic Community among the 

industrialists of France, Belgium, The Netherlands, Switzerland. Spain, Portugal. Italy, 

Sweden, Romania. Slovakia, Denmark, Finland. Hungary, Serbia. and ~reece.60 

The Speer-Bichelonne accord was first made public at a Paris press conference on 

October 16 where it was announced that no more deportations of French workers to Germany 

would take place in 1943. The accord was quickly endorsed by the Europeanist L'Euvre, 

which hailed the arrangement as a benefit to industrial production and a means of persuading 

French youth to return from the hills and labor for Europe within ~rance.61 Deat. of course. 

found the economic community created by the two technocrats less than perfect. It was 

dominated by capitalist monopolies and their handmaidens, the Cornit& d'organisation instead 

of being the fully socialist combine with a massive welfare state and a powerful union adjunct 

he now envisioned. In his heart, he still believed in the principle of the integration of European 

labor in the form of the ReEve, so long as it did not depopulate or impoverish France. The 

problem with the Relkve, in the eyes of Dkat. was not the principle of European labor 

collaboration. but the unfair manner in which it was carried out. Even in 1943 Dkat failed to 

fully grasp that most Frenchmen would not labor for his vision of Europe despite all the 

benefits it  allegedly promised them. In the closing months of 1943, however. a close working 

alliance was cemented between the RNP and Bichelonne. who regularly met with Albertini, 

and sometimes even Deat himself, based upon common European and planiste sentiments 

60 "Proces-Verbal de la conference tenue a Berlin (Wannsee). le vendrcdi 17 Septernbre apres-midi8*. September 
27.1943, ibid.; "Anlage zur Denkschrift uber Europaische Wirtschafts-Planung". September 1 3,1943. BA K R3 
194 1s 18 1-87; "Ideen zur europiischen Wirtschaftsplanung", October 19,1943: ibid.. 3 178-79: "Fur 
Europakranschen am 16.12.43 im Esplanade", 9 173-77; Milward, New Order, ibid; BA K R3 194 1 ,  "Anlage 
zur Denkschri ft uber Europaische Wirtsc hafts-Planung". September 1 3,1943; ibid.,"Ideen zur europaischen 
Wirtschaftsplanung". October 19.1943; ibid.. $ 178-79; "Fiir Europakranschen am 16.17.43 im Esplanade", 
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dating from the 1930s. Frustrated by the new alliance between Speer, Laval. and the RNP, an 

angry Sauckel tried to persuade Hitler to emasculate an agreement which violated the spirit if 

not the letter of Mein Kampf and its radically anticapitalist, anti-French. and anti-European 

i d e ~ i o ~ ~ . ~ ~  

Spumed, it seemed. even by the Europeanist DCat, Sauckel in desperation turned to a 

real fascist, Doriot. In November. 1943 the Gauleiter demanded a meeting with Victor 

Barthelemy. Accompanied by Albert Beugras and Henri LPbre, the acting leader of the PPF 

engaged in a series of meetings with the Labor Plenipotentiary in Paris between November. 

1943 and January, 1944. Denouncing Laval's "treason against Europe". Sauckel sought to 

arm PPF militants if they would organize a labor police to be known as the Groupes d'action 

pour la Justice sociale. In his memoirs BarthClemy claimed the PPF opposed Sauckel, his 

plans and the entire program of labor conscription for Germany on principle, preferring the 

Speer-Bichelonne relationship, but the facts suggested otherwise. Both Sabiani and the PPF in 

the Nice region began to organize Groupes d'action in early January of 1944. and other units 

were to follow. There is little doubt that many of the criminals and opportunists now in the 

PPF found the offer of German arms appealing, and the few remaining idealists in the party 

saw a chance to form their long-sought alliance with militant Nazis. The alliance of the PPF 

and the chief of Bormann's Gauleiters bode il l ,  in fact, for the future of the Speer-Bichelonne 

accord.63 

The ongoing RNP-PPF rivalry thus merged even further with the struggles for 

jurisdiction within the Reich itself. Curiously. the RNP now found itself in a Europeanist 

alliance with the pragmatic Nazi "right " while the PPF now gave its support, as fascist 

collaborators, to the "left" so admired by Dtat. Encouraged by his new allies, Sauckel now 

demanded that Laval allow him to conscript one million French workers during 1944. 

62 On September 10.1943 DCat wrote in his diuy: *'Albertini has seen Bichelonne this morning. Hc reports the 
assurance of a complete accord with us", Dht.  Journal, September 10,1943. See also ibid.. September 13, 16, 
October 12, 20, November 4. 18.24. December 2,1943. 



Preposterous as this was even to Adolf Hitler. Sauckel in December. 1943 escalated his 

demand to three million! 64 

"Vichv Must Disappear": Deat. Darnand, and the Collaborationist Consensus: Autumn. 1943 . 

In spite of the collapse of Eurofascism. the abiding nationalism of the surviving 

Petainists was encouraged by L'Action franpise. In spite of the German presence in Lyons, 

Maurras continued his relentless critique of all foms of Europeanism. The fascist 

collaboration expounded by the PPF in Marseilles was so grotesque to Maurras as to call forth 

the analogy of a hippo playing the violin. True French unity historically could only come from 

a Cat!!olic throne and its proxy, Petain. The racial formulations of Doriot, on the other hand 

symbolized pure sophistry: 

If our France had been .... a Germanic nation deserting its language for Latin (which is nothing 
but an inflated philosophical dream). the affair would have been soluble by some racial process 
described by Gobineau. The French are something entirely different. however. [much more] 
rich, complex, and varied! 65 

The Europeanist RNP. L'Euvre, and its southern proxy, L'Effort, received much 

more sustained criticism from Maurras. The notion of a new age of continental superstates in 

which the nation would follow the manor into oblivion was an even greater sophistry than 

Doriot's racism. S~lperstates had come and gone: Rome, Byzantium. the Carolingian and Holy 

Roman Empires. the Caliphate. the Ottoman Empire, the Habsburg realms: the nation 

remained eternal. Maurras described the New Order as a by-product of German power. rather 

than the fusion of obsolescent nations into a mythical European organism. The reprobate 

Briandists who denied this were more harmful to France than anyone else. The RNP position 

that the French proletariat could only be reconciled to the nation by a socialist revolution was 

the worst heresy of all to Maurras. for whom the nation was of value in itself, not a function 

64 Brunet. Jacques Doriot, pp.45 1-52. 

65 Charles Maurras. "L1unitB franqaiseq'. I :Action francaise, January 27.1943. 



of class politics. Social unity was a result. not a cause of national unity, for the nation was 

immutable. Trust in any one other than the Marshal, who incarnated France herself. would 

return the nation to the days of the Gallic Wars and the Wars of Religion where everyone 

became their own foreign minister.66 

The precedent of an Italian King and his Marshal successfilly deposing a pro-German 

regime presented an irresistible temptation to P h i n  to once again try the same. The remaining 

conservatives and purely nationalist collaborators of Vichy such as Dr. Menttrel. Lucien 

Romier, Jean Jardel, Henri LCmery, and others renewed their hope in the resurrection of 

France as the Nazi regime faltered on the field of battle. In the last week of October and the 

first half of November. 1943 signs multiplied of another coup against Laval and his most 

unpopular ministers, Labor Minister Hubert Lagardelle, Groupe Collaboration ideologue Abel 

Bonnard, md the Jew-baiter Darquier de Pellepoix. Revising Vichy's Constitutional Act no.4. 

PCtain plotted to publicly deprive Laval of the succession and mandate a reconvened National 

Assembly to choose his successor. However, the poorly-planned coup of November 13 never 

occurred. for an enraged Hitler came to the defense of Laval. concentrating SS units in the 

vicinity of Vichy. it was clear. though. that the Fuhrer of the Third Reich was disgusted not 

only with the nationalist Marshal but also the scheming Europeanist Laval who still sought to 

exploit collaboration for his own ends. Ironically. the greatest beneficiaries of PCtain's 

attempted counter-revolution were the RNP and Milice franpise.67 

Having ignored the Plan du redressement francais in September. Hitler in November 

now granted the "ultras" a partial victory. In early December. Abetz was reinstated as 

66 "Revue de la Presse". ibid.. January 14. 26.1943: Maurns, "L'uniti franpise". ibid.. January 27.1943; 
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Ambassador to France, bearing an ultimatum from Ribbentrop demanding that Lava1 not only 

be retained as Head of Government, but that the government now include ministers from the 

collaborationist parties. Himmler and his Paris representative. SS-Obergrupoenfiihrer - -  - Karl 

Oberg had. in the meantime. found the political ally they were seeking: Darnand and his Milice. 

Originally dismissed as too nationalist for SS purposes, the Milice, as a result of its new 

entente with the RNP was now deemed sufficiently collaborationist to merit SS consideration. 

On October 22, Oberg's representatives notified Albertini of their desire to work with the new 

RNP-Milice alliance. Darnand departed for Germany on October 29 for discussions with 

Berger, following which the milicien, having served France in two wars against Germany. 

announced his personal enlistment in the Waffen-SS. However. even as he spoke of real 

socialism and denounced the Jews, Darnand clearly lacked the pro-German enthusiasm of 

Degrelle. His patriotism remained French, not Imperial, for not even the most clever 

propagandist could turn the Ligures of Marseilles into "Germanics". Most miliciens were far 

still too Pktainist and purely nationalist to follow the course of their chief: the SS-Milice alliance 

would be based on arms and anticommunism alone. The discourse of Combats, in harmony 

with the guidelines of Gottlob Beger's recruiting policies in France. scrupulously avoided the 

ponderous Teutonic and Holy Roman mythology of National-Socialisme and Le Pavs riel . 

Miliciens viewing propaganda films describing the training of the SS-Stiirmbrizade Frankreich 

in Germany were treated to vague exhortations on joining fellow Europeans in defense of their 

continent and civilization against the common Judeo-Bolshevik enemy. 68 

The public ratification of the new unity of action between the RNP and Milice took 

place in the Vilodome d'Hiver on December 19. The flavor of the combined anticommunist 

rally of thirty thousand militants clearly conveyed the impression that Darnand was in charge 

and that his Milice was now the true Single Party of France. Presiding over the meeting, 

Darnand. speaking now of the "R6voIution nationale et socialiste", warned he would fight 

68 Joseph Darnand. "Alene. miliciens". a. November 6.1943: Henri Charbonneau. "Deux mondes en 
images", ibid., December 18,1943; PA AA R29605/ 163485-86. December 30,1943; R296061 165868-74, 
March 1 7. 1944. 



terror with terror. Following a token address by the PPFs Jean-Herold Paquis. the leader of 

the RNP emphasised the socialist rather than the national aspects of the revolution, denouncing 

Vichy's capitalists in the midst of his supposedly antiSoviet speech: 

Others barricade themselves in their Committees and trusts, where they can disguise their good 
old liberalism as corporatism. It won't do them any good. For better or for worse one must 
proceed to socialism. Constructing socialism and rallying Europe are one and the same policy. 
requiring a government strongly supported by the [Single] party and militia.69 

Philippe Henriot closed the ralIy praising the united action of national Milice and socialist RNP 

as a foretaste of a new regime which would save France in spite of herself. his staunch 

Catholicism and right-wing appeal providing a counterpoint to the European language of Deat. 

The radio journalist was not averse. though, to his own continental imagery. reminding his 

audience that those who erected the Gothic cathedrals of Reims and Cologne had far more in 

common with each other than those who inspired the crass. materialistic skyline of Chicago. 

Still nationalist and Maunassian-fascist collaborators. Darnand and Henriot claimed that they. 

not De Gaulle, were the legitimate patriots of France. Invoking their traditional antisemi tism 

and that of their new SS patrons, they emphasized the alleged Jewish character of the Anglo- 

Saxon-Soviet alliance and death as preferable to the triumph of 1srael.70 

The year 1943 ended with the politician giving way to the soldier and the Eurofascist 

being sidelined by the Euronazi. The conception of a diversified union of authoritarian states 

cooperating for mutual benefit under the leadership of the Axis. never fully accepted in Berlin. 

ceased to have any relevance with the collapse of the Fascist regime in Italy. In its place most 

of the remaining collaborationists of Western Europe embraced. to one degree or another. a 

strongly Nazified vision of European unity based upon the racial and political conceptions of 

the SS. 

69 Joseph Damand. Marcel DCat. and Philippe Henriot. addresses December 19.1943, in Reni Benedeai. "Seron 
nous bolchevisies". Le National-poplaire. December 25.1943. 
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The impending Nazification of the Vichy regime was not unnoticed in the Walloon 

press. Pierre Daye. representing with Jost Streel the lone voice of vanished Belgian fascism. 

clearly sympathized with the Milice franpise and desired its extension into the country's 

northern zone where it would be preferable to an RNP which was neither a rassemblement, 

national, nor pooulaire. The national-socialist Paris party. however, won slightly more 

sympathy from the now-dominant Rexists who had fully endorsed Deat's anticapitalist analysis 

of the Vichy regime. Nevertheless, Le Pays reel, in interviewing DCat, did not fail to conceal 

its contempt for the academic nature of RNP socialism and the party's record of timid inaction. 

Despite their ideological affinities. a gap still remained between a domestic national-socialist 

party rooted in parliamentary socialism and an annexationist national-socialist movement 

derived from demagogic populism and fascist violence. Given its past. i t  was no surprise that 

Le Pavs reel also expressed its sympathy for the PPF and insisted that neither Laval. Deat. nor 

Darnand could afford to exclude the notorious Aryan-fascist party from its new. more fascist 

government. As the collaborationists of Paris prepared to enter the Vichy government, Le Pays 

reel celebrated the full emergence of Euronazism as the only solution to the unresolved - 
problems of fascism. Lacking the coherent religious appeal. substantive tradition. and the 

uncompromising revolutionary spirit that flowed from Nazi racism, fascism and the 

opportunistic collaboration its nationalism inspired would have been unable to organize Europe 

for the impending battles of 1944. These battles would demand collaborators of conviction. 

and those convictions, in the eyes of the Rexists. could only be Nazi, or, in the case of France. 

very pro-Nazi. 7 1 

'1 Pierre Daye. "Devant la *crises franpisel@. Le Nouveau l o u d .  December 8.1943: idem. "'La France seule"'. 
ibid.. December 22,1943; Serge Doring, "La collaboration approuvke". Le Pays reel, November 23.1943: 
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8.1943; NoeI Champly, "Vichy doit disparaitre", ibid., December 19.l943; idem. "La rivolution franpise ne 
peut pas negliger Ie PPF, parti des 'durs"', ibid., December 28.1943. 



CHAPTER NINE: 

"DEVE1W":THE FINAL NAZIFICATION OF THE "NEW EUROPE" 
JANUARY, 1944 - MAY, 1945 

1944 witnessed both the final Nazification of the New Order and its destruction. In 

fact, both processes became mutually reinforcing as the desperation of the occupiers forced 

them to adopt ever more severe measures, which in turn provoked stronger resistance. In what 

was to become a Darwinian process, only those collaborators willing to accommodate 

themselves to Euronazism in some fashion remained worthy of Hitler's trust and survived. 

Among these collaborators. miliciens continued to accentuate the nationalist (though not to the 

total exclusion of the fascist), doriotistes the fascist, and the RNP the Europeanist aspects of 

collaboration.1 Both the Vichy government and the regime of the Belgian Secretaries became 

increasingly subject to the will of the SS, whose role in the final year of Axis Europe was 

decisive. By the time Paris and Brussels were liberated in the late summer of 1944, the 

military occupation regimes in both capitals were supplanted by civil regimes of hard-core 

Nazis. Backed by the SS, both Degrelle in WalIonia and the Dht-Darnand alliance in France 

stood to benefit from the installation of these civil regimes. The victories of the Allied armies 

in August and September. 1944. however, ensured that the triumph of these collaborationists 

would be exceedingly brief. The New Order was doomed by the rapid implosion of Nazi 

Europe itself. During the six months in which the politics of collaboration continued on 

German soil, Jacques Doriot reversed Deat's victory in time to face his own death and that of 

collaborationist France and Belgium. The racist ideological legacy of Doriot, Degrelle. and the 

Waffen-SS, was, however, passed on to the extreme right of the postwar world. 

I The Milice franqaise illustrates that the tripartite classification of Europeanist. nationalist. and fascist 
collaborators remains an imperfect model. Darnand and his followers in 1943 and 1944 clearly represented a 
genuine fascist organization. As such. they should naturally be considered as fascist collabomtors. During the 
Galy part of 1943 Combats furthermore endorsed the continental order of the Eurofascists. Following the Italian 
collapse, however, MiIice rhetoric resembled that of nationalist collaborators far more than that of Aryan-fascists 
such as Bucard. Costantini, or even Doriot. As such, they warrant categorization as nationalist collaborators, 
despite their fascist nature, from late 1943 on. Darnand and hundreds of rniliciens enlisted in the Waffen-SS. 
There is little doubt that even a practical accornodation with Euronazism would pose more problems for the 
highly nationalist discourse than it would for the more Europeanist RNP or the more racist PPF. 



The Milice and RNP in Power: Januarv-March, 1944. 

Hitler's Europe in the winter and spring of 1944 was a continent besieged. in which 

both coIIaborators and rksistants prepared for a year of decisive battle. With the Red Army 

poised to enter Central Europe, Allied airplanes winning control of the German skies, and 

Allied armies preparing to cross the English Channel, both Nazi and collaborationist 

propaganda amplified the Goebbels theme of "Ask zgainst Europe". Even though the forces of 

the Reich were hopelessly outnumbered on the Russian front, and abandoned position after 

position in the Ukraine. these media portrayed the endless German retreats as mere preludes to 

a gigantic counterattack. The SS, meanwhile. tightened its grip upon the Reich and its 

continental satrapies, eliminating any semblance of moderation. The elected government of 

Denmark was deposed; Mussolini. under the control of German Ambassador and SS 

functionary Rudolf Rahn, adopted the highly "socialist" Verona manifesto. executed Fascist 

dignitaries, and allowed the roundup of Italian Jews. Bulgaria became subject to its German 

ambassador, and Hungary was fully occupied by the German army while the SS "coordinated" 

her regime and deponed 400,000 Jews to ~uschwitz? France could not escape a similar 

satellization. SS-Oberoruppenfiihrer Karl Oberg demanded Lava1 grant full control over her 

police and security apparatus to Joseph Darnand. If Laval failed to comply with his non- 

negotiable ultimatum, the SS general threatened the existence of his government. On January 

6, 1944 Darnand became Minister of Order and fellow milicien Phillippe Henriot Minister of 

Propaganda. Both Petain and Laval. having been forced to admit the two Maurrassian-fascists 

to the cabinet, rationalized the action with the argument that. as nationalists, they were 

preferable to the Europeanist Diat or the even more repulsive Doriot.3 

Yves Dunnd. Le nouvel ordre europ6en nazie, pp.253-68; Roger Bourderon. "Was the Vichy Regime Fascist'! 
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With two key ministries in the hands of fascists, Vichy France was by 1944 more 

integrated into the New Order than most of the Axis satellites of east Central Europe. Once in 

power Darnand unIeashed a reign of terror against Jews and resistants, which he and his 

paramilitary army justified in the name of the unity of France herself. Even though nationalist 

collaboration seemed an absurd contradiction in the political climate of 1944, dominated as it 

was by Euronazism. neither Damand nor Henriot could conceal the lack of European ardor so 

typical of men of the right. In his 1944 broadcasts Henriot continued to preach a nationalist 

collaboration developed from a radicalized Petainist world view. Frenchmen had to side with 

Germany and Europe not out of sentiment but from pure national interest. The growing Allied 

air raids on France, he warned. signified only the beginning of her ordeal. for soon France's 

"allies" would turn her cities into a Berlin or a Hamburg4 The words of the new French 

Propaganda Minister in particular openly enraged his mentors: "I am accused of too much love 

for the Germans. No, I do not like the Germans." 5 

The extension of the Milice into northern France was accepted by the other fascist 

parties, each one in its own characteristic fashion. The minor parties, however, appeared 

more eager to join forces with Darnand than the PPF did, which, having its own Gardes 

franpises, still ferociously defended its autonomy. Having long since faded from public view. 

Marcel Bucard and Pierre Costantini praised Lava1 for giving Darnand power to cany out a real 

fascist revolution in France. Ordering their own militias to act in concert with the Milice 

fransaise. they hoped to extend its new style of fascist vigilantism to purge the Vichy 

bureaucracy itself. Not even the most bankrupt of the movements, though, was willing to 

completely join forces in a milice unique.6 

[bid.. nos.226-28. February 1-16. 1944. inclusive. According to a British intelligence report of January. 
Henriot became a collaborationist as a result of his anticommunism rather than "a direct sympathy [with 
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D6at ...", ibid.. no.223, January 12, 1944. 
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L'Appel and Je suis partout continuaily strove to excel one another in the crude 

demagoguery of the Aryan-fascist. Despite the large number of PPF writers in its ranks. Je 

suis partout still tried to reconcile Gobineau and Maurns with statements that echoed Darnand 

and Henriot. Both Darnand and Doriot received far more praise than Dkat. for they were men 

of action who were French and fascist than European. To prevent the communization of 

Europe "it is useless to be Germanophile; ... not even indispensable to have a European spirit. it 

is sufficient to simply be French ... in the most traditional and strictest sense of the word."' 

Darnand's presence in the government and his terror against the Resistance. described by Je 

suis Dartout as a "Jewish fifth column" would. it was boasted, be decisive in winning the war. 

for without a Darlan or a Badoglio to welcome them the invaders were doomed? Crude as he 

was, the Doriotist Pierre-Antoine Cousteau was no match for Pierre Costantini who envisioned 

the war of 1944 as a duel between a German athlete and a "Jewish chameleon" able to assume 

any political form: communist, capitalist. Gaullist. etc. The Aryans, he predicted, would win 

because their armies were far superior in quality to the ineptly led mercenaries of the so-called 

Jewish coalition whose incompetence was again manifest at Anzio.9 

The preparations of the various fascist militias for civil war and the growing power of a 

Resistance which now operated in large tracts of southern France symbolized the breakdown of 

the Vichy regime and the failure of Laval's initiatives for collaboration. The three month-old 

Speer-Bichelonne "common market" failed to raise either the production of French industry or 

the well-being of French workers. who were now, in the fifth winter of war, hungrier than 

ever. The plunder of French finances proceeded apace, the Germans taking a total of 33 1 

billion francs in 1943- 1944 in contrast to 293 billion before November, 1942.10 The 

P.A. Cousteau. " La premiere condition de la victoire". Je suis putout. January 28. 1944. 
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Sauckel-Lavai negotiations of winter. 1944 were the most difficult the Auvergnat ever had to 

endure. save his dealings with Oberg and the SS. On January 24 Laval was ordered to produce 

9 1,000 workers within six days. In response, he promised to extend the draft to 16-20 year- 

oIds in return for a month's delay. When m impatient Sauckel raised his demand to 1 82,000 

Frenchmen by March 1 .  the wily Laval offered him 270.000 Italians. Spaniards. and Poles in 

their place. The Thuringian Gauleiter ultimately failed to receive much of anyone. as the 

military authorities. supported by Abetz and even Oberg, shelved the deportations of workers 

on strategic grounds. Very few Frenchmen, meanwhile, were conscripted from Speer's 

factories. 

Pierre Laval was clearly out of place in the jack-booted SS Europe of 1944. The man 

who had been the very symbol of sentimental Europeanism was now reviled by Aryan-fascist 

and national-socialist alike as a symbol of opportunism and attentism. When sixteen thousand 

PPF, Fran~istes, and RNP assembled in the winter of 1944 to support the LVF and the 

French-SS, the major target of their hatred was not De Gaulle. but Laval. E a t  now described 

him as a nostalgic republican and protector of the Jews. Doriot was more vicious, accusing 

Laval of betraying the war against Bolshevism while hysterical PPF militants demanded his 

execution. The newfound animosity against Laval on the part of many collaborationists was 

both political and ideological. Doriot. Bucard, and even Deat bitterly resented his refusal to 

admit them to a government which now included representatives of the Milice. They felt that 

their hour had come and that only Laval blocked their way to power. Philosophically, 

moreover, Laval and the "ultras" were now worlds apart. Laval stilt considered himself a 

Briandist and a Europeanist, but even Laval distinguished between loyal and total 

collaboration. A confirmed pacifist. he insisted military collaboration remain voluntary. France 

had to join the New Europe, but with her sovereignty and neutrality intact. Willing to 

in February. Alfred Sauvy. La vie iconomiaue des francais de 1939 5 1945 (Paris, Flammarion. 1978). pp.238- 
4 1 .  
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cooperate in the European war economy, he was not willing to see that cooperation destroy the 

youth or economy of France. Convinced that he alone had the skill to protect France from the 

worst excesses of the New Order, Laval refused to share his power with those whom he 

considered fascist and Nazi fanatics who would compromise his efforts to bargain effectively 

with Berlin. 

Laval did not abandon the politics of collaboration: the politics of collaboration in 1944 

moved far beyond him and his ability to ensure it served the French interest. Even though he 

signed the decrees forced upon him by Oberg and Sauckel. Laval still hoped to retard the 

fascisization of Vichy and its consequences as best he could. His vision remained rooted 

neither in socialist dogma, racism. nor ideological sympathy for the Axis but in his feelings for 

his native Auvergne, and his aversion to communism and war. This was not to say he did not 

continue to support. in the name of realism, a policy of European integration or to wish for a 

German victory over the Soviet Union, but he would do so by necessity, not ideology.13 

Laval's Mediterranean style of politics based itself on personal trust and regionalism. and as 

such, was ultimately incompatible with the dogmas of the RNP and the inflammatory racism of 

the PPF. Reviled in Vichy. Paris and Algiers alike. as well as in every other town in France, 

Laval in late 1943 and I944 was nevertheless astute and patriotic enough to recognize that the 

pursuit of total collaboration was political and moral self-destruction. He still, however. 

criticized those who supported De Gaulle both in Algiers and even within the French 

government itself, for dividing, weakening and consequently humiliating France in the eyes of 

the Anglo-Smons and. presumably, the rest of Europe. While Germans were not liked in his 

Auvergne, they nevertheless remained the only force able to prevent a Soviet Europe. 

Reni de Charnbrun. Pierre I.ava1. Traitor or Patriot'?, trans.Elly Stein (New York. Charles Scribnerls Sons. 
1984). p. 101. While Laval's son-in-law is hardly an unbiased source. the resentment of all the collaborationists. 
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pp.386-87. 
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Speaking privately to a meeting of mayors he attempted to distance himself from the 

Europeanism of his former allies. Luchaire and Deat: 

If Russia is communist at home. it is their affair if they preserve their communism. That 
Germany has her National-Socialism at home is her affair: nobody is forcing us to embrace 
National-Socialism! 
That America is in favor of Jews is her business. but we who are Auvergnats. who have never 
been subject to the influence of any race other than the ancient race of our soil, no one forces us 
to accept such ideologies. We entered this war and our children are gone on account of 
ideologies and not for the defense of Puy-de-DBme or the neighborhood of Cantal. l4 

Not wishing even the rocks of his Auvergne to be seized by Stalin. he did not wish to 

see them appropriated by Marcel Diat either. While the RNP was more civilized than the other 

parties. its progressive Nazification estranged Laval from a fellow Auvergnat who sought 

solace and the meaning of life in Aristophanes and Heidegger. To admit the man his 

countrymen now called "Herr D M '  into his government. and whose spirit was more German 

than French would utterly destroy what little legitimacy the increasingly fascist Vichy regime of 

1944 retained in the eyes of forty million Frenchmen. Laval's willingness to allow Darnand 

and Henriot in the government to the exclusion of D6at infuriated the latter who felt he even 

deserved to be Vice-president of the Council. The only position open was Minister of Labor. 

where the occupant would face both Sauckel and the wrath of the French people. Even Dtat 

was slow to embrace a portfolio so naturally suited to his ideology. for even this most 

European of Frenchmen was appalled with the magnitude of the Gauleiter's 1944 program. 

which would underpopulate and impoverish France while overpopulating the ranks of the 

maauis. D&t, however, finally accepted the position of Minister of Labor on March 16, 1944. 

His final presence in the government. so violently opposed by Pktain and more subtly by 

Laval was due to pressure from his Embassy ally Emst Achenbach. who persuaded Sauckel 

that DCat's historic support for labor collaboration would make him much easier to negotiate 

with than the more devious Laval. As well, Albenini and many other RNP militants persuaded 

DCat he could do far more for national-socialism inside the government than outside. Much as 

l 4  Laval speech to mayon. November 9. 1943. Archives Tasca, November 9. 1943. pp.555-57: DCat. Journal. 
January 15, 1944 . 



he disliked relinquishing control of a key aspect of economic collaboration to a virtual Nazi. 

Laval appointed Ma t  Minister of both Labor and National Solidarity. Lavd. nonetheless, 

hoped that Minister Dkat might self-destruct when faced with Sauckel, and that he. more than 

Laval, would bear the brunt of patriotic anger. Installing one of his own supporters at the 

deputy level and depriving the National Solidarity post of any substance helped Laval ensure 

that the collaborationist professor could do as little damage as possible to the interest of 

France. 15 

For Deat, his entry into the government not only confirmed the success of the RNP- 

Milice alliance of 1943 but represented a major victory over Doriot. who was totally shut out of 

a government that was now impregnated with national-socialism as well as Maurrassian- 

fascism. The W itself agreed with the remnants of the Aryan-fascist parties that the presence 

of the Milice franqaise in Paris in no way implied the dissolution of the existing parties. 

Anyway, the real power bastion for the RNP was not the police apparatus. for i t  had few men 

of action, but within the social ministries now being manned by Dtat, Albertini. and scores of 

their militants who hoped to use them to construct socialism in France! DCat ordered his 

own tiny RNP Milice national populaire to work in concert with Darnand's with which it 

shared the same gamma (Y) symbol and revolutionary goals. E a t  shared Darnand's belief that 

the war on the Resistance was as essential a front in the defense of Europe as the German war 

against Russia, but subordinate it to the social front. Now forbidden to affix his name to his 

(Euvre articles, DCat still used them to expess his radically pro-German vision of a national- 

socialist European order, which he presented in a more abstract and philosophical fashion than 

ever before. l 7  

15 Also. putting Ddat into the government succeeded in stopping his daily editorails of criticism. at lcast For a 
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Endlessly expanding his now favorite thesis that the French Revolution. properly 

understood. foreshadowed the Nazi one, DCat hrther developed it in a book entitled 

Rtvolution francaise. rivolution allemande . Trying to prove that Rousseau and Robespierre 

were the ultimate inspiration for Fichte, Hegel, Schopenauer. Nietzsche, Wagner, and. 

eventually, Mussolini and Hitler, Diat intended to indebt both the Third Reich and the Italian 

Social Republic to the ideology of the French left. Rivolution franpise. rtvolution allemande 

provoked angry polemics from both Doriot and Maurras. Le Cri du peuple considered it 

unworthy even of the paper it was printed on. A party which borrowed much of its doctrine 

from elite racists such as Gobineau, traditionalist Catholics, and antirepublicans like Drumont 

could not reconcile itself to the memories of 1793 no matter how much one attempted to 

redefine them. The PPF insisted that real revolutionaries wanted action based on ideas of 

nation and race that were simple, clear and brutal instead of abstract European dilettantism. 

Maurras. far more the logician than Doriot. insisted that D6at was once again guilty of 

blasphemy against the sacred history of his beloved royalist France. Fichte and the other 

"Boches", Maurras claimed, used Rousseau only when it served to promote their own anti- 

French nationalism. The only idea Rousseau and Fichte shared in common was the immutable 

reality of the nation. All the Nazis gained from Fichte was not some fabled European 

revolution but Germanity in all of its rigor and arrogance. Perhaps, said Maurras. Professor 

Diat read too much irrational Teutonic German philosophy while ignoring the classic of 

French and Mediterranean thought, without which one died of intellectual thirst? Stung by the 

assertions of the reactionary of Lyon and the agitator of St. Denis that his revolutionary 

tradition was less "French" than theirs, DCat retorted that they and their hidebound. ill-educated 

followers had no appreciation of the profundity of Kant. Wagner, Nietzsche and other German 

thinkers and therefore lacked a truly European and socialist perspective. l 8  
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Dtat and his RNP still preferred to crusade for Europeanism and national-socialism on 

the shop floor, rather than the battlefield. Supporting the French worker with benefits. wages. 

food, clothing, and holidays remained the best means of doing so. and would innoculate him 

from Marxism. Deat considered Mussolini's November 14. 1943 Verona 1Manifesto with its 

syndicalist spirit, single mass party, extensive nationalization and social legislation. together 

with its racial antisemitism and unconditional adhesion to the New Europe an ideal model. He 

continued to embrace racism with far less enthusiasm than Doriot. When invited to become the 

honorary president of a European antisemitic conference. the Labor Minister declined on the 

grounds that being associated with such an action would prejudice his coming duties. The 

socialist aspect of the Labor Minister's national-socialism was sincere and profound. and. in its 

Nazified 1944 form, clearly in harmony with the Euronazi propaganda of the SS and the 

German Labor Front.19 

The clearest statement of this new supranational Nazi socialism was made at a meeting 

in the Silesian resort of Bad Salzbrunn between March 14 and 19, 1944. Here Robert Ley and 

his German Labor Front assembled over two hundred European intellectuals. politicians. and 

trade unionists in an attempt to counter an American-sponsored World Labor Conference in 

Philadelphia. Following a series of artistic performances celebrating European folklore. Deat. 

Degrelle, and many other delegates discussed every aspect of European social policy. At a 

meeting which was clearly national-socialist rather than either Aryan- or Maurrassian-fascist in 

inspiration. France was for the first time a full participant instead of a mere observer. her RNP 

syndicalists being able to join in with former union colleagues from other parts of the 

continent. 

A seventeen-point manifesto emerged, hereafter referred to as the "Doctrine of 

Salzbrunn", which synthesized the social doctrines of the NSDAP. Italian Social Republic. 

l 9  Idem. "Travail et communautd*'. ibid.. March 3. 1944: idem. "Nature de socialisme". ibid.. January 1 1 .  1944: 
idem. "De Riom 9 Vienne", ibid., January 19. 1944: idem. "Tradition allemand ct rdvolution". ibid., February 
21.1944; idem, "Fascismc et r6volution franpise". ibid.. February 25, 1944: AN 3 W 211, $675, May 20, 
1944. 

20 Grorges Dhames. "Un con@ europCen dUtudes sociales". L'Ateiie~:, April 1 .  8. 1944. 



Dutch NSB, Norwegian Nasjonal Samling, Rex. De Vlag, RNP, Hungarian Arrow Cross. 

Romanian Iron Guard and other Nazi-oriented movements. According to the manifesto. 

neither America nor Russia offered inspiration for a true European socialism based upon racial 

communities. Work was considered both a sacred duty to the racial community and a sacred 

right guaranteed by that community whose obligation was to ensure opportunities for 

education, training, and labor were available. All able-bodied were expected to work at a fair 

wage guaranteed regardless of the market, for the worker signified more than a commodity and 

needed leisure time and cultural activities. The family, peasantry. and those unable to support 

themselves would be protected by the racial state. whose duty it was to prevent any private 

interest from standing in the way of a socialist Europe with a fully integrated proletariat. Each 

nation, however. was allowed to enact the socialist program in its own manner? 

Following the conclusion of the conference. the "Doctrine of Salzbrunn" drew much 

favorable comment in both the Nazi press and the papers of imitative and adaptive national- 

socialist movements across Europe. Writers sought to contrast the Nazi socialism with its 

emphasis on the unity of the race. the end of the proletariat, and consideration of the worker as 

a member of a social community with spiritual needs with the alleged materialism of New Deal 

liberalism and Soviet communism. Axis propagandists attempted to argue that Europeanism 

was now suited for the masses as well as the intelligensia, for it now offered a concrete 

program of wages, hours. and benefits based upon the model of the Nazi 

The "Doctrine of Salzbrunn" was hailed as a triumph by the RNP press. which 

substituted it for the hated ReEve as the embodiment of their European socialism. Dkat. 

Albertini, and others were jubilant that Hitler not only fought for the continental socialist order 

Z 1  "Final protocal of the working session of the Institute of Labour Studies of the Deutsche Arbeitsfront. 19 
March 1943", Neue Internationale Rundschau der Arbeit, 1944/2. trans.by Walter Lipgens in Lipgens. 
Documents on the Historv of Eurouean Inteaation, I . pp. 164-66; Publication 17 theses of Bad Salzbnrnn. 
April 8. 1944, Archiv der Gesenwaa , April 15, 1944, pp. 6341-32. Archives Neulen; April 26. 1944. Dr. 
Heinrich Hunke in Paris: "Vom Wohlstand der europiiischen Nationen" in Deutschen Volkswirtschaft, 1933. 
Nr. 16.. Archiv der Ge~enwart, pp.6422-26. ibid. 

"Der Kongrell von Salzbrunn in der Europiiischen Pressie. Wimchafts und Sozialberichte, Nr. 3/4. August. 
1944, pp.55-56, Archives Neulen. 



they demanded but was now willing to accept France as a partner in that order. Moreover. one 

could not now think of socialism and reject Germany's example. Not surprisingly. I'Atelier 

became the most fervent advocate of the "Doctrine of Salzbrunn". but even this strongly 

syndicalist paper confessed that it could not ensure a uniform living standard for such a diverse 

continent. Supranational socialism needed to be first created in regions sharing similar 

cultures, such as Scandinavia, the Balkans. or the Iberian Peninsula, in order to ease their 

integration into a European whole? 

DCat, who also took Salzbrunn as program rather than propaganda, was now more than 

ever convinced he must harmonize French social policy with an emerging Nazi Europe. His 

Ministry of Labor now represented the beachhead of the RNP and national-socialism within the 

French State, as much as Darnand and his miliciens had become the bastion of fascism within 

the security services. In DCat's mind the choice for France was either the revolution of 

Salzbrunn or the revolution of the maquis. His agenda still reflected that of 1930: job security. 

increased food rations and wages. public control of credit, and the public control of corporate 

power rather than property once outlined in Pers~ectives socialistes. The corporatism of the 

Labor Charter of 1941 being too biased in favor of capital. needed to be replaced with a system 

of state unions on the German model. In addition. Deat attempted to create a social militia to 

aid the hungry and the victims of Allied bombing. When he broadcast his plans on the radio in 

late March and early April he remained truly certain that they could convince a very hostile 

French proletariat of the benefits of a socialist Europe allemande : 

Germany is able to heroically support a prodigious effort because she has sufficiently pushed 
her revolution, because she has no suspect and excommunicated proletariat, because that great 
nation forms a seamless moral and material bloc. In this sense we have the right to say that 
socialism is not only the object of this war, but the very condition of European victory. For 
France as well it is the condition of unity restored and preserved, without which there is no 
future? 

l3 Georges Albenini. "Hitler. I'Europe et le socia1isme1'. L8'Atelier. February 5. 1944: Georges Dhames. "Un 
aongrks euroNen d'ktudes sociales". ibid., April 1, 8, 1944; Roger Paul, "L'Europc de dernain", ibid.. April 15. 
1944. 

24 Marcel D6at. addresses March 25. 1944. April 8. 1944. texts in J'CEuvre, March 26. April 9- 10. 1941. 



The "Doctrine of Salzbrunn" was embraced with less fervor by Les Nouveaux Temps, 

which adopted a more lukewarm approach to the themes of Euronazism. Luchaire and his 

small coterie of ex-liberals were not, however, lukewarm in their commitment to the 

supranational aspects of Europeanism. Frenchmen needed to realize that technology alone 

made the nation-state obsolete. Luchaire was clearly unhappy that many who believed in the 

inevitability of European union now fought for it in the ranks of the Resistance. In Luchaire's 

view. the only realistic European union was the one Germany was creating. No Europe could 

be uuly "European" if it lacked its German heart and was policed by black Americans and 

Asiatic Russians. Privately. Luchaire had little enthusiasm for SS racism. though his paper did 

endorse Deat's notion of a French race being formed from a mixture of Celts. Germanics. and 

Mediterraneans. Giving mild assent to the principles of Bad Salzbnmn. the Nouveaux Temps 

was filled with warmed-over anticapitalist and antisemitic RNP rhetoric tailored to its 

essentially bourgeois and cosmopolitan readership. Much less shrill than Costantini. Crouzet 

still presented the Allied destruction of Italy's historic abbey of Monte Cassino as the work of 

FDR's Jewish adviser Bernard Baruch and Stalin's Jewish commissar. both of whom envied 

the symbols of European culture and civilization? 

La Gerbe sought to bridge the gap between Deat and his critics, blending the European 

patriotism of the RNP with the Catholicism of the PPF and Milice. Publishing an appeal on 

behalf of the parti unique by fascist writer Jean Hentier, the Catholic national-socialist weekly 

openly repudiated the nationalism of Maurras. for the Catholic and royalist tradition upon 

which it was based was no longer a force in France. Drawing an analogy between the political 

divisions of French Catholics in the sixteenth century and the present infighting of the 

collaborationists. Htritier envisioned a single party large enough to include fascist ligueurs, to 

whom would be delegated the more violent policies of military and police collaboration as well 

as RNP-style politiaues, whose task would be economic justice and class reconciliation. 

Lcs Prods. Luchaire. pp.452-53: Guy Crouzet. "Les &tats et leur guerre". Les Nouveaux T e r n ,  January 6. 
1944; idem. "De la nation au continent". ibid.. January 17. 1944; idem. "Puissance de la verit6", ibid.. January 
22, 1934; idem. "Terrorisme airien et guerre juive", ibid., February 12, 1944; idem. "La civilization en peril. 
ibid., February 19, 1944; idem, "LC sang franqais", ibid,. March 23, 1944. 



Instead of arguing on the merits of Celtic or Latin ancestors, both needed to consider the 

NSDAP which had perfectly blended the national and social. l6 Robert Vallery-Radot shared 

Eat ' s  conception of a French race which was more than Celtic, but expressed the thesis in the 

language of Chateaubriant: 

A mixture of Ligurians. Celts. Iberians. Greeks. Latins. Burgundians, Visigoths, Normans. 
France is the microcosm of the Europe to come . Situated between the Nordic and 
Mediterranean nations. participating in the one as well as the other. she is the distillery where 
all culturd differences amalgamate ... 27 

"Aryan International": the LVF and the Waffen-SS. Januarv-h/Iav. 1944. 

Nietzsche's veneration of Sparta as the unifier of Greece possessed great appeal for 

DCat and other national-socialists in the latter part of the war. Much as the Peloponessian 

warrior state revived Greece, so too would Germany resurrect Europe from her mediocrity by 

means of the new aristocracy of racial supermen being formed by the Waffen-SS? By 1944 

the supranational Euronazi racism of the order led to a partial merger of the politics of 

collaboration in France and Belgium represented by the new prominence of Lion Degrelle in 

Paris circles. The heroic stand of his SS Walloon brigade against a Soviet encirclement at 

Cherkassy in the Ukraine brought him not only the Iron Cross from the Fiihrer on February 

2 I .  but also command of the unit itself. Degrelle, with the full cooperation of Himmler, 

presented Cherkassy as a triumph of SS Euronazi ideology and spirit as he set forth on a tour 

of francophone capitals. In Brussels he hailed the recent joint stand of the "Greater Germanic" 

SS legions at Narva in Estonia as a harbinger of a racial Reich which would now include 

Walloons on an equal footing with the Germans. Scandinavians, Balts, and Flemings who 

fought alongside it? Speaking before a joint LVF-Waffen-SS rally in Paris, he laid aside his 

Jean Hiritier. *'Ligueun et politiques". La G e k  May 4. 1944. 

27 Robert Vallery-Radot. "Revenir aux sources'*. La Gerbe. March 30. 1944. 

28 Marcel Deat. "Anticipations nietzchiennes'*. L'Euvre. February 29. 1944. 

29 Text of Degrelle speech. February 27. 1944 in 1.e Pays reel. February 28. 1944. 



Germanity in favor of the more Europeanist line of SS propaganda in France: "We have 

centuries of common civilization. we have the same churches. the same languages. the same 

songs, the same poets and the same musicians, and yet we have regarded one another as 

enemies." 30 

While Degrelle made it clear that only a revolutionary faith such as Nazism could halt 

the Soviet armies descending on Europe, he was lavish in his praise of the fascist forces of 

Doriot and Darnand. Behind the scenes, though. it was obvious that Degrelle was far more 

comfonable with Marcel D&t, whom he considered "the sole man of the left among the 

national-revolutionaries" than with the more nationalistic French ~hieftans.3~ Degrelle's crude 

SS socialism (suppressed in the Paris press) and his flagrantly pro-German orientation were 

detested by the PPF which had done everything in its power to sabotage the Walloon leader's 

visit? 

Doriot's fear of Degrelle was not unfounded. With his new prestige. Degrelle now 

apparently envisioned the possibility of becoming, with SS backing, the leader of collaboration 

in France as well as Belgium. His desire. moreover, to include large chunks of French 

Flanders and Champagne in his comer of the Reich represented a direct threat to the Greater 

France of Doriot. Sympathetic to both Doriot and Degrelle. Je suis partout published an 

interview in which Degrelle denied any ill-will towards France. Alluding to the "childish" 

unease inspired by the Cross of Burgundy in Paris, Je suis partout chided the revolutionaries 

of both countries for their petty nationalist perspectives and insistence on rigid frontiers at a 

time when both Frenchmen and Walloons were dying together in the east. While he tried to 

reassure Frenchmen that their land was too great to erase from history, Degrelle defended his 

use of "Burgundian" symbolism as a historical and mythical necessity for his Walloon 

movement. Nonetheless, in raising the issue, the fascist weekly in its own way recognized that 

30 PA AA R296061 165808-809. March 5.  1944. 

3 1  ibid.: Wat. J o l .  March 7. 1944. 

32 War, Journal. March 7. 1944. 



the realities of nationalism and personal ambition were very much dive despite the facade of 

Returning to Belgium. Degrelle and his brigade staged a parade through the streets of 

Brussels and Charleroi. complete with armored vehicles. Degrelle now had little time for Rex. 

a beleapred rump entrusted to Matthys. The Nazified movement. however. monopolized the 

politics of collaboration in the Wallonia of 1944. its journals endorsing the doctrines of the SS 

and the socialism of Salzbrunn. The socialism of Rex and Matthys. a close facsimile of 

Himmler's. lacked the intellectual sophistication of its French counterpart, which spoke more 

of controlling capital than its outright expropriation. Deat interpreted the "Doctrine of 

Salzbrunn" as the formal confirmation of his belief that the European Nazi revolution was 

inspired by French sources as much as German. As a lifelong socialist, he placed the 

Salzbrunn program at the top of his agenda for the salvation of Europe. Degrelle and Matthys. 

however. were Maurrassians. populists, and militant fascists before embracing Nazism. They 

were and remained men of battle rather than books. The socialism of Rex. with its blatant 

racism and almost Marxian belief in state ownership. was far more disposed to action. 

demanding victory on the battlefield before socialist construction could even be considered at 

home. 34 

In the early spring of 1944 the RNP. PPF. and Milice franpise each continued to 

represent one of the three major divisions of the politics of collabontion. The RNP remained a 

movement of national-socialist and denationalized Europeanist collaborators that appealed to the 

traditions of the republican left and accepted Europeanism for its own sake. The Europeanism 

of the RNP envisioned unity envisioned both supranationalism and French application of the 

. . 
33 Conway, Col labontm In Bel~i- pp.249-5 1; According to Diat's , l o u d  of March 5. 1944: T h e  PPF 
have done what they can to pull the rug out from under them [Rex]."; Victor Barthilemy records that: "The 
territorial claims of the Rexist movement ... upon Burgundy and other territories of eastern France made us 
bristle. These sorts of dreams, encouraged at one time by Himmler. it is said. appeared dangerous and 
inadmissable to us, even though they were rather ridiculous in our eyes.". Barthklemy. D u e ,  p.390: 
Jean Azema. "Au pays des hommes de ItOuest", Je suis  arto out, April 2 1, 1944. 

34 Le Pavs reel, April 21. 1944; Conway. Collaboration in Belnium. pp.232-34: Victor Matthys."Messagel'. 
Le Pavs riel, January 1 ,  1944; idem."Les principes socialiste du mouvement rexiste", Le Paw r&l, May 2, 
1944. 



program of overt Nazi socialism defined at Bad Salzbrunn. Within France this meant 

replacement of Vichy's corporate state with a more pro-labor form of social organization and an 

increase in workers' wages and benefits as a key to winning the war. France was to aid the 

victory of European socialism through labor collaboration and economic planning. Dkat and 

his party were less anticlerical than in 1942 and 1943 but still largely indifferent to religion. 

RNP propaganda stressed the socialist aspects of Euronazism found in the discourse of the S S  

and the German Labor Front. Racism, in the form of Dkat's concept of France as a mixture of 

Indo-European racial stocks molded into a French race by eugenics and race laws. was still a 

secondary issue. as was a qualified antisernitism which reserved expulsion of the Jews till after 

the war while permitting some assimilation. 

The PPF remained a fiercely independent movement of fascist collaborators. whose 

vision of European solidarity rested upon Nordic racism and anticommunism. The racism of 

this Aryan-fascist party. however, was interpreted in more violent and nationalist terms than 

that of the RNP. Jacques Doriot. Maurice-Ivan Sicard. and a post-Brasillach Je suis oartout 

stressed the GalIic distinciveness of the French component of the Aryan race. The fascist 

Europe of the PPF was strongly confederal in its preference for a German-French alliance of 

racism instead of a socialist superstate. Doriot ignored the " "Doctrine of Salzbrunn" in favor 

of a populist socialisme national which permitted much more liberty for individual initiative and 

private enterprise. The PPF, as fascist collaborators. still viewed its contribution to European 

victory in terms of violent action. racism. and fervent anticommunism. The party and its 

ideologues supported the Nordic and military aspects of Euronazism, but qualified its support 

for the Waffen-SS by continued support for the LVF. whose propaganda discourse was more 

Catholic and nationalist in tone. Doriot's party. while essentially secular and urban. appealed 

to such Catholic and family values far more than the RNP, even in the realm of PPF 

antisemitism, which. being based upon both genetic racism and religious tradition. remained 

quite extreme. 

In 1944 the Milice fransaise, technically Maurrassian-fascist, represented a radicalized 

movement of predominately nationalist collaborators. The discourse of Darnand and Henriot 



permitted little discussion of Europeanism, appealing instead to the defense of French and other 

nationalisms against the alleged internationals of communism, capitalism, and Jewry. With the 

vast bulk of its militants in southern France, the Milice signified a movement much more Latin 

and Catholic in its orientation than either the RNP or the PPF. Darnand's support for 

Euronazism expressed itself far more in deed than in word. Most milicien propagandists 

accepted the SS notion racial unity of Europe, but on the basis of a Germanic-Latin affinity 

more than a Germanic-Celtic one. Damand's political soldiers hunted Jews because they were 

neither Catholic, French, nor Latin. rather than because they were not Celtic. Himself enlisting 

in the Waffen-SS. Darnand devoted little time to Aryanist or Europeanist theorizing, his 

alliance with Oberg and Himmler was political. not ideological like Degrelle or DCat. Like the 

PPF, the Milice saw its contribution to European victory in the realm of military collaboration 

in the Waffen-SS, LVF, and the internal war against Jews and the Resistance. The party 

remained extremely Catholic in orientation, its heroic myths steming from the France of the 

Crusades, and its domestic agenda being more open to the invocation of socialism than the 

PPF. The fascist socialism of the Milice. however. preferred the nationalist modei of Bourbon 

France to the Europeanist model of Bad Salzbrunn. 

In spite of their differences. all three movements reflected the influence of Euronazism 

as well as the realization that the course of the war and growth of the Resistance irrevocably 

linked their fates to that of the Germans. Psychologically. the RNP embraced a more 

Europeanist and pro-Nazi ideology than either of the domestic fascist movements, whose more 

nationalist and fascist masked their active commitment to total collaboration in the realm of 

persecution. terror, and direct enlistment in the LVF and Waffen-SS. 

French Euronazism most clearly expressed itself in the propaganda of the French SS 

brigade. Under the chairmanship of the very pro-German. Europeanist, and ardently national- 

socialist Paul Marion, a ComitC des Amis des Waffen-SS was formed in Paris in early April. 

1944. Including DCat, Darnand. Doriot, Colonel Alerme of Je suis partout, and Vichy 

Europeans such as Dominique Sordet and Fran~ois Chasseigne, the committee held the first of 

its two recorded meetings on April 28. Marion, speaking in support of the 1 ,500 volunteers, 



considered them France's contribution to a new European knighthood consecrated to fight the 

barbarous materialism threatening Europe from both directions.35 Despite their common 

support for the French SS brigade, neither the Maurrassian-fascists of the Milice. Aryan- 

fascists of the PPF, nor the national-socialists of the RNP allowed it to fully replace their own 

perspectives on collaboration. These divisions, so much a microcosm of the French New 

Order itself, were noticable even in editorials of the French S S  monthly Devenir. The partisan 

infighting among the French recruits became a constant frustration to the German officers in 

command of the Waffen-SS training camp at Sennheim in Alsace. According to one of the 

recruits, Serge Mit, Himmler himself departed from a visit to Sennheim in November. 1943 in 

total disgust with the disunity he found among the collaborators his officers sought to mold 

into a French SS brigade with a single Euronazi outlook: 

The Reichsfiihrer ... had the nerve to tell us...we didn't know how to do anything! This. of 
course, is a sure result of the squabbling of the various parties. The RNP fight for Europe. The 
Milice for France. The Francistes desire nothing but France. but they revert back to a European 
Germany! The PPF are the smartest of all. which is why they get kicked from all sides. While 
the French partisans tear each others' hair out, the other SS work quite efficiently. Everyone 
would benefit right away by just one party. It would be fine if we had only the PPF. for 
example! 36 

Each collabontionist movement sought to use the SS brigade for its own propaganda 

purposes. Darnand kept his black-robed mentors at a distance. Despite the brutal acts of his 

Milice against a France he was trying to save from communism, Darnand privately remained a 

Germanophobe and a self-described nationalist whose anti-German traditions now appeared 

too narrow to aid in defending France against Bolshevism. The brown-shined cagoulard even 

dared to call himself a socialist. claiming the new spirit of the SS was sufficiently European to 

embrace all antisemitic and anticommunist nationalists. Such language, though, revolted his 

mentor Maurras, who excommunicated any integral nationalist daring to wear a foreign 

35 AN 3 W 24 1. $68 1. Report of Inspector Clerbaut. December 14. 1915 on Waffen-SS; Brochure. "Pour une 
Europe Nouvelle, la Waffen-SS t'appelle. Protege ta Patrie!", ibid.,§679. 

36 Serge Mit. Cxcasse 5 vendre. (Paris. Dorninique Wapler. 1950). entry December 5. 1943. page unknown. 



uniform or adopt socialist language. Darnand. Rebatet and others had to choose Maurras or 

Marx; any other position partook of democracy. communism and the "anti-France" itself. The 

only rational social doctrine for nationalists. claimed the Action frangaise. remained the thought 

of Maurras. pure and undiluted.37 

Marcel Diat wasted no time with nationalist apologies, casting the SS volunteers as the 

new Jacobin militants of the Year II. arming to smash the Ancien Rioime on a European scale. 

His support for the SS was unashamedly socialist and continental in its motivation: the vision 

of Europe formalized at Salzbrunn. Unless this dream of common European fraternity was 

fought for, its capitalist foes would reimpose a new Directory more odious than that of 1 794. 

DCat, in the name of the true European, believed the legions of Nietzschean supermen- in- 

training worthy of praise for "surpassing their purely national viewpoint ... to the discovery of 

vaster horizons ... to conceive one Europe and to undertake its construction." 38 

With almost thirty percent of French SS recruits coming from the PPF. Devenir also 

bore the imprint of Doriot's vision of Nordic racial solidarity. in many ways so compatible 

with that of the SS itself. Maurice-:van Sicard traced the French SS and PPF pedigree clear 

back to Vercingetorix himself. Unifier of the Gauls and bearer of the Celtic cross now on PPF 

banners. this soldier-politician was the first defender of the Celtic race. a task subsequently 

devolving upon Gobineau. Drumont. and Doriot, all of whom recognized the race's value for 

Europe as a whole. Lucien Rebatet of le suis Dartout saw the Waffen-SS as the harbinger of 

an "Aryan International" embodying fascist ideological collaboration in its purest, most racist 

form. Using the SS journal as a forum to rebut the Maurrasian accusation that he embraced 

Marxism, Rebatet described communism as too powerful a threat to be resisted on anything 

but a Europe-wide basis. The idea of a "White International" of corporatist. nationalist states 

embodied in the Universal fascism of the 1930's and its Eurofascist successor was, however. 

a complete illusion and contradiction. An "International of Whites" based upon the Waffen-SS 

37 Jean Arfil. "Encore le socialisme 'Nouveau' ". L'Action francaise, March 15. 1944: Joseph Dmand.''Nous 
avons rompu", Devenir, no. I .  February, 1944. 

38 Marcel Deaf. "Des soldats de I'An II aux Waffen-SS". Devcnir. no. 1. February. 1944. 



was a different matter, because it would unite Europeans against communists. Jews. and 

corporations on the grounds of a common blood rather than dividing them along the lines of 

rival, even artificial nationalisms: "Antisemites. [and] anticapitalists ... we are far closer to the 

black-or brown-clad militants of Nazi Germany than to our own bourgeoisie. [and] ... officers 

who regularly trash the ' F r i ~ e s " ? ~  

Six months of training produced mixed results among the French SS initiates. By the 

spring of 1944 a fair seepent of the recruits, particularly miliciens, looked upon themselves as 

part of a multinational corps of German mercenaries rather than a truly European fighting force. 

a valid assumption. for neither Hitler. Himrnler nor even Gottlob Berger had ever seriously 

intended creating a true European army as opposed to a force enlisted in German se~vice.~o 

The more dedicated recruits, though. really believed that they were part of a European 

supemation. For these former Aryan-fascists. national-socialists. and partyless proletarians. 

now becoming Euronazis, the SS banner became their own and the standard of all Aryan. 

European youth. A letter attributed to a French SS man named "Pierre". printed in L'Appel, 

described the new consciousness of those soldiers of the SS-Stiirrnbri~ade Frankreich whose 

fatherland was now the Aryan race as much as the French nation: 

I think of the first [SS] flag planted before Alexandria, of the one illuminated by the sun of 
Crete, of the one fluttering in the frozen air of Norway. I think also. without rancor. of the first 
flag to fly over Paris. for it brings us ... not the hate of the enemy ... but the fraternal message of 
comrades unknown. And I think also ... especially ..of our last black flag ... defying the foe for 
the last time among the burning ruins and corpses of Stalingrad. it is for this especially that we 
have become SS. to avenge them! 4I 

The Walloon SS had far fewer problems than its newer, more fractious French 

counterpart. Almost totally Rexist in its makeup and outlook, the SS-Stiirmbrinade Wallonie 

39 Maurice-Ivan Sicard. Wnc grande passion songe a tout": ibid.. no.2. March. 1944: Lucien Rebatet. 
"International aryenne", ibid., no.3. April-May. 1944. 

Jean Mabire. Le Brigade Fnnkreictrla tnpique aventure des SS fnn~ais  (Paris. Libnirie Artheme Fayard. 
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was far more disciplined and experienced. DegreHe. fully in command, had no effective rival 

for his leadership, having marginalized AGRA and subsumed the CCW. The latter. having no 

real political role, spent most of its time in providing an intellectual and historical framework 

for a Nazified Walloon nationalism. Wallonie in 1944 tried to sunder the spiritual ties linking 

Wallonia to France, which were considered a prime obstacle to the Greater Germanic destiny 

incarnate in Stiirmbannfiihrer Degrelle's brigade.lz Annales, the brigade's first journal. 

replaced the diversity found in Devenir with a systematic exposition of the role of Walloons in 

a Nazi Europe reorganized on racial lines. French themes of nationalism and Christian 

universalism were ignored in favor of the reknitting of the historic ties between Walloons and 

their Saxon. Bavarian. and Thuringian "brothers". Beneath their new Death's Head caps. 

Degrelle's Legionnaires incarnated Mitteleuropa in its most radical form: 

Europe signified a unity . the center of human civilization. during the same long e n  when the 
Reich was vast and powerful .... when ... the kings of England and France regarded themselves 
as vassals of the German Empire. But Europe was ... handed over to the aggression of outside 
powers when the Reich dissolved. We must remember that the name as well as the historic 
reality the name implies are a creation of the Nordic race.43 

Within a European Reich based upon this model. Walloons would discard their French 

rooster and Gallic liberalism in return for the Cross of Burgundy and an SS version of the 

socialism of Salzbrunn. RNP propaganda talked of a Europe unified by social benefits: 

Annales thought that the ideal of common blood itself would be more important in easing class 

tensions. Even the latter was given a more "Germanic" and imitative national-socialist 

interpretation than the more Europeanist and adaptive national-socialist approach pursued by 

Deat. A note of realism entered the Nazi-Rexist discourse in the form of an admission that 

such racist ideals were very unpopular in Germanic lands such as Denmark. Norway, 

42 Jacques C, Malaise. *'La Wallonie devant la France". Wallonie, Vol.4, nos. 1-3. n.d. [likely Jan-March. 
194.41, pp. 5-16: Lionce Patcr, "Prt2cisions sur Ie concept de chef'. ibid., pp.26-32; Pierre Huberrnont . "Les 
congres culturels wallons", Wallonie, vo1.4, no.5. May. 1944, pp. 1-2. 

43 "Necessite de faire I*Europel'. WaIIonie, ibid.. May, 1944, p.3. 



Flanders, the Netherlands, Sweden. Wallonia, Switzerland and parts of France (not to mention 

the British Isles!) where people with Nordic bodies still seemed to have Hebraic souls.u 

Jacques Doriot was clearly the loser in the struggle for power in France in the winter 

and spring of 1944. The SS alliance upon which he so heavily counted never materialized. 

Himmler and Oberg supported Lava1 through 1943 and then turned to Darnand and D&t, who. 

if they were less expressive in their racism than the PPF were more servile as clients. Doriot's 

allies in the cabinet were either ousted or neutralized. If the Milice now controlled the police 

apparatus and the EWP the social ministries, the PPF lacked, by common consent of Vichy and 

Berlin, any serious role in the French state. The only institutions in which the PPF retained 

any influence were the LVF. Radio-Paris, and the mass-circulation Petit Parisien. The party 

itself was a shadow of what it was in 1942. Once 30,000 strong, it now consisted of perhaps 

10,000 militants, of whom only 5,000-7,500 were really active, mostly drawn from the 

lumpenproletariat of Paris, Marseilles, Bordeaux, Lille. and a few other major cities?5 

Nonetheless, Doriot still refused to consider its dissolution in favor of a parti uniaue. 

Permitting hundreds of his followers to join the Waffen-SS. he endorsed the order and its 

ideology only insofar as it would benefit his own interests. for he was disillusioned by 

Himmler's preference for Darnand and Degrelle. In August, 1943. Doriot turned to Sauckel, 

who offered him money, support, and arms for the creation of a paramilitary force, known as 

the Groupes d'action pour la Justice sociale. to enforce his labor policies. Never an enthusiastic 

proponent of labor collaboration, the PPF Politburo itself appeared quite upset with Doriot's 

"Idie et forme du Reichl'. Annales. no. I. January. 1944 . pp.5-8: Lion Van Huffel. 
"Nation belge et peuple wallon", ibid., pp.9-12; "Les Batons de Bourgogne. op.cit., pp.27-28; Jules Lhost. 
"Ferrnete de ['attitude revoiutionnaire". ibid.. pp.30-32; "Du corps racial a I'ame raciale". ibid.. no.?. n.d.. 
pp. 15- 16; Jules Lhost. "L'Heure du Soldat". ibid., pp. 19-22. 
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decision, but the first Groupes d'action were organized in Marseilles and Nice at the outset of 

1944. Eventually 2,500 armed doriotistes enlisted with Sauckel in Blois. Cannes, Clennont- 

Ferrand. Epinal, Grenoble, Lyon. Nice. Toulouse. and Paris.46 

Doriot's alliance with Sauckel (who was a lieutenant of Himmleres new rival. Martin 

Borrnann) marked the start of his search for a new patron. Doriot's 1944 strategy continued to 

draw heavily upon the communist tactics he learned during the 1920's. The principal 

communist tactic applied by the PPF in 1944 that of "unity of action at the base". in which PPF 

militants united with Gestapo, miliciens, and others in intelligence work. attacks on Jews. or 

enlistment in military formations to further specific party objectives. Under no condition. 

however, did the PPF surrender its independence. for Doriot still believed that. eventually, his 

party alone embodied the historic mission as the revolutionary vanguard of a fascist France. 

His ongoing belief in himself and his mission conditioned the different approaches he adopted 

towards participation in the SS-Frankreich and LVF. Even though some two thousand 

doriotistes joined the SS brigade, Doriot forbade them to do so without his express 

It was fine, though, from his perspective. for them to take part in the war 

against jud~obolchevisme. Doriot. moreover, had no objection to Sicard's racist editorials in 

Devenir praising Gobineau as a precursor of SS European ideology. The PPF. though, 

remained French and Aryan-fascist, not Germanic and Nazi in the manner of Rex. If the 

relationship between the PPF and the SS became too servile, it would compromise the identity 

not only of the PPF but of the Celtic France the party hoped to preserve. Most PPF members 

saw themselves as Aryans and even Nordics, but only as Gauls who wished to fight for a 

fascist France and not a Germanized Nation Eurooa. The rank socialism and overt paganism of 

the SS clashed as well with the adopted Catholic traditionalism and bourgeois populism of the 

PPF. Finally. the desire of some SS circles to seek a separate peace with Moscow appalled a 

46 Victor BarthClemy claims that he and Doriot himself were consistent opponents of labor conscription and 
spumed SauckeI's offer of alliance. This claim. according to Jacques Brunet. cannot be substantiated. See 
Barthklemy. pu communisme au fascisrne, pp.382-88; Brunet. pp.45 1-53; Dieter Wolf, Doriot, p.382. fn I .  
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man whose very reason for becoming a fascist was the destruction of c0mmunism.~8 Hoping 

the Wehrmacht might aid him against not only the SS but his rivals whom it supported, 

particularly Degrelle with his visions of Greater Wallonia or Burgundy. Doriot refused to 

abandon the LVF as the linchpin of his tactic of military collaboration. As a result the PPF 

would begin. in 1944, in the words of DCat's Journal , to "move to rely on the Wehrmacht and 

to spurn the SS." 49 

The PPF did not ignore social issues in the year of Euronazism. Le Cri du peu~le  

revived some of the party's 1936 radicalism. called for a mass mobilization of French workers 

to win the war and agreed with DCat that only social justice could revive proletarian patriotism. 

Nevertheless, the PPF remained far more at home with the deeds of battle than the Germanized 

economic utopia of Salzbrunn which appealed so much to the RNP. Still a believer in military 

collaboration. Doriot considered the LVF, overwhelmingly PPF in its composition, a more 

suitable political instrument than the Euronazi SS brigade. The discourse of Le Combattant 

euro~een in late 1943 and 1944 recalled the PPF-Milice propaganda of the Tunis-Journal and 

appealed to those who wanted a specifically French doctrine of racism and found the Doctrine 

of Salzbrunn too German for their liking. The Aryan-fascist racism of the PPF clearly 

manifested itself in vulgar antisemitic cartoons largely absent from Devenir. LVF commentary 

also expressed irritation with abstract theorizing of the Dtat type. holding that Legionnaires 

were soldiers instead of theoreticians. Only combat and struggle were seen as truly fascist and 

national, and anything else being tantamount to equivocation: 

It is action which is fascist. Hope, if not accompanied by combat. is only attentism ... Nothing 
more. That is our opinion ... that of simple men who, arms at their sides, prepared for the 
supreme sacrifice for their national and fascist ideal, await victory by struggle alone ... without 
helping themselves to long phrases ...so 

48 Archives Tasca, August 19. 1943. pp. 5 10- 13. 

49 Dent, Jcwmd, April 18. 1944. 
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The Legion paper strongly appealed to Doriot's fascist spontaneity and Sicard's 

interpretations of of Gobineau which gave both PPF and LVF the framework for a crusade 

including"nationa1 racism and Christian fidelity"51 The theme of Jew against Aryan was 

inseparable from that of Jew against Christian, with De Gaulle being portrayed as Judas. 

installing the heirs of Judas in Algeria and Corsica. and his Committee of Liberation being 

described as little more than the executive committee of Israel. The two regular feature pages 

in every issue centered around the PPF theme of "unity of action". "Penser I'Europe" 

addressed PPF and Groupe Collaboration themes: the sign of the Gamma accompanied the 

Milice page "Une France neuve" with its more Maurrassian-fascist line. For LVF miliciens 

such as Francis Bout de I'An the cherished but undefined concept of the nation remained the 

ultimate world reality. Germany produced Nazism. Italy the Social Republic and Spain the 

Falange. France had to have her own revolution. not import a foreign one. In an obvious 

response to D&t, who kept repeating Europe would be socialist or not be. the Legionnaires of 

Darnand remained adamant that Europe. and France. would be fascist or not be? 

Even in 1944, therefore, the PPF as a whole strictly limited its common action with the 

other parties and even the Waffen-SS while it tried to regain some of its lustre. Once again 

touring France in 1944 on behalf of the LVF. Lieutenant Doriot presented his soldiers as a 

more French, Catholic and fascist alternative to a Germanized. paganized SS. Doriot 

employed language not substantially different from that he used in 1941. In Paris and 

Marseilles he reiterated that France's place in Europe would still be won by the L M .  the 

instrument of French self-respect in a world where no country without an army commanded 

respect? Reaching Lyon on April 5,  he subtly castigated Deat: "Making speeches is not 

Robert Sexe."Gobineau. le fondateur du ncisme". ibid.. January 1.  1944: Jean Heritier. Tombat pour la 
France". ibid. In harmony with its "Crusader" theme, the same issue of Le Combattant euronken printed 
sketches of the cathedrals of Burgos. Chartres, Cologne. Vienna, and Amiens captioned as "Marvels of the 
Occident" now threatened by Allied bombs.,ibid. 

52 A-Caton. "Rivolutionnaires". ibid.. March I ,  1944. 
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enough; one must perform the duty of a soldier"." Moreover. it was the Wehrmacht. 

including the LVF, not the Waffen-SS. which remained the principal shield against the 

Bolsheviks. Clearly angry at the "treason" of former PPF comrades such as Claude Popelin. 

Doriot reserved his strongest attacks for those nationalists and Catholics who now supported 

De Gaulle and deluded themselves regarding Stalin. He now considered the onrushing hordes 

of the Red Army worse than those of Genghis Khan. In the end, Doriot's campaign would fail 

to gain his entry into power in either Vichy or Paris. It would. however. win him some 

important allies in Bormann's camp-55 

DCat, meanwhile. had to face the most powerful Gauleiter of them all. eager to plunder 

Speer's French factories. Having reduced his demands to a more realistic 273,000. Sauckel 

found the new Labor Minister more amenable than Laval. Agreeing to the deportations in 

principle, Deat tried to stall Sauckel in his own manner. insisting French youth not be sent to 

Germany without proper indoctrination in RNP Europeanism. In perfect sincerity. he also 

insisted the transfer of workers to Germany be as equitable as possible in terms of wages and 

benefits. By May, 1944, the Allied air offensive and French and Belgian civil disobedience 

effectively sabotaged any form of European economic integration, be it Speer's or Sauckel's. 

Between September. 1943 and May. 1944 fewer than 40.000 French and 20.000 Belgian 

workers departed for Germany.j6 

British and American bombing of both France and Belgium steadily intensified in the 

early months of 1944. The massive attacks against railway yards. transportation lines. and war 

factories resulted in considerable death and destruction, but were accepted by most Frenchmen 

and Belgians as the price of liberation. The Paris and Vichy press, however, sought to use the 

ibid., February 28. 1944; D~cluations of  Jacques Doriot to Paris press. ibid.. February 23. 1944; "Jacques 
Doriot ... acclamis i MarseiIles", ibid., April 3. 1944. 
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pre-invasion raids in their propaganda of collaboration. L'Atelier and the other RNP papers 

depicted the raids as capitalist piracy. and the war itself as the chance for thirteen million 

jobless Americans to fight for Wall Street. Every B-17 or B-26 bombing France supposedly 

represented a job and an income denied American labor in the 1930's. European workers 

could now defend the true socialism of Salzbrunn. Dkat himself endorsed this picture of a 

ruthless capitalist enemy forced to make war and deliberately seeking to destroy the ifidustrial 

potential of the New Europe from the air. The Labor Minister hoped the common suffering 

might at last bring Frenchmen and Germans together in support of both Waffen-SS and the 

coltaboration of labor? 

Philippe Henriot was a much more effective agitator. for he spoke only of the united 

sufferings of Frenchmen. The Milice propagandist stirred a Catholic audience with attacks on 

British and American Protestants, whose hypocritical warfare devastated the Christian 

civilization they claimed to save.j8 Even as he preached a Europeanism of bombed cathedrals. 

Henriot could never conceal the right-wing nationalism underlying his often loose rhetoric: 

Every country must certainly. first of all, defend her national birthright. but we have a joint 
heritage from the Parthenon to Aix-la-Chapelle, from the Cathedral of Rouen to Pompeii that 
has become our common legacy. Moreover. we who believe ourselves so vainly attached to 
the exclusive heritage of our national generations are cut to the heart upon hearing how. one by 
one, such irreplacable treasures ... are disappearing under murderous blows. 59 

Je suis partout joined Le Cri du oeu le, L'Appel, Le Franciste, and the other Aryan- 

fascist organs in stressing the racial dimension of the aerial war. which. in their minds. 

represented the wrath of Semite against Aryan. Pierre Costantini found opportunity to indulge 

his personal vendetta against the English "Huns of the Sky". and Americans who were 

57 Georges Dharnes. "Premier Mai 1944". L'Atelier, April 24. 1944; Roger Paul. "Saizbrunn c o m e  
Philadelphia", ibid., June 10, 1944; [Marcel Dkat], "Mercenaries du massacre", L'ff-uvre, March 2 1, 1944. 
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"Judaized merchants and descendants of Redskins." 60 Frenchmen who excused their deeds 

had to be forbidden from flying the Tricolor or chanting the Marseillaise. symbols worthy of 

only those willing to die for the vision of B0naparte.6~ Je suis partout celebrated the 

centenary of Edouard Drumont's birth by rededicating themselves and their PPF allies to the 

fusion of antisemitic racism and corporatist nationalism he had pioneered. Drumont's idea of a 

war between cunning Levantine traffickers and noble. chivalric Nordics provided the ultimate 

explanation for the destruction now raining on a score of French and a hundred German cities: 

"Here, gentlemen. is Jewish war in all its bloody h0rrors!"~2 

Still writing for both R6volution nationale and Le Soir in Brussels, Drieu La Rochelle. 

despite his disillusion with Hitler and the failure of collaboration, continued to express his 

deeply racist conceptions of Eurofascism, though with a heavy undertone of defeatism. 

Europe was doomed because she had no consciousness of herself. Drieu remained far less 

sanguine about France's future potential in the New Order than Doriot. citing the fate of Darlan 

and Pierre Pucheu. executed in Algeria by De Gaulle in March. 1944 as proof that a nation of 

forty million could no longer control her own destiny in a continental age. Pucheu. in 

particular, had defected from the Germans only to die at the hands of the supposed agents of 

the Russians in Algiers. As such. his life might foreshadow the fate of France itself.63 

The surviving conservative nationalist Vichy media condemned the loss of life in more 

neutral language, denouncing the bombings themselves rather than the perpetratois, warning 

that worse was to come if Frenchmen put their faith in Churchill and De Gaulle rather than the 

Marshal. Now a figurehead in his occupied country, Petain still tried to maintain his legitimacy 

as the symbol of Eternal France. On April 26, the 88 year-old Marshal, barely able to walk, 
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attended a solemn mass in Paris for the victims of the latest Allied raids. Two days later. he 

took to the radio to restate his 1940 conception of limited collaboration. underlining his lack of 

sympathy for the Resistance. Fear of civil war, German reprisals, and a Soviet France 

motivated Petain as well as Laval. Unlike Laval and the Europeanist and fascist "ultrai"' the 

Marshal still commanded the affection of the crowd. which embraced his penon far more than 

his views. Most importantly. he insisted that regardless of whatever befell France or Europe. it 

was imperative Frenchmen remain a s  one and obey him implicitly as a congregation would 

their priest. 6J 

POtain was a man of few public words. but Maurras. for the most part. expressed many 

of his sentiments. L'Action francaise, still published daily in Lyon. continued its war of ideas 

against both De Gaulle and the doctrines of Europeanist and fascist alike. Deat and Luchaire 

drew special wrath from a Maurras who equated their ideas with those of Moscow. and who 

found their appeal to the memory of those who sent aristocrats to the guillotine pure and simple 

Qement: deran, 

To call yourself a revolutionary explains nothing ... revolutionary in what'? Nationalism and 
antinationalism at the same time? Simultaneously partisan of a society without character or 
frontier ... while at the same time a French patriot desiring peace. union. and accord among 
Frenchmen'? Or does one want to speak of a denationalized France following the old system of 
democracy, amplified and reinforced ... which is not far off in this embryonic restoration of a 
defunct regirnemb5 

Maurras saw little difference between the parti uniaue proposed by the RNP and its Soviet 

counterpart. both of whom ruled in the name of the masses rather than the nation. Maurns felt 

it far better to attempt social reform in a decentralized corporate state based upon natural 

institutions of family, Church. and province, than in a system based upon materialism and 

social engineering.66 
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Even in the absence of a sovereign Vichy-style regime. the Belgian regime of the 

General Secretaries, led by the Walloon Galopin and the Flemings De Winter and Leemans 

began in mid- 1943 to pursue the same politics of delay vis-a-vis Sauckel practiced by Laval. 

Gdopin's policies were supported by the Reeder government. which, like its Paris counterpart. 

regarded Sauckel's plans to deport 250.000 Belgian workers as disastrous. The upsurge of the 

Resistance in Belgium in 1944 was even more violent than in France. its prime target being the 

700 Rexist and 2.700 VNV officials now staffing the local administration. The major ally of 

the Militarverwaltung, the adaptive national-socialist VNV. however. began to follow the path 

of De Man and De Becker. Becoming more and more painfully aware that collaboration was a 

unilateral affair, Hendrik Elias and other spokesmen for the VNV began to see their appeals for 

a national-socialist Netherlands state uniting Flanders and Holland censored by the occupation 

authori ties.67 

Reeder. however, disliked Degrelle intensely, being less critical of the staff of Le Soir 

and Le Nouveau Journal who stiI1 refused to submit to the Nazi doctrines of Rexism. Pierre 

Daye, Jules Lhost. and Jost Streel still spoke of Belgians, not Walloons. Daye even used the 

Greater Germanic formula to support his case for a Belgian state. If the Allies wanted to 

dismember Europe and the Reich. the Reich itself symbolized a Europe whose subgroupings. 

including Belgium, could not be divided arbitrarily or for the sake of revenge. As for France. 

Daye hoped her leading nationalist. Darnand. would do the work of a Mussolini and somehow 

reconcile the PPF with the other movements of France, for the rnilicien still seemed to incarnate 

the Eurofascist ideal of L'Euro~e aux eurooiens. Jules Lhost shared Daye's pro-Belgian 

viewpoint in still speaking of a war to forge the New European Man and a community which 

would accept Belgians as Belgians without annexation or dismemberment. Like the French 

fascists. Massimo Rocca accused the Anglo-Saxons of waging war on Christianity, concealing 

within his pdeinic an assertion of Europe's Latin heritage. The Catholic cathedrals under 

attack represented a tradition of Rome valued by Protestants as well, while a liberal America 

66 Idem. "Cornrnunisrne. socialisme. nationalisme". LIAction francnise. May 10. 1944. 
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wished to slaughter not only Europe's people but her heritage of twenty centuries in the name 

of the abstract freedom of the sweatshop.68 

Le Soir reported the activities of the Walloon SS brigade in the manner best calculated 

to insult Degrelle. Never mentioning his name. the still Europeanist daily described his 

soldiers as the best of Belgians defining the mission of all Belgians in the war against 

communism. Allied bomber raids were treated as circumspectly as in the Vichy press. the Soir 

merely using them to illustrate the need for a united Europe to prevent hrther European 

fraticide on her soil. The language of Streel and others remained that of Eurofascism from 

which "Degrellian" expressions such as "the Walloon race", "National Socialism". "the 

Empire", and "Germanics" remained absent. The Soir also reminded the separatists of 

Wallonie of the primal role of French culture not only in Belgian. but in European life. The 

Renaissance of the twelfth century, Gothic architecture. the Grail legends so venerated by 

Wagner. all came from France. whose gifts to Europe amounted to far more than Robespierre. 

Streel himself, the prime theoretician of Belgium's stillborn Eurofascism. reminded those 

enamored of the Nazi ideas of Degrelle that Belgium's practical workers would never support a 

socialism based upon such radical nihilism? 

The Impact of the Norrnandv Invasion: June-August. 1944. 

The long-awaited climax of the war began on June 6, 1 9 4  with the Allied landings in 

Normandy. D-Day triggered a series of events which not only ejected the collaborationists 

from France, but removed the final obstacles to the complete Nazification of the Occupation 

regime a matter of days before its demise. Pitain and Laval responded to the invasion as if still 

haunted by the slaughter of Sedan and Vrrdun. Both Pktain and Laval argued that the only 
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salavtion for France lay in her people refusing to take up arms on either the Allied or the 

German side. If, on the other hand, Frenchmen followed De Gaulle's summons to revolution. 

many more would die as had their compatriots in Nomandy. Petain remained the defeated 

nationalist demanding implicit obedience in the name of France alone. In urging his 

countrymen not to take sides, he was in perfect harmony with Maurras. According to L'Action 

francaise,the only principle that could guide France in this hour of renewed warfare was total 

regard for her own self-interest. Instead of joining forces with the Allies, or presumably, the 

Germans, Normans and others needed to invoke Saint-Theresa herself. Those who rejoiced in 

the invasion would repent when it reached their own homes. By urging Frenchmen to abstain 

from the battle, Petain and Maurras were in effect urging a passive support for the German 

side, for an absence of Resistance activity was exactly what Rundstedt desired in deploying 

against the invasion. Laval, the defeated pacifist and European was less neutral in sentiment. 

appealing to the spirit of Montoire rather than La France seule. Passively pro-Axis, he still 

spoke of his diplomatic ventures and the heritage of Aristide Briand at a moment when 

thousands of Frenchmen once again took up arms against the Germans.70 

Laval's call to neutrality was the last thing the "ultras" wanted. In the period between 

D-Day and the liberation of Paris the RNP, PPF, and Milice were more united than at any time 

during the war. Even though the "Battle for Europe" had begun in earnest and national- 

socialists, Aryan-fascists, and Maurrassian-fascists finally achieved their long-desired "unity of 

action" on her behalf, it was understood that this meant neither political nor ideological fusion. 

Each would wage war with full autonomy and in its own traditional manner. the RNP trying to 

rally the workers of France to defend European socialism: the PPF and the Milice hoping to 

mobilize Catholic nationalists to the defense of France, the Celtic Race and Christendom. 71 
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His own RNP in a state of near dissolution, Marcel Dkat enlisted in the Milice fran~aise 

and urged his few remaining militants to follow his example. If the admittedly fragmentary 

statistics from the Departments of CBte-d'Or and Mayenne are in any way representative, the 

PPF now contained a mere 7,500 active members and the RNP no more than 2,000. The 

Milice, however, remained in better shape having approximately 6,000- 10.000 followers who 

were more organized and disciplined than those in the other parties and concentrated in the 

south of Frar~ce.~Z In the circumstances of June, 1944. the formal alliance which Deat and 

Damand had concluded in September of 1943 and consummated by their entry into the Vichy 

regime in the winter of 1944 now reached its logical conclusion. in which the RNP and Milice 

joined hands in military collaboration while remaining autonomous and separate in the political 

r e a l m 3  

In its post-invasion rhetoric. the remnant of the Europeanist RNP hoped to use the 

Battle of Normandy as a pretext to enact the socioeconomic revolution defined at Salzbrunn. 

During the summer of 1944 the RNPts discussions of socioeconomic change in the midst of 

some of the most savage fighting of World War II assumed an almost pathological air in its 

denial of reality. The best way. according to the party, for Vichy and Berlin to enlist French 

aid in defeating Montgomery and Ulukov was to permit Deat and his militants to transform 

France into a truly national-socialist state. The RNP could still wage war by raising workers' 

wages and benefits to turn them to Europe. The workers. not the patronat, would suffer the 

most in a liberation masterminded by Wall Street and the Kremlin. L'Atelier developed an 

economic critique of the Soviet Union in which capitalists waged war on Europe in the name 

of the gold standard while communists did so because Lenin and Stalin betrayed socialism 

72 These figures are based on an extrapolation from the totals given in a study made by the Institute d'histoire 
du Temps prisent. According to ther estimates the membership for the Cdte-d'Or in December. 1942 was 
PPF: 168. RNP: 139, Francistes : 18. Ligue franqaise: 15 1. By ApriI-May. 1944 the PPF had declined to 30, the 
RNP to 15, the Francistes to 12 and the Costantini movement had ceased to exist in the department. The 
Milice. not present in 1942. now totalled 38. If these figures are any barometer for the rest of France, then the 
PPF had lost 75% of its 30,000 active militants between December, I942 and May, 1944, while the RNP, less 
disciplined and dedicated. had lost close to 9010. See Pascal Ory. Les collabnrateurs: 1940- 1945 (Paris. ~di t ions 
du Seuil. 1976). p.279. 
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itself, worshiping production for its own sake. not that of the human personality. If true 

socialism really existed in Russia, it would benefit the people rather than a bureaucratic elite 

only slightly less capitalist than the plutocrats of New York and ~ o n d o n . 7 ~  Les Nouveaux 

Temps left the discussion of economics to the more formal RNP press. Having abandoned all 

praise of Laval, Crouzet returned to the theme of "Europe and her assassins" perfected during 

the Anzio Campaign. First Italy and now France was being martyred and devastated by those 

who hated Europe and envied her culture and civilization. Enduring a gigantic and devastating 

reprisal of the Hundred Years' War, Frenchmen could not afford the advice of Maurras or even 

~ava1.75 

The racist theme was much more in evidence in the language of the PPF. The RNP 

preached action, but Doriot ordered his Gardes fran~aises into the battle of Normandy itself. 

The German authorities, however, denied them the right to fight alone rather than under 

Darnand's command. The angry exStalinist, though, left no doubt his main enemy remained 

in Moscow. Normandy was being ravaged at the insistence of the Kremlin. and, grim as the 

battle in France was, Doriot insisted the main front remained in the east. There was no talk of a 

separate peace in Le Cri du peuple, which centered its appeal on nation and church rather than 

continent and class. AS in 194 1 and 1942. the Doriot movement affirmed European 

"spirituality" in contrast to the materialist threat converging from cast and west. Cloaked in 

evangelical self-righteousness, America's laissez-faire marketplace morality was but a more 

seductive form of the materialism animating the Soviet Union. Even though American society 

tolerated rehgion more than its savage Soviet counterpart, its sheer acquisitiveness rendered 

that faith so lukewarm as to be of no effect. Fascism and National Socialism, on the other 

hand, were far more compatible with Europe's historic faith, the symbols of which were being 

devastated daily by Roosevelt and Churchill at the behest of Stalin. 76 

74 Text of RNP communique jn L*(Euvre, June 8. 1944; Roger Paul. "Le socialisme vahi ...". LWAtelier, July 
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Drieu La Rochelle, still clearly Aryan-fascist in heart and sentiment. regarded the 

suffering of his native Norman province at the hands of other Nordics as a special burden. 

Still active in the PPF in Paris. and far more cynical than his party's leaders, he remained far 

more in touch with reality in his perception that Hitlerisrn was not what Doriot claimed it was. 

To him, Germany never reaIIy desired a union of fascist states, and was soon to be defeated 

by the power proving itself the fittest of all: the Soviet Union. 77 

Doriot. Dkat. and others rejected Drieu's pessimism. Their abiding faith in victory 

increased itself with the appearence of a new German secret weapon. Within a week of the 

Normandy landings, the first V-1's began to fall on Britain. Launched from ramps on the 

French Channel coast. these pilotless rocket planes. arriving in their hundreds, caused 

enormous devastation in southern England during June and July of 1944. The Europeanist and 

fascist papers were jubilant. Europe at last was taking revenge upon those who had terrorized 

her cities. Luchaire boasted that German science and expertise were more than a match for the 

superior numbers and brute force of the Allies. In just a few days. he predicted. the new secret 

weapons would begin to destroy Allied communications and paralyze Eisenhower's invasion 

force. In a veiled criticism of Laval. he argued that the V- 1 and the victory it promised would 

discredit those opportunists willing to follow the example of Talleyrand in abandoning the 

European cause.78 

Pierre-Antoine Cousteau and his fellow doriotistes proclaimed the revenge of Europe 

upon the British for enlisting in the cause of Judah. who allegedly set Aryan against Aryan. 

The British had no right to complain of V- 1 terror given their own devastation of Hamburg, 

Pisa, and Rouen, while the Americans who nonchalantly also bombed European cities and 

reaped the financial benefits of the war deserved a similar punishment. Why did so many resent 

76 Jean Lagyigue. "Bayeux 19 19-Bayeux 1944". Le Cri du peuple, June 12. 1944: Henri Lbbre. "Oir son[ les 
mcnteurs et les traiues?". ibid.. June 10, 1944; op. cit. "Diclarations d'un cardinal". ibid.. July 4. 1944. 
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what Cousteau considered just retrib~tion?'~ Any means. he felt. were justified in an 

implacabie racial war: 

It is the Jew ... alone who has served to cement the monstrous coalition which has surged 
against Europe ... who has given this conflict its implacable. savage character. it is he who 
unites in the same holy hror those..appearing so irreconcilable as the Marxists of Moscow and 
the plutocrats of Wall Street. Not exactly because Hitler is a dictator ... but because Hitler is an 
antisemite. Therefore in order to beat him. so the Jews can return as masters of a Europe which 
has spewed them out-for this and only this-the Jewish coalition will stoop to anything, 
absolutely anything. After Cologne, Pisa and Rouen, it will destroy ... Paris, Florence. and the 
Hague. It will destroy everything. Better a desert than a Europe without ~ e w s . ~ o  

The Maurrassian fascist and nationalist collaborator Darnand, meanwhile. remained a 

man of few words who greeted the invasion with a call to mobilization rather than a campaign 

of propaganda. The main voice of the Milice remained Henriot, who was in Germany when 

the Allies landed, having been invited there by Sauckel and Ley. In spite of the fact that 

Henriot was the most effective of propagandists for the collaborationist cause. he was also the 

most nationalist. Even after the invasion, he continued to preach his traditional ultra-Petainist 

vision of a nationalist Franco-German entente against both Jews and communists. In the end. 

though, Henriot's nationalism prevailed. As he toured German factories employing French 

workers. Henriot in the final weeks of his life began to perceive. as did Drieu. that the cause he  

propagated was but a mask for German imperialism. Returning to Vichy. he determined to 

support Lava1 even against his own miliciens. Tom between France and Europe. Henriot 

returned, as many nationalist collaborators did, to France. On June 28. however, the 

disillusioned milicien became the main martyr for the cause he had ironically abandoned? 

The death of Henriot at the hands of the Resistance sealed the unity of the 

collaborationists of France. With the Allied armies still confined to their Normandy beachhead. 

the final conflict between Vichy and Paris unfolded in July. 1944. The opening round in the 

79 Idem."L1Angleterre paiera". ibid.. June 13. 1944. 
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duel of the Auveqnats, Laval and Dkat. began with the publication on July 5 of another Dkat 

manifesto. This time, the leader of the RNP was Fully supported by Doriot. The document 

itself clearly aimed at German rather than French authorities and Fully reflected RNP 

Europeanist ideology. DCat described a France sliding into chaos behind the German front in 

Normandy. Only the immediate creation of a national-socialist regime ready to punish those. 

Laval included, who dared compromise the European position of France would secure the 

German rear. The failure of the July 20 Wehrmacht coup attempt against Hitler opened the 

way to such a regime by purging conservative elements not only in the Reich but in France as 

well, as Oberg and his SS representatives purged the Paris military administration. The 

coincidence of these events with the 150th anniversary of the Thermidorian Reaction of July 

19-25. 1794 provoked the final debate between D h t  and Maurras. L'Action francaise 

considered the death of Robespierre and 240 other Jacobins a small price for the end of two 

years of anarchic terrorism and massacre of notables by the ideologues of the left. Readers 

themselves were encouraged to conclude that the Jacobins were still among them, not only in 

the form of the communists, but in that of their RNP, PPF, Rexist and even Milice cousins. 

DCat replied that no European Thermidor was forthcoming to restore the aristocratic and 

capitalist Clites in France and Germany that the RNP and the SS detested. With Europe now in 

the hands of true revolutionaries like Hitler. Himmler. Oberg, Darnand. Degrelle, and himself. 

her victory was only a matter of time, guaranteed by soldiers who were the products of a 

superior social system which stressed the dignity of labor. German craftsmanship. moreover. 

designed and manufactured superior tanks, jet fighters, and pilotless aircraft worthy of the 

superior soldiers who would use them. Eisenhower and Montgomery poured division after 

division into Normandy. but the poorly trained mercenaries of capitalism and their shoddy 

mass-production m s  merely marched into a super-Dunkirk?? 
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Dejl and his rivals became so indoctrinated with their own Europeanist or fascist 

conceptions as to plainly ignore military reality. Superior or not, the Wehrmacht and the 

Waffen-SS were simply unable to prevent the American armies from breaking out of 

Normandy, liberating all of northwestern France and joining with the British and Canadians in 

annihilating most of the German forces in their way. In early August four Allied armies drove 

rapidly eastwards towards the Seine. For the militants of Paris, the choice became either 

surrender or exile. The impending fall of Paris was especially bitter for the RNP. whose final 

victory over the nationalist forces of Vichy was now worthless. The final Paris columns of 

both national-socialists and their Aryan-fascist competitors quietly began to suggest that the 

war for the New Europe would continue on German soil. 83 

An extremely bitter Pierre Costantini, his Ligue franqaise having disintegrated, penned 

incoherent editorials in which he raged at the victory of the Jews and the British, who would 

once again exile a Napoleon. His anger spared not even the French themselves. whom he 

accused of wanting Jewish rule at any price.84 Les Nouveaux Temps was more restrained in 

its recriminations, insisting that the ideal of a united Europe was immortal and that neither 

Patton, Eisenhower, nor even De Gaulle could ever eradicate it from the French sod, for it was 

an integral pan of France and her history.s5 

As the liberation of Paris approached and the collaborators burnt their documents. the 

final issue of Je suis oartout published parallel interviews with DCat and Doriot. Even at the 

eleventh hour, both leaders still expressed their philosophies in their classic manner. The 

Europeanist Dtat summarized his vision of a national-socialist continent led by an SS- 

dominated "Germany of the Year II". With Patton thirty miles from Paris. he was still 

convinced that the social organization of a Nazi Europe, armed with new weapons and tactics, 

France en Ccheance en proie aux factions". ibid.. August 17. 1944: idem, "Les hdros et la machine", ibid.. 
August 2,  1944. 
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would ultimately crush both capitalism and communism. Doriot renewed his fascist vision of 

ideological and racial solidarity: "In our epoch. action is the sole factor of order."s6 He 

claimed never to have abandoned the personal desire for a Franco-Geman alliance against 

communism he entertained since 1936. This alliance, of course. would now be founded upon 

racial and biological as well as political considerations. As for France. Doriot hoped that one 

day she would adopt her own Gallic version of the Aryan racist principles practiced in 

~ e r m a n y . ~ ~  

Tne last collaborationist papers in Paris appeared on August 17. The final words 

before the liberation of France. though, came from Lyon-where L'Action francaise, continuing 

to publish until August 24. offered a retrospective defense of the uncompromising nationalism 

of M a u m .  The journal concluded its many yean of publication by urging Frenchmen to trust 

in their heritage rather than German arms. France, it argued, survived the Germans and would 

survive the Anglo-Saxons, for she was indestructible and capable of enduring almost anything 

if only she rallied around a new Petain, perhaps even General De Gaulle himself if he took the 

Maurrassian principles of his youth to hean.88 

Hitler did not even wait for July 20 to replace the military government of Belgium with 

a much more Nazi civil regime headed by Joseph Grohi, Gauleiter of Cologne and SS 

Gruopenfiihrer Richard JungclauB. Both Degrelle and Van de Wiele, anticipating full control 

of Walloon and Flemish administration. unleashed a fearful counter-terror against a fierce and 

determined Belgian Resistance. The victory of the fascist coIlaborators. who in Belgium were 

synonymous with the Euronazis, however, lasted only a little longer than their French 

counterparts as Montgomery's armies rapidly closed on B e l g i ~ r n . ~ ~  
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In its final weeks and months of the occupation, Jose Streel and his Degrellian 

opponents debated the failure of collaboration not only in Belgium but in France. Streel 

defended his Latin-oriented Belgian Eurofascism to the end. He was utterly disgusted with 

both Hitler and Degrelle for failing to create a Europe suitable for Belgians. For him. the 

kingdom of Charles the Bold. the last and greatest of the fifteenth century Dukes of Burgundy. 

symbolized the shining example of the modem Burgundy Belgium might have been: the most 

cultured, best governed. and most modem state in Europe. Neither the SS nor their client 

Degrelle could Germanize or steal a heritage that belonged to Belgians alone: "The heritage of 

Burgundy belongs to all: it is the monopoly of no one: reclaiming it only requires forbidding 

ourselves from thinking small or lowly when considering our homeland." 90 

Le Combattant -SS replaced Annaies as the journal of Degrelle's Walloon SS Brigade 

in the spring of 1944. Denouncing Streel. Vichy. and their ultimate mentor. Charles M a u m .  

Euronazi ultracollaborationists like Gaston Derycke ridiculed the nationalist and Eurofascist 

belief that one could reconcile the European revolution with French or Belgian tradition. when 

such tradition neutralized the revolution. Only the supranational SS could provide the 

revolution France and Belgium needed. The Combattant-SS blamed the Vichy regime for its 

own destruction in failing to admit true fascist and Europeanist collaborators, even Doriot, until 

it was too late. Even the organ of the Walloon SS could not conceal the contraction of Nazi 

Europe as the battle lines moved westward across Poland and eastward across France. Two 

weeks after the collaborationist press vanished in Paris, its Belgian counterpart also ceased 

publication, with the sole exception of the Soir, which, now in the hands of Belgian patriots. 

hailed the return of "the true Soir" on the morrow of the city's liberation by British 
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The New Euro~e in Exile: Se~tember-December. 1944 

With France now in the hands of De Gaulle, and Belgium in the hands of Hubert 

Pierlot and Paul-Henri Spaak. those collaborators able to escape the wrath of their countrymen 

continued to pursue their politics in Germany. In August and September of 1944 thousands of 

refugees took refuge in the Reich. which constituted the last bastion of Axis Europe. Having 

reached the Meuse and the Vistula by mid-September, the Allied and Soviet armies outran their 

supply lines, granting the Third Reich several more months of life within the basic confines of 

its medieval precursor. At the height of his power. Himmler and his SS sought to eradicate all 

remaining dissent within the besieged Nazi state.92 Given the overwhelming power of the 

Black Order. it was only logical that the final stage of collaboration embodied more than ever 

the radical Euronazi vision of the Waffen-SS. With thousands of refugees now on German 

soil enlisting in its ranks. the Waffen-SS in the autumn of 1944 reached nearly forty divisions. 

only a minority of which were truly German. While neither Hitler nor Himmler desired to 

transform this force into a true European army. the SS-Hauptamt continued to maintain the 

illusion for propaganda purposes. A long memo to officers maintained that the realities of war 

demanded a bold SS conception of Europe. despite the reluctance of Hirnmler to define one? 

By late 1944 the propaganda of the SS placed even more emphasis on the common 

blood of all Europeans than in 1943. SS writers, borrowing heavily from Rosenberg, 

presented European history as that of a single race, the Indo-European or Indo-Germanic. 

Even though the peoples of the Reich represented the Aryan core. branches settled Classical 

Greece, Ancient Rome, the Celtic 5.vorld. Eastern Europe. and even "Turanian" Hungary and 

Finland. SS propaganda now maintained that anyone but Jews and Gypsies belonged to the 

white. Indo-Germanic race of which Europe was the home. The Europe of the future would 

92 Peter Padfield. Himmler: Reichsfiihrer-SS (New York. Henry Holt and Company. 1990). pp.534-46. 
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not be organized in terms of the nation states envisioned by the discredited Eurofascists. but 

would be a federation of ethnic groups in which each would retain complete cultural autonomy. 

A federal Reich government seated in Vienna would manage a socialist economy. defense. and 

foreign relations. The new European aristocracy would be drawn from the Waffen-SS 

veterans of each ethnic region who had proven themselves in combat. The New Order itself 

would be divided into approximately ninety regions. Denmark, Ireland. Scotland. Wales. 

Albania. Holland, Slovakia, and Greece (less Macedonia). would be single units: Belgium 

would be divided into Flanders and Wallonia : Finland and Norway divided into east and west. 

Sweden would be divided into three dukedoms. representing Goths and Svear. The Iberian 

peninsula would constitute a dozen regions, while Hungary, Romania, and Bulgaria together 

would constitute nine. Poland would divided into six regions, while the historic entities of 

Bohemia, Moravia, Croatia, Bosnia. Serbia, and northern and southern Macedonia would be 

reconstituted. England. minus its Celtic regions, would be split into five. There was no place. 

however, in this SS Europe for the visions of Mussolini or Doriot. Italy would be divided into 

eleven "duchies" such as Lombardy. Venetia. Tuscany. and Sicily. If the Italy of the 

Euronazis resembled that of the Habsburgs. France resembled that of the Capetians: he -de 

France, Normandy, Artois-Picardy, Meuse. Moselle. Burgundy. RhBne-Alps. Upper and 

Lower Languedoc. Aquitaine, Auvergne-Limousin. Val-de-Loire, Savoie, and Armorica. 

Even the Reich itself would be split into a dozen regions like Brandenburg. Pomerania, 

Bavaria. Tyrol, Austria. German Switzerland, Hamburg, Bremen, Thuringia. Hanover. 

Mineland. Alsace-Baden, and Mecklenberg. Unlike the situation in American or communist 

melting pots, every Volk would, it was promised. have its autonomous place and its language 

in a common socialist EuropeSg4 

Hitler himself did not go as far as the zealots of the SS in wishing to abolish the nation- 

state. No longer able to rely upon traditional leaders such as Horthy, Antonescu, or Laval. he 

at last turned to the national-socialists and domestic fascists of his vassal lands, most of which 
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he no longer occupied. The Romanian Iron Guard of Horia Sima. the Hungarian Arrow Cross 

of Ferenc Szalazi, The Fascists of the Itdian Social Republic, the Croatian Ustace, and the 

Hlinka Guard of Slovakia were given official status as governments-in-exile? Even though 

Main and Lava1 were now prisoners in Germany. they both rehsed any further role in the 

politics of collaboration. Hitler. consequently. would have to rely upon the fascist 

coIlaborators done. On September 1. 1944 he summoned the newly exiled collaborationist 

leaders of France to Rastenburg in East Prussia where he now pretended to be the Fiihrer of 

Europe they wished him to be. Hitler still boasted of victory by 1947 if Europe organized 

herself on racist and socialist lines. Far more conciliatory than he had been in the past. he now 

suppressed his lifelong enmity for France, blaming the Jews and their Anglo-Saxon allies for 

the hereditary Franco-German estrangement. He repudiated any desire to Germanize the new 

France. France and Germany could now be allies on condition that her new totalitarian leader 

be legitimized h la Hindenburg by Marshal Pitain. That leader, however. had to be Jacques 

Doriot .96 

Ironically, the very man who hoped that German victory on the battlefield would secure 

him rulenhip of a fascist France achieved his dream only as a result of German defeat. The 

national-socialist client of the SS. DCat and his ally Darnand soundly defeated Doriot in Paris. 

only to surrender both the city and the country to De Gaulle. Now. on German soil. the odds 

were more in Doriot's favor. There were perhaps only 2,000 RNP emigres in the Reich 

compared with 5,000 PPF and 6.000 m i l i ~ i e n s . ~ ~  In a time of political soldiers, the 

paramilitary fascists were better equipped for an organized retreat than a largely pacifist 

movement of Europeanist salon collabontors. Dorior. mean while, had acquired powerful 

allies in the NSDAP itself in the persons of Sauckel and several other Gauleiters. Led by 
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Joseph Biirckel. Gauleiter of the Palatinate and Alsace-Lorraine. these perennial Nazi "Old 

Fighters" had little trouble persuading Hitler and Bormann that the Aryan-fascist PPF rather 

than the nationalist Milice or the academic RNP was the French movement most similar to the 

NSDAP itself. Organized and disciplined by an iron-willed leader, the party provided just the 

right mixture of nationalism and racist Europeanism necessary for an ideal fascist 

coi1aboration.~8 

The coronation of Doriot as Hitler's vassal king was. however. contested by DCat and 

his Europeanist allies, who, together with Pktain and Laval. were now settled in the 

Hohenzollern castle of Sigmaringen on the Danube. Between September. 1944 and March. 

1945 twenty thousand exiles turned the Swabian town into a veritable French colony. The 

bulk of these exiles were clearly of national-socialist and Europeanist persuasion: Brinon, 

Luchaire. Bichelonne. Costantini. Chateaubriant. Albertini and Dkat himself. At Sigmaringen 

the RNP and its allies. supported by Otto Abetz and his Embassy staff. resolved to continue the 

struggle against De Gaulle. the Allies, and Doriot. The refusal of Pktain to name the latter as 

Laval's successor allowed the "Dkatists" to play for time. A new rassemblement, the 

Commission gouvemmentale. was quickly organized. taking advantage of the official status of 

Diat, Darnand. Brinon. and Bichelonne. In essence the body was a direct descendant of the 

Sohlbergkreis, the prewar Cornit6 France-Allemagne. the Abetz coalition of 1940- 194 1,  the 

FFW of 19424943. and the RNP-Milice alliance of 1943-1944. Denied a portfolio, Jean 

Luchaire nevertheless obtained control of the Commission's radio and press.99 

The Sigmaringen daily. La France was clearly national-socialist and devoutly 

Europeanist in its preference for views once expressed in L'CEuvre and Les Nouveaux Temps. 

In his new editorials. an expatriate D6at argued France's main contribution to Europe's war 

was now in the realm of ideas. exposing the hypocrisy of the Allied claim to be waging war on 

behalf of humanism. Only a socialist Europe led by Germany could justify such a claim, for it 
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alone permitted man to be rooted in his race and culture. Roosevelt and Stalin. on the other 

hand, considered him a denationalized abstraction fit only for the sweatshop or the Five Year 

Plan. DCat and his surviving militants mobilized for the final battle. not with guns but the 

catechism of Bad Salzbrunn and the doctrines of Rousseau. Fichte, Heidegger. and 

Robespierre! The national-socialists of Sigmaringen, for the most part. still spoke as if the 

New Europe were a present and future reality. Brinon and his long-standing Nazi patron Hans 

Grimrn insisted their decade of common work was not in vain. The social and racial forces 

uniting Europe remained irresistible despite current events on the battlefield. The closing 

months of 1944 were marked by endless discussions on the fate of an order whose days were 

clearly numbered. A new Congress Of European Journalists took place in November. 1944. 

Dkat and DegrelIe joined delegates from 32 countries who were reminded that only Nazism 

could provide the cohesion to save Europe from the chaos closing in from east and west. 

Having abandoned his pact with Doriot, Pierre Costantini now quoted Deat freely. Fleeing to 

Sigmaringen with a handful of his followers. he now expressed his faith in a Greater Europe 

without his famous racist and Napoleonic bravado. Marcel Bucard was even more subdued. 

devoting himself to trying to contact his scattered militants in Germany.loo 

If the PPF remained the only effective Aryan-fascist presence in Germany. the presence 

of the Maurassian-fascists of the Milice was rendered ineffective not only by the lack of SS 

support but the lack of European sentiment on the part of the miliciens themselves. Fleeing in 

long convoys from Marseilles. Lyon, and Toulouse, the bulk of Darnand's men dispersed to 

Ulm. Vienna, and Berlin itself, avoiding the carnival of Sigmaringen. They were of little aid to 

Ma t  in his final struggle with Doriot. The SS connection. once so promising to Darnand in 

France. became more of a liability than an asset in Germany. Himmler, meanwhile. decided to 

merge the French SS brigade and the LVF into a single SS division. to be filled out with a 

fresh contingent of about 2,500 miliciens. In October, 1944 Damand. hearing that Degrelle 

had been placed in charge of the new Walloon SS division, appeared m the SS training camp of 

loo Ibid.: La France (Sigmaringen). November 6. 1944: "Strategic bolcheviste". ibid.. November 9. 1944: 
ibid.. November 9, 1944; "Et. mrtlgri tout. I'Europe". ibid.. December IS, 1944. 



Wildflecken expecting similar honors. Brusquely treated. he was informed that the French S S  

division would be led by a German officer. Gustav Krukenberg. His troops. moreover. would 

be dispersed among the unit's more Europeanized veterans. Despite their atrocities against 

their countrymen, the brown-shirted occitans. I~onnais, and provencals and their leader were 

simply too nationalist to adapt easily to the denationalizing Euronazism so exemplified in the 

Walloon SS. and, to a lesser extent, the French.lol 

Milice spokesmen such as Henri Charbonneau made it clear that. even in the Reich 

itself, the movement's nationalist orientation would remain. One did not have to renounce 

one's Frenchness to become European. Unlike the RNP or even the PPF. Milice theoreticians 

like Franqois Bout de I'An refused to consider Europe greater than the sum of her national 

parts: "We are Europeans because, first of all we are patriots and we will work and fight for 

Europe and France to reconcile dl Frenchmen and the two great peoples". 10' 

The Milice was at best a secondary appendage of an SS which considered Degrelle and 

his outright Nazi followers much more useful. The French diaspora across southern Germany 

had its Belgian counterpart further to the north. Too independent in its adaptive national- 

socialist creed to be useful to the SS. the VNV languished at Lippstadt in the Ruhr. its leader. 

Hendrik Elias. incarcerated in Bavaria. and its active militants joining De Vlag on the 

Liineberger Heide. Most Rexists settled near Hanover, while Matthys. Derycke. Julien 

Carlier, and others went first to Cologne. then on to Berlin. Judging from the circulation of the 

exile newsletter Wallonie, there were perhaps 4,500 Rexist emigres from Brussels. Liege. 

Charleroi. Namur, Toumai, Mons, and other Walloon cities. Wallonie continued to preach 

Degrelle's vision of Europe, a vision which became even more extreme following the loss of 

his homeland. On December 9. 1954 Hitler persondly proclaimed Degrelle Fiihrer of the 

Walloon Race, and Van de Wiele his Flemish equivalent. All Flemings and Walloons were 

now citizens of the Greater Gerrnan Reich. Degrelle in the meantime had become so Nazi in 

l o 1  Rousso. P h i &  pp. 167-72. 178-90. 

102 AN 3W 29 1 S 73 1 p.5: CREHSGM.Wczema1. pp.30-32: "LES joumkes de Bcrlin". La France . December 
6 ,  1944. 



his orientation as to revolt even his own followers, who now called him "Modest I. Duke of 

Burgundy". 103 It was no longer enough for Walloons to be Germanics. now they had to 

utterly renounce their French speech and become full Germans: "The armies of a common war 

have made us conscious of the total similarity of our tastes and ideas. of our membership in the 

same superior race." lo4 

Degrelle's final vision of a tribal Europe of 300 million people based itself upon the 

program of Bad Salzbrunn and the notion of a Nazi superstate. Those who, like the Walloons. 

were truly "Germanics" would, however, especially borrow their doctrines from their mentors 

in the Greater Reich.Ios During the latter half of December it even seemed likely Degrelle 

might be able to reimpose his visions upon his newly liberated people. Many of the exiles 

from both France and Belgium possessed such confidence in Germany's new miracle 

weapons. now au,pented by the V-2 rocket. that they fully expected to return to Paris and 

Brussels in a matter of months. When Hitler launched a three-army counterattack on December 

16 in the Ardennes with the intent of seizing Antwerp and isolating Montgomery's forces from 

the Americans to the south, euphoria reigned in Siparingen and Hanover. A new Sedan was 

in the making, after which national-socialism would be restored in all of Occidental Europe. 

The Battle of the Bulge represented the final hope of the exiles. As Hitler's mechanized armies 

seemed poised to repeat the brilliant tactical triumph of 1940. many collaborators in Germany 

began to pack their belongings in preparation for their return. Walloon and Flemish exiles 

actually attempted a return in the wake of Rundstedt's armies. Degrelle himself led a 

contingent of his SS-Panzermenadierdivision Wallonie into the Ardennes, ruling over a few 

dozen villages while his Flemish rival Jef Van de Wiele, not to be upstaged, ordered units of 

the Flemish Division SS-Laneemarck into the Bulge in hope of beating the Walloons to 

103 AN 3W 29 1 $ 73 1 .  p. 1 : CREHSCM. Wezemal. pp.9-20: BA K R55/ 1226. B 102. September 20. 1944: 
ibid..Deplle. 8 110. September 29, 1944: BA K R55/ 1226. 9 1 11-12, issue No. 1 of Wallonie: Bulletin 
d'information des WalIons evacues dans le Reich, September 29, 1944. edited in CoIogne. 

lo4 LIAvenir, Berlin. December 9. 1944. in Wezernal, p. 21. 
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Brussels. The brief euphoria generated by the Ardennes offensive collapsed at the onset of 

1945. Shon on fuel and air support. Hitler's last major offensive rapidly crumbled and the 

Allied armies soon resumed their advance towards the Rhine.1°6 

"Gotterdarnmerun~": the Death of Doriot ... and the New Europe: January -May. 1945 

Despite the impending implosion of the entire New Order. Doriot and De5t continued to 

battle each other to the very end. Encamped with most of his militants on the shores of Lake 

Constance near the Swiss border, Doriot made his final moves to secure the leadership of a 

nonexistent France in a phantom Europe. On January 8. 1945, he published the manifesto of 

his Comite de liberation. his answer to DeBt's Commission gouvernmentale. Vintage Doriot. 

the 1945 manifesto remained the work of the embittered Marxist seeking vengeance upon the 

cause he had abandoned. Speaking little of Europe. i t  spoke much of France and of 

communism. Doriot invited the liberation army of General De Lattre de Tassigny to join forces 

with the PPF against Bolshevism. De Gaulle was vilified nor, as in the case of the RNP, for 

his capitalist ties. but for his unpardonable pact with Communist leader Maurice Thorez which 

granted Stalin control of France and Europe. Even more than his rivals. Doriot predicted a 

catastrophic Soviet-American conflagration in the event of Germany's defeat. When he finally 

addressed the European theme. he did so only in the context of the re-establishment of France 

and her Empire at Germany's side: "We fight to reconquer the independence of our 

country ...[ and] a European order which is viable and capable of assuring the ... restoration of 

our people."107 In a united Europe, Doriot promised the restoration of the French army. 

fleet, and air force for the common defense of Europe and French Africa, while a populist 

domestic order would assure workers. technicians, and small business the legitimate fruits of 

their labors. The manifesto closed with the Stalinist-style sloganeering that so clearly betrayed 

Io6 CREHSGM.Wezema1. pp. 2 1-26; AN 3W 29 1 5 73 1. pp. 13- 14. 

10' See text of CornitC communique in La Francc. January 8. 1945. 



the communist origins of its author: "Contidence in the future! Unite! Death to the Bolsheviks, 

the Jews and their allies! Long live Eternal France! Long live United Europe!" lo8 

The final Doriot-Deat conflict was also manifest in the final public expression of 

Euronazism sponsored by Ribbentrop and Rosenberg in Weimar between January 5 and 15. 

1945. Based upon the theme of "Europe on Trial". the meeting of approximately 150-200 

politicians. educators, and soldiers represented every refugee government in Europe. The 

conference discussed the 1943 fall of Fascism and its lessons for the Revolution of the 

Twentieth Century. lessons which were highly national-socialist in their implications. In a 

session reafirming the theses of Bad Salzbrunn, D6at was permitted to expound his "Jacobin" 

theses of a common Franco-Geman national-socialist tradition. but his German hosts regarded 

them as intellectually dishonest and incompatible with the hierarchical racism of Nazi thinking. 

The contrast between the national-socialist vision of Diat and the Aryan-fascist vision of Doriot 

was obvious. especially to an Italian Fascist such as Giuliano Magnoni. To him, the PPF still 

embodied the corporatist fascism of Giuseppe Botti. while DCat's conceptions were clearly 

more "nationalist and socialist".l09 

The final polemics between the PPF and what remained of the RNP appeared in the 

exile press in the winter of 1945. Luchaire's La France was enthusiastically Europeanist to the 

end, likening the problem of the continent's nationalities to a jigsaw puzzle solvable only when 

one considered the continent an organic whole. When one could traverse a socialist Europe 

without visas or national passports. then and only then would the Flemish. Sudeten, 

Transylvanian, and other questions be solved: "For this there is but one means: the expansion 

of a socialism which will devalue frontiers. rendering meaningless the economic and political 

lo8 Text of Cornit6 communique in La France. January 8. 1945. 
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conflicts among capitals." l o  In contrast. the Petit Parisien, still edited by Claude Jeantet. 

continued the traditional PPF strategy of appealing to French Catholics and nationalists with a 

message of anticommunism. French grandeur and restored military power. E a t .  however. 

fought a losing battle. for Doriot now commanded the only disciplined and effective movement 

among the exiles. Both the Fuhrer and his Foreign Minister applied pressure on behalf of the 

PPF by removing Abetz from his ambassadorial post. By February Brinon was persuaded to 

endorse the Comite de liberation of Doriot, bringing with him what legitimacy remained of the 

Vichy regime. The media of Sigmaringen quickly came under PPF control. By February both 

Darnand and DCat were willing to serve as ministers in a Doriot government. Doriot's hour of 

triumph in 1945, however. ended even more brutally than that of Deat in 1944. As he drove 

towards Sigmarinpn on February 22 to dictate his terms to Ea t .  his car was attacked by two 

fighters. Doriot was killed instantly. His funeral three days later was. in many ways. the 

funeral of collabomtion itself. The Europeanist forces of Siamaringen and the now leaderless 

fascists of the PPF continued their fraticide even into March, when it became obvious even to 

them the war was hopelessly lost. With the Allies flooding across the Rhine and driving deep 

into Germany, the issue was now reduced to one of self-preservation.1 I 1 

The death of Doriot and the disintegration of the collaborationist parties coincided with 

the final battles of the French and Belgian SS in the east. The fifteen thousand men of the SS 

Panzer~renadier divisions Wallonie and Charlemaae symbolized the Nazification of the 

politics of the New Europe in its final form. Throughout the autumn and winter of 1944- 1945 

these units had been expanded. retrained, and indoctrinated in preparation for their climactic 

battle with "Judeobolshevism". Formed by a fusion of the LVF and the Stiirmbrieade 

Frankreich, the new CharIemagne division also had to absorb hundreds of miliciens whose 

nationalist backgrounds made them most uncomfortable in German uniforms. Men loyal to 

1 "LIEurope sans passeport". La France, January 15. 1945. 
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Doriot and the Catholic ideology of Le Combattant euroNen were now joined with battIe- 

hardened SS veterans who had already shed party loyalties in favor of the Euronazi spirit of the 

Waffen-SS. The new miliciens were even more nationalist than the PPF. to the point where 

their defeatism and cynicism made the task of division commander General Gustav 

Krukenberg, even more difficult. During the autumn and early winter of 1944 Krukenberg 

attempted to mold the fractious SS-Charlemame into a force worthy of the SS label.1 

Lion Degrelle had no such problems with his division. given the more homogenous 

makeup and fine battlefield reputation of the SS-Wallonie. Not content with one division. 

Degrelle hoped to add the French unit to his command, creating a "Greater Burgundim" SS. 

Forbidden by the Germans to do this, he sought to recruit French defectors from the 

Charlemagne to his command. In appealing to French SS men disgusted with the infighting of 

their own unit. Degrelle reminded them that its namesake. born in Herstal, was not a 

Frenchman but an authentic Walloon. Speaking in Sigmaringen on November 14. 1944, 

Degrelle was more conciliatory, urging his listeners to be true Frenchmen as well as members 

of a fraternal Nazi Europe of charming diversity in contrast to the skyscrapers and slums of 

New York and in which French culture would play a role analogous to that of the Bourbon 

~ g e .  1 I3  

The only collaboration that mattered now was that of the Waffen-SS. At the onset of 

January SS Krukenberg addressed his poorly armed and hastily trained division. Speaking in 

fluent French, he admonished them to bury their Nazi-fascist divisions at a time when the 

options were victory or death, for only Hitler and the SS could halt the Red wave about to 

storm the Vistula. In their desire to mobilize the spiritual resources of tribal Europe. the men of 

the SS-Charlemagne invoked both the "Aryan Christianity" of their chaplain. Mayol de Lupt, 

l 2  Gustav Krukenberg. *'Problerne um die Division Charlemagne". unpublished manuscript from private 
archives of Henri Rousso, pp. 1-4; Jean Mabire, La Division Charlemagnc (Paris, Librairie Arth5me Fayard, 
1974). pp. 107- 1 12, 127-3 1 :  Christian de la Mazikre. Ashes of Honou~, trans. Francis Stuart (London. Howard 
and Wyndham. 1976). pp.58-72; Rousso, pp.20 1 - 10. 

1 13 CREHSGM. JP 732. Edouard De Bruyne. "Un aspect de la collaboration militaire dans la Belgique 
francophone 4 1 -45...", unpublished manuscript. pp. I .  1 1 - 12.16-20; "Lion DegreIle park". La France, 
November IS. 1944. 



and more primitive sources. The fusion of Hitlerism and Catholicism. acceptable enough to the 

Aryan-fascist doriotistes, was appalling to Maurrassian-fascist miliciens from the RhBne who 

revered Pius Xn and Marshal P h i n  dike. The sermons of the aging Monsignor who 

proclaimed himself both a Catholic and a national-socialist symbolized the Gospel According to 

Doriot. To the aging chaplain, his cassock decorated with the medals of war, the battle 

between Stalin and the Waffen-SS constituted nothing less than the battle between good and 

evil.: "To the suffering Christ. 'national-socialism' opposes the warrior Christ. This is not. as 

some could think, a departure from Christianity, but ... the signs of its rejuvenation ..." I I 4  

Many in the French and Wallon SS, on the other hand. seemed more comfortable with pure 

Celtic and Germanic paganism. celebrating Yule with torchlight parades and preparing to march 

into battle singing the French version of the SS Song of the Devil. a grim anthem which spoke 

volumes about the final Nazi perversion of Europeanism: 

SS. we march to battle. singing the Song of the Devil. Our tanks are ambushed from below 
for the deadly assault. their m o r  attacks us in a groaning, bellowing flood of steel, but our 
terror awaits them. And we laugh heartily! SS, we will return to France. singing the Song of 
the Devil. Bourgeois. beware our venegeance. and our deadly fists. We will smother your 
cries and anguished pleas with our ardent song. Satan howls with us. And we laugh 
heartily! H5 

Neither the invocation of an Aryan Christ nor Satan himself helped either the SS- 

Charlemagne or SS-Wallonie in their final battles. In January and February the Red Army 

breached the Vistula and drove for the Baltic and Berlin. Attempting to counterattack in concert 

with other SS and Wehrmacht divisions, Degrelle's division and its French counterpart were all 

but annihilated in the blinding snows of Pomerania by an endless onslaught of Soviet T-34's 

and infantrymen. As the remnants of the Euronazi m y  retreated westward, a small contingent 

of perhaps ninety French Nazi soldiers fled southward to take part in the final defense of 

Hitler's bunker in Berlin. The end could be postponed no longer, and within a few days the 

l4 Mabire. Charlernn~ne, pp. 178-79. 

Text in Mabire. Charle- p.53 1. 



French and Belgian SS were disbanded. By this time, Hitler and Mussolini were dead, 

Germany had surrendered, and the New Order and the parties that supported it dissolved. 

In the immediate postwar era of the late 1940's fascism in France and Belgium 

disappeared from view as democratic regimes were restored. The doctrines of Mussolini and 

Hitler had never been popular in either country, but the fresh memories of hunger. destruction. 

terror and genocide only served to feed an overwhelming mass revulsion against fascism in any 

form. Popular wrath against those who supported the New Europe expressed itself in violent 

attacks on collaborators during and immediately after the liberation and in subsequent official 

prosecutions. Between 1944 and 1947 approximately 52,000 Frenchmen and 53.000 Belgians 

were convicted of serious collaboration with Nazi Germany, of which a few hundred 

Frenchmen and an equal number of Belgians paid the supreme price. l 6  Doriot and Henriot 

were already dead, Drieu comrnited suicide. Brasillach, Luchaire. Darnand. Bucard. Brinon. 

S treel. and Matthys were executed. Pierre Laval was shot on October 15. 1945. following a 

trial which even many of his enemies derided as unfair. Petah and Maurras, also sentenced to 

death. were pardoned on account of age. ill health. and perhaps their nationalist credentials. 

Some, such as Poulet. De Becker. Marion. Benoist-Mkchin, Albertini. Victor Barthelerny. 

Vallat, Lehideux. Cousteau, and Rebatet were acquitted. given lesser penalties, or had their 

death sentences commuted. Costantini was judged insane; DCat. Sicard. Darquier. 

Chateaubriant. Daye, De Man and Degrelle went into exile. never to return.117 

l 6  Serge Durnont. Les brigades noires: I'extreme-droite en France et en Beleique francophone de 1944 5 nos 
lours (Berchern. Belgium. editions EPO. 1983). p.69. 
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CONCLUSION AND EPILOGUE 

Consciously or unconsciously, the idea of European unity played a pivotal role in the 

ideology of many French and Belgian collaborators during both the prewar period of 

appeasement and the four years of Nazi occupation itself. The idea's most conscious and 

enthusiastic adherents were unquestionably the Europeanist collaborators who had come from 

the Briandist left. Jean Luchaire, Marcel Deat, Francis Delaisi, Gaston Riou, Hendr-ik De Man. 

Raymond De Becker and others who had supported the Paneuropa-Union, Jeune Europe. the 

Union Douanitre europeenne, and the Salon Didier never abandoned their lifelong belief in 

Eurooe. ma patrie. Most of them formed, in the early years of the Occupation. an alliance with 

Pierre Laval, who shared their convictions if not their zeal, and Otto Abetz, who himself had 

been one of their number, these collaborators merely reclothed their Europeanist dream in Nazi 

brown. The European superstate of the RNP and its allies with its planned economy. welfare 

state, state-sponsored unions, and common currency was, despite their own denials, but a 

perversion of the European federation of Aristide Briand, redefined to fit the realities of the 

New Order. Even as they evolved more and more in a national-socialist direction, Diat and his 

neo-socialist renegades seemed more sincere in their Europeanism than in their efforts to 

combine the traditions of the French left with a domestic version of Nazi ideas and a pale 

facsimile of Nazi rituaf. 

At the other end of the spectrum, the conservative disciples of nationalism. led by 

Marshal PCtain himself. became collaborators with an entirely different set of perspectives. 

The nationalist collaborators of Vichy and their equivalents in Brussels considered the French 

and Belgian nations as immovable realities of nature herself. Europe was defined as an 

expression of geography rather than an emergent supemation. Nationalists like Petain. who 

privately described Germans as "Boches", and Robert Poulet, who demanded preventative war 

against Berlin while Luchaire entertained Hitler Youth, had little love for Germany or an 

abstraction called "Europe". Their collaboration was dictated by the same conservative 

Real~olitik that inspired their shift to appeasement or neutrality as they confronted a resurgent 



Reich in the late 1930's. Nationalist collaboration was. consequently, the response of French 

and Belgian conservatives, royalists. and businessmen at the mercy of a European order likely 

to be dominated by Germany for years to come. The only alternative to cooperation with 

Berlin in terms of trade and war production was, in fact, starvation and economic 

strangulation. As these conditional collaborators entered on the course of collaboration, 

however, they sought to rationalize it in terms of the national interest instead of Europeanist 

sentiment. The Pktainists of France above all insisted that France remain herself, even in 

Hitler's Europe. The National Revolution and its various initiatives became means to this end. 

The Marshal and his followers strove tc revive and modernize French industry and agriculture 

at the same time they reconstructed French society along hierarchical, Catholic, and 

traditionalist 1 ines. The conservatives and reactionaries of Vichy desired a counterrevolution 

for purely domestic reasons. considering it as well the only means of salvation for French 

society in an unfriendly continent subject to her enemies. A cooperative antidemocratic France 

reconstructed according to her own elitist traditions might. it was hoped. eventually be admitted 

into the Axis as an equal partner. In the meantime, France had to collaborate with Berlin to 

guarantee herself resources and markets. Robert Poulet had more limited goals: the 

preservation of Belgium as an independent Catholic kingdom in whatever Europe issued from 

the war. In most of their discourse. the nationalist collaborators subtly criticized the notions 

and schemes of the ardent Europeanists. their denial of the reality of the nation, their socialist 

collectivism. their affection for German ideas, and above all, their unrealistic expectations in 

regard to both European political and economic integration. France and Belgium had to be 

powers in their own right. not mere boutiques in a Hitlerian superstore. 

French fascists began to fully espouse European concepts in 1933 when Marcel Bucard 

adhered to Mussolini's Universal Fascism, proclaiming that a union of fascisms would save all 

of Europe from unemployment, racial suicide. fraticidal wars, and the threat of communism. 

Subsequent fascist leaders like Doriot and Degreile maintained their populist nationalism while 

expressing their desire for an understanding with Hitler based on similar ideologies. Hitler's 

conquests of 1940 and 1941 and Italy's entry into the war inspired the fascist collaborators of 



western Europe to adopt an ideology of Eurofascism. according to which they would be 

permitted to form indigenous collaborationist regimes, each one after its own manner. The 

result would be a Europe organized by a concert of fascist regimes under the joint leadership of 

both Berlin and Rome, although it is likely that many French fascists agreed with Laval that 

France might eventually replace I d y  as the junior partner in the New Order. Europe was 

defined not as a superstate or a mere geographical expression but as the continent of fascist 

revolution and the homeland of the white race. The European conception of the fascist 

collaborators expressed itself heavily in terms of a militant solidarity in the face of an alleged 

international conspiracy of enemies headquartered in Asia and America and their agents: 

Freemasons. republicans (including many Europeanist collaborators!), liberals. Anglophiles. 

Gaullists, Marxists, plutocrats. and finally, Jews. Aryan-fascists like Doriot. who stressed the 

racial aspect of European solidarity, considered the Jews as the central agents and masterminds 

in a "War of Continents" against Europe inspired by both Marx and Rothschild. Political 

calculations. namely the courtship of the most militant elements of the Nazi regime embodied in 

the SS, were instrumental in the championing of Celtic racism by Doriot. and a more Germanic 

racism by Degrelle, who invoked the legacy of Belgium's historic ties with the Holy Roman 

Empire. 

Degrelle's progressive Nazification of Rex represented the supreme example of the 

radicalization of both the politics of collaboration and its European ideology. Between 194 1 

and 1944 the European conceptions of first the nationalist collaborators and then the 

Eurofascists withered, with the erosion of their fundamental assumptions. Darlan's dream of 

commanding an Axis European navy, Streel's hope of a Maurrassian-fascist Belgian kingdom. 

Doriot's goal of a Gallic-Teutonic Franco-Geman alliance. and the desire of Brasillach and the 

Milice franpise for a league of fascist states guaranteed by a European Charter all succumbed 

to German reverses on the battlefield and the realization that Hitler's New Order was a mask 

for German imperialism, not European solidarity. Europeanist collaborators fared little better: 

De Man withdrawing from politics, De Becker being imprisoned and Laval being tolerated only 

so long as he could meet Hitler's rapacious demands. 



In the end, those Europeanist, fascist, and even nationalist collaborators who remained 

were fully reduced in 1943 to the level of German agents, and in the latter part of 1944 to the 

level of refugees on German soil. Still posing as the true heirs of Briand in 1945, Dkat. 

Luchaire, and the few hundred surviving Europeanist collaborators retreated into their hntasy 

world of Nazified socialism, attending conferences where they sketched the outlines of their 

cardboard Europe, hoping that invocations of Rousseau and German miracle weapons would 

save the continent from the converging m i e s  of Roosevelt, Churchill, and Staiin. Denial was 

also practiced by the surviving Maurassian-fascists and PCtainist nationalists in the ranks of the 

Milice, who continued to picture themselves as true nationalists fighting in league with other 

nationalists even as they donned the uniform of the SS-Charlemagne. The most militant of the 

PPF, Francistes, Rexists and other fascist collaborators entered the ranks of the French and 

Walloon SS as well. With Vichy gone and Mussolini's Italy a German satellite. the surviving 

core of fascist collaborators had to reject Eurofascism in favor of the Euronazi concept of a 

Nation Europa composed of tribaI groups descended from a common Indo-Germanic race 

whose core elements remained in the Reich. An exception to this. of course. was Damand and 

his Milice, who accepted the realities of exile on German soil and recruitment, voluntary or 

otherwise, into the Waffen-SS while retaining a highly nationalist discourse. 

The historic role of collaborationist Europeanism was to provide unpopular alternative 

models of European solidarity or integration, models which, in contrast to those of Jean 

Monnet and Paul-Henri Spaak. were never adopted. In essence. the New Europe of the 

collaborators and collaborationists served as an enemy against whom a more successful and 

humane movement for European unification emerged. The European ideology of the New 

Order in its various forms was, in retrospect, a symptom of a larger historical process. namely 

the political, economic, and psychological integration of the European continent. Before 19 14 

only a few academics dared speak of the United States of Europe, by 1929 most spokesman of 

the European Ieft had given their assent. Even though democratic federalism waned after 1936. 

the notion of continental solidarity persisted in a number of authoritarian guises not only among 

extreme Briandists of the left, but among nationalists and even fascists. During the war, the 



integration of continental production and the politics of both collaboration and resistance helped 

to erode national barriers in Europe even further. 

The return of democratic Europeanism in the postwar world revealed that the concepts 

of Briandist federalism and even neo-socialism were now embraced not only by mainline 

liberals and socialists. but by a new Christian democratic Center. Though nationalism 

remained strong, especially in France and Britain, even Gaullists and free-market Tories have 

accepted the need for some form of European economic integration and even political 

coordination not unlike that advocated by the nationalist collaborators of World War II. Even 

the nationalist opponents of outright European federalism in the postwar world appear 

conscious of their mutual interdependence and common interests with other nationalists. 

Not even the remnants of fascism and Nazism and their heirs escaped the logic of 

Europeanization. Faced with a total war against two continental superstates. the Third Reich 

attempted to camouflage its Europe-wide policies of terror and plunder by cloaking them in 

Euronazi garb. Many surviving, unrepentant fascists and Nazis of Europe resumed open 

political activity in the early 19501s, presenting their doctrines in the forms of neo-fascism and 

neo-Nazism! All postwar neo-fascist movements clearly bore the imprint of wartime 

Eurofascism and Euronazism. incorporating the ideas of European fascist solidarity inspired by 

Brasillach, Bucard, and Streel. and some even incorporating the Waffen-SS concept of an 

Aryan Nation Euro~a. Brasillach's brother-in-law, Maurice Barditche. carried on the 

Maurrassian-fascist legacy with its Latin-Catholic-nationalist tradition in his journal. Defense 

de ItOccident. Bardeche, however. recognized the need for neo-fascism to be European. In 

195 1 he and others from the Italian Social Movement and other neo-fascist groups from across 

Europe organized the Mouvement social europt2en (MSE). The European ideology of the MSE 

was a modernized restatement of the Universal Fascism of the 1930's and the wartime 

Eurofascism of Streel and Brasillach. In a revival of the 1942 "War of Continents" theme, 

Both neo-fascism and its neo-Nazi counterpart accepted the fundamental fascist concepts of their wartime 
predecessors: the corporate state, the leadership principle, the singIe party, the total transformation of the nation 
and the human personality, etc.. while seeking to adapt them to a Europe of Keynesian economics, Cold War, 
welfare state capitalism, high mass consumption, decolonization, and Third World immigration. 



Bardeche, moreover, insisted that a divided Europe, subject to both Washington and Moscow. 

could only reassert her power and independence through an alliance of her fascisms and a 

powerful European army, navy, and air force. The establishment of plebiscitary dictatorships 

on the national level, an intense anticommunism and antiliberalism. a call for revolutionary 

national regeneration. and preservation of the family comprised the MSE domestic program.' 

Bardiche, however, sought to distance his neo-fascism from the regimes of Mussolini 

and especially Hitler. He refused. though. to condemn their alleged ideals of social justice. 

national renewal, and the dignity of work. The "Aryanism" of the MSE was presented in an 

almost apologetic tone. denouncing the racial persecutions of the New Order while insisting 

upon a form of European apartheid in which each race would best develop in the territory 

history had assigned it. The pro-Nazi, racist. and antisemitic message, nonetheless, lay not far 

beneath the surface of the MSE's discourse. Bardeche insisted the defeat of Gemany had been 

a tragedy for the West and that the enemies of the European idea lay in Moscow and Tel Aviv.3 

A rival neo-fascist international, the Nouvel Ordre europ6en (NOE) was organized a 

few months later by Renk Binet, Charles Gastaut, and the Belgian Jean Robert Debbaudt who 

preferred a much more open emphasis on racism based upon Aryan-fascist and even national- 

socialist principles. While Bardkhe recalled the Maurassian-fascist concept that only fascist 

ultranationalists could transcend nationalism in defense of white Christendom; Binet's Aryan- 

fascist vision echoed the Waffen-SS background of its author in its espousal of a European 

conception that could have been drawn from Das Schwarze Korps, Devenir, Le Combattant- 

SS, or the writings of Maurice-Ivan Sicard, based upon the "parentage of the white peoples of - 

Europe ...[ and the] defense of the European race, from which stems the need for European 

Joseph Algazy. La tentation nto-Fasciste en France: 1914- 1965 (Paris. Librairie Arthbme Fayard. 1984). 
pp.59-94. 294-97; Serge. Dumont. Les brigades noires:l'extrCme-droite en France et cn Belgiaue de 1944 j. nos 
jours (Berchem. Belgium. iditions EPO. 1983), pp.27-36. 61 -72: Michalina Vaughan. "The Extreme Right in 
France: 'Lepenisme'or the Politics of Fear", in Neo-fascism in Euro~e, eds. Luciano Cheies. Ronnie Ferguson. 
and Michalina Vaughan (London. Longman, 199 1 ), p.2 14. 



unity in the form of a confederation attaining power equal to that of the United States and the 

Soviet Union." 4 

By the end of the 1960's the postwar wave of neo-fascism began to ebb. Concepts of 

European racial solidarity directly derived from Aryan-fascism and the conceptions of Drieu. 

Deat. and the WafTen-SS. however, played an important role in the intellectual Nouvelle Droite 

which arose in France and Western Europe during the late 1960's and 1970's. Writers such as 

Alain de Benoist envisioned a neo-pagan European order organized on the basis of the common 

ancestry of an Indo-European race. A more nationalist and less cerebral form of Europeanism. 

however, arose in the new wave of populist ~Itranationalism in the 1980's as typified by the 

National Front of Jean-Marie Le Pen. Ferociously opposed to the supranational federalism of 

Jacques Delors and the European Union. Le Pen nevertheless made common cause with other 

national-populist leaders such as Germany's Franz Schonhuber. Austria's Jorg Haider. Italy's 

Pino Rauti. and the Fleming Karl Dillen in espousing a a xenophobic racial and cultural vision 

of European solidarity not unlike that of Jacques Doriot. 

Pierre Fournier. Le feu ma1 iteint. nazis. fascistes. racistes se regmupent dans le rnonde et preparent lrur-iour 
J. (Paris. privately published. 1961). p.70. quoted in Algazy, La tentation nh-fasoiste en France, p.302. The - 
ultracollaborationist Europe of the imitative national-socialists survived into the postwar in the form of the 
European branch of the World Union of National Socialists. a blatantly neo-Nazi International. Once again. the 
dash of domestic fascist and Nazi Europeanisms manifested itself most clearly in Belgium. The Neo-Nui 
Federation ouest-europienne (FOE) took SS doctrine to its logical extreme, calling for an Aryan Europe which 
was neither French. German. English. nor Italian, but a supranational racial union in which v6lkisch 
regionalism superseded the nation-state. Jean-Francois Thiriart, a Brussels optician and veteran of AGRA. 
whose postwar Europeanism recalled the Nazi annexationism of his youth entertained similar views. Instead of 
a Greater Germanic Reich. however. Thiriart and his Mouvernent d'action civique. and his journal Jeune Euroae, 
envisioned the dissolution of Belgium in a supranational racial empire of 400 million. The legacy of royalist 
Robert Poutet and Eurofascist Jose Streel. though. survived to challenge Thiriart in the form of the strongly 
Catholic. Maurassian. and "Belgicist" Parti national betge. which cited Salazar's Portugal as a model for a more 
sovereign neo-fascist Belgian state. Dumont, Les brigades noires, pp.98- 100. 
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